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1 Release Notes

Summary of enhancements, fixes, and open issues.

Welcome to Version 20.0 of CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Log Analyzer), an integral component of the
family of solutions that we provide for z/OS. CA Log Analyzer analyzes DB2 log and SMF records to aid in auditing data
changes, recovering data, backing out errant updates without impacting application availability and migrating changes to other
subsystems or RDBMSs. It can generate required UNDO SQL statements without losing access to DB2 and can focus on
specific data ranges.

See the following documentation for detailed information about this release including:

• New product features and enhancements
• Release compatibility and support (release and support lifecycle dates, maintenance grid, and fix strategy)

For detailed installation information including software requirements and DB2 version support, see Installing on the CA
Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS product page.

 New Product Features and Enhancements
The following new product features and enhancements to existing features are now available in Version
20.0 of pla (CA Log Analyzer):

The following new product features and enhancements to existing features are now available in Version 20.0 of CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Log Analyzer):

Note:  For a list of enhancements for all the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS, see New Product Features
and Enhancements on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS product documentation page. To request
product enhancements, contact a product manager or post your request in the "Ideation" section of the Db2 Tools Community.

Warning:  Be sure to download all available maintenance to ensure availability of all features and fixes. Incremental
updates cannot be installed selectively. Later increments have dependencies on earlier increments. For a list of
available PTFs, access the Maintenance Grid (login required) on CA Support Online. We recommend use of the CA
SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval service to download maintenance and to keep current with all updates.

Note:  DBM 20 IR 8 is the last incremental update for Version 20.0. New features and fixes are no longer bundled in
incremental PTFs. Instead, we have transitioned to a continuous delivery release model that provides individual PTFs for new
product features and product fixes. For more information, see Transition to Continuous Delivery.

     

Use SYSIBM.SYSLGRNX Information to Limit Log Reading during the Initial Log Extraction Phase for
DML Reporting

The parmlib option SYSLGRNX (Y) has been enhanced to limit log reading during the initial extraction phase for DML
Reports in data sharing environments when INCLUDE filters are used on the following database objects:

• Tables
• Databases

This enhancement is introduced in PTF SO008870.

Partial Update Reconstruction

Image Copy Merge has been renamed to Partial Update Reconstruction and modified with new features. The new parmlib
parameter and keyword PURSRC (AFTER|BEFORE|AUTO) is introduced to specify the source of a full row image to
reconstruct. These features are introduced in PTFs SO08802, SO00803, and SO08804.

DB2 12 Continuous Delivery Support

IBM DB2 12 for z/OS function levels V12R1M100, V12R1M500, and V12R1Mnnn are now supported.

Version 20.0 of CA Log Analyzer supports the IBM DB2 12 Continuous Delivery Model, which introduces new features in the
maintenance stream for faster adoption.

Warning:   Customers who are moving to DB2 12 should upgrade to Version 20.0 of CA Log Analyzer to take
advantage of new DB2 12 features. In Version 19.0 of CA Log Analyzer, only DB2 12 function levels V12R1M100
and V12R1M500 are supported.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=45ba021d-aa18-4825-ace0-21b4c0d451ee
https://support.ca.com/us/product-content/status/detailed-service-pack-info/ca-database-management-solutions-for-db2-for-zos-maintenance-grid.html
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Note:   To specify the new function levels for DB2 12, see Upgrade to New DB2 Releases, Modes, and Function Levels.

Enhanced Behavior of SHRLEVEL SKIP

The behavior of the parameter SHRLEVEL (S) in the PLA member of hlq.CDBAPARM has been enhanced to use the latest
available image copy if possible. SHRLEVEL CHANGE image copies are now processed instead of skipped when all of the
following conditions are met:

• The image copy merge process is triggered by either a DML report that uses the IMAGCOPY level of detail or by a DDL
report.

• The PIT_RBA for the image copy in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY is lower than the log point of the first incomplete update within
the same table space that the image copy was taken for.

The parameter description has been updated in the PLA parmlib panel.

Recall Archive Log Data Set in Parallel

You can now use the new parmlib option PRE_ALLOCATE (E,x) to use parallel tasks when recalling archive log data sets to
reduce the elapsed time of your jobs. The parameter description has been updated in the PLA parmlib panel.

Pervasive Encryption Support

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS now supports IBM system z Pervasive Encryption.

Warning:

 Both the DML Activity and DDL Activity reports can include LOB column data. This option extracts the LOB data to
a partitioned data set (PDS) as part of the report output, which is not supported by Pervasive Encryption.

Object List Manager Support for Selecting Objects Identified by Packages

The Object List Manager (OLM) utility now supports the base selection of objects by packages
with PACKAGE collection.package.version .

Eight-character User ID Support

8-byte TSO/E user IDs for z/OS 2.3 are now fully supported across all CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS, including post-install processing.

FlashCopy Support

You can now use FlashCopy image copies for reporting purposes. 

Dropped Object Tracking (DOT)

You can now report on dropped objects with the DML Activity Report. To report on dropped objects, use the DOT report to
build the object repository, and add the REPOSTRY (YES) parameter to the DMLREPT control statement in your control
card. Enhancements to this feature include:

•  Table Version Support 

DOT can now store to the repository different versions of the same table.

Custom DML Report Filter
You can now specify custom filters for the DML Activity report through the new Filter Expression

Specification Panel.
Application Commits

You can now use your application commit frequency to place commits after each unit of recovery in the REDO and UNDO
SQL output for the DML Activity Report. For more information, see DML Activity Report Options.

 Release Compatibility and Support
The following resources are available from CA Support Online (login required):

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support Online (login required):

•  CA Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools 
•  Release and support lifecycle dates (login required)
•  Maintenance grid (login required)
•  CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Compatibility

https://casupport.broadcom.com/
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/product-related-technical-information/ca-mainframe-installation-and-maintenance-tools.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/product-content/status/support-life-cycle/indexes/ca-database-management-solutions-for-db2-for-zos-release-and-support-lifecycle-dates.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/product-content/status/detailed-service-pack-info/ca-database-management-solutions-for-db2-for-zos-maintenance-grid.html
https://casupport.broadcom.com/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/D.HTML
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Note:  From Mainframe Compatibilities, you can select the type of compatibility information you are interested in viewing.
For example, Db2, z/OS, CICS.

•  CA Recommended Service for z/OS (CA RS)

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

•  Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities 
•  Db2 Tools Community 

 CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, CA Technologies now offers a new maintenance delivery
service: CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E
RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire CA Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by
securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote CA Technologies server.

As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, CA Technologies now offers a new maintenance delivery service: CA SMP/
E Internet Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire CA
Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote CA
Technologies server.

This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more productive and
allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. “This capability has drastically reduced the time and effort needed to find and
download updates. Best of all, it is easy to use!” said Rob Capel, Senior Operating System Programmer, Sentara Healthcare.

CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through CA Support Portal
• Automates delivery of CA maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of CA Recommended and Preventive service

With the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to
run regularly. The CA Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL,
HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.

If you are an existing CA Chorus™ Software Manager customer, you can also use this new service to download maintenance
and dramatically reduce the time needed to download PTFs.

To get started, review the CA SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval Documentation.

 Product Accessibility Features
ca is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to
help all customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

 CA Technologies is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help
all customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

The CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS provide the following accessibility features support:

     

Software Applications and Operating Systems

• Most product functions are executable from a keyboard where the function and result can be discerned textually. However,
some functions, like expand and collapse controls on the panel are not in the tab order, and can only be located by
exploration of the panel using the keyboard.

• The products inherit the following operating system accessibility features:

• StickyKeys
• FilterKeys
• ToggleKeys
• MouseKeys
• SerialKeys

https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/mainframe-compatibilites/mainframe-compatibilities.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/product-content/recommended-reading/product-related-technical-information/ca-recommended-service-ca-rs-for-zos.html
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/home
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=45ba021d-aa18-4825-ace0-21b4c0d451ee
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• When tabular output is generated as a result of job submission, the output uses visual formatting semantics that are not
programmatically available to Assistive Technology (AT) through the emulator.

• Textual information is provided through a standard text file, which can be edited and viewed using a text editor and through
operating system functions for displaying text.

• The products do not inherit user-selected color, contrast, and font settings from the operating system. However, you can
change color, contrast, and font settings in the emulator and the product inherits these settings.
You can also adjust the colors that are displayed on the ISPF panels using the Global Profile option on the CA Database
Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu. Select the Setup Screen Colors option to define color combinations
and select colors that are easier to see.

Note:

 To make more adjustments to your display, and the sound, keyboard, and mouse interactions with the emulator, refer to
your 3270 emulation software documentation. For other changes, refer to your operating system documentation.

• Some characters (<, +, -, and >) are used to create a graphic indicator. However, these characters might cause confusion
when encountered by a screen reader user when seen individually or in combination within the same or other applications.

Functional Performance Criteria

• Assistive Technology screen readers and screen magnifiers are supported. The batch products are text-based and use input
and output files that are viewed through text editors. However, some output can include visually formatted, tabular data that
require the user to examine the textual screen content to interpret responses.

• The products can be used in a mouseless (keyboard-only) mode. The products also inherit operating system motor control
accessibility features.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online, or downloaded in PDF and EPUB files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

2 Installing

Includes steps to acquire, install, deploy and configure your product.

The following process explains how to perform a base installation of CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS.

Note:

Detailed instructions and other installation use cases (like upgrading and installing maintenance) are described in the Installing
documentation on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS common page.

Follow these steps:

1. Prepare for installation by reviewing the installation best practices and verifying that the installation
requirements (hardware, software, security, and so on) have been met.

2. Acquire and install the product using CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM) or native SMP/E (pax-ESD).
3. Install product maintenance using CA CSM or native SMP/E jobs.
4. Configure the product using the Post-Install Tailoring panels: (select the following options in the order presented)

1.1 Select option 0 (Settings - Define session and environmental options). Use these settings to manage and maintain the
configuration environment. These settings are also used in batch jobs that are submitted in the following steps.

2.1 Select option 1 (Setup - Create/edit global and product parmlib members). Use this option to set
up global and product-specific parmlib members.

• Edit the global parmlib members first.
• Then edit the PLA parmlib member to set site-specific default execution values.

3.1 Select option 2 (Tailor - Execute product-specific customization tasks). Use this option to customize post-install
global options, Xmanager, Xnet, and perform product-specific customization. Complete the following steps on
each PTISYSxx member:

• Review the product customization members for information about the batch job that you can use to capitalize the
CA Log Analyzer external messages. This job lets you use CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS on a system that
supports mixed or Double Byte Character Set (DBCS) characters.

• Convert external messages to uppercase.
4.1 Select option 3 (Tasks - Execute DB2 catalog customization tasks). This option generates JCL to perform install

related (INS and GEN) DB2 tasks. Execute these tasks on each DB2 subsystem.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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The install-related tasks include starting Xmanager, creation of the product objects, and binding of the product plans
and packages.

Note:

:

• There are no product-specific DB2 catalog customization tasks for CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS.
• For a list of the DB2 objects that are created during installation, see CA Log Analyzer Objects (login required).

5. Prepare the products for execution and verify user authorizations.

Before you begin using the product, we recommend that you review the operational considerations and customization options
to optimize performance, deploy default values for processing, and reuse DML and DDL report forms described in Getting
Started. When these tasks are completed, you can use the product as described in the Using documentation.

3 Getting Started

An overview of features and basic use of the product.

Before you start using CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS, review the following information to address any additional site-
specific configurations:

• The required product authorizations
• Operational considerations to keep in mind when using this product
• Ways to customize the product

 Product Authorization
The Product Authorizations Facility is used to grant authority to access plans. You must have the proper
authorization and security to perform different operations. Many security restrictions are implemented by
the DB2 security system. never lets you bypass DB2 security.

The Product Authorizations Facility is used to grant authority to access CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS plans. You must
have the proper authorization and security to perform different operations. Many security restrictions are implemented by the
DB2 security system. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS never lets you bypass DB2 security.

The IFI reason code 00E60824 indicates an authorization error. When CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS uses the Log
Reader, MONITOR2 access is required.

Note:  For more information about DB2 security considerations, see the IBM DB2 Administration Guide.

Contents

EXECUTE Plan Security

Users must be granted EXECUTE authority on product plans to execute product functions. Authorization is required on each
DB2 subsystem where the product is executed. You can grant or revoke authorization to the following product functions from
the Product Authorizations Facility (option A from the Products Main Menu):

• Log Reporting
This plan lets you generate all log reports and REDO and UNDO SQL statements.

• Online Services
This plan lets you create strategies, specify log processing options, and use Image Copy Reporting.

Users with SYSADM authority can also execute these plans.

BSDS Security

You can use the List Log Inventory component if you have READ access on the Bootstrap Data Set (BSDS) from which the
log inventory list is generated.

Access to DB2 Data Sets

Log Reporting reads the following data sets, based on the report options that are selected:

• Bootstrap Data Set (BSDS)
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To read the BSDS, you must define it with VSAM SHAREOPTIONS (2, 3). These options allow any number of users to
access the data set for read processing, and one user to access the data set for write processing.

• Active and archive log data sets
• Image copy data sets
• VSAM data sets containing user table data

Image Copy Reporting reads the following data sets:

• Bootstrap Data Set (BSDS)
• SYSLGRNG directory table

The Log Reporting and Image Copy Reporting components run APF authorized.

Access to DB2 Table Data

DB2 authorization can be used to determine whether a user has the authority to review or use the log data for specific tables.
To enable this capability, specify Y for Security support on the Edit Parmlib Member PLA panel.

When DB2 authorization is enabled, DB2 table authorizations are used to determine a user's authority on data in the log. Both
primary and secondary authid information is used. The DB2 tables SYSUSERAUTH, SYSDBAUTH, and SYSTABAUTH are
read to determine whether the user has SELECT authority on a table that has information in the log.

Note:  For more information about using the DSN3@SGN authorization exit routine to check secondary authid information,
see the IBM DB2 Diagnosis Guide and Reference.

If the user does not have SELECT authority on a table, any log information relating to that table is discarded. The information
is not written to a discard file but is ignored, and the following message appears for each table:

LAE0207E USER:authid, IS NOT AUTHORIZED TO SELECT DATA FROM TABLE owner.tablename

 Operational Considerations
Before using  (CA Log Analyzer), review all the operational considerations.

Before using CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Log Analyzer), review all the operational considerations.

Note:   EBCDIC, ASCII, and Unicode encoding schemes are supported when the characters are the same. CA Log Analyzer
also supports compressed formats.

• Log Processing Range Considerations
• Support a Subsystem After Converting to Extended Logging
• Support a Subsystem After an RBA Reset
• Sort Processing
• Modify the JES3 Initialization Parameters
• Data Sharing Groups with Quiesced Members
• DB2 10 Support Limitations
• LOB Support Limitations
• XML Support
• Concurrent Copy Support

 Log Processing Range Considerations
This page describes how handles date and time information when processing logs.

This page describes how CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS handles date and time information when processing logs.

Contents

Log Processing Range

Log processing range defines the starting and ending points in logs. Log data between these points are used in subsequent
analysis and report generation.
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Specify the log processing range in the Report Source Specification panel using the following values:

• Date and time value
• Date and time expression
• RBA or LRSN
• Log label

Note:  For detail description of valid values for the log processing range start and end points, see the online help (PF1).

Valid Processing Dates

 

The IBM S/390 system clock restricts CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS when CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/
OS evaluates and reports on DB2 logs. The S/390 TOD clock supports dates from midnight January 1, 1900 to 11:59 p.m.
December 31, 2041. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS supports log processing dates from midnight January 1, 1980 to
11:59 p.m. December 31, 2041. Any processing of activity occurring outside of this range, or specified as occurring outside of
this range, has unpredictable results.

 

 Support a Subsystem After Converting to Extended Logging
IBM provides a means to convert a DB2 subsystem from 6-byte RBA and LRSN values to 10-byte
values. This conversion significantly increases the log addressing capacity and reduces the possibility of
exhausting these values due to heavy logging activity.

IBM provides a means to convert a DB2 subsystem from 6-byte RBA and LRSN values to 10-byte values. This conversion
significantly increases the log addressing capacity and reduces the possibility of exhausting these values due to heavy logging
activity.

When a subsystem is converted to 10-byte RBA and LRSN values, perform the following tasks to support the longer values.

Follow these steps:

1. Enable extended logging support in CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS. This function is enabled through an ENABLE
parmlib option.

Note:  For more information, see informational solution RI64114 on the CA Support web site.
2. (Optional) Update your customized report forms to accommodate the longer RBA and LRSN values. This step is necessary

only when you use customized report forms.

1.1 Select P (Profile) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS main menu.
2.1 Select 4 (Report Forms Administration) from the profile menu.

The Report Form Services panel appears.
3.1 Verify that the Form and Creator fields contain an asterisk (*), and then press Enter.

The panel displays a list of all existing report forms. The Ext. Val. column indicates whether a form has been updated
to accommodate extended log values.

4.1 Type U (Update) next to a form that has not been updated. Press Enter.
The Report Form Definition panel appears.

5.1 Type Y (Yes) in the Extended Values field and update the following text blocks as needed:

• DML Unit of Recovery Description
• DML Updated Row Description
• DDL Unit of Recovery Description
• DDL Update Description

Press PF3 (End).
The updated report form is saved. The Report Form Services panel reappears, displaying a Y in the Ext. Val. column
for that form.

 Support a Subsystem After an RBA Reset
IBM provides a means to reset the log RBA on a DB2 subsystem when the RBA reaches its maximum.
This procedure resets the RBA to zero and removes the prior logs and image copies. However, the
versioning information in the subsystem still refers to log ranges from before the reset. On a data sharing
system, an RBA reset does not affect because it uses the LRSN values in the log. However, on a nondata
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sharing system, uses the RBA log values; therefore, a reset affects its ability to process log data for that
subsystem.

IBM provides a means to reset the log RBA on a DB2 subsystem when the RBA reaches its maximum. This procedure resets
the RBA to zero and removes the prior logs and image copies. However, the versioning information in the subsystem still
refers to log ranges from before the reset. On a data sharing system, an RBA reset does not affect CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2
for z/OS because it uses the LRSN values in the log. However, on a nondata sharing system, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for
z/OS uses the RBA log values; therefore, a reset affects its ability to process log data for that subsystem.

When the log RBA is reset on a nondata sharing subsystem, identify the time of the reset. Also note the time when the
subsystem underwent a cold start during the RBA reset process. You can specify the reset time by using the ENABLE parmlib
member in highlevel.CDBAPARM. Contact CA Support for assistance in creating this member. After the reset time is
specified, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS can support that subsystem.

After you specify a reset time, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS requires full row images for all DML, DDL, and Change
Data Capture processing. If you specify any processing type other than Image Copy, the settings are changed automatically to
the Image Copy option. If image copy processing significantly increases your overhead, consider enabling DATA CAPTURE
CHANGES on your tables. This setting eliminates the need for image copy processing by logging a full image copy of all
updated rows.

 Sort Processing
The System Sort program is used to perform sorts. System Sort supports all 31-bit sort programs.

The System Sort program is used to perform sorts. System Sort supports all 31-bit sort programs.

DFSORT, CA Sort, and Syncsort are dynamically allocated using the standard 31-bit parameter list that these programs
support. This list includes the following values: The sort size (MAINSIZE or CORE) specified with the SORTSIZE keyword,
the sort work ddname, and the addresses of sort exits E15 and E35. Sort exits E15 (input to the sort program) and E35 (output
from the sort program) sort the log data and internal log analyzer data.

Note:

• Sort size is per sort; it is not divided by the number of sorts.
• For more information about your sort program, see your sort guide.

Contents

Syncsort Users

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS dynamically allocates the $ORTPARM DDNAME to pass parameters to Syncsort.

You can override these passed values by coding a $ORTPARM DDNAME in the JCL. This override can be necessary to
overcome storage-related problems when using Syncsort.

Warning:  Override the dynamic $ORTPARM DDNAME only under the direction of CA Support.

Specify a DDname for Syncsort

If you use Syncsort as your sort package, specify a value for the DDNAME for SyncSort parameters in the PLA parmlib
member. The default is $ORTPARM.

SORTPARM in the JCL Stream

If you use Syncsort and experience storage issues, you can specify $ORTPARM in the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
JCL stream.

Note:  Each sort in CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS uses successive definitions of the $ORTPARM. These successive
definitions allow the Syncsort parameter to be overridden for each sort.

The $ORTPARM DDNAMEs can be specified as follows:

//$ORTPARM DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PLA.DB2.CNTL(SORTP1),FREE=CLOSE
 (Create extract file)
//$ORTPARM DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PLA.DB2.CNTL(SORTP2),FREE=CLOSE
 (Create reports, SQL (DDL) , Load format files)
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//$ORTPARM DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PLA.DB2.CNTL(SORTP3),FREE=CLOSE
 (Image Copy level of detail - Optional)
//$ORTPARM DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PLA.DB2.CNTL(SORTP4),FREE=CLOSE
 (Inline image copy processor - Optional)
//$ORTPARM DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PLA.DB2.CNTL(SORTP5),FREE=CLOSE
 (Subsequent update - Optional)

 Modify the JES3 Initialization Parameters
In JES3 environments, you must modify the JES3 initialization parameters to read log records from DB2
active log data sets.

In JES3 environments, you must modify the JES3 initialization parameters to read log records from DB2 active log data sets.

To modify the JES3 initialization parameters, add the following line:

DYNALDSN,BYPASS=(Logcopy1,Logcopy2)

Logcopy1 and Logcopy2 are data set masks for the active logs of your DB2 environments.

If you are using the IBM recommended naming convention, specify the following:

DYNALDSN,BYPASS=(?.LOGCOPY1.DS*,?.LOGCOPY2.DS*)

Note:  An IPL is required to reflect this change.

 Data Sharing Groups with Quiesced Members
If a data sharing member is quiesced and the BSDS or current active log is unavailable, the member is not
processed. This situation can occur when you delete the BSDS or logs for the member because you do not
plan to use the member again. A message alerts you to this situation.

If a data sharing member is quiesced and the BSDS or current active log is unavailable, the member is not processed. This
situation can occur when you delete the BSDS or logs for the member because you do not plan to use the member again. A
message alerts you to this situation.

If the BSDS and current active log are available, the member is monitored in case it is activated during the job execution.

 DB2 10 Support Limitations
has the following DB2 10 support limitations:

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS has the following DB2 10 support limitations:

• DDL strategies and generated jobs that are created in pre-r15 CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS versions do not
support LOB data. Before using an older strategy or job to generate DDL, use the current CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for
z/OS online panels to update the strategy or regenerate the control statements.

• CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS does not support the DB2 10 CREATE MASK and CREATE PERMISSIONS DDL
statements. The product also does not support the XMLSCHEMA clause in CREATE TABLE DDL statements.

• CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS supports hash objects when generating DDL activity reports, and UNDO or REDO
DDL statements. Hash support is not provided when generating DML reports, SQL statements, and load files.

 LOB Support Limitations
has the following LOB support limitations:

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS has the following LOB support limitations:
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• LOB data is not supported when generating load files for CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS.
• DDL file mapping supports only LOBs that are fully inline. If a DDL file map points to a table with LOB columns, only the

columns that are fully inline are processed. LOB columns that are partially inline are skipped.
• FlashCopies for LOB tablespaces are not supported.

 XML Support
When encounters a table with XML columns, it formats the XML indicator data in the base table row.
However, it does not report on the XML data or process it in any way. All other table columns are
formatted and processed as expected.

When CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS encounters a table with XML columns, it formats the XML indicator data in the
base table row. However, it does not report on the XML data or process it in any way. All other table columns are formatted
and processed as expected.

 Concurrent Copy Support
does not support concurrent copies of objects that have a physical control interval (CI) size greater than 4
KB. The objects must have a CI size of 4 KB.

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS does not support concurrent copies of objects that have a physical control interval (CI)
size greater than 4 KB. The objects must have a CI size of 4 KB.

Note:  For more information about CI size and the DSVCI parameter that controls this size, see the IBM DB2 Installation and
Migration Guide.

 Customization
offers various ways of customization to achieve best product performance and to fit the product best to
your environment:

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS offers various ways of customization to achieve best product performance and to fit the
product best to your environment:

• Set the PLA parmlib member to optimize performance.
• Set profile variables to deploy default values for processing.
• Customize the DML and DDL report forms to reuse the custom layout for most frequently used reports.

Recommended Parmlib Member Settings

We recommend that you set these values right after installation so that users have default values set when they use the
products. For more information, see Setup Global and Product Parmlib Members in the CA Database Management Solutions
for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

Customizing your parmlib members provides the following benefits:

• Take advantage of your site-specific requirements.
• Avoid having to specify overly complex syntax.
• Optimize the execution parameters to your environment. 

We recommend the following settings in the PLA member of hlq.CDBAPARM. These parmlib settings generally optimize the
performance of CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS in your environment:

• Set UR_WORK_LOAD (L) to maximize performance at the cost of more memory. This option increases run-time memory
and CPU usage while reducing the elapsed time for CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS jobs.

• Configure the PRE_ALLOCATE parmlib option to your site needs:

• Set PRE_ALLOCATE (Y) to pre-allocate DB2 log data sets. If your standard log range covers multiple log data sets,
a value of Y lets CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS reduce the amount of time it spends waiting for an archive log
data set to be available.

Note:

More log data sets than are needed for the processing range might be allocated.
•  In the event your site experiences high elapsed times with PRE_ALLOCATE (Y), set PRE_ALLOCATE (E,x) in the

PLA member of the hlq.CDBAPARM data set to recall the migrated data sets in parallel tasks. x is the number of tasks
for each DB2 subsystem and can be any value from 1 through 8.
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Note:

Because tasks created through PRE_ALLOCATE (E,x) do not hold the log data sets, there is the possibility that the
recalled data sets can be migrated and recalled again.

• Set KEEPDICTIONARY to Y to read the underlying tablespace to retrieve the compression dictionary instead of first
reading an image copy.

• Set the INDEX_SEARCH to PCO (primary index (P), clustering index (C), and other unique index (O)). If an index is
available, the letter order determines the order in which CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS looks and uses the indexes.

Set Profile Variables

The profile facility lets you define variables specific to CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS. These variables act as the
default execution values, and can be overwritten by users as needed.

• The log reporting variables let you configure various settings for the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS log reporting
component. (This component generates all log reports and REDO and UNDO SQL statements.) For example, you can
specify the number of sort work data sets to allocate. You can also specify how to process units of work that are in flight at
the start or end of the log processing range.

• The control statement variables let you specify how CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS builds control statements for
the DB2 LOAD utility. For example, you can specify whether logging occurs during the load process, and how work data
sets are allocated during this process.

Note:

• For detailed information about each variable, see the online help panels.
• The profile facility also lets you set global variables that apply to all installed CA Database Management Solutions

products. These options include execution libraries, JOB statement specifications, print parameters, screen colors, and
usage language options.

• The profile facility also lets you customize the appearance of your DML and DDL reports.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Profile (option P) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS main menu or type the PROFILE primary
command.
The Profile panel appears.

2. Select option 2, set your log reporting profile variables, and press PF3 (End).
The Profile panel reappears.

3. Select option 3, set your load utility control statement variables, and press PF3 (End).
The Profile panel reappears.

4 Using

Information and procedures for end users.

This section provides information to help you use CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to solve database administration tasks
and problems.

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS analyzes DB2 log and SMF records to aid in auditing data changes, recovering data,
backing out errant updates without impacting application availability and migrating changes to other subsystems or RDBMSs.
It can generate required UNDO SQL statements without losing access to DB2 and can focus on specific data ranges.
The following video illustrates how CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS can help you restore data that has been corrupted:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i4ri_SAzsrM

This section provides information to help you use CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to solve database administration tasks
and problems. 

View task-specific topics in the Using section by selecting the following:

 How to Recover a Dropped Object
This scenario guides you through the process:
The recovery of dropped object consists of the following tasks:

• Generate an UNDO DDL report, run SQL statement to recreate the object and determine DBID, PSID and OBID.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i4ri_SAzsrM
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• Generate DML Detail Report with Catalog INCLUDE filtered on SYSIBM.SYSTABLES, SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE
and SYSIBM.SYSCOPY to determine DBID, PSID, OBID and image copy information of the dropped object.

• Generate recovery jobs and recover the object from the last full image copy.
• Generate REDO SQL and run to apply changes since the last image copy.
• Optionally, a full image copy is taken and the RUNSTATS and REBIND utilities are run.

The procedure takes time and is error prone when performed manually. CA Log Analyzer automates the
recovery of a dropped object to its original state to a few steps.

In this scenario, a critical production database, tablespace, or table has been accidentally dropped. As the database
administrator (DBA), you are expected to recover the object as quickly as possible. However, when a database or tablespace
is dropped, all SYSIBM.SYSCOPY recovery information is lost. Recreating a dropped object can also assign different
identifiers, making a normal recovery difficult.

This scenario guides you through the process:

Figure 1: Recover a Dropped Object

 

To recover a dropped object, complete the following tasks:

1. Gather information.
2. Create and Submit Dropped Object Recovery Job.

Gather Information

To perform the recovery process, you need information about the dropped object, such as type, name and the approximate time
range when the object was dropped.

Create and Submit Dropped Object Recovery Job

The Dropped Object Recovery job generated by CA Log Analyzer contains all steps necessary to return the dropped object to
its original state. You will also be able to choose options for creating image copies, generating steps to run RUNSTATS and/or
rebinds after the recovery.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Dropped Object Recovery from the Main Menu. The Dropped Object Recovery panel appears. 
2. Select the dropped object type.  
3. Enter the dropped object name.
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4. Fill the approximate time range when the object was dropped. 
5. If required, select Y in Miscellaneous Options and Press ENTER. The Dropped Object Recovery - Miscellaneous Options

panel appears. The panel contains the following dropped object recovery options:

• Utilities VendorSelect I to use IBM or C to use CA utilities to perform recovery, index rebuild and image copy
creation.

• Rebuild IndexesSelect Y to rebuild indexes after the object is recovered from a full image copy.
• Generate StatisticsSelect R to Recover Statistics from DB2 Log, or select Y to include the step that runs the

RUNSTATS utility for recovered objects at the end of the recovery process, or N to do not resolve statistics.
• Generate REBINDsSelect Y to include the step that run REBIND statements for rebind packages before RUNSTATS

run.
• DDL SQLIDThis option decides which SQLID is going to be used when a dropped object is recreated.Select: 

• S - if you want to use SQLID as an id of the one who dropped the object.
• O - if you want to use SQLID as an id of the one who will run the Dropped Object Recovery job.
• P - if you want to use SQLID from profile (How to setup Default SQLID). 

• Temp. Data Sets PrefixThere are a couple of data sets passed between several steps of the dropped object recovery job.
Leave the prefix empty to use temporary data sets or add a prefix to allocate them.

• Delete Temp. Data SetsThis option adds a step to the beginning of the recovery job that will delete the temp data sets
that might already exist.

• Image Copy After RecoverySelect Y to include the step that creates a full image copy after the object is recovered and
all logs are applied.

• Image Copy DSNAMEEnter the name of the image copy dataset. You can use &USERID, &DB, &TS, etc. variables.
See the help panel for the full list.

• New AllocationSelect Y to select allocation option for image copy data set.
• Enter SAVE on the command line to save the setup into ISPF profile.

6. Press PF3 to go back to the Dropped Object Recovery panel.
7. Press PF3The batch processor submission panel appears.
8. Submit the job.

Dropped Object Recovery Job Details

The Dropped Object Recovery job model contains the ADORPROC JCL procedure that is used in later recovery tasks using
the batch processor. It is not recommended to perform any changes as all steps are consecutive and data transfers occur during
processing.   

Dropped Object Recovery job may contain the following steps:

• DELETESDelete the work data sets that are used across the job.
• UNDODDLGenerate the UNDO DDL of the dropped object and store the generated SQL into LADDDL. Store the

information about the dropped objects into LADOLDID. Store the REBIND statements for the dropped objects into
LADBR. 

• RUNDDL Execute generated SQL statements from previous step stored in LADDDL to recreate the dropped object.
• SYSINBLD Gather new and old object ids and image copy information. Create control cards for recovery utility and

optionally for image copy, RUNSTATS utilities and REBIND.
• RECOVER/DSN1COPY Run CA Fast Recover or DSN1COPY depending on utility selected in miscellaneous options to

recover data from the last full image copy and rebuild indexes. If CA Fast Recover has been chosen, image copies will be
made in this step. 

• TAKEICS1Takes image copy when the object is recovered from the last full image copy. This step is always present when
IBM is specified as utilities vendor.Generates REDO DML report into the LADSQL dataset from the time of the last full
image copy to a time when the object was dropped.

• RUNDMLExecute generated SQL statements from previous step stored in LADSQL to apply all changes since last full
image copy of the original object.

• TAKEICS2Optional   Takes a full image copy of the new fully recovered object.
• RECSTATS/RUNSTATSOptional    

• RECSTATS - recover statistics from DB2 log
• RUNSTATS - run RUNSTATS utility for recovered object.

• REBIND  Optional Execute rebind statements from UNDODDL step stored in LADSTATS to rebind related packages.

 

 

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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 How to Setup Default SQLID
The Default SQLID is used to setup SQLID command SET SQLID = 'SQLID' in generated REDO/
UNDO DDL and in Dropped Object Recovery.

The Default SQLID is used to setup SQLID command SET SQLID = 'SQLID'  in generated REDO/UNDO DDL and in
Dropped Object Recovery.

Setup Default SQLID

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Profile under the Miscellaneous Functions from the CA Log Analyzer Main Menu. The CA Log Analyzer
Profile panel appears. 

2. Select Log Reporting Profile Variables. Variables panel appears. 
3. Fill desired SQLID to the Default SQLID field under the SQL File Options. 

 How to Recover Statistics from the DB2 Log
When an object is dropped, all related statistics are deleted from the DB2 catalog tables. The Dropped
Object Recovery utility provides an option to recover those statistics from the DB2 log.

When an object is dropped, all related statistics are deleted from the DB2 catalog tables. The Dropped Object Recovery utility
provides an option to recover those statistics from the DB2 log.

To recover the statistics, select R in the Dropped Object Recovery - Miscellaneous options panel.

Other options either generate a step to run the RUNSTATS utility after the object is recovered or do not resolve statistics at all.

If selecting the the recover statistics option from the DB2 Log, the following tables and their corresponding columns are
updated during Dropped Object Recovery processing:

SYSIBM.SYSTABLES

CARDF 
NPAGESF 
SPACEF
CARD
NPAGES
AVGROWLEN
PCTPAGES
PCTROWCOMP
STATSTIME

SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE

NACTIVENACTIVEF AVGROWLEN SPACE SPACEF STATSTIME

SYSIBM.SYSTABSTATS

CARDF 
NACTIVE 
PCTPAGESPCTROWCOMP
CARD
NPAGES
OWNER
NAME
DBNAMETSNAME  IBMREQD PARTITION STATSTIME

SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART

AVGROWLEN 
CARD 
CARDFDSNUM
EXTENTS
NEARINDREF
FARINDREF
PAGESAVE
PERCACTIVEPERCDROP SPACESPACEFSECQTYI PQTY SQTY STATSTIME
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SYSIBM.SYSLOBSTATS

FREESPACE 
ORGRATIO
AVGSIZEDBNAME
NAME
IBMREQD  STATSTIME

SYSIBM.SYSCOLUMNS

COLCARD
COLCARDF
HIGH2KEYLOW2KEY
STATS_FORMAT
STATSTIME

SYSIBM.SYSCOLSTATS

COLCARD 
HIGHKEY
HIGH2KEYLOWKEY
LOW2KEY
COLCARDDATA
STATS_FORMAT
TBOWNER
TBNAMENAME PARTITIONIBMREQD STATSTIME

SYSIBM.SYSCOLDIST

CARDF
COLGROUPCOLNO
COLVALUEHIGHVALUE
LOWVALUE
TYPE
QUANTILENO
FREQUENCY
FREQUENCYF CUMCOLUMNS TBOWNERTBNAMENAME IBMREQD STATSTIME

SYSIBM.SYSCOLDISTSTATS

CARDF
COLGROUPCOLNO
COLVALUETYPE
FREQUENCY
FREQUENCYF
NUMCOLUMNS
KEYCARDDATA
TBOWNERTBNAME NAMEPARTITIONIBMREQDQUANTILENOHIGHVALUE LOWVALUE STATSTIME

SYSIBM.SYSINDEXES

CLUSTERRATIO
CLUSTERRATIOF
CLUSTEREDDATAREPEATFACTORF
FIRSTKEYCARD
FIRSTKEYCARDF
FULLKEYCARD
FULLKEYCARDF
NLEAFNLEVELS AVGKEYLENSPACESPACEF STATSTIME

SYSIBM.SYSINDEXSTATS

FIRSTKEYCARD
FIRSTKEYCARDF
FULLKEYCARD FULLKEYCARDF
NLEAF
NLEVELS
IOFACTOR
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PREFETCHFACTOR
KEYCOUNTKEYCOUNTF CLUSTERRATIO CLUSTERRATIOF
FULLKEYCARDDATAOWNERNAMEPARTITIONDATAREPEATFACTORF IBMREQDSTATSTIME

SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART

AVGKEYLEN
CARD
CARDF DSNUM
EXTENTS
FAROFFPOS
FAROFFPOSF
LEAFNEAR
LEAFFARNEAROFFPOS NEAROFFPOSF LEAFDIST PSEUDO_DEL_ENTRIESSPACESPACEFPQTYSECQTYI
SQTYSTATSTIME

 How to Update a Table in a Data Warehouse
In this scenario, your site maintains a data warehouse for reporting and auditing purposes. All table
changes in your production environment are propagated to audit tables in the data warehouse. This
propagation lets you maintain a history of your transaction data for audit reporting purposes.

In this scenario, your site maintains a data warehouse for reporting and auditing purposes. All table changes in your production
environment are propagated to audit tables in the data warehouse. This propagation lets you maintain a history of your
transaction data for audit reporting purposes.

As a database administrator (DBA), you have been asked to update a data warehouse table with the latest changes from its
corresponding production table. This scenario demonstrates how to update the table by creating a set of load output files and
applying them to the warehouse table.

Note:

• Typically, when you populate an audit table or data warehouse, you include URID information for each record in your load
file. Because Log Apply control statements do not reference this URID information, this scenario instructs you to select
DB2 LOAD or CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS as your utility option. Log Apply is intended to propagate changes to an
identical table.

• You do not need a DB2 LOAD or CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS license to generate the load output files. However, you
do need a license to invoke the utility and apply the output files.

The following illustration shows how a DBA uses the load output files to update a table in a data warehouse.
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Figure 2: PLA--HowToUpdateATableInADataWarehouse

To update a table in a data warehouse by using a set of load output files, complete the following tasks:

1. Set the options for the load utility control statements.
2. Generate the load output files.
3. Apply the load output files to the warehouse table.

Note:  This scenario demonstrates how to do a one-time update to a warehouse table. If you update a data warehouse on a
regular basis, we recommend creating a strategy to accomplish this task.

Set the Load Utility Control Statement Options

Before you generate the load output files, specify the options for the load utility control statements.

Follow these steps:

1. Select P (Profile) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Profile panel appears.

2. Select 3 (Load Utility Control Card Variables) and press Enter.
A second profile panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:

1.1 Use the Log Load field to specify whether to log all records that are loaded during the load process.
2.1 Use the Space Allocations fields to allocate primary and secondary space for your work data sets.

Note:

Ignore the Commit Frequency and REDO/UNDO fields. These fields apply only to the Log Apply utility.

Press Enter.

The load utility settings are saved.
4. Press PF3 (End) twice.
5. The CA  Log Analyzer Main Menu reappears.
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Generate the Load Output Files

After you specify the options for the load utility control statements, generate the load output files. These files contain the table
transactions and control statements to update the target table. Generate these files through the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for
z/OS DML Activity function.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 1 (Process Log) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Report Specification panel appears.
2. Select DML Activity and press Enter.

The DML Activity Report Options panel appears.
3. Specify the DML Activity report options. The following settings are required:

• Output Format: L (Load)
• Level of Detail: D (Detail) or I (Image Copy)
• Set LOAD Options: Y (Yes)

Use the Table Filters field to specify the source table.

Note:  You can specify more than one table. In this scenario, we are updating a single table.

If your tables include LOB columns, also specify I (Include) in the LOB Column Data field.
If you want to generate a discard report, also specify N in the Report Discards field.
Press PF3 (End).
The DML Load Format File Options panel appears.

4. Specify the parameters for the load output files:

• Specify L (DB2 LOAD) or F (CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS) for your utility program.
• Use the OUTPUT OPTIONS fields to specify the format and number of files to generate.

Note:  You can generate one load file for all selected tables, or one file for each table. Because we are updating a
single table in this scenario, specify Y in the Single Dataset field.

• Use the URID DATA INCLUSION OPTIONS to select which URID fields to include or exclude from the load file.
• (Optional) Use the LOAD UTILITY TABLE SPECIFICATIONS fields to specify the source and target tables. Only

use these fields when the source and target tables have different names. These fields enable CA Log Analyzer™ for
DB2 for z/OS to map the source table to the target table.

Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Report Source Specification panel appears.
5. Specify the log data to analyze by entering the starting and ending parameters under LOG PROCESSING RANGE and

the data sources to use under SOURCE OPTIONS.

To enter a log label name or a date/time expression that exceeds the field length in the panel, enter a slash (/) in the field
and press Enter. The expanded field pops up. Enter the value in the field and press PF3 (End).

Press PF3 (End) again.

The Output Specifications panel appears.
6. Specify a destination for the load file and control statements.

Note:

You can specify a GDG file name in the LOAD File DSN field (for example, 'PDxxxB.JCTLOG.LOAD(+1)'). For a list
of symbolics that are supported in the file names, see the online help.

Press PF3 (End).
A second Output Specifications panel appears.

7. Specify a destination for the LOB data file and the discard report (if you selected these options).
Press PF3 (End).
Your selected options dictate the next panel that appears:

• If the Allocate File panel appears, go to step 8.
• If the Report Submission panel appears, go to step 9.

8. Specify the allocation parameters for the output data sets, type SAVE in the command line, and press Enter.

The current parameters are saved in your ISPF profile. These parameters are used as defaults in future sessions.
9. Press PF3 (End).

The Report Submission panel appears.
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10. Submit the job in online (O) or batch (B) mode.
The output files are generated. You can now use the output files to update the specified table.

Apply the Load Output Files to the Data Warehouse Table

The final step consists of executing the generated control statements to apply the load file to the table. These statements are
executed in batch mode using the Batch Processor.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter BP (Batch Processor) in the command line of any CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS product.
The Batch Processor Interface panel appears. The DB2 SSID field identifies the DB2 subsystem where the Batch Processor
executes.

2. Complete the fields on this panel:

1.1 Type B for batch mode.
2.1 Identify the data set containing the control statement file in the Input Data Set fields.
3.1 Specify the desired processing options and audit options.

Press Enter.
The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.

3. Specify a destination for the batch job, model JCL specifications, and a valid JOB statement. Press Enter.
Processing occurs according to your specifications. You receive a message indicating that the job was successfully sent to
the specified destination. The load file has been applied to the table.

 How to Replicate Table Changes Using Log Apply
In this scenario, your site maintains a testing environment that mirrors its production environment.
All changes are implemented and tested in the test environment before they are implemented in the
production environment. This setup permits the testers to discover and undo harmful changes without
affecting the production environment.

In this scenario, your site maintains a testing environment that mirrors its production environment. All changes are
implemented and tested in the test environment before they are implemented in the production environment. This setup permits
the testers to discover and undo harmful changes without affecting the production environment.

As a database administrator (DBA), you have been asked to replicate the latest set of changes from a test table to a production
table. This scenario demonstrates how to replicate these changes by using the Log Apply utility to apply a set of load output
files to the production table.

The following illustration shows how a DBA uses Log Apply with a set of load output files to replicate table changes to an
identical table.
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Figure 3: PLA--HowToReplicateTableChangesUsingLogApply

To replicate the table changes using Log Apply, complete the following tasks:

1. Set the options for the load utility control statements.
2. Generate the load output files with the Log Apply option.
3. Apply the load output files to the production table.

Note:  This scenario demonstrates how to do a one-time table replication. If you replicate changes between the same tables on
a regular basis, we recommend creating a strategy to accomplish this task.

Set the Load Utility Control Statement Options

Before you generate the load output files, specify the options for the load utility control statements.

Follow these steps:

1. Select P (Profile) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.
The CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Profile panel appears.

2. Select 3 (Load Utility Control Card Variables) and press Enter.
A second profile panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:

• Ignore the Log Load field. This field does not apply to Log Apply.
• Use the Commit Frequency field to specify how frequently to perform commits during the load process.
• Specify R (REDO) in the REDO/UNDO field. This value instructs Log Apply to reapply the changes described in the

load file.
• Use the Space Allocations fields to allocate primary and secondary space for your work data sets.

Press Enter.
The load utility settings are saved.

4. Press PF3 (End) twice.
The CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu reappears.
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Generate the Load Output Files

After you specify the options for the load utility control statements, generate the load output files. These files contain the table
transactions and control statements to update the target table. Generate these files through the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for
z/OS DML Activity function.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 1 (Process Log) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Report Specification panel appears.
2. Select DML Activity and press Enter.

The DML Activity Report Options panel appears.
3. Specify the DML activity report options. The following settings are required:

• Output Format: L (Load)
• Level of Detail: D (Detail) or I (Image Copy)
• Set LOAD Options: Y (Yes)

Use the Table Filters field to specify the source table.
Note: You can specify more than one table. In this scenario, we are updating a single table.
If your tables include LOB columns, also specify I (Include) in the LOB Column Data field.
If you want to generate a discard report, also specify N in the Report Discards field.

Note:  Because you are using the load output files to reapply updates to another table, we recommend specifying Redo,
Undo, or URID in the Order Output By field. These values help maintain referential integrity.

Press PF3 (End).
The DML Load Format File Options panel appears.

4. Specify the parameters for the load output files:

• Specify A (Log Apply) for your utility program.
• Use the OUTPUT OPTIONS fields to specify the format and number of files to generate.

Note:

• You can generate one load file for all selected tables, or one file for each table. Because we are updating a single
table in this scenario, specify Y in the Single Dataset field.

• When processing multiple tables with Log Apply, the use of single or multiple data sets does not affect
performance significantly. However, we recommend specifying Single Dataset => Y. This setting writes all
records to one file, in the order necessary to maintain referential integrity.

• Specify A (All) in the REDO / UNDO Data field. This value writes all record types (both REDO and UNDO) to the
load file.

Note:  This field differs from the REDO/UNDO field in the profile settings. This field specifies the type of records to
write to the load file. The field in the profile settings controls whether the load utility reapplies or reverses the changes
described in the load file.

• Ignore the URID DATA INCLUSION OPTIONS fields. These fields do not apply to this scenario.
• (Optional) Use the LOAD UTILITY TABLE SPECIFICATIONS fields to specify the source and target tables. Only

use these fields when the source and target tables have different names. These fields enable CA Log Analyzer™ for
DB2 for z/OS to map the source table to the target table.

Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Report Source Specification panel appears.
5. Specify the log data to analyze by entering the starting and ending parameters under LOG PROCESSING RANGE and

the data sources to use under SOURCE OPTIONS.

Press PF3 (End).

The Output Specifications panel appears.
6. Specify a destination for the load file and control statements.

Note:

You can specify a GDG file name in the LOAD File DSN field (for example, 'PDxxxB.JCTLOG.LOAD(+1)').
For a list of symbolics that are supported in the file names, see the online help.

Press PF3 (End).
A second Output Specifications panel appears.

7. Specify a destination for the LOB data file and the discard report (if you selected these options).
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Press PF3 (End).
Your selected options dictate the next panel that appears:

• If the Allocate File panel appears, go to step 8.
• If the Report Submission panel appears, go to step 9.

8. Specify the allocation parameters for the output data sets, type SAVE in the command line, and press Enter.

The current parameters are saved in your ISPF profile. These parameters are used as defaults in future sessions.
9. Press PF3 (End).

The Report Submission panel appears.
10. Submit the job in online (O) or batch (B) mode.

The output files are generated. You can now use the output files to update the specified table.

Apply the Load Output Files to the Production Table

The final step consists of executing the generated control statements to apply the load file to the table. These statements are
executed in batch mode using the Batch Processor.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter BP (Batch Processor) in the command line of any CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS product.
The Batch Processor Interface panel appears. The DB2 SSID field identifies the DB2 subsystem where the Batch Processor
executes.

2. Complete the fields on this panel:

1.1 Type B for batch mode.
2.1 Identify the data set containing the control statement file in the Input Data Set fields.
3.1 Specify the desired processing options and audit options.

Press Enter.
The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.

3. Specify a destination for the batch job, model JCL specifications, and a valid JOB statement. Press Enter.
Processing occurs according to your specifications. You receive a message indicating that the job was successfully sent to
the specified destination. The load file has been applied to the table.

 How to Audit Which Objects Have Changed
In this scenario, your site regularly conducts various data audits to comply with the Sarbanes-Oxley
regulations. As a database administrator (DBA), you have been asked to submit regular reports tracking
all objects that have been created, altered, and dropped. This scenario demonstrates how to create a
strategy that gathers this information and generates a DDL Activity Object report. The strategy is then
tested and added to a job scheduler so that the report generates automatically.

In this scenario, your site regularly conducts various data audits to comply with the Sarbanes-Oxley regulations. As a database
administrator (DBA), you have been asked to submit regular reports tracking all objects that have been created, altered, and
dropped. This scenario demonstrates how to create a strategy that gathers this information and generates a DDL Activity
Object report. The strategy is then tested and added to a job scheduler so that the report generates automatically.

The following illustration shows how a DBA creates a strategy that generates the required report, and then works with the
operations staff to add the strategy to a job scheduler.
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Figure 4: PLA--HowToAuditWhichObjectsHaveChanged

To create a strategy that generates the required report and add it to a job scheduler, complete the following tasks:

1. Create a strategy for a DDL Activity Object report.
2. Test the strategy.
3. Add the strategy to a job scheduler.

Create a Strategy for a DDL Activity Object Report

Create a strategy that generates a DDL Activity Object report. Strategies let you save and reuse parameters for reports that are
frequently needed. You can also configure the strategy so that each time it executes, it resumes processing where it left off
at the end of the previous execution. This resume processing makes it easy to monitor system activity. Strategies can also be
added to job schedulers so that they are executed automatically, without requiring any intervention from you.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 2 (Strategy Services) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu.

The Strategy Services panel appears.
2. Complete the following fields:

• Type C (Create) in the Options field.
• Enter a strategy name in the Strategy field.
• Enter a strategy description in the Description field.
• Enter a subsystem ID in the Log SSID field.

Press Enter.
The Report Specification panel appears.

3. Select DDL Activity and press Enter.

The DDL Activity Report Options panel appears.
4. Complete the following fields:
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• Type R (Report) in the Output Format field.
• Type O (Object) in the Level of Detail field.

Press PF3 (End).
The Report Specification panel reappears.

5. Press PF3 (End) again.

The Output Specifications panel appears.
6. Specify a destination for the extract data set, control data set, and report.

• You can use symbolic variables such as %DATE, %TIME, and %USER in the data set names. To obtain a single period
as a node separator in the data set name, type two periods after a symbolic. See the following example:

D%DATE..DML.CTL

• If you leave the data set fields blank, temporary data sets are used to create these files.

Press PF3 (End).

The strategy has been created. The Strategy Services panel reappears, showing the new strategy in the selection list.

You can now test the strategy.

Test the Strategy

After you create the strategy, test it to confirm that it generates the DDL Activity Object report correctly.

Note:  These instructions assume that the Strategy Services panel is still displayed.

Follow these steps:

1. Type S (Submit) in the Option field next to the strategy and press PF3 (End).
The Submit Strategy panel appears.

2. Complete the following fields:

• Specify B (Batch) in the Execution Mode field.
• Specify Y (Yes) in the Save Results field. This option saves the execution results and displays them on the Strategy

Services panel, indented below their parent strategy.
• Specify R (Resume) in the Log Resume field. This option resumes processing where the strategy ended during the

previous execution.
• Specify a value in the Resume Amount field. This setting specifies the number of hours of log activity that CA Log

Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS processes each time that the strategy executes. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
starts processing from the point in the log where it ended at the last strategy execution. To have CA Log Analyzer™ for
DB2 for z/OS process all log data from the previous ending point to the current time, enter the job scheduler interval
plus one. For example, if the job scheduler runs the strategy every 24 hours, enter 25 in this field.

Press Enter.
The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:

• Type D (Dataset) in the DESTINATION field.
• Enter a data set and member name to contain the generated JCL in the DATA SET NAME and MEMBER NAME

fields.

Press Enter.
The job is written to the specified output data set.

4. Access the output data set and submit the job manually.
A DDL Activity Object report is generated, using the options that you specified during strategy creation.

5. View the report and verify that it provides the required information.
You have tested your strategy and confirmed that it correctly generates the report. You can now add the strategy to a job
scheduler to automate its execution.

Add the Strategy to a Job Scheduler
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After the strategy has been created and tested, it can be added to a job scheduler. The scheduler automatically executes the
strategy and generates the report so that you do not have to remember to execute the strategy manually. Typically, a DBA does
not work with job schedulers. Instead, the operations staff at a site sets up the job schedules.

To automate the report generation, the scheduler must execute the strategy at regular intervals. Work with your operations staff
to set up the job schedule.

 How to Propagate Changes When the Tables Have Different
Names
In this scenario, your site maintains two tables of employee information. One table is the main employee
information table. The other table is used for testing application changes. The tables are identical but have
different table names and column names. These tables are typically kept synchronized, but can get out
of sync when testing application changes. As the database administrator (DBA), you have been asked to
synchronize all columns in the target table with the source table.

In this scenario, your site maintains two tables of employee information. One table is the main employee information table.
The other table is used for testing application changes. The tables are identical but have different table names and column
names. These tables are typically kept synchronized, but can get out of sync when testing application changes. As the database
administrator (DBA), you have been asked to synchronize all columns in the target table with the source table.

The following illustration shows how a DBA propagates changes to a table with different table and column names.

Figure 5: PLA--HowToPropagateChangesWhenTheTablesHaveDifferentNames

To propagate changes from the source table to the target table, complete the following tasks:

1. Map the target table to the source table.
2. Generate REDO SQL.
3. Update the target table.
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Note:

 This scenario demonstrates how to do a one-time change propagation. If you propagate changes between the same tables on a
regular basis, we recommend creating a strategy to accomplish this task.

Map the Target Table to the Source Table

Start the propagation process by creating a DDL map that maps the target table (TARGET1) to the source table (SOURCE1).

The following DDL shows the CREATE TABLE statements for the two tables. The tables are identical but have different table
and column names:

CREATE TABLE USER02.SOURCE1                                                    
   (EMPNO              SMALLINT        NOT NULL                                 
   ,LAST_NAME              CHAR(10   )                                          
   ,FIRST_NAME             CHAR(10   )                                          
   ,DEPT                   CHAR(3    )                                          
   ,JOB                    CHAR(15   )                                          
   ,PRIMARY KEY(EMPNO)                                                          
   )                                                                            
   IN SOURCEDB.SOURCETS                                                         
   DATA CAPTURE CHANGES;                                                        
                                                                                
CREATE TABLE USER02.TARGET1                                                    
   (EMPLNUM            SMALLINT        NOT NULL                                
   ,LASTNM                CHAR(10   )                                          
   ,FIRSTNM               CHAR(10   )                                          
   ,DEPARTMENT            CHAR(3    )                                          
   ,TITLE                 CHAR(15   )                                          
   ,PRIMARY KEY(EMPLNUM)                                                       
   )                                                                          
   IN TARGETDB.TARGETTS                                                     
   DATA CAPTURE CHANGES;

In this scenario, you create a map named TGTMAP1. The DDL describing the TARGET1 table is contained in
USER01.PLA.DDL(T1DDL).

Follow these steps:

1. Select 3 (Source Mapping) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Source Mapping Maintenance panel appears.
2. Select DDL File Mapping and press Enter.

The DDL File Mapping panel appears.
3. Create the map:

• Type C (Create) in the Option field.
• Type TGTMAP1 in the Map Name field.
• Type REPLICATE SOURCE1 TO TARGET1 in the Description field.
• Type 'USER01.PLA.DDL' in the Dataset field.
• Type T1DDL in the Member field.

Press PF3 (End).
The DDL Map Editor panel appears, displaying the DDL for the TARGET1 table.

4. Insert the TARGET1 table information into the DDL Maps portion of the panel:

1.1 Type POPULATE on the command line and press Enter.
CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS scans the displayed DDL file, retrieves the table name (TARGET1) and creator
(USER01), and inserts them in the Creator and Name fields.
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2.1 Type MAP on the command line and press Enter.
CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS retrieves the DBID and OBID for TARGET1 from the DB2 catalog and inserts
them in the DBID and OBID fields.

5. Insert the SOURCE1 table information into the DDL Maps portion of the panel:

1.1 Type USER01 in the Creator field and SOURCE1 in the Name field.
2.1 Type MAP on the command line and press Enter.

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS retrieves the DBID and OBID for SOURCE1 from the DB2 catalog and inserts
them in the DBID and OBID fields.

Note:  If the table exists on a different DB2 subsystem, obtain the DBID and OBID by querying the
SYSIBM.SYSTABLES for that subsystem. You can then enter those values manually.

6. Replace the TARGET1 DBID and OBID values with the SOURCE1 DBID and OBID values. Press Enter.
Your changes are saved. When you use this map to generate SQL, all references to SOURCE1 appear as references to
TARGET1.

7. Type D (Delete) in the Option field next to SOURCE1.
Note: The SOURCE1 entry was only required to obtain its DBID and OBID values.
Press Enter.
The SOURCE1 entry disappears from the DDL Map list.

8. Press PF3 (End).
Your map is saved. The main menu appears. You have created a DDL file map that maps the target table to the DBID and
OBID of the source table.

Generate REDO SQL

After mapping the target table to the source table, generate SQL statements that capture the transactions against the source
table. When CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS constructions the statements, it uses the DDL map to insert the names of
the target table and columns.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 1 (Process Log) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Report Specification panel appears.
2. Select DML Activity and press Enter.

The DML Activity Report Options panel appears.
3. Complete the following fields:

• Type S (Redo SQL) in the Output Format field.
• Type D (Detail) in the Level of Detail field.

Note:  In this scenario, SOURCE1 is defined with DATA CAPTURE CHANGES, therefore complete log records are
written for all updates. If the table was defined with DATA CAPTURE NONE, you would specify I (Image Copy) in
the Level of Detail field.

• Type RE (Redo order) in the Order Output By field.
• Type I (Include) in the Table Filters field. Table filters are used to limit the scope of the generated SQL to a single

table.

Press PF3 (End).
The Table Filter Specifications panel appears.

4. Type TARGET1 in the Table field and USER01 in the Creator field.

Note:  Do not specify SOURCE1 in this field. If you do, no SQL is generated. The SOURCE1 DBID and OBID are
mapped to TARGET1 before the filter is applied. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS does not locate any references to
SOURCE1 because it is already treating those references as if they point to TARGET1.

Press PF3 (End).
Your table filter is saved. The Report Options panel reappears.

5. Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Report Source Specifications panel appears.
6. Specify the report source options:

1.1 Enter the log range to process in the LOG PROCESSING RANGE fields. Specify a range that encompasses when the
source table was updated with the changes you are propagating to the target table.

2.1 Type Y (Yes) for Specify Other Source in the Source of DB2 Table Info field. This field lets you use your DDL file
map as the source of the DB2 table information.
Press Enter.
The Table Specifications panel appears.
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3.1 Type D (DDL File) in the Source Type field. Type USER01 in the Creator field and TGTMAP1 in the Map Name
field. Press PF3 (End).
Your settings are saved. The Report Source Specifications panel reappears.

4.1 Press PF3 (End) again.
The Output Specifications panel appears.

7. Complete the following fields:

• Specify data set names in the Extract DSNAME and Control DSNAME fields. We recommend the following naming
standards:

'creator.D%DATE..T%TIME..EXT'
'creator.D%DATE..T%TIME..CNTL'

Note:  To use temporary data sets, leave the Extract DSname and Control DSname fields blank.
• Enter 'USER01.SQL.TARGET1' in the Dataset Name field.

Press PF3 (End).
The Report Submission panel appears.

8. Specify O (Online) in the Execution Mode field.

Press Enter.
CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS generates REDO SQL statements and saves them to the USER01.SQL.TARGET1
data set.
For this scenario, the following SQL statements were generated:

EDIT ----- USER01.SQL.TARGET1- ----------------------------- COLUMNS 001 072
COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> CSR
000024 .AUTH USER01                                                          
000025                                                                       
000026  DELETE FROM USER01.TARGET1                                          
000027    WHERE EMPLNUM = '020999'                                             
000028  ;                                                                    
000029                                                                       
000030  UPDATE USER01.TARGET1                                               
000031    SET LASTNM = 'JXXXX'                                             
000033    WHERE EMPLNUM = '066666'                                             
000034  ;                                                                    
000035                                                                       
000036  INSERT INTO USER01.TARGET1                                          
000037       ( EMPLNUM , LASTNM , FIRSTNM , DEPARTMENT , TITLE )                 
000038                                                                       
000039    VALUES                                                             
000040       ( '034366' , 'WXXXXX' , 'BXXXXXXX' , 'SALES' , 'INSIDE' )

Update the Target Table

After you generate the REDO SQL statements, use them to update the target table. We recommend using the Interactive SQL
(ISQL) component in the Value Pack. ISQL lets you execute SQL statements directly from a data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Select I (Interactive SQL) on the CA Database Management Solutions Main Menu. Press Enter.
The ISQL Online SQL Execution panel appears.
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2. Type D (Dataset I/O) in the Option field. Press Enter.
The ISQL Dataset I/O Specification panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:

• Type I (Read input dataset) in the Operation field.
• Type [set the File Name variable] for the input data set name.

Press Enter.
The ISQL Online SQL Execution panel reappears.

4. Complete the following fields:

• Type S (SQL Execution) in the Option field.
• Type C (Commit) in the Commit or Rollback field.

Press Enter.
The SQL statements are executed and the changes are applied to the target table.

 How to Propagate Changes to Selected Columns
In this scenario, your site maintains two tables of employee information. One table is the main employee
information table. The other table is used for testing application changes. Each table has several columns.
The tables have three common columns that contain the same data, but the columns have different names.
As the database administrator (DBA), you have been asked to synchronize only these three columns in
the target table with the corresponding columns in the source table. These columns are typically kept
synchronized, but can get out of sync when testing application changes. This scenario demonstrates how
to synchronize the EMPNO, LAST_NAME, and DEPT columns with the EMPLNUM, LASTNM, and
DEPARTMENT columns.

In this scenario, your site maintains two tables of employee information. One table is the main employee information table.
The other table is used for testing application changes. Each table has several columns. The tables have three common columns
that contain the same data, but the columns have different names. As the database administrator (DBA), you have been asked
to synchronize only these three columns in the target table with the corresponding columns in the source table. These columns
are typically kept synchronized, but can get out of sync when testing application changes. This scenario demonstrates how to
synchronize the EMPNO, LAST_NAME, and DEPT columns with the EMPLNUM, LASTNM, and DEPARTMENT columns.

The following illustration shows how a DBA propagates changes for selected columns.
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Figure 6: PLA--HowToPropagateChangesToSelectedColumns

To propagate changes from selected columns in the source table to the target table, complete the following tasks:

1. Map the source table DDL.
2. Edit the source DDL to point to the target table.
3. Generate REDO SQL statements for the selected columns.
4. Update the target table.

Note:  This scenario demonstrates how to do a one-time change propagation. If you propagate changes between the same
tables on a regular basis, we recommend creating a strategy to accomplish this task.

Map the Source Table DDL

Start the propagation process by creating a DDL map of the source table (SOURCE2).

The following DDL shows the CREATE TABLE statements for the two tables.

CREATE TABLE USER02.SOURCE2                                                    
   (EMPNO              SMALLINT        NOT NULL                                
   ,LAST_NAME              CHAR(10   )                                         
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   ,FIRST_NAME             CHAR(10   )                                         
   ,DEPT                   CHAR(3    )                                         
   ,JOB                    CHAR(15   )                                         
   ,PRIMARY KEY(EMPNO)                                                         
   )                                                                           
   IN SOURCEDB.SOURCETS                                                        
   DATA CAPTURE CHANGES;                                                       
                                                                               
CREATE TABLE USER02.TARGET2                                                    
  (EMPLNUM            SMALLINT        NOT NULL                                 
  ,LASTNM                CHAR(10   )                                           
  ,SALARY_CODE           CHAR(2    )                                           
  ,SSN                   CHAR(9    )  NOT NULL WITH DEFAULT                    
  ,INSURED               CHAR(1    )                                           
  ,DEPARTMENT            CHAR(3    )                                           
  ,PRIMARY KEY(EMPLNUM)                                                        
  )                                                                            
  IN TARGETDB.TARGETTS                                                       
  DATA CAPTURE CHANGES;

In this scenario, you create a map named SRCMAP2. The DDL describing the SOURCE2 table is contained in
USER01.PLA.DDL(S2DDL).

Follow these steps:

1. Select 3 (Source Mapping) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Source Mapping Maintenance panel appears.
2. Select DDL File Mapping and press Enter.

The DDL File Mapping panel appears.
3. Create the map:

• Type C (Create) in the Option field.
• Type SRCMAP2 in the Map Name field.
• Type REPLICATE SOURCE2 TO TARGET2 in the Description field.
• Type 'USER01.PLA.DDL' in the Dataset field.
• Type S2DDL in the Member field.

Press PF3 (End).
The DDL Map Editor panel displays the DDL for the SOURCE2 table.

4. Update the DDL Maps portion of the panel:

1.1 Type POPULATE on the command line and press Enter.
CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS retrieves the table name (SOURCE2) and creator (USER01) from the displayed
DDL file, and inserts them in the Creator and Name fields.

2.1 Type MAP on the command line and press Enter.
CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS retrieves the DBID and OBID for SOURCE2 from the DB2 catalog and inserts
them in the DBID and OBID fields.

3.1 Replace SOURCE2 with TARGET2 in the Name field.
5. Press PF3 (End).

Your map is saved. The DDL File Mapping panel reappears. You have created a DDL file map of the source table.

Edit the Source DDL to Point to the Target Table

After you map the source table, edit the source table DDL so that it points to the target table. Also, insert the names of the
target table columns to update.

Note:

• If you do not want to overwrite the original source table DDL with your changes, copy the DDL before following these
steps.
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• If the target table has a not null, no-default column, include that column in your list of columns to update. Otherwise, the
SQL does not generate properly. Any columns in the target table that are not selected for propagation must be defined as
NULLABLE or must have a defined default value.

These instructions assume that the DDL File Mapping panel is still displayed from the previous step.

Follow these steps:

1. Type E (Edit) in the Option field next to SRCMAP2 and press Enter.
An ISPF edit session appears with the SOURCE2 DDL in it.

2. Make the following edits:

Note:  You can change a table name or column name to any valid value.

• Replace the SOURCE2 table name with TARGET2 in the CREATE statement.
• Replace the following SOURCE2 column names with their TARGET2 equivalents:

• EMPNO to EMPLNUM
• LAST_NAME to LASTNM
• DEPT to DEPARTMENT
• EMPNO to EMPLNUM in the PRIMARY KEY statement

Note:

The PRIMARY KEY change is required to keep the DDL syntactically correct. Always include the key column of
the target table.

Press PF3 (End).
Your changes are saved and you exit the edit session.

3. Press PF3 (End).
The main menu appears.

Generate REDO SQL for the Selected Columns

After mapping the target table to the source table, generate SQL statements that capture the transactions against the source
table. As CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS constructs these statements, it uses the DDL map to insert the column names
from the target table.

Note:   When these SQL statements are applied to the target table, DB2 performs any required data conversions. For instance,
a SMALLINT column can be converted to INT.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 1 (Process Log) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Report Specification panel appears.
2. Select DML Activity and press Enter.

The DML Activity Report Options panel appears.
3. Complete the following fields:

• Type S (Redo SQL) in the Output Format field.
• Type D (Detail) in the Level of Detail field.

Note:   In this scenario, SOURCE2 table is defined with DATA CAPTURE CHANGES, therefore complete log records
are written for all updates. If the table was defined with DATA CAPTURE NONE, you would specify I (Image Copy)
in the Level of Detail field.

• Type RE (Redo order) in the Order Output By field.
• Type I (Include) in the Table Filters field. Table filters are used to limit the scope of the generated SQL to a single

table.

Press PF3 (End).
The Table Filter Specifications panel appears.

4. Type TARGET2 in the Table field, USER01 in the Creator field, and Y in the Where field.

Note:   Do not specify SOURCE2 on this field. If you do, no SQL is generated. The SOURCE2 DBID and OBID are
mapped to TARGET2 before the filter is applied. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS does not locate any references to
SOURCE2 because it is already treating those references as if they point to TARGET2.

Press Enter.
The Data Query Edit panel appears with all columns selected.
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5. Type QUERY1 in the Query Name field. Delete the S from the columns you do not want to propagate. In this scenario,
delete the S from all columns except EMPLNUM, LASTNM, and DEPARTMENT.
Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Report Source Specifications panel appears.
Your query and table filter are saved.

6. Specify the report source options:

1.1 Enter the log range to process in the LOG PROCESSING RANGE fields. Specify a range that encompasses when the
source table was updated with the changes you are propagating to the target table.

2.1 Type Y (Yes) for Specify Other Source in the Source of DB2 Table Info field. This field lets you use your DDL file
map as the source of the DB2 table information.
Press Enter.
The Table Specifications panel appears.

3.1 Type D (DDL File) in the Source Type field. Type USER01 in the Creator field and SRCMAP2 in the Map Name
field. Press PF3 (End).
Your settings are saved. The Report Source Specifications panel reappears.

4.1 Press PF3 (End) again.
The Output Specifications panel appears.

7. Complete the following fields:

• Specify data set names in the Extract DSNAME and Control DSNAME fields. We recommend the following naming
standards:

'creator.D%DATE..T%TIME..EXT'
'creator.D%DATE..T%TIME..CNTL'

Note:  To use temporary data sets, leave the Extract DSname and Control DSname fields blank.
• Enter 'USER01.SQL.TARGET2' in the Dataset Name field.

Press PF3 (End).
The Report Submission panel appears.

8. Specify O (Online) in the Execution Mode field.

Note:  You can also specify B to execute in batch mode.

Press Enter.
CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS generates REDO SQL statements and saves them to the USER01.SQL.TARGET2
data set.

Update the Target Table

After you generate the REDO SQL statements, use them to update the target table. We recommend using the Interactive SQL
(ISQL) component in the Value Pack. ISQL lets you execute SQL statements directly from a data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Select I (Interactive SQL) on the CA Database Management Solutions Main Menu. Press Enter. 
The ISQL Online SQL Execution panel appears.

2. Type D (Dataset I/O) in the Option field. Press Enter.
The ISQL Dataset I/O Specification panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:

• Type I (Read input dataset) in the Operation field.
• Type [set the File Name variable] for the input data set name.

Press Enter.
The ISQL Online SQL Execution panel reappears.

4. Complete the following fields:

• Type S (SQL Execution) in the Option field.
• Type C (Commit) in the Commit or Rollback field.

Press Enter.
The SQL statements are executed and the changes are applied to the target table.
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 How to Report Table Activity When SYSCOPY Rows are
Missing
In this scenario, your site maintains a table named INVOICES, which contains customer invoice
information. As the database administrator (DBA), you have been asked to report on recent activity
in this table. Typically, you generate a DML Activity Report and use the image copy level of detail to
accomplish this task. retrieves the image copy information from SYSIBM.SYSCOPY to create the report.
However, a MODIFY RECOVERY has been run against the parent tablespace (BILLING). This action
removed the image copy rows for INVOICES from SYSCOPY, which means that cannot use SYSCOPY
to retrieve the image copy information.

In this scenario, your site maintains a table named INVOICES, which contains customer invoice information. As the database
administrator (DBA), you have been asked to report on recent activity in this table. Typically, you generate a DML Activity
Report and use the image copy level of detail to accomplish this task. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS retrieves the
image copy information from SYSIBM.SYSCOPY to create the report. However, a MODIFY RECOVERY has been run
against the parent tablespace (BILLING). This action removed the image copy rows for INVOICES from SYSCOPY, which
means that CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS cannot use SYSCOPY to retrieve the image copy information.

This scenario demonstrates how to generate an activity report when the SYSCOPY rows are missing. The process involves
defining a set of image copy maps that associates the original copy data sets with the tablespace and applicable log range. You
then generate an activity report by using the image copy maps instead of the catalog to retrieve the image copy information.

The following illustration shows how a DBA reports table activity when SYSCOPY rows are missing:

Figure 7: PLA--HowToReportTableActivityWhenSYSCOPYRowsAreMissing

To report table activity when SYSCOPY rows are missing, complete the following tasks:

1. Locate the missing image copy information.
2. Create image copy maps.
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3. Use the maps to generate an activity report.

Locate the Image Copy Information

Use CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to find the SYSCOPY information that was deleted from the DB2 catalog.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 1 (Process Log) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Report Specification panel appears.
2. Select DML Activity and press Enter.

The DML Activity Report Options panel appears.
3. Complete the following fields:

• Type S (Redo SQL) in the Output Format field.
• Type D (Detail) in the Level of Detail field.

Note:  We are interested only in deletes from the SYSCOPY table. We do not require an image copy to complete the
rows because DB2 logs a complete row image on a delete.

• Type I (Include) in the Table Filters field.

Note:  This scenario uses table filters to limit the scope of the generated SQL to a single table (SYSIBM.SYSCOPY).
• Type I (Include) in the Statement Type Filters field.

Note:  This scenario uses statement type filters to limit the scope of the generated SQL to DELETE statements.
• Type I (Include) in the Catalog Updates field.

Note:  This scenario includes catalog tables in the report.

Press PF3 (End).
The Table Filter Specifications panel appears.

4. Specify the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY table for inclusion and press PF3 (End).
The Statement Filter Specifications panel appears.

5. Select Deletes and press PF3 (End).
The Report Options field reappears.

6. Press PF3 (End) repeatedly untin the Report Source Specification panel appears.
7. Enter a log processing range that covers when the MODIFY RECOVERY was performed. Press PF3 (End).

The Output Specifications panel appears.
8. Type 'BILLING.SYSCOPY.SQL' for the data set name under SQL FILE SPECIFICATIONS. Press PF3 (End).

The Report Submission panel appears.
9. Submit your job.

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS generates REDO SQL that contains DELETE statements for the rows that were
removed from SYSCOPY. These DELETE statements contain the values that you will use to create an image copy map.

Create Image Copy Maps

Create an image copy map for each deleted F (full) or I (incremental) image copy row that appears in your SQL output. These
maps associate the original copy data sets with the tablespace and applicable log range. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
can use these maps to find the image copies that it needs to generate an activity report for INVOICES.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 3 (Source Mapping) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Source Mapping Maintenance panel appears.
2. Select 2 (Image Copy Mapping) and press Enter.

The Image Copy Mapping panel appears.
3. Type G in the display field and press Enter.

The panel switches to group view.
4. Create a group by completing the following fields:

• Type C (Create) in the Option field.
• Type MODFYGRP in the Group Name field.
• Type GROUP MAP INVOICES PRE-MODIFY in the Description field.

5. Press Enter.
The IC Group Editor panel appears.

6. Create the image copy maps by completing the following fields:
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• Type C (Create) in the Option field.
• Type INVCPY1 in the Map Name field.
• Type FIRST MAPPED COPY OF INV in the Description field.

Press Enter.
The IC Map Editor panel appears.

7. Complete the fields on this panel with the information for the first deleted SYSCOPY row. This information appears in
the REDO SQL that you generated. Use only those statements that have an ICTYPE of F or I.
This scenario uses the information from the sample REDO SQL.

• Type B77564E7A8FE in the Start RBA/LRSN field.
• Type 'TDxxx.Dxxx.BILLING.T102115.D020410.FCOPY0' in the DSNAME field.
• Type 3390 in the DEVTYPE field.
• Type 0 in the FILESEQNO field.
• Type 0 in the DSNUM field.

Press PF3 (End).
The IC Group Editor panel reappears, displaying the new image copy map.

8. Repeat the previous steps to create an image copy map for each deleted Full or Incremental image copy row.
9. Press PF3 (End) when all maps are created.

The group is saved. The Image Copy Mapping panel appears, displaying the new group.
10. Press PF3 (End) again.

The Source Mapping panel appears.
11. Press PF3 (End) again.

The Main Menu appears.

Use the Maps to Generate an Activity Report

You can now use the DML Activity option to report on the INVOICES table activity. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
can use the image copy maps to find the image copies, which it then uses to complete the partial row images and to expand the
compressed data.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 1 (Process Log) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Report Specification panel appears.
2. Select DML Activity and press Enter.

The DML Activity Report Options panel appears.
3. Select the following options:

• Type R (Report) in the Output Format field.
• Type I (Image Copy) in the Level of Detail field.

Note:  This scenario uses image copy data sets to complete any log records that do not have a full row image.
• Type I (Include) in the Table Filters field.

Note:  This scenario uses table filters to limit the scope of the report to a single table.

Press PF3 (End).
The Table Filter Specifications panel appears.

4. Enter INVOICES in the Table field and BILLING in the Creator field. Press PF3 (End).
The DML Activity Report Options panel reappears.

5. Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Report Source Specification panel appears.
6. Complete the following fields:

• Specify a log processing range that encompasses the table activity you want to view in the report.
• Type Y (Yes) for Specify Other Source in the Source of DB2 Copy Info. This setting lets you use the image copy map

that you created earlier in this scenario.

Press Enter.
The Copy Source Specifications panel appears.

7. Complete the following fields:

• Type M (Image Copy Maps) in the Source field.
• Type MODFYGRP in the Group/Map Name field.
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8. Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Output Specifications panel appears.
9. Type T (Terminal) for the Report File Destination and press PF3 (End).

The Report Submission panel appears.
10. Type O (Online) in the Execution Mode field and press Enter.

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS generates the activity report and displays it on your screen.

 

 Using DATA CAPTURE CHANGES
Each table has a data capture attribute that can be set to DATA CAPTURE CHANGES or DATA CAPTURE NONE. The data
capture attribute dictates how much data is logged for an update transaction to that table. When DATA CAPTURE NONE
(DCN) is used, the log record contains only the changed data.

Using DATA CAPTURE CHANGES on your tables causes DB2 to log full row images for UPDATE statements. CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS performance is improved because it no longer needs to read image copy data sets to resolve
incomplete row data.

 

Determine the Impact of DCC on Log Data Sets

Use the Change Data Capture (CDC) Analysis report to determine how enabling or disabling DATA CAPTURE CHANGES
will increase or decrease the amount of data written to your log data sets.

To determine the impact on your log data sets if DCC is enabled, complete the following tasks:

1. Execute a summary report without row completion to see an overall view of the log activity based on your chosen log
range.

2. View the summary of projected changes at the end of the report to see the entire log range processed, the number of
projected bytes that the log data sets would increase if DCC is enabled, and the overall percentage increase if DCC is
enabled.
Because the CDC Analysis report uses a “worst case” rule for varying length log records, the overall percentage will be the
highest possible increase for a given log range.

3. Execute additional summary reports, without row completion, across many sample log ranges to determine the typical log
activity in your environment.

4. If the increase is within your limits, you may want to alter your tables to DATA CAPTURE CHANGES.
5. If the percentage increase is higher than your limits, look at the individual table sections of the report:

• You may see that there are many “worst case” sections or that you have more update transactions than normally
expected in a log range.

• You may also see a table that is not normally updated except for the chosen log range.

In either case, you may want to execute a summary report with row completion to accurately determine the impact of
enabling DCC on your tables.

How the Full Log Length is Calculated

When calculating the length of the projected full log, the CDC Analysis report may obtain the full row image from one of the
following sources:

• Log -- When either the redo or undo data of the log record contains the full row image, such as inserts and deletes, the full
log length calculated is reliable. Updates with DATA CAPTURE CHANGES also contain the full row image, which results
in a reliable calculation of the full log length.

• Image Copy -- The row image from the image copy of the page set is used to construct the full row length. This copy is
useful for obtaining precise full row length for updates with incomplete row data (DCN). The merge image copy process is
CPU costly.

• Catalog -- When there is no image copy for the page set or when Image Copy is not specified for row completion, the
maximum row length is used to estimate the full row length of updates with DCN. This estimate can be much larger than
the real row image length, if variable length fields are not completely filled.

Note:

More Information:

•  Reporting on Log Data 
•  CDC Analysis Report Options 
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•  CDC Analysis Report Description  

 Using DB2 Logs for Compliance Reporting
The integrity of the DB2 subsystem is essential for many business-critical applications, including
human resources and financial data. Failing to detect unauthorized changes to these systems could be a
catastrophic event, with legal repercussions. Auditing from the DB2 log can potentially generate more
accurate and comprehensive reports. Other auditing processes may assume that authorities are correctly
assigned and that internal or external hackers cannot circumvent security.

The integrity of the DB2 subsystem is essential for many business-critical applications, including human resources and
financial data. Failing to detect unauthorized changes to these systems could be a catastrophic event, with legal repercussions.
Auditing from the DB2 log can potentially generate more accurate and comprehensive reports. Other auditing processes may
assume that authorities are correctly assigned and that internal or external hackers cannot circumvent security.

In addition, using the DB2 logs eliminates human error that may be involved if database administrators are required to audit
their own actions in a data set that contains all DDL changes that have been made in production. If they forget even once, the
data set will not be accurate, whereas the DB2 log is maintained by the system and is designed to always be accurate.

Use the DB2 logs for compliance reporting. Part of the purpose of auditing production changes is to identify incorrectly
assigned authorities and security problems, such as Trojan horses, where unauthorized users change shared procedures and
insert code to run when these procedures are executed by users with more authority. The only true record of these changes is in
the DB2 logs.

You can write extraction jobs to provide your auditors with a method to extract the data they need from the DB2 logs, or you
can use CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS, which comes with common compliance reports that track the following:

• All DDL changes
• Grant/revoke activity
• Failed access attempts
• SMF audit trace reporting

The following CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS features help you determine how data was changed in DB2 tables and
who changed it:

• UNDO DDL to recover dropped objects
This feature recreates objects that have been dropped accidentally, and integrates with RC/Migrate to reverse the effects of
an ALTER strategy and generate an application fallback.

• Change Data Capture analysis feature to determine impact on the DB2 log
This feature generates a report that lets you monitor when a table's data capture attribute has been changed and determines
what transactions occurred within the duration of that data capture status. A table’s data capture attribute dictates how
much data is logged for an update transaction to that table. When you use DATA CAPTURE NONE (DCN), the log record
contains only the changed data. When you use DATA CAPTURE CHANGES (DCC), the log record contains enough
information to build a full before- and after-image.

• Recovery Point analysis to generate quiesce points for recovery purposes
This feature lets you identify safe recovery points in the DB2 log and create a report that lists points in the DB2 log where
no update activity was occurring against the objects you are interested in. This can help you choose an appropriate point at
which to recover data.

 Using Log Labels
As a database administrator, you are responsible for monitoring changes that have been made to the
database objects. These changes are recorded in DB2 logs. Log label lets you specify points in logs in
a user-friendly way, without the need to look up hexadecimal RBA or LRSN values. Bringing more
customization to your logging environment, log labels let you indicate points in logs using a user
ID (creator), short text string (name), and even a longer text descriptor (description); for example,
ADMIN01.DMLRPT.Create and use log labels in jobs to track the beginning and end points of log
updates that appear in your processing schedules most often. For example, you can use log label to
automatically track changes that have been made to database object between the most recent and the
current report.
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As a database administrator, you are responsible for monitoring changes that have been made to the database objects. These
changes are recorded in DB2 logs. Log label lets you specify points in logs in a user-friendly way, without the need to look
up hexadecimal RBA or LRSN values. Bringing more customization to your logging environment, log labels let you indicate
points in logs using a user ID (creator), short text string (name), and even a longer text descriptor (description); for example,
ADMIN01.DMLRPT.
Create and use log labels in jobs to track the beginning and end points of log updates that appear in your processing schedules
most often. For example, you can use log label to automatically track changes that have been made to database object between
the most recent and the current report.

Log Label Versions
Each log label can have up to one hundred versions that are stored in internal tables. Log label versions are tracked with a
negative integer that indicates the relative version of the label. The current version is marked 0, the oldest version is marked
-99.

Note:

You do not need to clean up old log label versions from the system. New versions automatically override oldest versions when
the maximum count is reached.

Contents:

Label the End Point of a Log Processing Range

To create a log label at the ending point of a log processing range, execute a CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS job with
the LOGLABEL control statement. The END control statement specifies the point in the log where to create the log label.
You can create a new job using the ISPF interface or add the LOGLABEL keyword to an existing job.

Note:

When you specify both START and END control statements, the LOG command is processed in a standard way, reading the
requested portion of the log and storing only the last LOGLABEL. To create a log label without reading the log, specify only
the END control statement. For more information, see LOGLABEL Control Statement.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 1 (Process Log) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Report Specification panel appears.
2. Select one or more reports to generate, select the Generate Log Label option, and press Enter.

Note:

At least one report must be selected to create a log label.

The report options panel for the first selected report appears.
3. Specify report options and press PF3. Repeat this step for multiple reports, until the Generate Log Label panel appears.

Note:

For a detailed description of each field on the panels, press PF1 to view the online help.
4. Define the name of the log label and optionally the creator and description. If the log label name already exists, a new

version of the log label is created.

Note:

The fields are not case-sensitive. Values are always saved in upper-case.
5. Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Report Source Specifications panel appears.
6. Specify the log data to analyze by entering the starting and ending parameters under LOG PROCESSING RANGE and the

data sources to use under SOURCE OPTIONS.
The value in the log processing range ending column specifies the point in the log where to create the log label.
Press PF3 (End).
The Output Specifications panel appears.

7. Specify the output options and press PF3.
Your selection in the Report Specification panel and report options dictates the panels that appear next. Specify option
values in the panels and press PF3 (End) to proceed to next panels. Continue until the Report Submission panel appears.

8. Submit the job using one of the following options:

• O (online mode)
• B (batch mode)

The log label or log label version is created at the specified point in the log.
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Label the Current RBA or LRSN Without CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Processing

You can quickly create a log label at the current RBA or LRSN without invoking the whole log processing. To create a log
label or a new version of an existing log label at the current RBA or LRSN, execute the LOGLABEL utility job. Unlike the CA
Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS jobs (.CALL LOG), the LOGLABEL utility creates log labels without actually reading logs.
Follow these steps:

1. Specify the .CALL UTLGLCTL command with appropriate parameters:

.CALL UTLGLCTL PARM(ssid) INDDN(SYSIN) 

2. Specify the LOGLABEL CREATE control statement with appropriate keywords in the data stream:

.DATA  LOGLABEL CREATE [creator.]name [DESC description].ENDDATA 

3. Submit the job for execution.

Note:

For more information about the .CALL command, see .CALL Command -- Call the Execution Program. You can also execute
the LOGLABEL utility as a JCL batch job; see Build a JCL Job for LOGLABEL.

Manage Log Labels

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS stores existing log labels and their versions in internal tables. To manage log labels and
their versions, execute a LOGLABEL utility job with the appropriate syntax.
Follow these steps:

1. Verify that your JCL job contains valid JOB, EXEC, and DD statements.
2. Add a LOGLABEL utility control statement in the SYSIN DD as follows:

• To create a log label at the current RBA or LRSN, add the LOGLABEL CREATE control statement:

LOGLABEL CREATE [creator.]name [DESC description]

• To view log labels, add the LOGLABEL LIST control statement. Standard wildcard characters and masks (*, %, and _)
are supported for both creator and name.

LOGLABEL LIST [creator.]name

• To delete log labels, add the LOGLABEL DELETE control statement:

LOGLABEL DELETE [creator.]name

Note:
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If you omit creator, the job submitter user ID is used.
3. Submit the job.

Review the listed log labels and job results in the job output data set.

 

 How to Automate Reports to Display Changes since the Last Report Run
As a database administrator, you are responsible for monitoring changes that have been made to the
database objects. You run log reports regularly to check the state of the objects and verify log records.
Specifying log labels in the log processing range lets you automate the generation of reports.

As a database administrator, you are responsible for monitoring changes that have been made to the database objects. You run
log reports regularly to check the state of the objects and verify log records. Specifying log labels in the log processing range
lets you automate the generation of reports.

Note:

Log labels do not track in-flight unit of recoveries (UR). Depending on the PLA RESOLVUR setting, any in-flight URs that
cross the start and end boundaries of the log processing range may be missing in reports or reported twice in the next report. To
track in-flight URs in continuous reports, use the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Strategy Resume function.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process:

Create a Report Generation Job

Create a report generation job that tracks log changes since the last run of the report and creates a new version of the log label.
Specify the log label in the start and end of the log processing range and indicate to create a log label version each time the job
is run.
You can create a new job using the ISPF interface or you can modify the syntax in an existing job.
Follow these steps:

1. Select 1 (Process Log) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Report Specification panel appears.
2. Select the report to generate, select the Generate Log Label option, and press Enter.
3. Specify report options and press PF3 (End).

The Generate Log Label panel appears.
4. Define the name of the log label and press PF3 (End).

The Report Source Specification panel appears.
5. Specify the log data to analyze by entering the starting and ending parameters under LOG PROCESSING RANGE and the

data sources to use under SOURCE OPTIONS.
Specify the starting and ending fields as follows:

• Starting Loglabel: the current version of the log label (loglabel-name(0))
• Ending DTExp: CURRENT

Press PF3 (End).
The Output Specifications panel appears.

6. Specify the output options and press PF3.
Your selection in the Report Specification panel and report options dictates the panels that appear next. Specify option
values in the panels and press PF3 (End) to proceed to next panels. Continue until the Report Submission panel appears.

7. Save the JCL to a data set. Create a log label for the report before you submit the job.

Create a Log Label for the Report

Before you can generate a report with log labels, introduce the log label to the system. To create a log label quickly at the
current RBA or LRSN, add a log label creation step in front of the report generation step in the job that you created in the
previous step.
Follow these steps:

1. Specify the .CALL UTLGLCTL command with appropriate parameters:
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.CALL UTLGLCTL PARM(ssid) INDDN(SYSIN) 

2. Specify the LOGLABEL CREATE control statement with appropriate keywords in the data stream:

.DATA  LOGLABEL CREATE [creator.]name [DESC description].ENDDATA 

3. Submit the job for execution.
The job creates a log label, generates the report, and creates a new version of the log label.

4. After the job completes, remove the .CALL UTLGLCTL step from the JCL. Schedule the updated JCL to run regularly.

Example: Automated Report Generation Job

The following example shows a two-step Batch Processor job that creates a log label and uses the log label for the report
generation:

.CALL UTLGLCTL PARM(ssid) INDDN(SYSIN) .DATA  LOGLABEL
 CREATE DML-RPT-LABEL DESC "My new log label for DML
 reports".ENDDATA 
unspecified activity to report
 on
.CALL LOG.DATA SSID = (ssid) START=LOGLABEL(DML-RPT-LABEL(0))
 END=CURRENT LOGLABEL=DML-RPT-LABEL

 dml report specification

.ENDDATA

 How To Undo DML Changes for a Certain Period
As a database administrator, you are responsible for monitoring changes that have been made to the
database objects. You also have to ensure that the changes do not corrupt the objects. If any activity
causes damage to the object or data, you have to be able to roll back the changes as fast as possible.

As a database administrator, you are responsible for monitoring changes that have been made to the database objects. You also
have to ensure that the changes do not corrupt the objects. If any activity causes damage to the object or data, you have to be
able to roll back the changes as fast as possible.

Using the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS UNDO SQL together with log labels lets you recover from erroneous changes
or inserts without having to recover the entire tablespace. Placing log labels at the start and end of the object changes helps you
quickly locate the areas in the DB2 log that need to be undone.

Use this scenario to guide you through the process:

1. Label the Current Point in the DB2 Log (before the changes). 
2. Perform the DML changes. 
3. Label the Current Point in the DB2 Log (after the changes). 
4. Undo the Changes. 

Label the Current Point in the DB2 Log

To label a point in the log before changing an object, create a log label at the current RBA or LRSN. To create a log label or
a new version of an existing log label at the current RBA or LRSN, execute the LOGLABEL utility job. Unlike the CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS jobs (.CALL LOG), the LOGLABEL utility creates log labels without actually reading logs.
This way, you can quickly create a log label without invoking the whole log processing.

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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After the changes to the object have been made, execute the same .CALL UTLGLCTL job again. Because the job specifies the
log label that already exists, a new version of the log label is created.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify the .CALL UTLGLCTL command with appropriate parameters:

.CALL UTLGLCTL PARM(ssid) INDDN(SYSIN) 

2. Specify the LOGLABEL CREATE control statement with appropriate keywords in the data stream:

.DATA LOGLABEL CREATE [creator.]name [DESC description].ENDDATA 

3. Submit the job for execution. 
The log label is created. If the specified log label exists, a new version is created.

Note:

For more information about the .CALL command, see .CALL Command -- Call the Execution Program. You can also execute
the LOGLABEL utility as a batch utility job; see Build a JCL Job for LOGLABEL.

Example: Label the Current Point in the DB2 Log

The following example creates a log label at the current point (RBA or LRSN), or a log label version if submitted for the
second time:

.CALL UTLGLCTL PARM(ssid) INDDN(SYSIN).DATA  LOGLABEL CREATE
 DMLCHANGES DESC "My log label for DML changes".ENDDATA 

Undo the Changes

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS can generate executable SQL statements to undo data changes recorded in DB2 logs. To
undo particular DML changes, generate an UNDO SQL for the period marked by two versions of the log label.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 1 (Process Log) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Report Specification panel appears.
2. Select DML Activity and press Enter.

The DML Activity Report Options panel appears.
3. Select the appropriate options. The following settings are required for SQL generation:

• Output Format: U (UndoSQL).
• Level of Detail: D (Detail) or I (Image copy). If the tables do not have DATA CAPTURE CHANGES enabled, we

recommend specifying I.

Detail the changes to be undone by specifying filter options; for example, undo changes only for a particular object, object
type, or by a particular authid.
If your tables include LOB columns, also specify I (Include) in the LOB Column Data field.

4. Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Report Source Specifications panel appears.
5. Specify the log processing range as follows:

• Starting Loglabel: loglabel-name(-1)
• Ending Loglabel: loglabel-name(0)

Note:
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To enter a log label name or a date/time expression that exceeds the field length in the panel, enter a slash (/) in the field
and press Enter. The expanded field pops up. Enter the value in the field and press PF3 (End).

Specify the data sources to use under SOURCE OPTIONS and press PF3 (End).
The Output Specifications panel appears.

6. Define the specifications for the generated output.
Press PF3 (End). Repeat until the Report Submission panel appears.

7. Submit the job using one of the following options:

• O (online mode)
• B (batch mode)

8. The SQL statements are generated. We recommend that you edit the statements before using them. CA Log Analyzer™
for DB2 for z/OS generates complete SQL statements whenever possible. However, it can create skeleton SQL due to
incomplete log data or data for which the format cannot be determined.

Example: UNDO SQL for Changes between Labelled Points in the Log

The following example generates an UNDO SQL for the changes that were performed between two points labelled with the
DMLCHANGES log label:

.CALL LOG.DATA SSID = (ssid) START=LOGLABEL(DMLCHANGES(-1))
 END=LOGLABEL(DMLCHANGES(0))
undo-sql-
specification
.ENDDATA

 Log Processing
This section describes how to use the Log Reporting Services component to report on log data or to use
log data for database recovery.

This section describes how to use the Log Reporting Services component to report on log data or to use log data for database
recovery.

Use the following search feature to find specific information in the Log Processing section. 

View topics in this section by selecting the following:

 Reporting on Log Data
A Log Analyzer offers the following reports for processing and analyzing log data:

A Log Analyzer offers the following reports for processing and analyzing log data:

 Generate Reports
To generate log reports, select one or more reports to generate in the Process Log ISPF interface, specify
report generation criteria, and submit the job for execution.

To generate log reports, select one or more reports to generate in the Process Log ISPF interface, specify report generation
criteria, and submit the job for execution.

You can also customize the DML and DDL report forms to reuse the customized layout for most frequently used reports.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 1 (Process Log) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Report Specification panel appears.
2. Select one or more reports to generate, optionally select the Generate Log Label option, and press PF3 (End).

The Report Options panel appears.
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3. Enter R in the Format Output field. Specify other report options and press PF3 (End). 
Continue until the Report Specification panel reappears.
If you selected Generate Log Label, specify also the log label parameters in the Generate Log Label panel.

4. Press PF3 (End) again.

The Report Source Specifications panel appears.
5. Specify the log data to analyze by entering the starting and ending parameters under LOG PROCESSING RANGE and the

data sources to use under SOURCE OPTIONS.

To enter a log label name or a date/time expression that exceeds the field length in the panel, enter a slash (/) in the field
and press Enter. The expanded field pops up. Enter the value in the field and press PF3 (End).

Press PF3 (End) again.

The Output Specifications panel appears.
6. Define the specifications for the generated output and press PF3 (End).

Continue until the Report Submission panel appears.

Note:

The extract file contains the log data that is analyzed for the report. You can save the extract file to a data set and then reuse
it for subsequent analysis. Saving the file lets you avoid rereading the log when generating further reports on the same
data.Press PF3 (End).

7. Submit the job using one of the following options:

• O (online mode)
• B (batch mode)

8. (Optional) Save the report settings as a strategy for later submission.

 Report Options
The following sections describe options for  reports:

The following sections describe options for CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS reports:

 CDC Analysis Report Options
true

Specify the following options for a CDC Analysis report:

• Specify the amount of detail to include in the report using the Level of Detail field.
• Specify whether to analyze complete row images using the Row Completion field.

Note:  If you specify No for row completion, the report estimates the potential change in logged bytes. These estimates are
considered “worst case.” If you require an accurate estimate, change the row completion value to Image Copy.

• (Optional) Use the log data filter options to filter the data that is included in the report.
• (Optional) Use the miscellaneous options to include or exclude rollbacks, undefined tables, and catalog updates from the

report.

 DML Activity Report Options
The DML Activity Report options let you specify the format of your output and what type of DB2
activity is included in the analysis.

The DML Activity Report options let you specify the format of your output and what type of DB2 activity is included in the
analysis.

Contents

Format Options

The DML activity format options let you specify the format of your output. These format options include the level of detail to
provide, how to sort the output, and whether to use a customized report form. Careful consideration is required when selecting
a level of detail to include in the report, SQL statements, or load file. Some selections are valid only with certain output
formats. Your selection can also affect processing time and whether the generated output contains complete data.

Note:  For more information about these options, press PF1 to see the online help.

How to Select the Level of Detail
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When selecting the level of detail, consider how rows are written to the DB2 log.

Inserted and deleted rows are written to the DB2 log in their entirety. However, updated rows are typically logged only from
the beginning of the change to the end of the change. Therefore the log contains only partial images of the before- and after-
images of an updated row. Important information such as primary key data can be missing from these partial images. This
missing data can prevent the generation of complete SQL statements or stop the display of a full before- or after-image of an
updated row on a report.

The Key (K) and Image Copy (I) level of detail can provide some missing data, but they also incur more processing overhead.
You can obtain the best results by having DB2 log a full image copy of all updated rows. This feature is controlled at the table
level through the DATA CAPTURE CHANGES clause of the CREATE TABLE and ALTER TABLE statements.

Note:  Image, log, and key data is formatted whenever possible. If the format cannot be determined (for example, due to
unavailable table definitions or partial rows), the data appears in hexadecimal format.

Key Considerations

For tables possessing a unique key that is not updated, the Key option in the Level of Detail field lets you identify updated
information without incurring the overhead required by DATA CAPTURE CHANGES or the Image Copy option. CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS retrieves the key field information from the tablespace using the RID stored in the log record. By
default, the Key option uses the tablespace's primary key. However, you can specify a different key using the Specify KeyCols
field on this panel. You may want to specify a different key when the table has no primary key; otherwise, the report will not
include key data.

Key data specifications are independent of any log data filters that you define. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS applies
the filters to the log data and then retrieves the key data for the filtered log records.

Do not select the Key level of detail if the following conditions are present:

• A row has been deleted and another row has been inserted at the same location.
• The key value has been updated.
• The table has variable length columns.
• The data is compressed.

Image Copy Considerations

When the DB2 log contains partial information for updated rows, you can specify the Image Copy option in the Level of Detail
field to retrieve the missing information from image copies. When you select Image Copy, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for
z/OS detects the current SITETYPE setting for the DB2 subsystem (LOCALSITE or RECOVERYSITE) and processes the
appropriate image copy data sets for that setting.

Consider the following when selecting the Image Copy option:

• This option can require significant processing time. For best results, always use the filtering options to limit the scope of
data to be analyzed.

• When creating load files for use with LOAD LOG RESUME, we recommend that you specify Image Copy to help ensure
accuracy. The IBM LOAD utility loads and logs one page at a time. If you run the LOAD utility with the REPLACE
option, the utility writes to clean pages so that all rows on the page are new and all INSERT statements are included in
processing. However, if you run the utility with the RESUME option, the utility starts writing on a page that may already
have data rows. These existing data rows should not be included in processing. If you specify Image Copy, CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS can determine that these rows previously existed and exclude them from processing.

• If the concurrent copy was taken at the DSNUM level and the DSNUM order was not ASCENDING, CA Log Analyzer™
for DB2 for z/OS does not support concurrent image copies of partitioned tablespaces.

Miscellaneous Options

The miscellaneous options let you control whether certain types of DB2 activity are included in the analysis.

The following fields require special consideration:

• Report Discards
• Subsequent Opts
• Specify KeyCols
• Set LOAD Options
• Related Updates
• URID Header
• Application Commits

Report Discards
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The Report Discards field on the DML Activity Report Options panel lets you specify whether to generate a report showing
the rows that were discarded during processing. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS typically discards rows when it cannot
reconstruct a complete image of a row. Incomplete image rows can occur under the following circumstances:

• The selected level of detail is D (Detail) but the log does not contain complete before- and after-images of a row.
• The selected level of detail is I (Image Copy) but image copies do not exist.

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS discards incomplete rows to avoid writing bad records to the load file and to avoid
generating incomplete REDO or UNDO SQL statements.

Note:  The Report Discards field is valid only when generating load files and SQL statements.

Request a Subsequent Update Report

You can generate a Subsequent Update Report that identifies data changes that occurred after the requested log range. This
report lets you evaluate the changes before proceeding with any UNDO activity.

Follow these steps:

1. Type Y in the Subsequent Opts field on the DML Activity Report Options panel and press Enter.
The DML Subsequent Update Options panel appears.

2. Specify the report options:

• Type Y in the Generate Report field.
• Type S (Summary) or D (Detail) in the Level of Detail field. The summary report provides only the total number of

changes that were made after the end of the requested log range. The detail report shows the before and after data for
each row that was updated after the end of the requested log range.

• Use the ENDING LOG SCAN POINT fields to specify where to end the scan. You can scan to the current end of the
log, or to a certain point in the log.

3. Press PF3 (End).
The DML Activity Report Options panel reappears. You can now select the rest of your options.

Select Key Columns

You can select the table columns to be considered as key data. These key columns are included in your generated output. If
you are generating REDO or UNDO SQL, the key columns control how CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS constructs
search conditions for the UPDATE and DELETE SQL statements. If you are generating a report, the key columns provide
more information in the analysis to help identify the changed rows. If you are sorting your output by key, the selected key
columns are used to determine the sort order.

Note:  Key column definitions are valid only when generating SQL statements or a DML Activity Report with the Key level
of detail. These definitions are also valid when sorting your output by key. When selecting key columns, you can use selection
criteria to display a list of columns that meet your criteria. You can then select columns from the list.

The following mask characters are allowed for object selection:

• Asterisk (*)–Includes all items.
• Per cent sign (%)--Represents any string of zero or more characters in the item name.
• Underscore (_)--Represents any single character.

Follow these steps:

1. Type Y in the Specify KeyCols field on the DML Activity Report Options panel and press Enter.
The Key Column Selection panel appears.

2. Complete one or more of the following fields:

• Item Name
Specifies a table name or selection criteria.

• Creator

Specifies a creator name or selection criteria.
• Where

Lets you define a selection query to refine your filter further.

Press Enter.
The panel displays the available table columns that match your selection criteria.

3. Select key columns by entering the following values in the SEL field next to the table names:

• C (Column)
Lets you select and order the columns to be used as key columns.
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• I (Index)
Lets you select key columns by index.

• S (Select All)
Selects all columns in the tables. All column data is included in the report or SQL statements.

Press Enter.
If you typed C, the Column List panel appears. Go to Step 4.
If you typed I, the Index List panel appears. Skip to Step 5.
If you typed S, a message notifies you that the selected objects have been queued. Skip to Step 6.

4. Type S (Select) next to a column name. You can also enter a number next to the column to indicate the relative position of
the column within the key. Press PF3 (End).
The selected columns are added to your selection queue and the Key Column Selection panel reappears.

5. Select the key columns on the Index List panel:

1.1 Enter one of the following values next to an index name: 

• C (Column)
Displays a list of all columns in the index.

• S (Select All)
Selects all columns in the index as key columns. All column data is included in the report or SQL statements.

• U (Unique)
Selects all unique columns in the index as key columns. Any nonunique columns are ignored. This setting is the
default.

Press PF3 (End).
If you typed C, the Column List panel appears. Go to Step 5b.
If you typed S, all columns in the index are selected and the Key Column Selection panel reappears. Skip to Step 6.
If you typed U, all unique columns are selected and the Key Column Selection panel reappears. Skip to Step 6.

2.1 Type S (Select) next to a column name. You can also enter a number next to the column to indicate the relative
position of the column within the key. Press PF3 (End).
The selected columns are added to your selection queue and the Index List panel reappears.

3.1 Press PF3 (End).
The Key Column Selection panel reappears. Go to Step 6.

6. (Optional) Type S (Shrink) on the command line and press Enter.
The Selected Object Queue panel appears, showing the objects that are currently selected.

Note:  You can alter or remove objects from the list that is shown in this panel. For more information, press PF1 to view
the online help.

7. Press PF3 (End).

The Report Options panel reappears. You can now select the rest of your options.

Key Column Considerations

When you generate SQL statements, the key columns control how search conditions are constructed for the UPDATE and
DELETE SQL statements. The search statements are generated as WHERE KEY1 = data AND KEY2= data, with data being
the key column information. If you do not define key columns, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS uses the table's primary
key columns to construct the search conditions for the SQL statements. If the table has no primary key columns, all columns
are used.

When you generate a DML Activity Report using the Key level of detail, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS retrieves the
key columns from the VSAM file containing the table data. The key columns are retrieved only when a complete row image is
not available in the log. If you do not define key columns, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS retrieves the table's primary
key columns from the VSAM file. If the table does not have a primary key, no column data is retrieved and only the row data
found in the log is used.

Note:  If you regularly generate SQL statements or key level reports against the same tables, consider enabling DATA
CAPTURE CHANGES for those tables so that full row images are logged. DATA CAPTURE CHANGES is enabled through
the ALTER TABLE or CREATE TABLE SQL statement when defining the table.

If you use the key columns option with log data filters, the log filters are applied to the log records, not to the key column data.

Key Size

Key size applies only when a key is used for key ordering (that is, when you use the Order Output By field on the DML
Activity Options panel to sort your DML output by key or by key undo). The key size is not applicable when generating SQL
statements or a DML Activity Report with the Key level of detail.
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The number of columns that you can select for the key depends on the length of each column in bytes. The keys are stored in
internal DB2 format. The total concatenated key cannot be more than 2,000 bytes long. If the key is too large, it is truncated. If
a column exceeds the maximum bytes allowed, that entire column is removed from the key.

Note:  For information about the internal length of each column data type, see the IBM DB2 SQL Reference guide.

Set the Load Options

The Set LOAD Options field on the DML Activity Report Options panel lets you specify the parameters for the load file. This
option is valid only when you select L (Load) as the output format. When you select this option, you can specify the output
options, URID options, and load utility table specifications.

Follow these steps:

1. Type Y in the Set LOAD Options field on the DML Activity Report Options panel and press Enter.
The DML Load Format File Options panel appears.

2. Specify the parameters for the load file:

• The OUTPUT OPTIONS fields let you specify the format and number of load files to generate.
• The URID DATA INCLUSION OPTIONS let you select which URID fields to include or exclude from the load file.
• The LOAD UTILITY TABLE SPECIFICATIONS fields let you specify the source and target tables. The load data is

extracted from the source table and applied to the target table.
3. Press PF3 (End).

The DML Activity Report Options panel reappears. You can now select the rest of your options.

Specify Related Updates Options

When generating REDO SQL or Log Apply statements, you can include system-initiated updates in the generated output.
System-initiated updates occur as a result of referential integrity constraints and triggers. These updates can also consist of
DB2 history table updates, which occur when a SYSTEM_TIME temporal table is processed. Including these updates is useful
when you are updating tables with identical referential constraints and triggers, or when you process temporal tables.

Follow these steps:

1. Type Y (Yes) in the Related Updates field on the DML Activity Report Options panel and press Enter.
The DML Related Updates Options panel appears.

2. Specify whether to generate REDO SQL or Log Apply statements for each update type that is shown on this panel.

Note:

• Specifying N (No) for Redo History Table Updates excludes all updates to that table, including updates that occurred
before it was converted to a history table.

• For more information about these fields, see the online help panels.

Either type SAVE on the command line and press Enter, or press PF3 (End).

• If you typed SAVE, the options are saved in your profile for later reuse.
• If you pressed PF3 (End), the options are used only with the current report.

The DML Activity Options panel reappears. You can now select the rest of your options.

Specify URID Header

When generating REDO or UNDO SQL statements, you can include a URID header. Include the URID header to see who
issued DML statements and when the statements were issued. The URID header contains the following information:

• URID
• URID Status
• LRSN
• Primary Auth-ID
• Connection-ID
• Connection type
• Member
• Correlation-ID
• Plan Name
• Timestamp
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To specify the URID header, type Y (Yes) in the URID Header field on the DML Activity Report Options panel and press
enter. The URID header prints for the first SQL statement generated. The header precedes each SQL statement if the URID is
different from the previous SQL statement generated. The header outputs in the following format:

Example: URID Header

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --
 URID:  0000000006DF20761935  URID Status    :
 Commited                       -- LRSN:  00D1EF31660011000000
  Primary Auth-ID: TEST101                      
  -- Connection-ID  :  SERVER     Connection type:
 Distributed                    -- Member         :     
 0      Correlation-id : db2jcc_a                       --
 Plan name      :  DISTSERV   Timestamp      :
 2017-01-12-05.01.11.515219     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Application Commits

When generating REDO or UNDO SQL statements, you can choose to use either of the following options to determine the
placement of the commits in your job output:

• YSelect Y to use the application commit frequency to place commits in the output after each unit of recovery. This option
requires that you order output by unit of recovery.

• NSelect N  to place commits in the output as often as you specified in the Log Reporting Profile Variables panel.

 Log Data Filter Options
The log data filter options for the DML activity function let you specify filters to include or exclude
specific data from the analysis. These filters provide comprehensive control over the contents of your
report, SQL statements, or load file. You can create filters for various object types (databases, tables, and
so on). You can then link those filters together using a join operator. You can further refine your filters by
creating data or selection queries that contain SELECT SQL statements. In most instances, you can select
the objects from a list or can enter the object names manually. In some instance, you can only enter the
object names manually.

The log data filter options for the DML activity function let you specify filters to include or exclude specific data from the
analysis. These filters provide comprehensive control over the contents of your report, SQL statements, or load file. You
can create filters for various object types (databases, tables, and so on). You can then link those filters together using a join
operator. You can further refine your filters by creating data or selection queries that contain SELECT SQL statements. In
most instances, you can select the objects from a list or can enter the object names manually. In some instance, you can only
enter the object names manually.

Note:  Table filters take precedence over database filters. If you create a filter to include a specific table, the table is included
even if the database containing that table is excluded.

If you specified more than one filter on the DML Activity Report Options panel, a Filter Specifications panel appears for each
filter.

Contents:

Select Objects From a List

You can create a filter to specify which objects to include or exclude from analysis. You can specify these objects by selecting
them from a list, or by entering the object names manually. The following instructions describe how to select objects from a
list.

Follow these steps:

1. Type I (Include) or X (Exclude) in the appropriate filter field on the DML Activity Report Options panel. A separate filter
field is provided for each object type (table, plan, authorization ID, connection ID, and so on).
Press Enter.
The Filter Specifications panel for the selected object type appears.
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2. Use the "Enter selection criteria..." fields to enter your selection criteria. Mask characters are allowed.

The following mask characters are allowed for object selection:

• Asterisk (*)–Includes all items.
• Per cent sign (%)--Represents any string of zero or more characters in the item name.
• Underscore (_)--Represents any single character.

Press Enter.
The panel displays the objects that match your criteria.

3. Type S (Select) in the SEL field next to each item to include or exclude from the filter. Press Enter.
A message informs you that your selections have been queued.

4. (Optional) Type S (Shrink) on the command line and press Enter.
The Selected Object Queue panel appears, showing the objects that are currently selected.

Note:  You can alter or remove objects from the list shown in this panel. Type S in the SEL (Select) field to select an
object. Delete the S to remove an object.

5. Press PF3 (End).
The Filter Specifications panel reappears.

6. Press PF3 (End).
The Report Options panel reappears. You can now select the rest of your options.

Enter Table Names Manually

You can create a filter to specify which tables to include or exclude from analysis. The following instructions describe how to
enter table names manually.

Follow these steps:

1. Type I (Include) or X (Exclude) in the appropriate filter field on the DML Activity Report Options panel. A separate filter
field is provided for each object type (table, plan, authorization ID, connection ID, and so on).
Press Enter.
The Filter Specifications panel for the selected object type appears.

2. Use the "Enter the desired names..." fields to enter the object names. 

• Mask characters are allowed.

The following mask characters are allowed for object selection:

• Asterisk (*)–Includes all items.
• Per cent sign (%)--Represents any string of zero or more characters in the item name.
• Underscore (_)--Represents any single character.

• The Cmd (Command) field lets you add empty lines to the filter list as needed. It also lets you use the following
commands:

• B (Browse)
Accesses the CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS table browse facility so that you can browse the table contents. A
CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS license is required.

• FB (Fast Browse)
Accesses the CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS table browse facility so that you can browse the table contents.
This option is slightly faster than the Browse option because it bypasses the Browse Options panel. A CA RC/
Update™ for DB2 for z/OS license is required.

• You can use the following fields to define a data query:

• Where
Lets you define a data query to refine your filter further.
Note: Queries can be defined only for INCLUDE filter types. Additionally, specify a table name and creator. If you
enter a masking character, it is interpreted as a literal part of the table or creator name.

• Appl
Specifies whether to apply the query to the after-image or before-image of the data, or to both.

Press Enter.

Your selections on this panel dictate which panel appears next:

• If the Data Query Edit panel appears, go to Step 3.
• If the Query List panel appears, go to Step 4.
• If a CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS panel appears, go to Step 5.
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• If the Cmd field is blank, a new line is inserted. You can enter another table name, creator, or both. Go to Step 6.
3. Create (or edit) a data query.

Press PF3 (End) to return to the Table Filter Specifications panel.

Your selections on the Table Filter Specifications panel dictate which panel appears next.

• If the Query List panel appears, go to Step 3.
• If a CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS panel appears, go to Step 4.
• If the Cmd field is blank, a new line is inserted. You can enter another table name, creator, or both. Go to Step 5.

4. Select an existing query by typing S next to it.

Note:  You can also use the Query List panel to create and delete queries. For more information, see Query Lists

Press PF3 (End).

Your selections on the Table Filter Specifications panel dictate which panel appears next.

• If a CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS panel appears, go to Step 4.
• If the Cmd field is blank, a new line is inserted. You can enter another table name, creator, or both. Go to Step 5.

5. Browse the contents and then press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Table Filter Specifications panel reappears.

Note:  For more information about the browse functions, see the  CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS User Guide.
6. Repeat the preceding steps as necessary to define additional filters.
7. Press PF3 (End).

The Report Options panel reappears. You can now select the rest of your options. Your table filters remain in effect until
you return to the Main Menu.

Filter Data by Log Statement

You can create a filter to specify which types of log statements (inserts, deletes, updates, or utilities) to include or exclude from
analysis.

Follow these steps:

1. Type I (Include) or X (Exclude) in the Statement Type field on the DML Activity Report Options panel and press Enter.
The Statement Filter Specifications panel appears.

2. Type S (Select) next to the statement types to include in the filter. Remove the S from the statement types to exclude from
the filter. Press Enter.

3. Press PF3 (End).

The Report Options panel reappears. You can now select the rest of your options.

Link Filters Using the Join Operator

When you create multiple filters to include or exclude specific data from analysis, you can use a join operator (AND or OR)
to link the filters together. If you specify AND, data is included or excluded only ifall filter specifications are met. If you
specify OR, data is included or excluded for each filter specification that is met. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS joins
the Include filters first and then the Exclude filters.

 
Note: If a log entry satisfies both the Include and Exclude filters, the Exclude filter takes precedence.

To link filters using the join operator, type AND or OR in the Join Operator field.

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS links the filters at run time.

Refine a Filter by Using a Query

When you create a data filter, you can further refine the filter by creating a data query or a selection query. 

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS lets you define a query by using the Extended Query Facility (EQF). You can use all
standard SELECT clauses. When the query executes, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS evaluates the before- and after-
images of a row to determine whether they meet the query criteria. If either image meets the criteria, that log record is selected.
If CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS cannot determine whether a row meets the criteria, it discards that record. Records
can be discarded when the tables were created with DATA CAPTURE NONE and the Image Copy Level of Detail has not
been chosen. Records can also be discarded when you are using the Image Copy Level of Detail and suitable image copies do
not exist.

Note:  You can use the Miscellaneous Options portion of the DML Activity Report Options panel to request a report of
discarded log records.
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A data query applies only to table filters. This query lets you define a SELECT SQL statement that is applied against the log
data to determine which rows to include in the analysis.

• A data query is tied to a particular table as opposed to a function (like selection queries). A data query is not based on any
pre-existing internal SELECT statements. You can specify the columns, column order, WHERE conditions, and row order.

Note:

A data query can also be used as a model to create other queries by saving it under another name.
• Selection queries let you add conditions to an existing internal query. After you have added the conditions to the query, you

can name and save the query for later reuse. The saved query is considered a selection query because it controls the order
and selection of rows. A selection query does not let you control the columns selected.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a filter using the DML Activity Report Options panel.
The Filter Specifications panel appears.

2. Select the objects to include or exclude from the analysis.
The selected objects appear on the Filter Specifications panel.

3. Type Y in the Where field.
The Where field under "Enter selection criteria..." lets you create a selection query.
The Where field under "Enter the desired table names..." lets you create a data query. Data queries are valid only for table
filters.
Press Enter.
The SQL Selection Panel or the Data Query Edit panel appears.

4. Create your query. Press PF1 to view the online help for these panels.

SQL Notes for Data Queries

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS fully supports the following predicates:

• BASIC
• BETWEEN
• IN
• LIKE
• NULL

The AND, OR, and NOT logical operators are also fully supported. You can control the order of precedence by using
parentheses. If you omit the parentheses, the following order of precedence is used:

• NOT is applied before AND
• AND is applied before OR

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS does not support the following SQL constructs:

• Subselects
• Column functions
• Joins
• Labeled durations
• Unions
• Host variables
• Special registers
• GROUP BY clause
• Scalar functions
• HAVING clause
• Concatenation or arithmetic operators
• ORDER BY clause

How to Provide Your Own SELECT SQL Statements for Data Queries

The SELECT SQL statements can also be passed to the product in a file.

To provide your own SELECT SQL statements for data queries, follow these guidelines:

• The DDNAME must be LADSQLIN.
• The SQL data set must have an LRECL of 80.
• The SQL contained in the file must be in a format suitable for use with SPUFI.
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• The SELECT statements must appear in columns 1 - 72 and each statement must be terminated with a semicolon (;).
• The format of the UPDATE function and predicate is as follows:

UPDATE(column-name)

The following illustration is a sample SQL statement, as viewed from the Data Query panel, illustrating the use of the
UPDATE function and predicate:

PTSQLDSP                     SQL Statement Display                           
Command ==>                                                                  
                                                                             
      Name ==> PXXXXXX                        Share => N         Default => N
Description => SAMPLE QUERY                                                  
                                                                             
Current SQL Statement:                                                       
                                                                             
SELECT EMPNO, LASTNAME, PHONENO, HIREDATE, SEX, BIRTHDATE, SALARY, BONUS,    
COMM, UPDATE(WORKDEPT)                                                       
FROM USER02.EMP                                                             
WHERE UPDATE(JOB)                                                            
 

 Commit Frequency Report Options
Use the Commit Frequency report to determine how often applications perform commits in relation to the
number of updates made. This information can help you to monitor whether applications are adhering to
local standards for database access. You can also see which plans are heavily updated within the scope of
a single commit.

Use the Commit Frequency report to determine how often applications perform commits in relation to the number of updates
made. This information can help you to monitor whether applications are adhering to local standards for database access. You
can also see which plans are heavily updated within the scope of a single commit.

Specify the following options for a Commit Frequency Report:

• Specify how much detail to include in the report using the Level of Detail field.
• Specify the minimum number of updates without a commit to include in the report using the Commit Threshold field.

Note:  A plan is included in the report when it makes updates that exceed the specified threshold within the scope of a
single commit. For example, type 500 in this field to show plans that performed 500 or more updates before issuing a
commit.

• (Optional) Use the Plan Filters field to include or exclude specific plans from the report.

 Image Copy Frequency Report
The Image Copy Frequency report analyzes how often image copies are made in relation to the number of
changes that are made to a tablespace. These changes include inserts, updates, and deletes. The report is a
convenient method of determining whether local standards for disaster recovery are being met. The report
also helps you determine whether the standards are still adequate for the level of database activity that is
occurring. You can also see which tables are heavily updated between image copies. For example, you
can specify a threshold of 1,000 to see which tables have had more than 1,000 updates between image
copies.

The Image Copy Frequency report analyzes how often image copies are made in relation to the number of changes that are
made to a tablespace. These changes include inserts, updates, and deletes. The report is a convenient method of determining
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whether local standards for disaster recovery are being met. The report also helps you determine whether the standards are still
adequate for the level of database activity that is occurring. You can also see which tables are heavily updated between image
copies. For example, you can specify a threshold of 1,000 to see which tables have had more than 1,000 updates between
image copies.

Specify the following options for an Image Copy Frequency report:

1. • Specify a threshold in the Update Threshold field.
• (Optional) use the Tablespace Filters field to include or exclude specific tablespaces from the report.

 Rollback Activity Report Options
The Rollback Activity report monitors how frequently your applications request DB2 rollbacks.
Monitoring how often updates are rolled back can provide insight into the efficiency of the system and its
applications. For example, you can generate a report that shows rollbacks in ascending URID sequence.
This sequence correlates to the date and time the rollback occurred. This information can be helpful in
identifying trends where frequent rollbacks can occur during periods of heavy system use.

The Rollback Activity report monitors how frequently your applications request DB2 rollbacks. Monitoring how often updates
are rolled back can provide insight into the efficiency of the system and its applications. For example, you can generate a
report that shows rollbacks in ascending URID sequence. This sequence correlates to the date and time the rollback occurred.
This information can be helpful in identifying trends where frequent rollbacks can occur during periods of heavy system use.

Specify the following options for a rollback activity report:

• Select how much detail to include in the report in the Level of Detail field.
• Specify how to organize the report data in the Order Report By field.
• (Optional) Use the Plan Filters and Authid Filters fields to include or exclude specific plans or authorization IDs from the

report. You can also use the Join Operator field to link the plan and authorization ID filters.

 Recovery Point Analysis Report Options
The Recovery Point Analysis report is used to identify safe recovery points in the DB2 log. The report
provides a list of points in the DB2 log where no update activity occurred against the objects you are
interested in. The report can be limited to the specified log processing range, or can be run against all log
points recorded in SYSLRNGX. can also register the identified recovery point in SYSCOPY. Specific
tablespaces can also be included or excluded from the analysis.

The Recovery Point Analysis report is used to identify safe recovery points in the DB2 log. The report provides a list of points
in the DB2 log where no update activity occurred against the objects you are interested in. The report can be limited to the
specified log processing range, or can be run against all log points recorded in SYSLRNGX. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for
z/OS can also register the identified recovery point in SYSCOPY. Specific tablespaces can also be included or excluded from
the analysis.

This information can help you select an appropriate point at which to recover data. The starting log points that appear on the
report can be used in a RECOVER instruction using the TOLOGPOINT option.

Specify the following options for a Recovery Point Analysis Report: 

• Specify which log points to analyze in the Select Log Points field.
• Specify whether to register the log points in SYSCOPY by using the Register Log Point field.
• (Optional) use the Tablespace Filters field to include or exclude specific tablespaces from the report.

 DDL Activity Options
The DDL Activity Report Options panel provides numerous options to control the types of log
information that are analyzed. Using these options, you can select the precise data that you need for your
reports or DDL statements.

The DDL Activity Report Options panel provides numerous options to control the types of log information that are analyzed.
Using these options, you can select the precise data that you need for your reports or DDL statements.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 1 (Process Log) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Report Specification panel appears.
2. Select DDL Activity and press Enter.

The DDL Activity Report Options panel appears.
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3. Complete the following fields:

1.1 Specify the type of output to generate (report, redo DDL statements, or undo DDL statements) in the Output Format
field.

2.1 Specify the amount of detail to include in the output by using the Level of Detail field.
3.1 Specify whether to use a customized report form in the Customize Rept field. Report forms contains formatting

specifications for the report such as customized headings and descriptions. If you specify Y (Yes), also complete the
Form and Creator fields on this panel.

Note:  These fields apply only when you are generating a report. They are not used when generating DDL statements.
These instructions explain how to select an existing form. You can also create, template, update, and delete
customized forms.

4.1 Specify the data to include or exclude from the output by using the log data filter options.
5.1 Specify the DB2 activity to include or exclude from the output by using the miscellaneous options.

Press Enter.
The options you selected on the DDL Activity Options panel dictate the next panel that appears:

• If the Report Form Services panel appears, go to Step 4.
• If a Filter Specifications panel appears, go to Step 5.
• If none of the preceding panels appear, go to Step 6.

4. Type S next to a report form on the Report Form Services panel and press Enter.
The options you selected on the DML Activity Options panel dictate the next panel that appears:

• If a Filter Specifications panel appears, go to Step 5.
• If the DDL Activity Report Options panel reappears, go to Step 6.

5. Specify the filter options and press PF3 (End).
The options you selected on the DDL Activity Options panel dictate the next panel that appears:

• If you specified more than one filter on the DDL Activity Report Options panel, a Filter Specifications panel appears
for each filter. Repeat this step for each Filter Specifications panel that appears.

• If the DDL Activity Report Options panel reappears, go to Step 6.
6. Press PF3 (End).

The Report Specifications panel appears. You can now proceed with generating DDL statements or a report.

Format Options

The DDL activity format options let you specify the format of your output. These format options include the level of detail to
provide and whether to use a customized report form when generating the output. Most of these fields are self-explanatory,
and field descriptions are provided in the online help (available by pressing PF1). However, careful consideration is required
when selecting a level of detail to include in the report or DDL statements. Some selections are valid only with certain output
formats. Your selection can also affect processing time.

Note:  For more information about these options, see the online help.

Log Data Filter Options

The log data filter options for the DDL activity function let you specify filters to include or exclude specific data from the
analysis. These filters provide comprehensive control over the contents of your output. You can create filters for various object
types (plans, authorization IDs, connection IDs, correlation IDs, units of recovery (URID), and so on). You can then link
those filters together using a join operator. You can further refine your filters by creating selection queries that contain SQL
SELECT statements. In most instances, you can select the objects from a list or can enter the object names manually. In some
instance, you can only enter the object names manually.

Select Objects From a List

You can create a filter to specify which objects to include or exclude from analysis. You can specify these objects by selecting
them from a list, or by entering the object names manually. The following instructions describe how to select objects from a
list.

Follow these steps:

1. Type I (Include) or X (Exclude) in the appropriate filter field on the DDL Activity Report Options panel. A separate filter
field is provided for each object type (plan, authorization ID, connection ID, and so on).
Press Enter.
The Filter Specifications panel for the selected object type appears.

2. Use the "Enter selection criteria..." fields to enter your selection criteria. 
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The following mask characters are allowed for object selection:

• Asterisk (*)–Includes all items.
• Per cent sign (%)--Represents any string of zero or more characters in the item name.
• Underscore (_)--Represents any single character.

3. Press Enter.

The panel displays the objects that match your criteria.

• Type S (Select) in the SEL field next to each item to include or exclude from the filter. Press Enter.
A message informs you that your selections have been queued.

• (Optional) Type S (Shrink) on the command line and press Enter.
The Selected Object Queue panel appears, showing the objects that are currently selected.

Note:  You can alter or remove objects from the list shown in this panel. Type S in the SEL (Select) field to select an
object. Delete the S to remove an object.

4. Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Report Options specification panel reappears. You can now select the rest of your
options.

Enter Object Names Manually

You can create a filter to specify which objects to include or exclude from analysis. You can specify these objects by selecting
them from a list, or by entering the object names manually. The following instructions describe how to enter object names
manually.

Follow these steps:

1. Type I (Include) or X (Exclude) in the appropriate filter field on the DDL Activity Report Options panel. A separate filter
field is provided for each object type (plan, authorization ID, connection ID, and so on).
Press Enter.
The Filter Specifications panel for the selected object type appears.

2. Use the "Enter the desired names..." fields to enter the object names.

The following mask characters are allowed for object selection:

• Asterisk (*)–Includes all items.
• Per cent sign (%)--Represents any string of zero or more characters in the item name.
• Underscore (_)--Represents any single character.

The Cmd (Command) field lets you add empty lines to the filter list as needed.

• If you are creating a URID filter, you can identify the URIDs to specify by generating a DML Activity report with the
Summary level of detail.

• If you are creating a correlation ID filter, the correlation ID is the same as the job name.
• If you are creating a connection ID filter, enter the appropriate ID for the attachment facility being used:

• The call attachment facility uses a connection ID of DB2CALL.
• The TSO attachment facility uses a connection ID of TSO or BATCH.
• The IMS or CICS attachment facilities use the region name as the connection ID.
• The DB2 utilities use a connection ID of UTILITY.

3. Press Enter.

Your selections are registered.
4. Press PF3 (End).

The Report Options panel reappears. You can now select the rest of your options.

Link Filters Using the Join Operator

When you create multiple filters to include or exclude specific data from analysis, you can use a join operator (AND or OR)
to link the filters together. If you specify AND, data is included or excluded only if all filter specifications are met. If you
specify OR, data is included or excluded for each filter specification that is met. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS joins
the Include filters first and then the Exclude filters.

 
Note: If a log entry satisfies both the Include and Exclude filters, the Exclude filter takes precedence.

To link filters using the join operator, type AND or OR in the Join Operator field.
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CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS links the filters at run time.

Refine a Filter by Using a Query

When you create a filter to include or exclude specific data from analysis, you can further refine the filter by creating a
selection query.
Selection queries let you add conditions to an existing internal query. After you have added the conditions to the query, you
can name and save the query for later reuse. The saved query is considered a selection query because it controls the order and
selection of rows. A selection query does not let you control the columns selected. 

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS lets you define a query by using the Extended Query Facility (EQF). You can use all
standard SELECT clauses.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a filter using the DDL Activity Report Options panel.
The Filter Specifications panel appears.

2. Select the objects to include or exclude from the analysis.
The selected objects appear on the Filter Specifications panel.

3. Type Y in the Where field. Press Enter.
The SQL Selection Panel appears.

4. Create your query.

Miscellaneous Options

The miscellaneous options let you control whether certain types of DB2 activity are included in the analysis. You can specify
whether to include the following items in your analysis:

• Grant and revoke records 
• Table OBIDs 
• Bind and rebind records 
• LOB column data 
• Display Options 
• Redo/Undo URID header 
• DDL SQLID 

 Field descriptions for these items are provided in the online help.

 Managing Strategies for Reports
You can save report parameters as strategies. Strategies can be recalled for use during any session and
can be edited or changed before each use. Strategies let you save and reuse parameters for reports that
are frequently needed. Additionally, you can request that remember the last log RBA processed during
each execution of the strategy. The next time that you use the strategy, processing can resume at the saved
RBA. This resume processing makes it easy to monitor table activity. Also, you can reread the extract
files created in previous executions to create other reports from the same log data.

You can save report parameters as strategies. Strategies can be recalled for use during any session and can be edited or
changed before each use. Strategies let you save and reuse parameters for reports that are frequently needed. Additionally, you
can request that CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS remember the last log RBA processed during each execution of the
strategy. The next time that you use the strategy, processing can resume at the saved RBA. This resume processing makes it
easy to monitor table activity. Also, you can reread the extract files created in previous executions to create other reports from
the same log data.

Contents

Create or Update a Strategy

This section describes how to create a strategy for a DML Activity Report. You can also create strategies for other report types.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 2 (Strategy Services) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu.

The Strategy Services panel appears.
2. Create a strategy by completing the following fields:

• Type C (Create) in the Options field.
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• Enter a name for the strategy in the Strategy field.
• Enter a description of the strategy in the Description field.
• Enter a subsystem ID in the Log SSID field.

Note:  You can also type U (Update) next to an existing strategy to update it.

Press Enter.
The Report Specification panel appears.

3. Select a report type and press Enter.
The report options panel appears.

4. Select the report options and press PF3 (End).
The Report Specification panel reappears.

5. Press PF3 (End).

The Output Specification panel appears.
6. Specify a destination for the extract data set, control data set, and report.

Note:

• You can use symbolic variables such as %DATE, %TIME, and %USER in the data set names. To obtain a single period
as a node separator in the data set name, type two periods after a symbolic. See the following example:

D%DATE..DML.CTL

• If you leave the data set fields blank, temporary data sets are used to create these files.

Press PF3 (End).

The strategy has been created. The Strategy Services panel reappears, showing the new strategy in the selection list.

Update the Resume Point

You can update a strategy to change the resume point. For example, you can set the strategy to the resume point of a prior
execution and then reset back to the natural resume point.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 2 (Strategy Services) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu.

The Strategy Services panel appears.
2. Change the resume point for the strategy:

1.1 Find the strategy and type R (Display Resume Values) in the O (Option) field next to the execution with the resume
point to use.

Note:  The execution must have a resume point. If the execution was created from a resume of the strategy, it has a
resume point.

Press Enter.
The Strategy Resume Display panel appears. This panel shows the current resume point, the in-flight URIDs of the
transaction, and the resume point the strategy is set to if updated.

2.1 Type Y next to the Update Resume header field and press Enter.
The resume point is set to the resume value listed under Selected Execution Results. A Strategy Reset Confirmation
window appears.

3.1 Type Y and press Enter.
The Strategy Services panel reappears. The resume point for the strategy has been changed.

3. Execute the strategy.
4. Reset the resume point for the strategy:

1.1 Type R (Display Resume Values) in the O (Option) field on the Strategy Services panel, next to the strategy, and
press Enter.
The Strategy Resume Display panel appears. This panel now displays the current resume point, the in-flight URIDs of
the transaction, and the natural resume point for the strategy.

2.1 Type Y in the Update Resume field and press Enter.
The resume point is reset to the resume value listed under Natural Resume Point. A Strategy Reset Confirmation
window appears.
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3.1 Type Y and press Enter.
The Strategy Services panel reappears. The resume point has been reset.

Execute a Strategy

You can execute a saved strategy to generate already configured reports on a regular basis.

You can also select a previously created extract file by selecting the appropriate execution entry under the strategy name. You
can alter the strategy options to produce another report. However, the data that is in the extract file constrains your ability
to generate other reports from that file. The contents of the extract file vary depending on the report type, filter options, and
extract scope that were used when the file was created.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 2 (Strategy Services) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu.

The Strategy Services panel appears.
2. Type S (Submit) in the Option field next to a strategy name or execution entry and press PF3 (End).

The Submit Strategy panel appears.
3. Complete the following fields:

• Specify an execution mode in the Execution Mode field.
• Specify whether to save the execution results in the Save Results field. If you specify Y, the execution results appear on

the Strategy Services panel, indented below their parent strategy.
• Specify whether to resume processing where the strategy last left off in the Log Resume field. If you specify Log

Resume = R, also specify a value in the Resume Amount field. This value indicates how many hours of log activity
to process. If you specify Log Resume = A, also specify the log range to process in the ALTERNATE LOG RANGE
fields.

• (Optional) Use the UPDATE OPTIONS fields to modify the report settings for this particular execution. You can
change report settings, specify alternate data sources, change destination options, or specify the retention options.

Press Enter.
The strategy executes.

View the Strategy Output Files

When you execute a strategy, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS creates output files for the extract file, report, and SQL
that are generated. You can browse and edit the report and SQL data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Execute a strategy.

Note:  Specify Y in the Save Results field.

The execution results appear on the Strategy Services screen, indented under the strategy name.
2. Type F (Files) next to one of the execution results. Press Enter.

The Strategy File Display panel appears, showing the extract files that were used during the execution and the report or
SQL output files that were generated.

3. Type B (Browse) next to a file and press Enter.

Note:  This command is not valid for extract or extract control files.

The output file appears in browse mode. You can now view the file. This file includes an options summary that shows the
log range and report options that were used to generate the output.

Copy a Strategy to Another Subsystem

This section explains how to copy a CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS strategy to another DB2 subsystem.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 2 (Strategy Services) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu.

The Strategy Services panel appears.
2. Type C (Copy) next to a strategy and press Enter.

The Strategy Copy SSID Confirmation window appears.
3. Complete the following fields:

• Specify B (Batch) or O (Online) in the Copy Mode field. If the target system is available, you can use online mode to
copy the strategy immediately. If the target system is unavailable, you can use batch mode to create Log Apply control
statements and to write the strategy rows to an output data set.
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• (Optional) Specify a new strategy name or creator name in the Target fields.
• Specify the target SSID and Log SSID in the Target fields.

Press Enter.
The Strategy Services - Report Specification panel appears.

4. Press PF3 (End).
The Process Log - Output specifications panel appears.

5. Modify the output settings on this panel as needed for the target subsystem. Press PF3 (End).
If you specified online mode, the strategy is copied to the target subsystem. The Strategy Services panel reappears, with a
message that your strategy has been saved. Skip the remaining steps in this section.
If you specified batch mode, the Copy Strategy - Output Specifications panel appears. Go to the next step.

6. Complete the following fields:

• Specify an output data set for the strategy rows in the DATA File DSN field.
• Specify an output data set for the Log Apply control statements in the CNTL Card DSN field.

Press PF3 (End).
The strategy rows and control statements are saved to the specified data sets. The Strategy Services panel reappears, with a
message that your data sets have been created.

7. Execute the Log Apply control statements on the target subsystem.
The strategy is copied to the target subsystem.

 Customize the DML and DDL Report Forms
When you generate a DML or DDL activity report,  uses a generic report layout. You can create your own
forms to provide customized report layouts. The forms can be recalled for use during any session and can
be edited or changed before each use. Forms let you save and reuse a customized layout for a frequently
needed report.

When you generate a DML or DDL activity report, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS uses a generic report layout. You
can create your own forms to provide customized report layouts. The forms can be recalled for use during any session and can
be edited or changed before each use. Forms let you save and reuse a customized layout for a frequently needed report.

Report forms are created and edited using the Report Form Definition panel. This panel breaks down the DML or DDL activity
report into discrete text blocks. For example, the report lines that describe the unit of recovery are considered a text block. You
can customize each text block by selecting the fields to include and specifying where the fields appear within the block of text.

Note:  We recommended that you test a form on a small report before using it on a large report.

Follow these steps:

1. Display the Report Form Services panel by doing one of the following actions:

• Select option 4 (Report Forms Administration) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Profile panel.
• Specify Y in the Customize Rept field on the DML Activity Report Options panel.
• Specify Y in the Customize Rept field on the DDL Activity Report Options panel.

2. Verify that the Form and Creator fields contain an asterisk (*), and then press Enter.
The panel displays a list of all existing report forms.

3. Specify whether to create or update a form:

• To create a form, type C in the Option field and complete the Form and Description fields.
• To create a form that is based on an existing form, type T next to the existing form.
• To update an existing form, type U next to the form.

Press Enter.
The Report Form Definition panel appears.

4. (Optional) Enter a new form name and description at the top of the panel.

Note:  This step is required only when you are using the T (template) option to copy an existing form. When you enter a
new name and description, the changes are saved to a new form. The original form remains unchanged.

Press Enter.
Your changes are saved.

5. Customize the report form:

1.1 Type Y in the Extended Values field if your subsystem has been converted from 6-byte RBA and LRSN values to 10-
byte values.

2.1 Select a text block, such as Report Headings, and press Enter.
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The panel for the selected text block appears.
3.1 Make your selections. If you specified Y in the Extended Values field, be sure to adjust the layout to accommodate

10-byte RBAs and LRSNs. On most panels, the lower half shows an example of the report with your current
formatting selections applied. As you make your selections, you can press Enter to refresh the lower half and see how
your selection affects the report format.

Note:  For detailed information about each field, press PF1 to view the online help panel.Press PF3 (End).

The Report Form Definition panel reappears.
4.1 Repeat Steps b and c to format more report options.

You have customized a report form for your DML or DDL report. You can now specify this form when selecting your
report options.

 Generating Load Files
can read the changes recorded in the DB2 logs and can use them to generate a load file. The load file
contains one or more records for each transaction that occurred for a specified table during a specified log
range. These transactions consist of INSERTs, UPDATEs, DELETEs, and MASS DELETEs. Load files
can be used to update tables in the same DB2 subsystem or in other subsystems.

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS can read the changes recorded in the DB2 logs and can use them to generate a load file.
The load file contains one or more records for each transaction that occurred for a specified table during a specified log range.
These transactions consist of INSERTs, UPDATEs, DELETEs, and MASS DELETEs. Load files can be used to update tables
in the same DB2 subsystem or in other subsystems.

For example, you can use a load file to load table transactions into a set of audit tables (also referred to as a data warehouse).
Maintaining a data warehouse can help you monitor table activity by enabling you to query the audit tables directly using SQL.
These direct queries can be more efficient than generating DML detail reports against the original tables and searching through
them. Typically, when populating an audit table or data warehouse, you also include URID information for each record. This
information can include the plan name and authorization ID of the process that performed the transaction, the time that the
transaction occurred, and so on.

You can also use a load file to replicate changes from one table to another. This function is useful in a testing environment, in
which you test your data in a test table before replicating the data to your production environment. Typically, when replicating
table changes in this manner, the production table is identical to the test table.

You can also use a load file to propagate table changes to an external database. This function is useful when different groups in
the same company use different database systems.

When you create a load file, you can specify the utility that you will use to update the target table. CA Log Analyzer™ for
DB2 for z/OS then generates the appropriate control statements for that utility. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS can
generate load control statements for the following utilities:

• CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS
• IBM LOAD
• Log Apply (a component of CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS)

The utility that you select depends on the task you are performing. CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS and IBM LOAD are
intended for use when you are updating a data warehouse for historical reporting purposes. Log Apply is intended for use when
you are replicating changes to an identical table.

 Load File Output Files
The load file option creates three output files. You can specify a destination for each output file.

The CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS load file option creates three output files. You can specify a destination for each
output file.

• Load File
Contains records for each INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE, and MASS DELETE that occurred to a table during the specified
log range. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS can create one load file for all selected tables, or one load file for each
table.
CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS determines the space allocation for the load file by performing the following
calculations:

1. It determines the Logical Record Length (LRECL) of each table and uses the largest LRECL to calculate the block size
of the data set.
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2. It determines the number of blocks that are needed for each table. This number is calculated by dividing the number of
processed table records by the number of records that fit in a block.

3. It determines the number of blocks to allocate for the data set by adding the block counts for each table together.

Note:  CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS calculates primary and secondary allocations for load files as a percentage of
the total required size.

• Control Statement File
Contains control statements for the selected utility. If you select CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS or IBM LOAD, CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS creates LOAD control statements to load data into a table. If you select Log Apply as your
load utility, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS creates LOGAPPLY control statements to redo or undo the changes to a
table. If you select Unload, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS creates a set of DDL statements to define the target table
structure.

Note:

Because CA Log Analyzer and Log Apply have different control cards, syntax that is valid for Log Analyzer may not be
valid for Log Apply. For more information about the Log Apply control card, see Log Apply Control Statements.

• Discard Report
(Optional) Identifies each record that was discarded during the load file generation because of incomplete data.

Contents

Load File Fields

This section describes the fields that can be included in a load file record.

• Each record starts with the header fields (creator, table name, and statement type).
• The optional URID data follows the header. URID data is typically included only when you are updating audit tables in a

data warehouse.

Note:  Audit tables have specific formatting requirements.
• The column data appears at the end. This data is table-specific. The format for each data type is discussed, but your table

format determines the actual record layout.

See the following table:

Field Length/Format Load Options and Comments

Creator 8 bytes, character This field is present when Single
Dataset=Y is specified on the DML
Load Format File Options panel.

Table Name 18 bytes, character This field is present when Single
Dataset=Y is specified on the DML
Load Format File Options panel.

Statement Type 2 bytes, character This field is always present. CA
Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
automatically generates one of the
following values for this field:

I -- Insert

UA -- Update after

UB -- Update before

D -- Delete

DM -- Mass delete

T -- Timestamp

LR -- Load replace
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Null Array for variable-length format
records

Array of 1 byte, character format,
indicators. One byte for each null-
eligible column.

This field is present when Table Data
Format => V is specified on the DML
Load Format File Options panel.

This field shows one of the following
values:

? -- Column is null.

(blank) -- Column is not null.

Null Indicator for fixed-length format
records

1 byte, character This field is present when Table Data
Format => F is specified on the DML
Load Format File Options panel.

This field precedes every null-eligible
column and shows one of the following
values:

? -- Column is null.

(blank) -- Column is not null.

URID Fields  These fields are present when you use
the URID Data Inclusion Options on the
DML Load Format File Options panel.
These fields are used when updating an
audit table.

Note: If you select Log Apply for your
load utility, no URID fields are included
in the load file, regardless of your panel
selections.

Column Data  The data in this field is table-specific.
The column data continues to the end of
the load file.

 

Column Data Formats

The following table describes how CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS formats the DB2 data types when writing them to the
load file:

Data Type Length/Format Comments

BIGINT Signed binary doubleword (8 bytes) Binary fullword is used with
EXTERNAL (N).

BINARY Fixed length, binary n/a

CHAR Fixed length, character n/a

DATE 10-byte ISO format If UR_MICRO_SEC N is specified
in highlevel.CDBAPARM(PLA),
then the DATE format is based
on the DATEFORM setting in
highlevel.CDBAPARM(SETUPxx).

If UR_MICRO_SEC Y is specified,
then DATE has the following format:
yyyy-mm-dd.
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DECFLOAT DECFLOAT(16)

DECFLOAT(34)

DECFLOAT(16) represents 16 digits of
precision. Its value is stored in 8 bytes.

DECFLOAT(34) represents 34 digits of
precision. Its value is stored in 16 bytes.

DECIMAL Packed decimal

Fixed length, character

Packed decimal is used with
EXTERNAL (N).

Fixed length is used with EXTERNAL
(Y).

Note: EXTERNAL (N) is the default.
To enable EXTERNAL (Y), add it to
the end of the PLA parmlib member.

DOUBLE PRECISION or FLOAT 8-byte floating-point format n/a

FLOAT or REAL 4-byte floating-point format n/a

GRAPHIC Graphic data n/a

INT Signed binary fullword (4 bytes)

11-byte character format

Binary fullword is used with
EXTERNAL (N).

Character format is used with
EXTERNAL (Y).

LOBF VARCHAR(54) BLOBF, CLOBF, and DBCLOBF file
reference values are compatible with
DB2 LOAD utility. These values are not
compatible with CA Fast Load for DB2
for z/OS.

LOB_FILE File reference variable structure in
application language C. Length is 267
bytes.

BLOB_FILE, CLOB_FILE, and
DBCLOB_FILE file reference values
are compatible with C application
programming. These values are used in
Log Apply.

ROWID VARCHAR(17) See VARCHAR.

SMALLINT Signed binary halfword (2 bytes)

6-byte character format

Binary halfword is used with
EXTERNAL (N).

Character format is used with
EXTERNAL (Y).

TIME 8-byte ISO format If UR_MICRO_SEC N is specified
in highlevel.CDBAPARM(PLA),
then the TIME format is based
on the TIMEFORM setting in
highlevel.CDBAPARM(SETUPxx).

If UR_MICRO_SEC Y is specified,
then TIME has the following format:
hh.mm.ss.mmmmmm.

TIMESTAMP 19 - 32 bytes TIMESTAMP can have the following
formats:

yyyy mm dd hh.mm.ss

yyyy mm dd hh.mm.ss.nnnnnn

The value nnnnnn represents the number
of microseconds, and can be from 0 to
12 digits.
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TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE 25 - 38 bytes TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE can
have the following formats:

yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss±hh:mm

yyyy-mm-dd-hh.mm.ss.nnnnnnnnnnnn
±hh:mm

The value of nnnnnnnnnnnn represents
the number of microseconds and can be
from 0 to 12 digits.

VARBINARY Binary The first 2 bytes constitute a binary
halfword that indicates the length of the
data.

If the Table Data Format option is Fixed
(F), the data is padded with spaces to
bring it to the maximum size of the
column. The halfword gives the length
of the data without the added spaces.

VARCHAR Character The first 2 bytes constitute a binary
halfword that indicates the length of the
data.

If the Table Data Format option is Fixed
(F), the data is padded with spaces to
bring it to the maximum size of the
column. The halfword gives the length
of the data without the added spaces.

VARGRAPHIC Graphic data The first 2 bytes compose a binary
halfword that indicates the number of
double-byte characters. Double this
number to obtain the length of the data.

If the Table Data Format option is Fixed
(F), the data is padded with spaces to
bring it to the maximum size of the
column. The halfword gives the number
of double-byte characters without the
added spaces.

 Audit Table Requirements
You can use load files to keep an audit table up to date. An audit table stores the transaction history for a
user table so that you can monitor the table activity.

You can use CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS load files to keep an audit table up to date. An audit table stores the
transaction history for a user table so that you can monitor the table activity.

Because audit tables are used for historical reporting purposes, they typically include URID information for each record in
your load file. So, audit tables have specific requirements that are not needed when you are simply replicating table changes to
an identical table.

When you use a CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS load file to load data into an audit table, verify that the table meets the
following requirements:

• Define the audit table with the same column names and column types as the user table being tracked.
• If any columns in the user table are defined as GENERATED ALWAYS, define them as GENERATED BY DEFAULT in

the audit table. GENERATED BY DEFAULT lets the audit table track the values that were generated for the user table.
• In addition to the user table columns and the statement type column, add a column for each URID value that is included in

the load file. (URID values are included when you use the URID options on the DML Load Format File Options panel.)
The following table shows the possible columns to add.

• Verify that the column prefix for the URID columns matches the prefix used in the load file.
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Note:  The prefix is specified in the Column Prefix field on the DML Load Format File Options panel. The default prefix is
PLA_.

The following table shows the definitions for the possible URID columns and indicates when each column is required:

Column Name Column Type Comments

PLA_URID CHAR(6) FOR BIT DATA Include this column when URID => I is
specified on the DML Load Format File
Options panel.

PLA_EXTENDED_URID CHAR(10) FOR BIT DATA Include this column when Ext. URID =>
I is specified on the DML Load Format
File Options panel.

PLA_UPDT_DATE DATE Include this column when the following
conditions are both true:

Update Date/Time => I is specified on
the DML Load Format File Options
panel.

UR_MICRO_SEC N is specified in the
PLA parmlib member.

PLA_UPDT_TIME TIME Include this column when the following
conditions are both true:

Update Date/Time => I is specified on
the DML Load Format File Options
panel.

UR_MICRO_SEC N is specified in the
PLA parmlib member.

PLA_UPDT_TIMESTMP TIMESTAMP Include this column when the following
conditions are both true:

Update Date/Time => I is specified on
the DML Load Format File Options
panel.

UR_MICRO_SEC Y is specified in the
PLA parmlib member.

PLA_PLAN CHAR(8) Include this column when Plan Name
=> I is specified on the DML Load
Format File Options panel.

PLA_AUTHID CHAR(8) Include this column when Primary
Authid => I is specified on the DML
Load Format File Options panel.

PLA_CORRID CHAR(12) Include this column when Correlation
ID => I is specified on the DML Load
Format File Options panel.

PLA_CONNID CHAR(8) Include this column when Connection
ID => I is specified on the DML Load
Format File Options panel.
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PLA_CONN_TYPE CHAR(1) Include this column when Connection
Type => I is specified on the DML Load
Format File Options panel.

This column can display the following
values:

M -- IMS

S -- CICS

B -- Batch or TSO

D -- Distributed DBMS

PLA_STATUS CHAR(1) Include this column when UR Status =>
I is specified on the DML Load Format
File Options panel.

This column can display the following
values:

C -- Committed

A -- Aborted

I -- In doubt

U -- Unknown

PLA_LOGRBA CHAR(6) FOR BIT DATA Include this column when Log RBA =>
I is specified on the DML Load Format
File Options panel.

PLA_EXTENDED_LOGRBA CHAR(10) FOR BIT DATA Include this column when Ext. Log
RBA => I is specified on the DML Load
Format File Options panel.

PLA_LOGLRSN CHAR(6) FOR BIT DATA Include this column when the following
conditions are both true:

Log RBA => I is specified on the DML
Load Format File Options panel.

The source system is part of a data
sharing group.

PLA_EXTENDED_LOGLRSN CHAR(10) FOR BIT DATA Include this column when the following
conditions are both true:

Ext. Log RBA => I is specified on the
DML Load Format File Options panel.

The source system is part of a data
sharing group.

PLA_MEMBER CHAR(8) Include this column when the following
conditions are both true:

Log RBA or Ext. Log RBA => I is
specified on the DML Load Format File
Options panel.

The source system is part of a data
sharing group.
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PLA_UPDT_### CHAR(1) Include this column when Update
Indicators => I is specified on the DML
Load Format File Options panel.

Insert one PLA_UPDT_### column
for each user table column that is
represented in the audit table. The ###
value starts at 001.

This column can show the following
values:

U -- Column updated

(blank) -- Column not updated

 Log Apply Utility
The Log Apply batch utility is a component of . You can use Log Apply with a load file to replicate table
updates to an identical table.

The Log Apply batch utility is a component of CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS. You can use Log Apply with a CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS load file to replicate table updates to an identical table.

We recommend using Log Apply when you are replicating multiple changes to a target table. Log Apply manages the SQL
statements in the load file to minimize the number of PREPARE functions that are performed. Each SQL statement processes
one action for one table. The alternate method for replicating table changes consists of generating individual REDO and
UNDO SQL statements, which requires a PREPARE for each statement. Individual SQL statements are more appropriate
when you are applying a small number of changes to one or more tables.

Note:  Do not use Log Apply to load table transaction records into an audit table (also referred to as data warehousing).
Typically, when populating an audit table or data warehouse, you include URID information for each record in your load file.
Log Apply does not support URID information.

 Log Apply Performance Considerations
Review the following considerations to optimize your Log Apply jobs for the best performance:

Review the following considerations to optimize your Log Apply jobs for the best performance:

Parallel Processing

When you generate a load file, you can write the load output to a single data set or to multiple data sets. The use of single
or multiple data sets does not affect performance significantly. However, you can achieve some degree of parallelism and
performance enhancement by taking the following actions:

• Specify multiple output data sets.
• Separate the single Log Apply control statement data set into multiple control statement data sets, each with a separate Log

Apply control statement.
• Submit the jobs simultaneously.

Multiple Row Inserts

When performing the insert-only mode, set the pla_format parameter of LOG APPLY to M. This setting enables the insert-
only mode with multiple row insert (MRI). MRI decreases the number of accesses to DB2 and saves the CPU time and elapsed
time compared to insert-only mode (pla_format = I). The pla_mrinum parameter specifies the number of rows inserted by one
MRI statement.

Additional storage requirements need to be considered. Use the following formula to calculate storage requirements for MRI
processing:

(r1*pla_mrinum+2*s1) + (r2*pla_mrinum+2*s2) + … + (rn*pla_mrinum+2*sn)
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• n
Specifies the number of tables in control file.

• r1
Specifies the length of rows in the table.

• s1
Specifies the number of columns without NOT NULL option in the table

Allocate the resulting number of bytes in addition to the standard amount that Log Apply uses in the inser-only mode using the
same input data.

Note:

• Log Apply Control Statements

 

 

 How To Specify SQL Codes Processing for Log Apply
Various SQL errors that occur during the Log Apply processing can cause unnecessary terminations.
For example, when you replicate a production table to a test table, insertions or updates to the test table
may fail because of duplicate rows (SQL code -803). You can avoid such unnecessary terminations by
customizing how Log Apply responds to the SQL codes for insert, delete, and update operations.

Various SQL errors that occur during the Log Apply processing can cause unnecessary terminations. For example, when you
replicate a production table to a test table, insertions or updates to the test table may fail because of duplicate rows (SQL code
-803). You can avoid such unnecessary terminations by customizing how Log Apply responds to the SQL codes for insert,
delete, and update operations.

Specify processing of the SQL codes as follows:

• Allow or restrict SQL errors globally
• Specify Log Apply action for SQL codes

Warning:  Bypassing SQL errors can harm your data. Use caution when specifying to skip any SQL error.

Allow or Restrict SQL Errors Globally

To allow or restrict any SQL errors (negative SQL code) in processing, specify the Batch Processor .OPTION command as
follows:

.OPTION SQLERRORS|NOSQLERRORS

• SQLERRORS
Skips all SQL errors. Processing continues when SQL errors are encountered.

• NOSQLERRORS
Restricts SQL errors. Processing terminates when an SQL error is encountered. This option is the default.

Specify Log Apply Action for SQL Codes

To customize the Log Apply action, specify the required action in the SQL codes data set. The SQL code actions are evaluated
in the order they are specified in the data set and any later specification of the same SQL code overrides the previous setting.
Job output messages LAE90135 and LAE90136 display the setting for SQL code processing.

This setting overrides the SQL error processing that is specified using the Batch Processor .OPTIONS command.

Note:  Log Apply always writes the SQL error text in the error report (ERRDDN ddname) and discards failed records to the
discard data set (DISCARDDN ddname), regardless of the action that you specify for an SQL code.

Follow these steps:
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1. Create a sequential input data set with the following parameters:

LRECL=80,RECFM=FB

2. Enter a record for each SQL code action in the following format:

type(code)=action [comment]

• type
Specifies the SQL operation. The following values are available:

• INSERT
• UPDATE
• DELETE
• ALL -- Indicates all of the above operations.

• code
Specifies the SQL code. The following values are available:

• SQL code
Specifies a particular SQL code.

• POS
Specifies all SQL codes higher than 0.

• NEG
Specifies all SQL codes less than 0.

• action
Specifies the action that Log Apply performs. The following values are available:

• CONTINUE
Continues processing without changing the return code.

• WARNING
Continues processing and sets the return code of 4.

• TERMINATE
Terminates processing and sets return code of 16.

• comment
(Optional) Specifies additional information about the SQL code and its processing.

3. Add the following DD statement to the Log Apply JCL, specifying the input data set created in step 1:

//sqlcodesdd DD DISP=SHR,DSN=dsname

4. Add the SQLCODES control statement to the LOGAPPLY control statement:

SQLCODES sqlcodesdd

Example: Terminate on All SQL Errors Except -803 on Insertions

To terminate processing on all SQL errors but the -803 code on insertions, specify the following:

1. Restrict all SQL errors globally by specifying NOSQLERRORS in the Batch Processor .OPTIONS command.
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2. Specify the required action for the SQL code -803 in the Log Apply job as follows:

INSERT(-803)=CONTINUE

Example: Issue a Warning on All SQL Errors, Terminate after -532 on Deletions

To issue a warning and continue processing for any SQL error but -523 on deletions, specify the following:

1. Restrict all SQL errors globally by specifying NOSQLERRORS in the Batch Processor .OPTIONS command.
2. Specify the required actions in the Log Apply job as follows:

ALL(NEG)=WARNING
DELETE(-532)=TERMINATE

Note:  Specify the SQL code processing setting in the shown order. The later specification overrides the previous setting.

Example: Skip All SQL Errors but -803 on Insertions and Updates, Issue a Warning for Missing Data (+100) on
Updates

To skip all SQL errors but terminate processing after the -803 code on insertions and updates, and to issue a warning on the
SQL code +100 on updates, specify the following:

1. Allow all SQL errors globally by specifying SQLERRORS in the Batch Processor .OPTIONS command.
2. Specify the required actions for the SQL codes in the Log Apply job as follows:

INSERT(-803)=TERMINATE
UPDATE(-803)=TERMINATE
UPDATE(+100)=WARNING

 How Restart Processing Works With Log Apply
Log Apply restart processing is integrated with the Batch Processor restart function. When you execute a
data set with Log Apply parameters, the Batch Processor generates a Batch Processor data set ID (BPID)
for the control statement file. The Batch Processor writes this BPID to a row in the BPLOG table and then
tracks the execution of the data set using sync points. The Batch Processor uses the BPLOG row and the
BPID for its own restart control.

Log Apply restart processing is integrated with the Batch Processor restart function. When you execute a data set with Log
Apply parameters, the Batch Processor generates a Batch Processor data set ID (BPID) for the control statement file. The
Batch Processor writes this BPID to a row in the BPLOG table and then tracks the execution of the data set using sync points.
The Batch Processor uses the BPLOG row and the BPID for its own restart control.

Log Apply also generates a BPID when you execute the data set. However, this BPID is for the load format file and it is
written to a different BPLOG row. The Log Apply BPID is qualified by the timestamp record in the data set (that is, in the
LADFILE or input file). This record lets CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS control the restart when the input file is reused
for subsequent Log Apply jobs. Log Apply tracks the execution of the load format file using successful commits as sync
points.

When Log Apply executes, it inserts a restart row into the BPLOG table with SYNCID = 0. After each commit, Log Apply
updates the row with the record ID of the input record from the load format file. After the first complete Log Apply execution,
the restart row contains a SYNCID that equals the number of records processed in the input file.

When you restart a Log Apply job with the same input file, the timestamp at the beginning of the file dictates how the restart
occurs:
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• If the timestamp in the input file matches the one in the BPID, Log Apply honors the SYNCID and skips that number of
records.

• If the timestamp in the file is older than the one in the BPID, Log Apply does not continue processing. You can use the
RESTART command to resume processing.

• If the timestamp in the file is newer than the one in the BPID, Log Apply starts processing at the beginning of the input file.
• If no BPID is found for the input file, Log Apply starts processing at the beginning of the input file.

You can force Log Apply to start at the beginning of the input file by specifying the OVERRIDE parameter in the Batch
Processor statements. This parameter ignores any previously applied records.

The following values in the BPLOG table relate to Log Apply:

• Type L (Load record)
Indicates that this record is a load record. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS generates this value.

• Status XC
Indicates that a commit point was reached where all records were consistent.

How the Commit Frequency and Discard Limit Affect the Restart Process

Be attentive to the commit frequency value in relation to the discard limit. The commit frequency is specified in the Load
Utility Control Card Variables profile panel. The discard limit is specified on the DML Activity Report Options panel. The
discard limit specifies the threshold for discarded rows. Log Apply terminates processing when the threshold is exceeded.
Specifying 0 continues processing regardless of the number of discarded rows. If processing terminates when the discard limit
is exceeded, a restart begins processing only at the most recent commit.

For example, if you set the commit frequency to 3 and the discard limit to 5, the resulting processing flow is as follows:

Input Record # Result

Input record 1 Success

Input record 2 Discard

Input record 3 Discard

Input record 4 Success

Input record 5 Discard

Input record 6 Discard

Input record 7 Success

COMMIT n/a

Input record 8 Discard

STOP n/a

Upon RESTART, input records 2, 3, 5, and 6 are lost when the restart occurs at input record 8. A discard limit of 1 catches
all discards, but a restart must occur after every discard. A discard limit of 0 loses all discards that occurred before the last
COMMIT.

 Generating UNDO and REDO SQL Statements
can generate executable SQL statements to undo or redo the data changes recorded in the DB2 logs.
UNDO SQL statements let you recover from changes or inserts made by an errant application. REDO
SQL statements let you apply changes made to one table to another table, perhaps after a production cycle
has concluded. You can use these SQL statements to update tables across subsystems.

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS can generate executable SQL statements to undo or redo the data changes recorded
in the DB2 logs. UNDO SQL statements let you recover from changes or inserts made by an errant application. REDO SQL
statements let you apply changes made to one table to another table, perhaps after a production cycle has concluded. You can
use these SQL statements to update tables across subsystems.

Note:

• The SQL statements generated by CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS provide a starting point for writing the SQL. CA
Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS attempts to generate complete SQL statements but you might need to edit the statements
before using them.
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• If you must generate multiple SQL statements, consider creating a load file and then using Log Apply to apply the load
file to the target table instead of generating and executing individual SQL statements. Log Apply manages the prepared,
dynamic SQL statements to minimize the number of PREPARE statements performed, unlike the individual REDO and
UNDO SQL which perform a PREPARE for each statement.

Contents

Considerations for Generating UNDO and REDO SQL Statements

Review the following considerations before generating UNDO or REDO SQL statements.

Use of DATA CAPTURE CHANGES

Although CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS attempts to construct complete SQL statements, its ability to do so depends
upon the amount of detail in the DB2 log files. The DATA CAPTURE attribute of a table dictates how much data is logged for
an update transaction to that table. When DATA CAPTURE NONE (DCN) is used, the log record contains only the changed
data. When DATA CAPTURE CHANGES (DCC) is used, the log record contains enough information to build a full before-
and after-image. Best results are therefore achieved by enabling DATA CAPTURE CHANGES. (This parameter is specified in
the CREATE TABLE or ALTER TABLE SQL statement for the table.) This consideration is important if you are generating
SQL using the detail (D) option, because this option uses only the information that is present in the log.

If you are generating SQL for a table that does not have DATA CAPTURE CHANGES enabled, we recommend using the
image copy (I) level of detail. This setting causes CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to use both the log and any existing
full and incremental image copies of the tables to construct a before- and after-image of the changed rows.

Note:  Using the image copy level of detail can significantly increase processing time depending on the number of tables
selected, the amount of log data, the number of image copies, and the range of log data selected.

UNDO SQL for Unqualified Deletes and Truncates

An unqualified (or mass) delete occurs when a DELETE statement without a WHERE clause is applied to a table in a
segmented or universal tablespace that was created with DATA CAPTURE NONE (DCN). In an unqualified delete, DB2
deletes the rows from the table without logging them. The deleted rows cannot be displayed or reconstructed because there are
no log records.

If an unqualified DELETE or a TRUNCATE was issued against a table residing in a segmented or universal tablespace, CA
Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS generates a partial statement with an error message. We do not recommend attempting to
modify this statement to make it usable. Instead, undo the unqualified DELETE by recovering the tablespace.

Note:  If the table was created with DATA CAPTURE CHANGES, the mass delete record and each individual delete record
are recorded in the log.

REDO SQL and Referential Integrity

By default, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS does not generate SQL to redo changes made by DB2 to maintain RI
(Referential Integrity). For example, if the deletion of a parent row causes DB2 to delete one or more dependent rows, CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS generates SQL to redo only the parent row deletion. You can have CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2
for z/OS generate SQL for each RI-related update by specifying Y in the Related Updates Options on the DML Activity Report
Options panel.

REDO SQL and History Table Updates

When a SYSTEM TIME temporal table is processed, the updates to that table trigger a DB2 update to an associated history
table. By default, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS does not generate SQL to redo the updates that DB2 makes to its
history tables. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS generates SQL to redo only the temporal table update. You can generate
SQL for the DB2 history table updates by specifying Y in the Related Updates Options field on the DML Activity Report
Options panel.

DELETE and UPDATE Statements in SQL

If the generated SQL includes DELETE or UPDATE statements, the tables must have a unique index to generate a WHERE
clause. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS uses the Index Search Order parmlib variable to select an index with which to
generate the predicate. If a unique index does not exist, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS still generates SQL; however,
executing the SQL can produce unintended results.

LOB Columns and SQL Generation

When INSERT or UPDATE statements are applied to a table with LOB columns, the LOB column data can cause an SQL
statement to exceed its 2-MB limit. If the limit is exceeded, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS generates multiple
statements to represent the activity from a single INSERT or UPDATE statement.
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When multiple statements are generated, an INSERT statement transforms into an INSERT statement with one or more
UPDATE statements after it. An UPDATE statement transforms into one or more UPDATE statements. The INSERT
statement (or initial UPDATE statement) sets the value of the LOB columns with the maximum amount of data that fits in
the statement, possibly resulting in truncated data. For an INSERT statement, the subsequent LOB columns are set to a zero-
length string (‘’) in the values clause. In both cases, the remaining UPDATE statements concatenate strings to finish building
the truncated LOB data and subsequent LOB data.

Generate UNDO or REDO SQL Statements

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS can generate executable SQL statements to undo or redo the data changes recorded
in the DB2 logs. The DML Activity function provides options to generate UNDO and REDO SQL statements. UNDO SQL
statements let you recover from erroneous changes or inserts without having to recover the entire tablespace. REDO SQL
statements let you apply changes from one table to another table, perhaps after a production cycle has concluded. You can
update tables across subsystems.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 1 (Process Log) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Report Specification panel appears.
2. Select DML Activity and press Enter.

The DML Activity Report Options panel appears.
3. Select the appropriate options. The following settings are required for SQL generation:

• Output Format: S (RedoSQL) or U (UndoSQL).
• Level of Detail: D (Detail) or I (Image copy). If the tables do not have DATA CAPTURE CHANGES enabled, we

recommend specifying I.

If your tables include LOB columns, also specify I (Include) in the LOB Column Data field.
4. Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Report Source Specification panel appears.
5. Specify the log data to analyze by entering the starting and ending parameters under LOG PROCESSING RANGE and the

data sources to use under SOURCE OPTIONS.

To enter a log label name or a date/time expression that exceeds the field length in the panel, enter a slash (/) in the field
and press Enter. The expanded field pops up. Enter the value in the field and press PF3 (End).

Press PF3 (End).
The Output Specifications panel appears.

6. Define the specifications for the generated output.
Press PF3 (End).
A second Output Specifications panel appears.

7. (Optional) Enter a data set name for the LOB file. This step is necessary only when you process LOB columns.
Press PF3 (End).
The Report Submission panel appears.

8. Submit the job using one of the following options:

• O (online mode)
• B (batch mode)

The SQL statements are generated. We recommend that you edit the statements before using them. CA Log Analyzer™
for DB2 for z/OS generates complete SQL statements whenever possible. However, it can create skeleton SQL due to
incomplete log data or data for which the format cannot be determined.

 Generating UNDO or REDO DDL Statements
The DDL Activity function can be used to generate executable DDL statements to redo the creation of or
undo the dropping of an object. The UNDO DDL option lets you recover from an accidental drop. The
REDO DDL option can be used to recreate source objects in a mirror table.

The DDL Activity function can be used to generate executable DDL statements to redo the creation of or undo the dropping of
an object. The UNDO DDL option lets you recover from an accidental drop. The REDO DDL option can be used to recreate
source objects in a mirror table.

The DDL statements that are generated provide a starting point for writing the DDL. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
attempts to generate complete DDL statements, but we recommend reviewing the statements before using them.

Note:  DDL is not generated for ALTER statements.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select 1 (Process Log) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Report Specification panel appears.
2. Select DDL Activity and press Enter.

The DDL Activity Report Options panel appears.
3. Complete the following fields:

• Type U (to create UNDO DDL) or D (to create REDO DDL) in the Output Format Field.
• Type D (Detail) in the Level of Detail field.
• (Optional) Use the log data filter options to filter the data that is included in the DDL statements.
• (Optional) Use the miscellaneous options to include or exclude other types of data from the DDL statements. You can

also specify whether to generate table OBIDs.
4. Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Report Source Specification panel appears.
5. Specify the log data to analyze by entering the starting and ending parameters under LOG PROCESSING RANGE and the

data sources to use under SOURCE OPTIONS.

To enter a log label name or a date/time expression that exceeds the field length in the panel, enter a slash (/) in the field
and press Enter. The expanded field pops up. Enter the value in the field and press PF3 (End).

Press PF3 (End).
The Output Specifications panel appears.

6. Enter a data set name for the DDL statements in the Dataset Name field and press PF3 (End).

• If you included LOB column data in your report options, a second Output Specifications panel appears. Go to Step 7.
• If you excluded LOB column data, the Report Submission panel appears. Go to Step 8.

7. Enter a data set name for the LOB file.
Press PF3 (End).
The Report Submission panel appears.

8. Specify an execution mode and press Enter.
The DDL statements are generated and saved to the specified destination.

 DDL File Mapping
A DDL file map is used to map the OBID and DBID for an existing table to a DDL file with a different
table definition. DDL file maps are used to perform the following tasks:

A DDL file map is used to map the OBID and DBID for an existing table to a DDL file with a different table definition. DDL
file maps are used to perform the following tasks:

• Map a dropped table to a recreated table (when recovering a dropped object).
• Propagate changes from one table to another.

When CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS formats column level data, it typically uses the table definitions in the DB2
catalog. The DB2 catalog tracks these definitions by using the DBIDs (database identifiers) and OBIDs (object identifiers)
that are assigned to the tables upon creation. The DBIDs and OBIDs are also recorded in the DB2 log. When a table has the
same identifiers in the log and the DB2 catalog, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS can find and format the log data for that
table.

However, when a table has two different sets of identifiers (one set in the log and another in the DB2 catalog), processing
errors occur. This mismatch can happen when a table is dropped and recreated with a new DBID and OBID. The DB2 catalog
contains the new identifiers, but the historical log data still references the old identifiers. You can resolve this mismatch by
creating a DDL file map that links the dropped table DBID and OBID to a DDL file that defines the recreated table.

DDL maps also help you propagate changes to another table. You can make the same changes to a target table that have
already been made to a source table. The propagation process involves defining a DDL map. This map associates the DBID
and OBID of the source table with the name of the target table. You then specify the DDL map while generating REDO SQL
or Log Apply files to apply to the mirror table.

Contents

File Maps and Versioned Tables
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The DB2 online schema feature permits tables with multiple versions, each having a different definition. You can create a file
map that points to versioned tables by inserting the following statement in the DDL file:

SET TABLE <creator>.<name> TO VERSION <version number>;

Note:  The SET TABLE statement is used only within the file map for CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS version control.
If you want to submit the DDL file for execution, remove this statement. Leaving the statement in causes the execution to fail.

The SET TABLE statement tells CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS that any subsequent CREATE and ALTER TABLE
statements in the DDL file represent the specified version. If a CREATE statement has no preceding SET TABLE statement,
it is interpreted as version zero. If multiple CREATE statements follow a SET TABLE statement, only the last CREATE
statement is used as the version definition. If multiple ALTER statements follow a SET TABLE statement, they are all applied
to the version definition.

If you insert a SET TABLE statement, you can use the POPULATE line command to insert the version numbers into the DDL
Maps portion of the DDL Map Editor panel.

File Maps and Clone Tables

The clone table function creates pairs of tables that reside in parallel data sets for the same tablespace. A clone shares
identifiers and column structures with its base table. However, the clone has a different table name and a different instance
number (1 or 2). The EXCHANGE command switches the instance numbers of the base table and its associated clone table.

The DDL file mapping facility supports the following clone statements:

ALTER TABLE <creator>.<name> ADD CLONE <creator>.<name>
ALTER TABLE <creator>.<name> DROP CLONE
EXCHANGE DATA BETWEEN TABLE <creator>.<name> AND <creator>.<name>

The previous DDL statements control the instance numbers of the tables. A standard CREATE TABLE statement creates a
base table that is listed as instance 1. An ALTER TABLE ADD CLONE statement clones the base table and lists the clone as
instance 2. An EXCHANGE statement switches the instance number of the two tables. In other words, the base table becomes
instance 2, and the clone table becomes instance 1.

You can use the POPULATE line command to insert the instance numbers into the DDL Maps portion of the DDL Map Editor
panel. You can also manually enter the instance numbers. For a base table, match the instance value to the instance column
in SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE for the space the table resides in. For a clone table, match the instance value to the alternate
value of the instance column. In other words, if SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE.INSTANCE = 1, enter 2 for the clone instance,
and if SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE.INSTANCE = 2, enter 1 for the clone instance.

File Maps and Materialized Query Tables

A materialized query table (MQT) uses a query to summarize data from other tables. DB2 optimizes queries by using the data
in the MQT instead of reexecuting the queries to gather the data again.

You cannot use DDL file maps with MQTs because the tables contain incomplete table and column definitions. If you build a
DDL file map from a file containing a CREATE MQT statement, the file map is ignored during batch execution.

File Maps and Tables With LOB Columns

You can use DDL file maps with tables that contain LOB columns, with certain restrictions. DDL file mapping supports only
LOBs that are fully inline. If a DDL file map points to a table with LOB columns, only the columns that are fully inline are
processed. LOB columns that are partially inline are skipped, and the row data is dumped.

Also, when mapping to a table with LOB columns, explicitly define a ROWID column in the DDL file. If you do not, CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS cannot format the LOB data correctly.
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See the following example:

CREATE TABLE USER01.LOBTABLE
          (CLOB CLOB (1M)
          , DB2_GENERATED_ROWID_FOR_LOBS ROWID NOT NULL
          )
     IN DATABASE TESTDB
;

DDL File Requirements

A DDL file contains table definitions that are provided in the form of CREATE TABLE or ALTER TABLE statements. The
DDL file that you include in your map must meet the following criteria:

• The DDL file is in a format suitable for execution through SPUFI. For example, it must have an LRECL of 80, and the
SQL statements must appear in columns 1 through 72 and must terminate with a semicolon.

• The table creator is explicitly specified on the CREATE TABLE statement. If the creator is not specified, it defaults to the
AUTHID that is executing the job. If the AUTHID and the table creator are not the same, then the table can be incorrectly
identified or cannot be found.

 Using Alternate Image Copy
uses image copies to complete row images when you select the Image Copy level of detail for your
reports. Image copies can also be used as a source of expansion dictionaries for compressed tablespaces.
typically uses the image copies listed in the DB2 catalog (SYSIBM.SYSCOPY). However, you can also
supply your own image copy data sets and point to them by creating image copy maps and groups. These
alternate image copies can be used in addition to or in place of the image copies listed in the DB2 catalog.
The ability to define alternate image copies can be useful when generating reports for a tablespace that no
longer has image copies listed in the DB2 catalog.

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS uses image copies to complete row images when you select the Image Copy level of
detail for your reports. Image copies can also be used as a source of expansion dictionaries for compressed tablespaces. CA
Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS typically uses the image copies listed in the DB2 catalog (SYSIBM.SYSCOPY). However,
you can also supply your own image copy data sets and point CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to them by creating image
copy maps and groups. These alternate image copies can be used in addition to or in place of the image copies listed in the
DB2 catalog. The ability to define alternate image copies can be useful when generating reports for a tablespace that no longer
has image copies listed in the DB2 catalog.

Contents

Create or Update an Image Copy Map

An image copy map associates an image copy data set to a table over a specific time range. Image copy maps are useful when
a MODIFY RECOVERY has been run on a tablespace because doing so can remove information about copy data sets from the
DB2 catalog. As a result, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS cannot use the catalog to find the image copies that cover the
affected time ranges. You can create an image copy map to point CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to the correct image
copy data set.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 3 (Source Mapping) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS and press Enter.

The Source Mapping Maintenance panel appears.
2. Select 2 (Image Copy Mapping) and press Enter.

The Image Copy Mapping panel appears.
3. Type M in the display field and press Enter.

The panel switches to the map view.
4. Type C (Create) in the Option field and type a name in the Map Name field.

Note:  You can also type U (Update) next to an existing map to modify it.
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Press Enter.
The IC Map Editor panel appears.

5. Define the image copy map. The following fields are required:

• The Start RBA/LRSN value

Note:  This value defines the beginning of the range for which this image copy is valid.
• The image copy type (ICTYPE) and associated subtype (STYPE).
• The share level of the image copy
• The data set information for your image copy data set

Complete other fields on this panel as needed.
Press PF3 (End).
The image copy map is saved. The Image Copy Mapping panel reappears, showing the map in its list.

Create or Update an Image Copy Group

An image copy group organizes a set of image copy maps for easy reference. These maps can all be on the same tablespace for
an extended range of time. Alternately, the maps can be for all tablespaces of interest for a limited time range.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 3 (Source Mapping) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Source Mapping Maintenance panel appears.
2. Select 2 (Image Copy Mapping) and press Enter.

The Image Copy Mapping panel appears.
3. Type G in the display field and press Enter.

The panel switches to the group view.
4. Type C (Create) in the Option field and enter a name in the Group Name field.

Note:  You can also type U (Update) next to an existing group to modify it.

Press Enter.
The IC Group Editor panel appears.

5. Select the maps to include in the group:

1.1 Enter selection criteria in the Creator and Map Name fields. Press Enter.
The Alternate IC Selection panel appears.

2.1 Select the maps to include and press PF3 (End).
The IC Group Editor panel reappears, displaying a list of the selected maps.

6. Press PF3 (End).
The group is saved. The Image Copy Mapping panel reappears, showing the group in its list.

Use an Image Copy Map

This section explains how to use an image copy map when generating a DML Activity Report.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 1 (Process Log) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press Enter.

The Report Specification panel appears.
2. Select DML Activity and press Enter.

The DML Activity Report Options panel appears.
3. Complete the following fields:

• Type S (Redo SQL) in the Output Format Field.
• Type D (Detail) in the Level of Detail field.
• Type I (Include) in the Table Filters field.

Press PF3 (End).
The Table Filter Specifications panel appears.

4. Enter the following values:

• Enter the table name in the Table field.
• Enter the creator in the Creator field.

5. Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Report Source Specification panel appears.
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6. Enter the following values:

• Enter the starting and ending parameters for log processing range.
• Type Y (Yes) in the Source of DB2 Copy Info field.

Press Enter.
The Copy Source Specifications panel appears.

7. Enter the following values:

• Type O (IC Maps Only) in the Source Type field.
• Type L (List) in the O (Option) field of the Create Group line.
• Enter the information of the image copy map created in step 3 on the Create Map line.

Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Output Specification panel appears.
8. Enter a data set name for the SQL statements in the Dataset Name field and press PF3 (End).

The Report Submission panel appears.

• Enter one of the following values in the Execution Mode field:

• Type O for online mode.
• Type B for batch mode.

Press Enter.

• If you specified online mode, the job is processed immediately and it appears on your screen.
• If you specified batch mode, the Batch JCL Specification panel appears.

 Quiet Point Analysis
DB2 creates checkpoints used to reconstruct previous states after a restart. Database objects also need
periodical checkpoints in case a recovery is required. Within these checkpoints, data must be consistent in
all logically related objects with no applications creating or updating objects. These points in time are
called consistent points or recovery points and are crucial for recovery scenarios.      

DB2 creates checkpoints used to reconstruct previous states after a restart. Database objects also need periodical checkpoints
in case a recovery is required. Within these checkpoints, data must be consistent in all logically related objects with no
applications creating or updating objects. These points in time are called consistent points or recovery points and are crucial for
recovery scenarios.      

To create a consistent point in time you can QUIESCE all related objects. However, all objects will be in-accessible to
applications while the QUIESCE is being performed. CA Log Analyzer with the Quiet Point Analysis report helps you find
points in time in which objects are not being updated.

The report scans the log and identifies favorable recovery points for a selected group of objects. More precisely, it locates log
ranges with no activity (no data updates) on the selected group of objects. Those log ranges are called quiet points and you can
register the lower RBA of the range as a recovery point in the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY catalog table. These points exist even in
very busy environments and can be an alternative to using QUIESCE.

To generate a Quiet Point Analysis Report, select Quiet Point Analysis from the CA Log Analyzer Main Menu and follow the
online help to generate the report.

Quiet Point Analysis Options:

• Select tabular or XML format of the report output.
• Choose a threshold value for a minimum quiet range in milliseconds.
• When multiple quiet points are found in the log range choose which one to register. 
• Register a recovery point in the SYSCOPY catalog table.
• Register a recovery point as a Log Label.
• Define the objects using a list of tablespaces or by existing Object List.

Note:

For more information, see Object List Manager in CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS documentation.

A demonstration is available here:

 Partial Update Reconstruction
By default, tables that are created in Db2 are defined with DATA CAPTURE NONE. When a table with
the attribute DATA CAPTURE NONE is updated, the whole image of the row does not register in the
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Db2 log for the update statement. Instead, the log record contains the before and after image of the row
from only the first changed byte to the last changed byte. To create a complete image of the row for
reports or to generate UNDO/REDO SQL to reverse the update to the table, pla (CA Log Analyzer) needs
the both the before and after values of the table column. To obtain this data, CA Log Analyzer extracts a
full image of the row from either the table space VSAM data set or from any existing full and incremental
image copies of the table space. The complete image of the update is then reconstructed by applying the
update data from the log records over the extracted image of the full row. This process is Partial Update
Reconstruction (PUR).

By default, tables that are created in Db2 are defined with DATA CAPTURE NONE (DCN). When a table with the attribute
DCN is updated, the whole image of the row does not register in the Db2 log for the update statement. Instead, the log record
contains the before and after image of the row from only the first changed byte to the last changed byte. To create a complete
image of the row for reports or to generate UNDO/REDO SQL to reverse the update to the table, CA Log Analyzer™ for
DB2 for z/OS (CA Log Analyzer) needs the both the before and after values of the table column. To obtain this data, CA Log
Analyzer extracts a full image of the row from either the table space VSAM data set or from any existing full and incremental
image copies of the table space. The complete image of the update is then reconstructed by applying the update data from the
log records over the extracted image of the full row. This process is Partial Update Reconstruction (PUR).

The source for the extracted full image of the row is obtained from either after the update or before the update. Either method
works independent of the filters that are used for the report.

     

Partial Update Reconstruction from Table Space VSAMs or Image Copies Taken After the Update (PUR
Source After)

Partial updates that are reconstructed with table space VSAMs or from an image copy which was taken after the update create
a complete image of the row in the following steps:

1. Reads the Db2 log starting from the update:

• Reads up to the present-time to extract the information from the table space VSAM.
• Or reads up to the START_RBA in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY of the first image copy of the table space that was registered

after the update.
2. Applies the UNDO and REDO data that is read from the log records to the full image of the row that is taken from the

image copy or table space VSAM. This process constructs a full image of the update.

Partial Update Reconstruction from Image Copies Taken Before the Update (PUR Source Before)

Partial updates that are reconstructed from an image copy which was taken before the update create a complete image of the
row in the following steps:

1. Finds in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY the current full or incremental image copy of the table from before the update.

Note:

If you are using SHRLEVEL CHANGE image copies, rows can be updated while the image copies are being made. If
a row is updated after the copy process starts, but before the row is copied, then the image copy captures the updated
row. If CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS reads an image copy under these conditions, the before image of the row is
unobtainable for PUR because only the after image row is available. To skip the current image copy and use the next most
recent image copy, specify SHRLEVEL S in the PLA parmlib.

2. Reads the Db2 log starting from the START_RBA of the image copy up to the update to obtain a complete image of the
row.

3. Applies the REDO data that is read from the log records to the full image of the row that is taken from the image copy. This
process constructs a full image of the update.

Note:  PUR Source Before was previously named Image Copy Merge Processing.

Partial Update Reconstruction Example

This example explains a scenario that invokes PUR when reporting on the table, OUR_TABLE.

 Example: OUR_TABLE 

ID (INT) CHAR (20)

1 Hello to the world
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The following diagram shows the information in the Db2 log for OUR_TABLE:

Figure 8: Partial Update Reconstruction Db2 Log Diagram

OUR_TABLE has an update to a row that exists within the report log processing range:

UPDATE OUR_TABLE SET TEXT = "Hello world" WHERE ID = 1;

The update changes the value of the text column in OUR_TABLE from "Hello to the world" to "Hello world". Because the
table has DCN, the log record for this update contains only partial information about the row. The value of the ID column and
the first six characters of the text column are not recorded.
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Figure 9: Update 1 log record

To have a full image of the updated row in the report or to generate the proper SQL UPDATE, the complete row must be
retrieved from an existing image copy or the table space VSAM data set or the Db2 log. Relative to the log processing range,
the complete row can be retrieved from the following sources:

• The row can be retrieved from the table space VSAM data set and the Db2 log from after Update 1 happened. This method
is PUR source After.

• The row can be retrieved from Image Copy 1 and the Db2 log from before Update 1 happened. This method is PUR source
Before.

Invoking Partial Update Reconstruction

CA Log Analyzer invokes PUR only in DML reports with the Image Copy Level of Detail and in DDL reports when an object
that is in the report contains an incomplete row.

PUR Source After

For PUR from table space VSAM or image copies that are taken after the update to be invoked, the following conditions must
be met:

• A partial row exists in the log processing range.
• There exists Db2 log data between the update and the source of the complete row.
• The following activity does not exist for the table between the update and the source of the complete row:

• REORG
• LOAD REPLACE
• RECOVER
• MASS DELETE

Use PUR source After to complete partial rows for table spaces that are missing an image copy or when your log processing
range is close to the present-time. Because fewer log records are processed when the log processing range for the report is
nearer to the present-time stamp, the number of log data sets that are read is reduced. As a result, using PUR source After can
lower the elapsed time for reports.

When the conditions to invoke PUR from a source after the update are not met, the update is reconstructed using a source from
before the update instead.

PUR Source Before

For PUR from image copies that are taken before the update to be invoked, the following conditions must be met:

• A partial row exists in the log processing range.
• Information about a usable image copy for the object exists in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.
• The Db2 log from the image copy to the update has not been deleted.
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• Information about Db2 log is available in the BSDS.

Note:

 Running utility DSNJU003 to modify the BSDS can remove information about the Db2 log from the BSDS.

PUR Source Auto

The source auto option for PUR determines whether using a source from before or after the update produces a lower elapsed
reporting time uses that method to compete the row.

Set where Partial update Reconstruction Obtains the Row Source Image

Set where PUR obtains the source image of the row in either the CA Log Analyzer profile or PLA parmlib. 

Set the Partial Update Reconstruction Source Location in the Profile

The method that is specified in the profile is used whenever the control card for the report is generated through the CA Log
Analyzer panels. For control cards created through the panels, the profile parameter supersedes the parmlib parameter.

Follow these steps:

1. Type P (Profile) on the CA Log Analyzer Main Menu and press Enter.
The Profile panel appears.

2. Type 2 (Log Reporting Profile Variables) on the CA Log Analyzer Profile panel and press Enter.
The Profile panel appears.

3. Specify the PUR parameter to use and press Enter or PF3 (End):
The specified option is processed and saved for execution.

Set the Partial Update Reconstruction Source Location in the PLA Parmlib

The method that is specified in the PLA parmlib is used whenever the control card for the report was not generated through the
CA Log Analyzer panels or when the control card omits the PURSRC control statement.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Type EP (Edit Parmlib Members) on the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu and press
Enter.
The Edit Parmlib members panel appears.

2. Select the PLA parmlib member and press Enter.
The Edit Parmlib member PLA panel appears.

3. Specify the Partial Update Reconstruction parameter to use and press Enter.
The specified option is processed and saved for execution.

 Log Administration
This section describes how to use administrative tools to solve database administration tasks and
problems. 

This section describes how to use administrative tools to solve database administration tasks and problems. 

Use the following search feature to find specific information in the Using section. 

View task-specific topics in the Using section by selecting the following:

 Locate Available Logs
The List Log Inventory function provides a quick and easy-to-use facility for locating specific logs for
use with other functions. The List Log lets you determine which data sets contain the log data for a
specific range of dates or log RBAs. reads the BSDS to identify these log data sets for you.

The List Log Inventory function provides a quick and easy-to-use facility for locating specific logs for use with other CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS functions. The List Log lets you determine which data sets contain the log data for a specific
range of dates or log RBAs. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS reads the BSDS to identify these log data sets for you.

List Log shows both archive and active logs. If dual logging is in effect, it shows the active and archive logs for both copies.
You can also specify which copy to inventory.

Follow these steps:
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1. Select 4 (List Log Inventory) from the main menu.
The Log Inventory List panel appears. When the panel first appears, no logs are shown.

2. Enter your log selection criteria by completing the following fields:

• Specify which log types to inventory in the Log Type field.
• (Optional) Specify which copy of the log data sets to inventory in the Log Copy field. This field is used only when your

site uses DB2 dual logging.
• Specify the source of the log data sets in the BSDS Name field. Typically, the current BSDS is used to locate these data

sets.

Note:  You can leave this field blank to display a list of BSDSs for selection. After you make your selections, press PF3
(End) to return to the Log Inventory List panel.

• Specify whether to inventory the logs for additional subsystem members in the Select Members field.

Note:  This field is necessary in a data sharing environment. If you specify Y, a list of members appears for selection.
After you make your selections, press PF3 (End) to return to the Log Inventory List panel.

• Specify the range of log data to inventory in the Begin and End fields. You can specify a beginning and ending date,
RBA, or LRSN.

Press Enter.
The log inventory list appears. You can now scroll through the inventory by pressing PF7 (Up) and PF8 (Down).

Note:  For more information about the log inventory data that is shown, see the online help.

 Image Copy Status Report
The Image Copy Status report aids you in verifying the recoverability of your tablespaces. The report lists
tablespaces that do not meet your recovery standards. A recovery standard is the minimum number of
full image copies that you want available to the DB2 recovery utility. This number includes only primary
local site full image copies. This number does not include recovery site copies or local backup copies.

The Image Copy Status report aids you in verifying the recoverability of your tablespaces. The report lists tablespaces that do
not meet your recovery standards. A recovery standard is the minimum number of full image copies that you want available
to the DB2 recovery utility. This number includes only primary local site full image copies. This number does not include
recovery site copies or local backup copies.

Contents

Generate an Image Copy Status Report

Follow these steps:

1. Select 5 (Image Copy Reporting) from the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS main menu.
The Image Copy Status panel appears.

2. Specify the data to include in the report and the objects to analyze.

• Specify the minimum number of full image copies for each tablespace in the Copy Threshold field. Tablespaces that
have less than the specified number are shown in the report.

• Specify whether to verify the existence of the full image copy data sets in the LOCATE Datasets field.
• Specify which objects to analyze when generating the report by using either of the following methods:

• Type S next to an object type in the SELECT BY field. This option displays a selection panel that lets you display
and select objects from a list. Pressing PF3 (End) returns you to the Image Copy Status panel.

• Enter the object names or selection criteria in the SPACENAM and Database fields. If the Type field is left blank, it
defaults to TS. An IX in the Type field indicates that the space object is a COPY YES indexspace.

Press PF3 (End.)
The Report Submission panel appears.

3. Submit the report in batch mode.

Note:  You cannot generate an image copy status report in online mode.

How the Number of Available Image Copies is Determined

The number of available full image copies is determined by gathering data from SYSCOPY, SYSLGRNG, and the BSDS
(Bootstrap Data Set). It also takes into account any tablespaces that may be in COPY PENDING status. A full image copy
recorded in the SYSCOPY catalog table is considered to be usable by the recover utility if it meets the following criteria:

• None of the following utilities have been run since the image copy was created:
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• REORG LOG NO
• LOAD LOG NO
• RECOVER TOCOPY
• RECOVER TORBA

• The tablespace is not in COPY PENDING status.
• All log ranges needed to recover this tablespace are recorded in the BSDS archive log inventory.

Optionally, the data sets for the image copies and log data sets can be verified to exist.

Image Copy Status Report Description

An Image Copy Status report provides a list of tablespaces that do not meet your recovery standards. This report shows the
tablespaces that have less than the specified number of usable image copies. A usable image copy has all of the following
available:

• A full image copy
• Any incremental image copies that were made after the last full copy
• All log data sets that DB2 requires to recover the tablespace

This report provides the following information, in the order shown:

• The Image Copy Status section is the main report section. This section shows the tablespaces that have less than the
specified number of usable image copies. This section also shows the following information for each tablespace: the
number of full image copies available, the average copy frequency (in days), and the number of days since the last image
copy. This section also provides the data set names for the oldest and newest usable image copies.

• The Error Summary section appears only when the following conditions are met:

• You specified Y in the LOCATE Datasets field when generating the report.
• CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS could not locate data sets for some of the tablespaces in the report.

The first part of this section shows the image copy data sets that could not be found.
The second part shows the archive log data sets that could not be found.
The third part lists the image copy data sets that are dependent upon the missing log data set for recovery.
The last part shows the log ranges that could not be located in the BSDS. These log ranges cannot be found when the BSDS
no longer lists the necessary RBAs. Because the BSDS links RBAs to specific log data sets, the log files that contain the
activity are unknown.

• The Indexspace to Index Translation section appears only when you are processing COPY YES indexspaces or indexes.
This section shows the indexspaces, their associated indexes, and the index creators.

 SMF Audit Trace Overview
The SMF Audit Trace Reporting facility produces reports on DB2 audit traces recorded in the MVS/ESA
SMF data sets. These reports let you audit important DB2 activity that is not recorded in the DB2 log.
Additionally, you can start, stop, and display traces. You can also filter trace data by plan and authid.

The SMF Audit Trace Reporting facility produces reports on DB2 audit traces recorded in the MVS/ESA SMF data sets. These
reports let you audit important DB2 activity that is not recorded in the DB2 log. Additionally, you can start, stop, and display
traces. You can also filter trace data by plan and authid.

The SMF Audit Trace Reporting facility lets you generate reports on the following types of information:

• Explicit grants and revokes
• Creates, alters, and drops
• Access attempts denied
• First access to object
• First change to object
• SQLID assignments or changes
• Utilities performed
• Binds performed
• Start trace activities
• Stop trace activities

Though start trace and stop trace information is not classified as SMF audit trace type records, you can capture this information
from the SMF trace. These two types of reports provide additional information about when and which SMF audit trace is
started or stopped. The process of selecting reports and starting, stopping, and displaying traces is the same.
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 How to Produce an SMF Audit Trace Report
Before you can produce an SMF Audit Trace report, you must first generate the data for the reports.

Before you can produce an SMF Audit Trace report, you must first generate the data for the reports.

To produce an SMF Audit Trace report, complete the following tasks:

1. Use the AUDIT clause in the CREATE/ALTER table SQL statement to turn auditing on for the specific tables you want to
audit.

2. Start a trace for the appropriate class using the SMF Audit Trace Reporting facility.
3. Stop the trace for the appropriate trace class using the SMF Audit Trace Reporting facility.
4. Perform an SMF dump of the SMF data set.
5. Use the SMF Audit Trace Reporting facility to report against the SMF data.

Note:  For more information concerning steps 1 and 4, see the IBM DB2 Administration Guide.

Start an SMF Audit Trace

This section explains how to start an SMF Audit Trace.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 6 in the Option line on the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu, and press Enter.

The SMF Audit Trace Reporting Main Menu appears.
2. Type 2 (Start Trace) in the Option line and press Enter.

The SMF Audit Trace - Trace Classes panel appears.
3. Type S in the Sel column next to the reports for which you want to generate trace data and press PF3 (End).

The SMF Audit Trace - Trace Filters panel appears.
4. Press PF3 (End) again.

A message appears saying that the trace started.

Stop an SMF Audit Trace

This section explains how to stop an SMF Audit Trace.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 6 in the Option line on the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu, and press Enter.

The SMF Audit Trace Reporting Main Menu appears.
2. Type 3 (Stop Trace) in the Option line and press Enter.

The SMF Audit Trace - Trace Classes panel appears.
3. Type S in the Sel column next to the reports for which you want to stop generating trace data and press PF3 (End).

The SMF Audit Trace - Trace Filters panel appears.
4. Press PF3 (End) again.

A message appears saying that the trace stopped.

Display an SMF Audit Trace

This section explains how to display an SMF Audit Trace.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 6 in the Option line on the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu, and press Enter.

The SMF Audit Trace Reporting Main Menu appears.
2. Type 4 (Display Trace) in the Option line and press Enter.

The SMF Audit Trace - Trace Classes panel appears.
3. Type S in the Sel column next to the reports for which you want to display the traces and press PF3 (End).

The SMF Audit Trace - Trace Filters panel appears.
4. Press PF3 (End) again.

Trace messages display.

Generate an SMF Audit Trace Status Report

This section describes how to generate an SMF Audit Trace report.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 6 in the Option line on the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu, and press Enter.
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The SMF Audit Trace Reporting Main Menu appears.
2. Type 1 (Reports) in the Option line and press Enter.

The SMF Audit Trace - Report Specification panel appears.
3. Type S in the Sel column next to the reports that you want to generate and press PF3 (End).

Note:  To build the SQL statements for your report customization, type S in the DQ field next to the reports you want to
generate. If the DQ field is left blank, default SQL statements are built for the report.

The SMF Audit Trace Input Specifications panel appears.
4. Enter the processing range starting and ending parameters and the SMF data set for the report and press PF3 (End).

The SMF Audit Trace - Output Specifications panel appears.
5. Complete the following fields:

• Type S (Sysout) in the Destination field.
• Enter an appropriate class for your data center in the Sysout Class field.

Press PF3 (End).

The SMF Audit Trace Report Submission panel appears.
6. Specify the Execution Mode: online (O) or batch (B), and press Enter.

• If you specified online mode, the report is generated immediately and displayed on your screen.
• If you specified batch mode, the Batch JCL Specification panel appears. Proceed to the following step.

7. Type J in the Destination field to submit the job directly to JES, enter other options as needed, and press Enter.

A message appears stating that the job is being submitted to JES. The output from the job appears in the appropriate queue
when it has completed.

 Abend Codes
If the SMF Audit Trace Reporting facility abends, one of the following user codes appears. These are also
displayed as return codes in the Batch Processor listing:

If the SMF Audit Trace Reporting facility abends, one of the following user codes appears. These are also displayed as return
codes in the Batch Processor listing:

Abend Code Reason Action

U3314 The information in RNOW02IN is
incorrect.

Change the allocation for RNOW02OT
to a SYSOUT and rerun the job.

Contact Technical Support for further
assistance.

U3700 A required DD statement is missing. Check your JCL for the missing
ddname.

U3701 A report field name is invalid. Change the allocation for RNOW05OT
to a SYSOUT and rerun the job.

Contact Technical Support for further
assistance.

 SMF Audit Tracing (Sample Scenarios)
Contents

Contents

Generate an SMF Audit Trace Report

This section explains how to generate an SMF Audit Trace report.

Warning:  Before you use the Data Query function, verify that the PTI.PTSMA tables are installed; see CA Log
Analyzer Objects.

Follow these steps:
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1. Type 6 in the Option line on the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu, and press Enter.

The SMF Audit Trace Reporting Main Menu appears.
2. Type 1 (Reports) in the Option line and press Enter.

The SMF Audit Trace - Report Specification panel appears.
3. Type S in the Sel column next to the report to generate (or next to the trace to start, stop, or display). Press PF3 (End).

For this example, select the Create, Alter, and Drop report and also requested SQL statement generation through data
query.

Note:  To use data query edit to customize your query statements for the report, type S in the DQ field next to the reports
to generate. If the DQ field is blank, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS builds default query statements for the report
using the values on the SMF Audit Trace Input Specifications panel.

The SMA Data Filter Specifications panel appears.
4. Type Y and the dqname in the Where field, where dqname is an existing data query that you want to modify, and press PF3

(End).
The Data Query Edit panel appears. This panel lets you select or unselect columns, specify the order in the select list, and
specify the WHERE condition.

5. Complete the following fields:

• View SQL
Lets you view the SQL. Type Y and press Enter to display the SQL Statement Display panel.

• Sel
Reorders fields in the selection list. Type 1, 2, 3, and so on, in this column to reorder the fields.
Unselect unwanted fields by replacing the pre-selected values (every column is pre-selected by default). For this
example, unselect CORR_VAL and CONNECT_NAME by typing over the S.

Note:

• Typing 1A, 2A, and so on, in the ORD column returns a warning message because the ORDER BY clause is not
supported.

• If the total selected fields exceed the maximum report line (132 bytes long), the exceeding fields are truncated and
message LASMA87I appears in the job. If you see this message, consider using Update Options on the SMF Audit
Trace Report Submission panel. This option returns you to the report selection so that you can modify the data query
by unselecting unwanted columns.

Press Enter.
The SQL Statement Display panel appears and displays the SQL statement built by the data query facility.

6. Press PF3 (End) twice.

The Input Specification panel appears. This panel lets you specify an optional processing range and the sequential data set
containing the trace information after an SMF dump.

7. Press PF3 (End) again.

The Output Specifications panel appears. On this panel, you can specify the destination of Audit Trace reports.

Input Specifications Panel

The Input Specifications panel lets you specify the range of SMF data that the SMF Audit Trace Reporting facility reads,
and specify the data set where the facility looks for the data. This panel appears automatically during the report specification
process after you have selected the report options:

                ------ SMF Audit Trace Input Specifications ------ 
COMMAND ===>                                                                   
                                                                               
PROCESSING RANGE                   DB2 SSID: DXXX                              
  Starting Date  ==> 07-03-07      Ending Date ==> 07-03-07     ( YY-
MM-DD )   
  Starting Time  ==> 00:00:00      Ending Time ==> 17:40:10     ( HH:MM:SS )   
                                                                               
SOURCE OPTIONS                                                                 
  SMF Data Set: 'USER.LPAR1.SMF.DATASET'____________________                   
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  Additional SMF Data Sets:                                                    
  Cmd  Name                                                                    
  __  'USER.LPAR2.SMF.DATASET'______________________                           
  __  'USER.LPAR3.SMF.DATASET'______________________                           
******************************** BOTTOM OF DATA *******************************  
 
Valid Cmds: I - Insert, D - Delete, R - Repeat 
PF3 - Next Step                                                                           

When you specify a processing range, it serves as a filter that allows only the records within the processing range to pass
through. The records can then be further filtered by any queries that have been specified by data query or file SQL input. (If
you do not specify a processing range, the entire input data set is processed.) The specified processing range is incorporated in
control statements as the start and end date and time.

The processing SSID (displayed next to the processing range on this panel) is used to build the SSID line in the control
statement. If the processing SSID is a group attach or a member name of a data sharing group, the entire data sharing group is
filtered.

The control statement is then submitted to generate the SMF audit trace report. If the control statement is submitted in batch
mode, the processing range, processing SSID, and input data range (the lowest date/time and highest date/time of records in the
input data sets) appear in the Report Option Summary above each individual type of report.

Note:  The format of the date on your terminal depends on the configuration of your global date option.

The SMF Data Set field directs the SMF Audit Trace Reporting facility to the data set that contains the trace information
after an SMF dump. If you specify additional SMF data sets, they are concatenated to the first data set to build the .ALLOC
DD(RNOW06OT) control statement.

Warning:  Incorrect concatenation (that is, not processing the largest BLKSIZE first) can cause a user 3312 ABEND
in LAL@SMFR. Specify the data set with the largest BLKSIZE in the SMF Data Set field and specify the additional
data sets in the fields that follow.

Output Specifications Panel

The Output Specifications panel lets you specify SMF Audit Extract and Report file specifications. This panel appears
automatically during the report specification process after you have supplied the input specifications:

LAOSMF        ----- SMF Audit Trace - Output Specifications ----               
 COMMAND ===>                                                                  
                                                                               
 Enter SAVE to save settings in ISPF profile,  End/
PF3 to continue.            
                                                                               
 SMF AUDIT EXTRACT FILE SPECIFICATIONS                                         
   Extract Scope  ==>     ( F - Filter log data, A - Extract all data )        
   Extract DSNAME ==>                                                          
   Disposition    ==>     ( SHR , OLD , NEW , RPL )                            
   New Allocation ==> N   ( Y - Specify allocation info, N - Use current values)
                                                                               
 REPORT FILE SPECIFICATIONS                                                    
   Sysout Class   ==> A   Form ==>            Destination ==> S                
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
 PF3 - Next Step                                           Back - Previous Step
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On this panel, you can specify the destination of Audit Trace reports. The Audit Trace Option generates reports to SYSOUT
and an optional EXTRACT file. Press PF3 (End) when done to display the generated JCL and submit the report for execution.

Trace Filters Panel

You can use filters to limit the trace data that is collected. You can filter the trace data by plan name and by authid.

The Trace Filters panel appears during the start, stop, or display trace specification process:

                 ------ SMF Audit Trace - Trace Filters --------             
COMMAND ===>                                                                 
                                                                             
Enter the PLANS and AUTHIDs for which you want trace data                    
                                                                             
                                                                             
  Plans to trace                    Authids to trace                         
1   ________                         1   ________                            
2   ________                         2   ________                            
3   ________                         3   ________                            
4   ________                         4   ________                            
5   ________                         5   ________                            
6   ________                         6   ________                            
7   ________                         7   ________                            
8   ________                         8   ________                           

On this panel, you can enter up to eight plan names and authids for which you want to collect trace data.

Note:  If you list more than one plan name, you can list no more than one authid. If you list more than one authid, you can list
no more than one plan name.

Generate Multiple SMF Audit Trace Reports

In this scenario, two Audit Trace reports are generated: A Create, Alter, and Drop report, and an Access attempts denied report.

Note:  The SMF Audit Trace Reporting Main Menu panel appears after you select SMF Audit Trace Reporting from the Main
Menu. This panel is used to specify the Audit Trace Services that you want.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 6 in the Option line on the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS Main Menu, and press Enter.

The SMF Audit Trace Reporting Main Menu appears.
2. Type 1 (Reports) in the Option line and press Enter.

The SMF Audit Trace - Report Specification panel appears.
3. Type S next to the Create, Alter, and Drop report and the Access attempts denied reports. Also specify S in the DQ field

next to the Create, Alter, and Drop report selection. Press PF3 (End).

Note:  Do not select the DQ field next to the Access attempts denied report.The SMA Data Filter Specifications panel
appears.

4. Type S  dqname in the Where field (where dqname is an existing data query to use without further editing) and press Enter.
The SMF Audit Trace Input Specifications panel appears.

5. Enter the date and time range that you want the report to cover. Also enter the name of the sequential data set that contains
the trace data. Press PF3 (End).
The Output Specifications panel appears.

6. Specify the destination of the Audit Trace output and press Enter.
The Report Submission panel appears.

7. Type B (batch) in the Execution Mode field and press Enter.

Note:  In this scenario, batch mode is the only viable choice because the sample SMF data set is on tape.
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The JCL and Batch Processor statements appear. See the following example:

EDIT                                                                         
Command ===> SUB                                       Scroll ===> CSR       
****** ***************************** Top of Data ****************************
//
USER001X JOB (10003),'LOAD      ',CLASS=G,MSGCLASS=B,REGION=4096K,         
//        MSGLEVEL=(1,1),NOTIFY=&SYSUID,                                     
// USER=USER001,PASSWORD=                                                    
//
*****************************************************************//        
//
* MODEL JCL FOR LOG ANALYZER LOG REPORTING                      *//        
//
*****************************************************************//        
//
STEP1    EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,REGION=4M,PARM='EP=BPLBCTL,SUFFIX=72,'          
.                                                                            
.                                                                            
(Libraries allocation)                                                       
.                                                                            
                                                                             
.CONNECT DXXX                                                                
                                                                             
.ALLOC FI(RNOW04OT) DUMMY                                                    
.ALLOC FI(LASREPT) SYSOUT(A) DEST(S)                                   +     
  RECFM(F,B,A) LRECL(133) BLKSIZE(1330)                                      
.ALLOC FI(RNOW04IN) DATASET('USER001.MYTRACE.D031018')                 +     
 SHR                                                                         
.CALL SMF                                                                    
.DATA                                                                        
SSID     = (DXXX)                                                            
START    = (DATE(2003-10-17),TIME(10:45:00.00))                              
END      = (DATE(2003-10-17),TIME(10:50:00.00))                              
SMFREPT  = (DDL AAD)                                                             
SMADQ    = (TABLE (PTI.PTDMA_DDL_0101                                        
                  ,WHERE(USER001.DDL1))                                      
EXTRACT  = (NONE)                                                            
.ENDDATA                                                                     
.FREE FI(RNOW04OT)                                                           
.FREE FI(LASREPT)                                                            .FREE FI(RNOW04IN)

The SMFREPT field contains the report requests. In this scenario, we requested two reports (DDL and AAD).
The SMADQ field contains a list of the data queries. In this scenario, the list has one data query associated with
PTDMA_DDL_0101, an internal table used for the DDL (Create, Alter, and Drops) report.
The AAD (Access Attempt Denied) report is included in the SMAREPT field, but it does not have an associated data
query. Thus, the default SQL statement for this report uses the SSID, Start and Stop Date, and Time fields in the default
WHERE clause.

8. Type SUB on the command line to submit the job and press Enter.
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The report output includes a summary of report options on the first page. The output also shows information about the SQL
source and text used to build the report. This summary page is available only when the job is executed in batch mode.

See the following sample output for the two sample report requests. The Create, Alter, and Drops report uses the SQL
statement build from data query (DDL1):

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Date: 2008/08/10  Time: 10:22:18  -  SMA REPORT OPTION SUMMARY               
--   CONNECTING DB2 SSID: DXXX 
--                                                                             
--   INPUT DATA RANGE: 
--   STARTING DATE ==> 2007-08-10     ENDING DATE ==> 2007-08-10 
--   STARTING TIME ==> 07:05:02          ENDING TIME ==> 14:02:28
-- 
--   PROCESSING RANGE: 
--   STARTING DATE ==> 2007-08-10     ENDING DATE ==> 2007-08-10
--   STARTING TIME ==> 11:15:34           ENDING TIME ==> 12:33:07
--
--   PROCESSING SSID: DXXX (DATA SHARING)
-- 
--   CREATES, ALTERS, AND DROPS                                                 
--                                                                              
--   SQL SOURCE ==> DATA QUERY                                                  
--   DQ NAME    ==> USER001.DDL1                                                
--   SQL TEXT   ==> SELECT PRIME_AUTH , DATE , TIME , SUBSYSTEM_ID ,            
--                      PLANNAME , DDL_DBID , DDL_OBID , DDL_DB_NAME ,          
--                      DDL_DB_CREATOR , DDL_TBL_OWNER , DDL_TBL_CREATOR ,      
--                      DDL_TBL_NAME , DDL_STMT_TYPE , DDL_STATEMENT            
--                    FROM PTI.PTSMA_DDL_0101                                   
--                    WHERE ( DATE < '2007-08-10' AND                           
--                      SUBSYSTEM_ID = 'DXXX' )                                 
--                                                                              
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                       SMF AUDIT REPORTER       
                                                CREATES, ALTERS, AND DROPS      
                                                                                
PRIMARY  DATE       TIME     SSID PLAN     DBID   OBID   DATABASE DATABASE TABLE  . . .
AUTH-
ID                           NAME                   NAME     CREATOR  OWNER
USER001  2007-08-10 11:15:34 DXXX RBPA720  +01160 +00003 AUDITDB2 USER001  USER  . . .
                                                                                
USER001  2007-08-10 11:15:34 DXXX RBPA720  +01160 +00003 AUDITDB2 USER001  USER  . . .

The following illustration shows the Authorization Failures report. This report uses default SQL statements because no data
query or file SQL input has been given:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Date: 2008/08/10  Time: 10:53:37  -  SMA REPORT OPTION SUMMARY               
--   CONNECTING DB2 SSID: DXXX 
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--                                                                              
--   INPUT DATA RANGE: 
--   STARTING DATE ==> 2007-08-10     ENDING DATE ==> 2007-08-10 
--   STARTING TIME ==> 07:05:02          ENDING TIME ==> 14:02:28
-- 
--   PROCESSING RANGE: 
--   STARTING DATE ==> 2007-08-10     ENDING DATE ==> 2007-08-10
--   STARTING TIME ==> 11:15:34           ENDING TIME ==> 12:33:07
--
--   PROCESSING SSID: DXXX (DATA SHARING)
-- 
--   AUTHORIZATION FAILURES                                                     
--                                                                              
--   SQL SOURCE ==> DEFAULT                                                     
--                                                                              
--   SQL TEXT   ==> SELECT DATE , TIME , SUBSYSTEM_ID , PRIME_AUTH ,            
--                      CORR_VAL , CONNECT_NAME , PLANNAME , PRIVILEGE ,        
--                      OBJ_TYPE , SOURCE_NAME , TARGET_NAME ,                  
--                      AUTH_ID_CHECKED                                         
--                    FROM PTI . PTSMA_AUTFAIL_0101                             
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                          AUTHORIZATION FAILURES                
                    SUBS ORIGINAL PLAN                  OBJECT       SOURCE   SO
DATE       TIME     ID   OP-
ID    NAME     PRIVILEGE    TYPE         OWNER   NAM
 NO RECORDS FOUND                                                               
 

Filter Data

This section shows how to filter data in the SQLID Assignment or change report.

Follow these steps:

1. Type 1 in the option line of the SMF Audit Trace Reporting Main Menu to select Reports, and press Enter.
The SMF Audit Trace - Report Specification panel appears.

2. Type S in the SEL field next to Set Current SQLID, End Identify, and End Signon. Type S in the DQ field next to Set
Current SQLID. Press PF3 (End).

Note:  The SEL column automatically populates when you select the DQ field. This report is selected and data query is
used to build the query statements.

The SMA Data Filter Specifications appears.
3. Enter filtering data in the Where field. This scenario applies data filtering on the IFCID 55 record (SET CURRENT

SQLID), so we enter a DQ name as shown in the previous illustration.
Press PF3 (End).
The Data Query Edit panel appears.

4. Enter the following command in the Where condition next to the F55_PREVIOUS field:

¬= F55_NEW
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This command filters the query so that only records that fulfill the specified criteria are collected:

               ---- Data Query Edit ---- ( Caps Off )          
 COMMAND ===>                                                  SCROLL ===> PAGE 
                                                                                
 Query Name  ==> SQL55                For Table ==> PTI.PTSMA_SQLID55_0101      
 Description ==>                                    Share ==> N  Default ==> N  
 Confirm Replace ==> N                  Auto Cast ==> N  Userid - USER001       
  TEST COUNT ==> N    VIEW SQL ==> N    SHRINK ==> N    ROW LIMIT ==>           
                                                                                
 SEL C ORD COLUMN NAME          TYPE     ----------- WHERE CONDITION ------- AND
 S     __   1 DATE              DATE                                            
 S     __   2 TIME              TIME                                            
 S     __   3 SUBSYSTEM_ID      C(4)                                            
 S     __   4 PRIME_AUTH        C(8)                                            
 S     __   5 CORR_VAL          C(12)                                           
 S     __   6 CONNECT_NAME      C(8)                                            
 S     __   7 PLANNAME          C(8)                                            
 S     __   8 F55_PREVIOUS      C(8)     ¬= F55_NEW                             
 S     __   9 F55_NEW           C(8)                                            
                                                                                
    EXTENDED WHERE (Use secondary paging keys to scroll)                        
 01                                                                             
 02                                                                             
 03                                                                             
 04

5. Press PF3 (End) until the Report Specification panel appears.
6. Press PF3 (End) again.

The Input Specification panel appears.
7. Enter the date and time range that you want the report to cover. Also enter the name of the sequential data set that

contains the trace data. Press PF3 (End).
The Output Specifications panel appears.

8. Press PF3 (End) again.
The Report Submission panel appears.

9. Specify B for Execution Mode and press Enter.
The control statements appear:

.CONNECT DXXX                                                           
                                                                        
.ALLOC FI(RNOW04OT) DUMMY                                               
.ALLOC FI(LASREPT) SYSOUT(A) DEST(S)                                   +
  RECFM(F,B,A) LRECL(133) BLKSIZE(1330)                                 
.ALLOC FI(RNOW04IN) DATASET('USER001.MYTRACE.D031018')                 +
 SHR                                                                    
.CALL SMF                                                               
.DATA                                                                   
SSID     = (DXXX)                                                       
START    = (DATE(2003-10-17),TIME(00:00:00.00))                         
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END      = (DATE(2003-10-17),TIME(24:00:00.00))                         
SMFREPT  = (SQLID)                                                      
SMADQ    = (TABLE (PTI.PTSMA_SQLID55_0101                               
                  ,WHERE(USER001.SQL55),                                
                   )                                                    
EXTRACT  = (NONE)                                                       
.ENDDATA                                                                
.FREE FI(RNOW04OT)                                                      
.FREE FI(LASREPT)                                                       
.FREE FI(RNOW04IN)

The SMFREPT field contains the report requests. In this scenario, we requested one combined report (SQLID).
The SMADQ field contains only one data query request for that internal table.
One report request is shown: SQLID for SQLID assigned or changes. This class of SMF records actually contains three
types of instrumentation numbers: IFCID 55 for Set Current ID, IFCID 83 for End Identification, and IFCID 87 for End
Signon. However, we built only one DQ for the IFCID 55 type records.

10. Type SUB on the command line to submit the job, and press Enter.

The following shows the sample output. The IFCID 55 report uses the DQ SQL with a where clause WHERE
(F55_PREVIOUS ¬= F55_NEW):

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Date: yyyy/mm/
dd  Time: 14:53:58  -  SMA REPORT OPTION SUMMARY               
--   CONNECTING DB2 SSID: DXXX 
--                                                                              
--   INPUT DATA RANGE: 
--   STARTING DATE ==> 2007-08-10     ENDING DATE ==> 2007-08-10 
--   STARTING TIME ==> 07:05:02          ENDING TIME ==> 14:02:28
-- 
--   PROCESSING RANGE: 
--   STARTING DATE ==> 2007-08-10     ENDING DATE ==> 2007-08-10
--   STARTING TIME ==> 11:15:34           ENDING TIME ==> 12:33:07
--
--   PROCESSING SSID: DXXX (DATA SHARING)
-- 
--   SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID = 55                                      
--                                                                              
--   SQL SOURCE ==> DATA QUERY                                                  
--   DQ NAME    ==> USER001.SQL55                                               
--   SQL TEXT   ==> SELECT DATE , TIME , SUBSYSTEM_ID , PRIME_AUTH ,            
--                      CORR_VAL , CONNECT_NAME , PLANNAME ,                    
--                      F55_PREVIOUS , F55_NEW , F55_STATUS                     
--                    FROM PTI.PTSMA_SQLID55_0101                               
--                    WHERE ( F55_PREVIOUS ¬= F55_NEW )                         
--                                                                              
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                       SMF AUDIT REPORTER       
                                                SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID
                                                                                
DATE       TIME     SSID PRIMARY  CORREL.  CONNECT  PLAN     PREVIOUS NEW      S
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                         AUTH-
ID  ID       NAME     NAME     SQLID    SQLID    T
2007-08-10 11:16:01 DXXX USER001  USER001  DB2CALL  RBPA720  USER001  SQAPROD  X
2007-08-10 11:16:01 DXXX USER001  USER001  DB2CALL  RBPA720  USER001  SQAPROD  X
2007-08-10 11:16:13 DXXX USER001  USER001  DB2CALL  RBPA720  SQAPROD  USER001  S
2007-08-10 11:16:13 DXXX USER001  USER001  DB2CALL  RBPA720  SQAPROD  USER001  S
2007-08-10 11:54:56 DXXX USER001  USER001  DB2CALL  RBPA720  USER001  SQAPROD  X
2007-08-10 11:54:56 DXXX USER001  USER001  DB2CALL  RBPA720  USER001  SQAPROD  X
 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The following shows the IFCID 83 report. The IFCID 83 report uses default SQL to filter data, because DQ was not selected
(as indicated by their absence in the SMADQ list):

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Date: yyyy/mm/
dd  Time: 14:53:58  -  SMA REPORT OPTION SUMMARY               
--   CONNECTING DB2 SSID: DXXX 
--                                                                              
--   INPUT DATA RANGE: 
--   STARTING DATE ==> 2007-08-10     ENDING DATE ==> 2007-08-10 
--   STARTING TIME ==> 07:05:02          ENDING TIME ==> 14:02:28
-- 
--   PROCESSING RANGE: 
--   STARTING DATE ==> 2007-08-10     ENDING DATE ==> 2007-08-10
--   STARTING TIME ==> 11:15:34           ENDING TIME ==> 12:33:07
--
--   PROCESSING SSID: DXXX (DATA SHARING)
-- 
--   SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID = 83                                      
--                                                                              
--   SQL SOURCE ==> DEFAULT                                                     
--                                                                              
--   SQL TEXT   ==> SELECT DATE , TIME , SUBSYSTEM_ID , PRIME_AUTH ,            
--                      CORR_VAL , CONNECT_NAME , PLANNAME ,                    
--                      F83_ACCESS_IND , F83_CURR_SQLID , F83_ORIG_AUTH ,       
--                      F83_SEC_AUTH                                            
--                    FROM PTI . PTSMA_SQLID83_0101                             
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                                       SMF AUDIT REPORTER       
                                                SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID
                                                                                
DATE       TIME     SSID PRIMARY  CORREL.  CONNECT  PLAN     ACCESS          CUR
                         AUTH-
ID  ID       NAME     NAME     INDICATOR       SQL
2007-08-10 11:16:01 DXXX SYSOPR   DXXX     DXXX              OK              PLA
2007-08-10 11:16:01 DXXX SYSOPR   DXXX     DXXX              OK              USR
2007-08-10 11:16:13 DXXX SYSOPR   DXXX     DXXX              OK              PLA
2007-08-10 11:16:13 DXXX SYSOPR   DXXX     DXXX              OK              USR
2007-08-10 11:54:56 DXXX SYSOPR   DXXX     DXXX              OK              USR
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2007-08-10 11:54:56 DXXX SYSOPR   DXXX     DXXX              OK              USR

The following shows the IFCID 87 report. The IFCID 87 report also uses default SQL to filter data because DQ was not
selected (as indicated by their absence in the SMADQ list):

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Date: yyyy/mm/
dd  Time: 18:51:44  -  SMA REPORT OPTION SUMMARY               
--   CONNECTING DB2 SSID: DXXX 
--                                                                              
--   INPUT DATA RANGE: 
--   STARTING DATE ==> 2007-08-10     ENDING DATE ==> 2007-08-10 
--   STARTING TIME ==> 07:05:02          ENDING TIME ==> 14:02:28
-- 
--   PROCESSING RANGE: 
--   STARTING DATE ==> 2007-08-10     ENDING DATE ==> 2007-08-10
--   STARTING TIME ==> 11:15:34           ENDING TIME ==> 12:33:07
--
--   PROCESSING SSID: DXXX (DATA SHARING)
-- 
--   SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID = 87 (END SIGNON)                         
--                                                                              
--   SQL SOURCE ==> DEFAULT                                                     
--                                                                              
--   SQL TEXT   ==> SELECT DATE , TIME , SUBSYSTEM_ID , PRIME_AUTH ,            
--                      CORR_VAL , CONNECT_NAME , PLANNAME ,                    
--                      F87_ACCESS_IND , F87_CURR_SQLID , F87_ORIG_AUTH ,       
--                      F87_SEC_AUTH                                            
--                    FROM PTI . PTSMA_SQLID87_0101                             
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                          SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID87    
                    SUBS ORIGINAL PLAN     CONNECT  CONN CORRELATION  CURRENT  T
DATE       TIME     ID   OP-
ID    NAME      NAME    TYPE ID            SQLID   S

Sample SMF Audit Trace Report

The SMF Audit Trace report is divided into the following sections:

• Report Option Summary
• Audit Reporter

Report Option Summary

The following illustration shows a sample SMF Audit Trace report (SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID = 55). The
report is generated using the options shown in the previous scenario (filtering data). The report option SQLID Assignment or
change was selected and Data query on this type of report is chosen.

The following shows the output containing the SMA Report Option Summary:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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-- Date: yyyy/mm/
dd  Time: hh:mm:ss  -  SMA REPORT OPTION SUMMARY               
--   CONNECTING DB2 SSID: DXXX
--                                                                              
--   INPUT DATA RANGE: 
--   STARTING DATE ==> 2007-08-10     ENDING DATE ==> 2007-08-10 
--   STARTING TIME ==> 07:05:02          ENDING TIME ==> 14:02:28
-- 
--   PROCESSING RANGE: 
--   STARTING DATE ==> 2007-08-10     ENDING DATE ==> 2007-08-10
--   STARTING TIME ==> 11:15:34           ENDING TIME ==> 12:33:07
--
--   PROCESSING SSID: DXXX (DATA SHARING)
-- 
--   SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID = 55                                      
--                                                                              
--   SQL SOURCE ==> DATA QUERY                                                  
--   DQ NAME    ==> USER001.SQL55                                               
--   SQL TEXT   ==> SELECT DATE , TIME , SUBSYSTEM_ID , PRIME_AUTH ,            
--                      CORR_VAL , CONNECT_NAME , PLANNAME ,                    
--                      F55_PREVIOUS , F55_NEW , F55_STATUS                     
--                    FROM PTI.PTSMA_SQLID55_0101                               
--                    WHERE ( F55_PREVIOUS ¬= F55_NEW )                         
--                                                                              
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

The following information is shown in the sample report. These fields are for display only:

• Date
Identifies the date the report was generated.

• Time
Identifies the time the report was generated.

• CONNECTING DB2 SSID
Identifies the connecting DB2 subsystem ID.

• Input Data Range
Indicates the date and time range of the records in the input SMF data sets.

• Processing Range
Indicates the date and time range specified in the control statement. If START and END were not specified in the control
statement, these fields are blank.

• Processing SSID
Indicates the SSID value specified in the control statement. If the processing SSID is a group attach or a member name of a
data sharing group, DATA SHARING appears next to the SSID value.

• Report title
Indicates the report title and the IFCID number of the SMF records associated with the report.

• SQL SOURCE
Identifies the source of SQL statements used to filter data. Data Query, File, and Default SQL are currently supported.

• DQ NAME
Identifies the Data Query name. If Data query is the SQL source, Data query name (creator.name) appears here.

• FILE NAME
Identifies the data set name, if File SQL is specified.

• SQL TEXT
Identifies the formatted SQL text used to filter data.

Audit Reporter
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The following illustration shows a sample SMF Audit Trace report (SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID = 55). The
report is generated using the options shown in the previous scenario (filtering data). The report option SQLID Assignment or
change was selected and Data query on this type of report is chosen.

The sample Audit Reporter is as follows:

                                                       SMF AUDIT REPORTER       
                                                SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID
                                                                                
DATE       TIME     SSID PRIMARY  CORREL.  CONNECT  PLAN     PREVIOUS cEW      S
                         AUTH-
ID  ID       NAME     NAME     SQLID    cQLID    T
yyyy-mm-
dd hh:mm:ss DXXX xxxxxxx  xxxxxxx  DB2CALL  RBPA720  xxxxxxx  SQAPROD  X
yyyy-mm-
dd hh:mm:ss DXXX xxxxxxx  xxxxxxx  DB2CALL  RBPA720  xxxxxxx  SQAPROD  X
yyyy-mm-
dd hh:mm:ss DXXX xxxxxxx  xxxxxxx  DB2CALL  RBPA720  SQAPROD  xxxxxxx  S
yyyy-mm-
dd hh:mm:ss DXXX xxxxxxx  xxxxxxx  DB2CALL  RBPA720  SQAPROD  xxxxxxx  S
yyyy-mm-
dd hh:mm:ss DXXX xxxxxxx  xxxxxxx  DB2CALL  RBPA720  xxxxxxx  SQAPROD  X
yyyy-mm-
dd hh:mm:ss DXXX xxxxxxx  xxxxxxx  DB2CALL  RBPA720  xxxxxxx  SQAPROD  X
 

The following information is shown in the sample report. These fields are common to all types of SMF Audit reports, and are
display only:

• DATE
Identifies the date the record was written to the SMF log.

• TIME
Identifies the time the record was written to the SMF log.

• SSID
Identifies the DB2 subsystem ID to which the record is associated.

• PRIMARY AUTH-ID
Identifies the primary authorization ID.

• CORREL. ID
Identifies the Correlation ID value, truncated to 8 bytes.

• CONNECT NAME
Identifies the connection name.

• PLAN NAME
Identifies the plan name.

The following fields are specific to report SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID = 55, which records SET current
SQLID:

• PREVIOUS SQLID
PREVIOUS (CURRENT) SQLID

• NEW SQLID
NEW (ATTEMPTED ) SQLID

• ST
Indicates the statement status. Valid values are as follows:

• S -- Successful status
• F -- Failed status
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• X -- Successful and user had SYSADM authority

Though not shown in the previous sample, column headings specific to other reports are listed and described following:

• Fields specific to report SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID = 83, which records the ending of an Identify request,
include the following:

• ACCESS INDICATOR
Displays access denied indicators. The following are common values:

• OK -- Indicates successful access.
• SECURITY SYSTEM -- Indicates that access has been denied by SAF/SECURITY SYSTEM.
• AUTH EXIT -- Indicates that access has been denied by IDENTIFY AUTH EXIT.

• CURRENT SQLID
CURRENT SQLID

• ORIGINAL AUTH-ID
Identifies the original primary authorization ID.

• SECONDARY AUTH-ID
Identifies the secondary authorization ID.

• Fields specific to report SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID = 87, which records the ending of a SIGNON request
in IMS or CICS environment, include the following:

• ACCESS INDICATOR
Displays access denied indicators. The following are common values:

• OK -- Indicates successful access.
• AUTH EXIT -- Indicates that access has been denied by SIGNON AUTH EXIT.

• CURRENT SQLID
CURRENT SQLID

• ORIGINAL AUTH-ID
Identifies the original primary authorization ID.

• SECONDARY AUTH-ID
Identifies the secondary authorization ID.

• Fields specific to report AUTHORIZATION FAILURES, which records access attempts being denied, include the
following:

• PRIVILEGE
Identifies the privilege being checked on a particular object type.

• OBJECT TYPE
Identifies the object type such as table/view, plan, package, buffer pool, user auth, and so on.

• SOURCE NAME
Identifies the source object name.

• TARGET NAME
Identifies the target object name.

• AUTH-ID CHECKED
Identifies the Auth ID being checked.

• Fields specific to report EXPLICT GRANTS and REVOKES, which records explicit grants and revokes, include the
following:

• GRANTOR NAME
Identifies the grantor or revoker name.

• AT
Identifies the access type. The following values are valid:

• G -- Grant
• R -- Revoke

• Object Type
Identifies the object type such as table/view, plan, package, buffer pool, user auth, and so on.

• SQLCODE
SQL code

• REASON GRANTED
Identifies the reason access was granted (only for grant).

• SQL TEXT
Displays the SQL text of the grant or revoke statements.
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• Fields specific to report CREATES, ALTERS, AND DROPS, which record creates, alters, drops against an audited table,
include the following:

• DBID
Identifies the database identifier.

• DATABASE NAME
Identifies the database name.

• OBID
Identifies the object identifier.

• TABLE CREATOR
Identifies the table creator.

• TABLE NAME
Identifies the table name.

• ST
Identifies the statement type. The following values are valid:

• C -- Create
• A -- Alter
• D -- Drop

• SQL TEXT
Displays the SQL text of the DDL statements.

• Fields specific to report FIRST ATTEMPTED CHANGE OF AN AUDITED OBJECT, which records first attempted
change (write) of an audited object within a unit of recovery, include the following:

• DBID
Identifies the database identifier.

• PSID
Identifies the pageset OBID.

• OBID
Identifies the record OBID.

• DATABASE NAME
Identifies the database name.

• PAGESET NAME
Identifies the pageset name.

• TABLE CREATOR
Identifies the table object creator.

• TABLE NAME
Identifies the table object name.

• URID
Identifies the unit of recovery ID.

• Fields specific to report FIRST ATTEMPTED ACCESS OF AN AUDITED OBJECT, which records first attempted access
(read) of an audited object within a unit of recovery, include the following:

• DBID
Identifies the database identifier.

• PSID
Identifies the pageset OBID.

• OBID
Identifies the record OBID.

• DATABASE NAME
Identifies the database name.

• PAGESET NAME
Identifies the pageset name.

• TABLE CREATOR
Identifies the table object creator.

• TABLE NAME
Identifies the table object name.

• URID
Identifies the unit of recovery ID.

• Fields specific to report BIND TIME SQL INFORMATION, which contains audit log records in DML sessions that
involve audited objects, include the following:
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• PROGRAM NAME
Identifies the program name.

• STMT NUMBER
Identifies the precompile statement number.

• STMT TYPE
Identifies the SQL statement type. The following are common values:

Value Statement

3 OPEN

4 FETCH

5 CLOSE

14 PREPARE

15 EXECUTE

16 EXECUTE IMMEDIATE

17 DESCRIBE

18 EXPLAIN

231 SELECT-QUERY

232 INSERT

233 DELETE

234 UPDATE

239 SELECT-BQUERY OR SUBSELECT

278 LOCK

308 CREATE VIEW

SQL TEXT

Displays the SQL statement.

Fields specific to report UTILITY ACTIVITY IFCID = 23 (UTILITY START), which records utility start information, include
the following:

• UTILITY ID
Identifies the database identifier.

• DBID
Identifies the database ID.

• PSID
Identifies the pageset OBID.

• DATABASE CREATOR
Identifies the database creator.

• DATABASE NAME
Identifies the database name.

• PAGESET NAME
Identifies the pageset name.

• UTILITY NAME
Identifies the utility name.

• UTILITY PHASE
Identifies the utility phase.

Fields specific to report UTILITY ACTIVITY IFCID = 24 (UTILITY CHANGE), which records utility change information,
include the following:

• UTILITY ID
Identifies the database identifier.

• DBID
Identifies the database ID.

• PSID
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Identifies the pageset OBID.
• DATABASE CREATOR

Identifies the database creator.
• DATABASE NAME

Identifies the database name.
• PAGESET NAME

Identifies the pageset name.
• UTILITY NAME

Identifies the utility name.
• UTILITY PHASE

Identifies the utility phase.

Fields specific to report UTILITY ACTIVITY IFCID = 24 (UTILITY END), which records utility end information, include
the following:

• UTILITY ID
Identifies the database identifier.

• DBID
Identifies the database ID.

• PSID
Identifies the pageset OBID.

• DATABASE CREATOR
Identifies the creator of the specified database.

• DATABASE NAME
Identifies the database name.

• PAGESET NAME
Identifies the pageset name.

• UTILITY NAME
Identifies the utility name.

• UTILITY PHASE
Identifies the utility phase.

Manual SQL File Creation

This section describes the process of manually creating the SQL file for audit trace reports. We recommend that you use the
Data Query facility to build the SQL file the first time that you create it because it always uses the correct table and column
names. You can then save the DQL statements in a data set to be modified or referenced later. Mismatches between ddnames
and SMFREPT code can yield unexpected results.

Because the SMA report option can handle up to 10 different reports in one run, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
must use 10 ddnames, one for each class of report. As such, if you are manually creating your SQL file, do not tie all SQL
statements to one ddname. You must use separate ddnames for each class of audit trace report.

The following table shows the ddname definitions used in SMA reporting:

Ddname Audit Trace Class IFCID Report Description SMFREPT Code

LADSQL1 1 140 Access Attempts
denied

AAD

LADSQL2 2 141 Explicit Grants and
Revokes

GRANTS

LADSQL3 3 142 Create, Alter and Drop DDL

LADSQL4 4 143 First Change to Object FCH

LADSQL5 5 144 First Access to Object FAA

LADSQL6 6 145 Binds Performed BND

LADSQL7 7 55

83

87

Set Current SQLID

End Identity

End Signon

QID

IDN

SGN

LADSQL8 8 23, 24, 25 Utilities Performed UTIL
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LADSQL9 - 4 Start Trace Information START

LADSQL10 - 5 Stop Trace Information STOP

Note:  LADSQL7 and LADSQL8 can have up to three select statements, one query for each IFCID.

You can allocate the file SQL using JCL or an ALLOC control statement. A complete SQL statement must end with a
semicolon (;) in the data set.

Single Audit Trace Report

In the following example, data set USER007.SMA.CNTL(SQLIN7) contains three SQL statements to query three internal
tables for SMA SQLID reporting. According to the previous table, SMAREPT SQLID must use ddname LADSQL7. The
ALLOC statement is then written as the following:

.ALLOC FI(LADSQL7) DATASET(USER007.SMA.CNTL(SQLIN7)') SHR

A sample file for USER007.SMA.CNTL(SQLIN7) can look like the following:

SELECT DATE, TIME, SUBSYSTEM_ID, PRIME_AUTH,       
       CORR_VAL, CONNECT_NAME, PLANNAME,           
       F55_PREVIOUS, F55_NEW,                      
       F55_STATUS                                  
  FROM  PTI . PTSMA_SQLID55_0101                   
  WHERE  SUBSYSTEM_ID = 'DXXX'                     
;                                                  
                                                   
SELECT DATE, TIME, SUBSYSTEM_ID, PRIME_AUTH,       
       CORR_VAL, CONNECT_NAME, PLANNAME,           
       F83_ACCESS_IND, F83_CURR_SQLID,             
       F83_ORIG_AUTH, F83_SEC_AUTH                 
  FROM  PTI . PTSMA_SQLID83_0101                   
  WHERE  SUBSYSTEM_ID = 'DXXX'                     
;                                                  
                                                  
SELECT DATE, TIME, SUBSYSTEM_ID, PRIME_AUTH,       
       CORR_VAL, CONNECT_NAME, PLANNAME,           
       F87_ACCESS_IND, F87_CURR_SQLID,             
       F87_ORIG_AUTH, F87_SEC_AUTH                 
  FROM  PTI . PTSMA_SQLID87_0101                   
  WHERE  SUBSYSTEM_ID = 'DXXX'                     
;

This sample file contains three SQL statements against three internal tables belonging to the same class of audit trace report
(class 7). If the SQL statement against a particular internal table is not specified in either the data query or file, the default SQL
is used.

Note:  Data query SQL overwrites file SQL, and file SQL overwrites the default SQL.

Multiple Audit Trace Reports
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To include multiple files for multiple report requests, you must use separate ddnames for each class of audit trace report. The
following illustration includes five ddnames for five different audit trace report in the Batch Processor statements. The plus
sign (+) is the concatenation character:

.ALLOC FI(RNOW04IN) DATASET('user01.MYTRACE.D031018')           +
 SHR                                                                   
.ALLOC FI(LADSQL4) DATASET('user01.SMA.CNTL(SQLIN4)')           +     
 SHR                                                                   
.ALLOC FI(LADSQL5) DATASET('user01.SMA.CNTL(SQLIN5)')           +     
 SHR                                                                   
.ALLOC FI(LADSQL6) DATASET('user01.SMA.CNTL(SQLIN6)')           +     
 SHR                                                                   
.ALLOC FI(LADSQL7) DATASET('user01.SMA.CNTL(SQLIN7)')           +     
 SHR                                                                   
 
ALLOC FI(LADSQL8) DATASET('user01.SMA.CNTL(SQLIN8)')           +     
 SHR                                                                   
.CALL SMF                                                              
.DATA                                                                  
SSID     = (DXXX)                                                      
START    = (DATE(uuuu-mm-
dd),TIME(10:50:00.00))                        
SMFREPT  = (GRANTS DDL AAD FAA FCH SQLID UTIL BND START STOP)          
SMADQ    = (TABLE (PTI.PTSMA_DDL_0101                                  
                  ,WHERE(user01.DDL1),                                
                   PTI.PTSMA_AUTFAIL_0101                              
                  ,WHERE(user01.AUTH1),                               
                   PTI.PTSMA_FAA_0101                                  
                  ,WHERE(user01.FAA1),                                
                   PTI.PTSMA_FCH_0101                                  
                  ,WHERE(user01.FCH1))                                
EXTRACT  = (NONE)                                                      
.ENDDATA                                                               
.FREE FI(RNOW04OT)                                                     
.FREE FI(LASREPT)                                                      
.FREE FI(RNOW04IN)     

The following query order is used to filter the SMA records:

1. Data query SQL statements
2. File SQL statements read in through the ddname specification
3. Default SQL statements (when no other SQL statements exist)

For the sample control statements in the previous illustration, the report output will contain 14 SQL statements from 10
SMAREPT requests. The DDL, AAD, FAA, and FCH reports use data query SQL because they are specified in the SMADQ
list. The BND and SQLID reports use file SQL because their ddnames are allocated using the “.ALLOC” statements and there
is no data query to overwrite them. The AAD, GRANTS, START, and STOP reports will then use default SQL statements
with Start Date and Time as part of their default WHERE clause.

 Generating JCL Statements for DSN1COPY
The DSN1COPY wizard provides a quick means of generating the JCL statements for a DSN1COPY job
to recover a dropped table or tablespace by specifying the source and target information.
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The DSN1COPY wizard provides a quick means of generating the JCL statements for a DSN1COPY job to recover a dropped
table or tablespace by specifying the source and target information.

The source information include requisite COPYDSN, FROM_DBID, FROM_PSID, and FROM_OBID and the partition
number if the COPYDSN is for only a single partition. If optional source information such as DEVTYPE, VOLSER, PGSIZE,
and DSSIZE is left blank, their default values are used at run time. The target information (TO_DBID, TO_PSID, and
TO_OBIDs) is required for the generation of the DSN1COPY statements with SYSXLAT. The DSN1COPY wizard checks the
syntax and assists you in obtaining target information. However, you must supply the source information.

DSN1COPY statements generated can be submitted immediately or saved for later use.

 How to Prepare Before Invoking the DSN1COPY Wizard
Before creating a useful DSN1COPY job, you must perform certain steps.

Before creating a useful DSN1COPY job, you must perform certain steps.

To prepare before invoking the DSN1COPY wizard, complete the following tasks:

1. Recreate the target tablespace and tables so that they have the same structure and size of the dropped objects. This is critical
to data validity. If the data structure has been altered, DSN1COPY may not map to the correct data.
To recreate the data structure, you can submit the saved DDL if it is available. If the original DDL was not saved, you can
use CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS DDL activity UNDO DDL.

2. Obtain the information of the image copy data set that contains the dropped object. If the dropped object is a tablespace, the
entry is deleted from the SYSCOPY table when the tablespace is dropped; however, the deleted record is stored in the DB2
log. You can run a DML level detail report in CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS with the following settings:

• Output format -- R (rept)
• Level of Detail -- D (detail)
• Table filters -- I (include) SYSIBM.SYSCOPY
• Statement type filters -- I (include) Deletes
• Catalog updates -- I (include)
• Time range or log range -- configured around the drop event

The delete rows from the catalog table contain the image copy information such as DSNAME, ICTYPE, DSNUM,
DEVTYPE, DSVOLSER, and FILESEQNO. Record the DSNAME and other information for the DSN1COPY generator.
If you dropped a table within a multi-table segmented tablespace or simple tablespace, you can find out the last usable
image copy using a query to the SYSCOPY catalog table because the information for this tablespace is not deleted
yet.Gather source identifier information (DBID, PSID and OBID). You can obtain this information in two ways:

• Run DSN1PRNT with the FORMAT option on the copy data set obtained on step 2 and record the HPGOBID
(DBID_PSID) and PGSOBDs (OBIDs) or HPGROID (OBIDs).

Note:  These are hexadecimal values that must be converted into decimal values for DSN1COPY.
• Run a DML detail report with the following settings:

• Output format -- R (Rept)
• Level of Detail -- D (detail)
• Table filters -- I (include) SYSIBM.SYSTABLES, SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE
• Statement type filters -- I (include) Deletes
• Catalog updates -- I (include)
• Time range -- configured to cover the drop event

The delete rows from the catalog tables contain the identifier information of the dropped tablespace and its associated
tables. Record the DBID, PSID, and OBIDs of all the tables contained in the delete records for the dropped object.
Using DML detail reports on deletes from the catalog has advantages over DSN1PRNT because the object identifiers
are presented in decimal format which is immediately ready for DSN1COPY. Furthermore, the name of the dropped
table is also available in the DML detail report, and this proves to be useful when trying to map FROM_OBID to
TO_OBID for multiple tables in a simple tablespace.

After you finish the previous steps, you are ready to use the DSN1COPY wizard. Finding the target tablespace and table
information is easy using the DSN1COPY wizard. You can interactively select the tablespace and retrieve all the object
identifier values for the target tablespace. The TO_OBID column display a list of table OBIDs in the target tablespace, with
the newest created table at the top of the list, so that you can easily find the table that has been dropped and recreated among
multiple tables in the target tablespace.
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 Generate DSN1COPY Statements (Quick Steps)
This section contains quick steps to generate the JCL statements for a DSN1COPY job.

This section contains quick steps to generate the JCL statements for a DSN1COPY job.

Follow these steps:

1. Select DSN1COPY Wizard from the Main Menu.
The DSN1COPY Wizard panel appears.

2. Specify the search criteria mask (for example, D%) in the TO_DBNAME field. Press Enter.
A list of tablespaces matching the selection criteria appears.

3. Type S in the Sel field next to the target tablespace you want to select and press Enter.
The tablespace is queued into the shrink list.

4. Press PF3 (End).
The DSN1COPY Wizard panel reappears. The Target tablespace section and the TO_OBID fields are automatically
populated.

5. Complete the following fields:

• Fill in the Source Image Copy information (which you recorded from step 2 in the Preparation Before Invoking
DSN1COPY Wizard section). The COPY DSN, DSNUM (if it is not a copy of the entire source tablespace),
FROM_DBID, and FROM_PSID fields are required.

• Fill in the FROM_OBID for each matching TO_OBID.
• Type Y (Yes) in the Generate DSN1COPY field to indicate you are ready to generate the JCL.

Press Enter.
The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.
The JCL is now generated and can be submitted to the Batch Processor, saved to a data set, or previewed.

 

 Generate DSN1COPY Statements (Full Scenario)
To generate DSN1COPY statements, do the following:

To generate DSN1COPY statements, do the following:

After successful execution of the JCL statements, run a REBUILD INDEX ALL TABLESPACE (target tablespace) to recover
all indexes in the target tablespace.

Step 1 Specify Control Statement Options

The fields in the top portion of the panel, excluding Generate DSN1COPY, control what options are included in the JCL.

To specify the control statement options, complete the following fields:

• Generate DSN1COPY
See Step 3 Generate the JCL Statements for information about this field.

• COPY DSN
Defines the image copy dataset to be used by the DSN1COPY as input or source. This must be a full image copy. Our JCL
statements always output FULLCOPY in the job PARM. If the tablespace is not yet dropped, you can find this information
in SYSCOPY catalog table. Otherwise, you can use the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS DML Detail report on
catalog table (SYSCOPY) to identify the COPY_DSN.
The following types of copies are incompatible with the DSN1COPY wizard:

• Concurrent copies -- You cannot run concurrent copies on DSN1COPY.
• Inline copies -- You must make modifications to run inline copies on DSN1COPY.
• Incremental copies -- You must make modifications to run incremental copies on DSN1COPY.

• Specify dataset attributes
Specifies whether to specify the data set attributes:

• Y
Specifies attribute overrides. The file attributes specification panel appears, which lets you enter values to override the
default values.

• N
Does not specify overrides. Default values are used for these attributes. The following are the default values:

• DEVTYPE-3390 (DASD)
• DSVOLSER -- None (System cataloged)
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• FILESEQNO -- None (System cataloged)
• DSSIZE -- DSSIZE value from target tablespace
• PGSIZE -- 0 (Let DSN1COPY decide)

• Dataset partition number, DSNUM
Specifies the data set number within the source tablespace where the image copy was taken.
For partitioned tablespaces, this value corresponds to the partition number for a single partition copy. You can type 0 for a
copy of the entire partitioned tablespace. For non-partitioned tablespaces, this value is set to 0. A blank also defaults to 0.
Limits: 0 - 4096

• FROM DBID
Specifies the DBID of the source tablespace where the image copy was taken.
If the source tablespace is dropped, its information can be retrieved by running a DML detail report on deletes from
SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE over the time range of the drop event. Otherwise, its information is still in the catalog.

Note:  Running DSN1PRINT and searching for HPGOBID gives you the DBID and PSID in hexadecimal format. See the
IBM DB2 Administration Guide for more details about the recovery information of dropped objects.

• FROM PSID
Specifies the PSID of the source tablespace where the image copy was taken.
If the source tablespace is dropped, its information can be retrieved by running a DML detail report on deletes from
SYSIBM.SYSTABLESPACE over the time range of the drop event. Otherwise, its information is still in the catalog.

Note:  Running DSN1PRINT and searching for HPGOBID gives you the DBID and PSID in hexadecimal format. See the
IBM DB2 Administration Guide for more details about the recovery information of dropped objects.

• TO DBNAME
Defines the database name or the selection criteria for the target tablespace.
This tablespace must be recreated ahead of time either by submitting the unaltered saved DDL or submitting the CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS DDL UNDO SQL generated around the drop event.
When a tablespace is selected, the complete DBNAME, TSNAME, DBID, and PSID is retrieved from the DB2 catalog. If
any table resides in the selected tablespace, its OBID is also retrieved and displayed under the TO_OBID column.

• TO TSNAME
Defines the tablespace name or the selection criteria for the target tablespace.
This tablespace must be recreated ahead of time either by submitting the unaltered saved DDL or submitting the CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS DDL UNDO SQL generated around the drop event.
When a tablespace is selected, the DBNAME, TSNAME, DBID, and PSID are retrieved from DB2 catalog. If any table
resides in the selected tablespace, its OBID is also retrieved and displayed under the TO_OBID column.

• Where
Specifies whether to use an extended query. The Where prompt contains two fields. The first field accepts an action code,
and the second field accepts an eight-character name of an extended query. The following action codes are valid:

• Y
Adds a new query or edits an existing query.

• S
Selects a query for execution. If no query name is specified, a listing appears so that you can select a query.

• N
Does not execute the Extended Query Facility (EQF). A space is also accepted.

• TO DBID
Defines the database identifier of the target tablespace. This tablespace must be recreated ahead of time either by
submitting the unaltered saved DDL or submitting the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS DDL UNDO SQL generated
around the drop event.
When a tablespace is selected, the DBNAME, TSNAME, DBID, and PSID are retrieved from the DB2 catalog. If any table
resides in the selected tablespace, its OBID is also retrieved and displayed under the TO_OBID column.

• TO PSID
Defines the page set identifier of the target tablespace. This tablespace must be recreated ahead of time either by submitting
the unaltered saved DDL or submitting the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS DDL UNDO SQL generated around the
drop event.
When a tablespace is selected, the DBNAME, TSNAME, DBID, and PSID are retrieved from the DB2 catalog. If any table
resides in the selected tablespace, its OBID is also retrieved and displayed under the TO_OBID column.

• Cmd
Lets you enter one of the following commands:

• I[n]

Inserts a blank line in the selection list. Use the parameter n, where n is a number from 1 to 9, to insert multiple lines.
• D[n]
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Deletes a line from the selection list. Use the parameter n, where n is a number from 1 to 9, to delete multiple lines.
• R[n]

Repeats the current line. Use the parameter n, where n is a number from 1 to 9, to repeat the line n times.
• FROM_OBID

Defines the table object identifier of the target table. Run a DML detail report on deletes from SYSIBM.SYSTABLES over
the time range of the drop event. This provides information about the dropped table including its OBID and table name.
Make sure the FROM_OBID is matched to its TO_OBID for the same table.

Note:  Running DSN1PRNT and searching for PGSOBD gives you the OBID in hexadecimal format. When there are
multiple tables in the source tablespace, there are multiple PGSOBDs. Matching the OBID to a particular table is not a
trivial task. For more information, see the IBM DB2 Administration Guide.

• TO_OBID
Defines the table object identifier of the target table. This target table must be recreated ahead of time either by submitting
the unaltered saved DDL or submitting the CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS DDL UNDO SQL generated around the
drop event.
When both TO_DBID and TO_PSID are populated, the OBID of tables residing in the tablespace are filled automatically.
If there are multiple tables in the tablespace, their OBIDs and table names are listed under the column of TO_OBID in the
descending order of their created timestamp.

• TO TBNAME
Is a read only field. This field is used to interpret the internal OBID.
When both TO_DBID and TO_PSID are populated, the OBID and table names of those tables residing in the target
tablespace are filled automatically (retrieved from SYSIBM.SYSTABLES). If there are multiple tables in the tablespace,
they are listed in a descending order of the created timestamp.

Step 2 Specify Optional Input Data Set Attributes

If you typed Y on the field next to Specify dataset attributes on the DSN1COPY Wizard main panel, the File Attributes
Specification panel appears.

If your copy data set is stored on DASD and cataloged, you can ignore the section Apply to non-cataloged or tape data sets
only.

The DSN1COPY wizard retrieves the DSSIZE value from the recreated target tablespace and assumes its value for the source
data set. If you omit the page size (PGSIZE), the DSN1COPY determines it from the header page of the input data set.

To specify the optional input data set attributes, complete the following fields:

• COPY DSN
Displays the COPY DSN you entered in the DSN1COPY Wizard main panel. This is a read only field.

• DEVTYPE
Specifies the DEVTYPE associated with the COPY DSN listed in the COPY DSN field. This information is used to build
the UNIT of SYSUT1 in the DSN1COPY statements.
You can obtain this information from a DML detail report on deletes from the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY for the dropped object.
If you leave this field blank, the default DASD device type 3390 is assumed.

• DSVOLSER
Specifies the DSVOLSER associated with the COPY DSN displayed on this panel. This information is used to build the
VOLSER of SYSUT1 in the DSN1COPY statements. You can enter up to five volsers.
See the following examples:

• One volser -- VOLSER1
• Five volsers -- VOLSER1,VOLSER2,VOLSER3,VOLSER4,VOLSER5

Use commas to separate multiple volsers, with no spaces between them.
You can obtain this information from a DML detail report on deletes from the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY for the dropped object.
If you leave this field blank, “none” is assumed.

• FILESEQNO
Specifies the FILESEQNO associated with the COPY DSN field on this panel. This information is used to build the
LABEL parameter of SYSUT1 in the DSN1COPY statements.
You can obtain this information from a DML detail report on deletes from SYSIBM.SYSCOPY for the dropped object.
If you leave this field blank, “none” is assumed.

• PGSIZE
Specifies the page size associated with the source tablespace where the image copy is being taken from.
If you do not specify the page size, DSN1COPY tries to determine the page size from the input data set if the first page of
the input data set is a header page.
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Leave this field blank unless that input data set is missing the header page or the page size value in the header page is
invalid.

• DSSIZE
Specifies the maximum data set size associated with the tablespace where the image copy is taken from. If you leave this
field blank, the DSN1COPY wizard retrieves the comparable DSSIZE from the target tablespace and uses it as the default.
If the source tablespace might have a different DSSIZE than the target tablespace, specify the correct value for the input
data set (source tablespace). Your DSSIZE specification overrides the default value.

Step 3 Generate the JCL Statements

After you specify the report options, you are ready to generate the JCL.

To generate the JCL statements, type Y (Yes) in the Generate DSN1COPY field on the DSN1COPY Wizard panel and press
Enter.

The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.

The JCL is now generated and can be submitted to the Batch Processor, saved to a data set, or previewed.

 Generating JCL Statements for the DSN1LOGP Report
The DSN1LOGP wizard generates the JCL statements to create a DSN1LOGP report. You can specify
the log source, log range, and specific URIDs to include in the report. After you generate the JCL
statements, you can submit them to JES for immediate report generation. You can also save them to a
data set for later submission.

The DSN1LOGP report displays the contents of the recovery log.

The DSN1LOGP wizard generates the JCL statements to create a DSN1LOGP report. You can specify the log source, log
range, and specific URIDs to include in the report. After you generate the JCL statements, you can submit them to JES for
immediate report generation. You can also save them to a data set for later submission.

Note:  You can use this wizard on subsystems that are not operational.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 7 (DSN1LOGP Wizard) from the main menu.
The DSN1LOGP Wizard panel appears.

2. Complete the following fields:

• Type Y (Yes) in the Generate DSN1LOGP field.
• Specify the bootstrap data set to use in the BSDS field. This field defaults to the current BSDS.
• Enter start and end ranges in the LOG PROCESSING RANGE fields.
• Specify the Units of Recovery (URIDs) to include in the report. Type I (Include) and press Enter to display a panel for

you to enter the URIDs. You can press PF3 (End) to return to the DSN1LOGP Wizard panel.

Note:  You can only include URIDs for the report. You cannot exclude URIDs.
• Specify the log source to use for the report. Type Y (Yes) in the Change Source field and press Enter to display a list of

log sources.

• For a nondata-sharing environment, select BSDS.
• For a data-sharing environment, select GROUP.
• For user-specified logs, select LOGS.

• (Optional) Select the data-sharing members to include in the report. (You can select members only if you select
GROUP for the log source.) Type Y (Yes) in the Select Members field and press Enter to display a list of members to
select from.

• (Optional) Specify the log data sets to use for the report. (You can select logs only if you select LOGS for the log
source.) Type S (Select) in the Option field and press Enter to display the Log Inventory List panel. You can use this
panel to select the log data sets.

Press Enter.
The Batch JCL Specification panel appears.

3. Type J (JES) or D (Dataset) in the Destination field, enter other options as needed, and press Enter.

• If you specified JES as your destination, the job is submitted to JES. The job output appears in the appropriate queue
when it has completed.

• If you specified a data set as your destination, the job is saved to the selected data set for later submission.
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5 Reference

This section provides description of reports and the syntax reference of control statements used in .

This section provides description of reports and the syntax reference of control statements used in CA Log Analyzer™ for
DB2 for z/OS.

• Reports Quick Reference
• Log Analyzer Control Statements
• Filter Expression
• Log Apply Control Statements
• DSN1COPY Control Statements
• Support of Clone Tables
• Parmlib Options

Warning:  Because certain reporting and other features access underlying data or control statements, the following
sections are restricted to CA Technologies customers with CA Online Support login access. To see all articles, log into
the wiki by clicking Login in the upper-right corner and enter your CA Support Online credentials.

 Reports Quick Reference
 provides following reports. Click the report title to see detail information about each report.

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS provides following reports. Click the report title to see detail information about each
report.

 DDL Activity Report Description
 

The DDL Activity report provides information about the object changes recorded in the DB2 logs. For example, you can
generate a report that shows all creates, alters, and drops that occurred on your subsystem in the past 24 hours.

 

You control the level of detail that is provided in the report:

• The summary report summarizes the number of changes that occurred for each object type.
• The totals report provides the total number of object changes that occurred.
• The detail report shows detailed column data for each catalog table that is updated.
• The object report shows each object that was created, altered, or dropped.

Contents

DDL Activity Report Common Sections

All DDL activity reports include a set of common sections. However, these sections appear only when you write the report to a
data set or to SYSOUT. These sections do not appear when the report is generated online for display at your terminal.

Note:  The sections that are specific to your selected report type (for example, summary or detailed) appear after the parmlib
options. These report-specific sections always appear, regardless of where the report is written.

The following sections are included in all DDL activity reports:

• LOG PROCESSING RANGE

Identifies the log range that was processed to generate the report. You specified the log range on the Report Source
Specifications panel.

• REPORT OPTIONS

Identifies the report options (such as output format and level of detail) that you selected on the Report Options panel.
• SOURCE OPTIONS

Identifies the DB2 log and table sources that were used to generate the report. You specified which sources to use on the
Report Source Specifications panel.

• LOG EXTRACT FILE INFORMATION
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Identifies the log extract file and Batch Processor statements that were used to generate the report. You specified a
destination for the extract and its control file on the Process Log - Output Specifications panel. These files are created
whenever you use the BSDS or specific log data sets as the source of log data. You specified your batch execution
parameters on the Batch JCL Specification panel.

This report section also provides the following information about the extract file:

• PLA determined DB2 High log point
Identifies the highest log point that CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS has determined was written to the log when
the extract file was generated.

• PLR determined DB2 High log point
Identifies the highest log point the log reader has determined was written to the log when the extract file was generated.

• High Processed DB2 log point
Identifies the log point of the highest UR that was encountered within the log processing range.

• PARMLIB OPTIONS

Identifies the highlevel.CDBAPARM(PLA) options that were in effect when you generated the report.
• INDEX

Appears at the end of the report. If multiple reports are generated, the index appears after the last report. The index
identifies each report that has been generated, the subheadings for each report, and their corresponding page numbers.

For DDL activity reports, the index also shows the specified sort order for each report.

DDL Activity Summary Report Description

A DDL Activity Summary report summarizes the number of objects that were created, altered, and dropped during the
specified log range. The report groups these updates by Unit of Recovery (UR).

A DDL Activity Summary report provides the following information, in the order shown:

• The common report sections.
• The activity summary, which shows the following information:

• The UR information for each set of object activity shown in the report. The number of creates, drops, and alters that
occurred for each object type within that UR appears after the UR information.

• If you specified I (Include) in the Grant/Revoke field on the report options panel, this section also summarizes the grant
and revoke activity within that UR.

• If you specified I (Include) in the Bind/Rebind field on the report options panel, this section also summarizes the bind
and rebind activity within that UR.

• The summary totals, showing the total number of creates, drops, and alters that occurred across all URs in the specified log
range. This section can also show the total number of grants, revokes, binds, and rebinds that occurred during the log range.

Note:  You can generate a separate, standalone report by specifying T (Totals) in the Level of Detail field on the report
options panel.

DDL Activity Totals Report Description

A DDL Activity Totals report shows the total number of object updates (creates, drops, and alters) that occurred during the
specified log range.

Note:  This report is identical to the summary totals section of the DDL Activity Summary report.

A DDL Activity Totals report provides the following information, in the order shown:

• The common report sections.
• The update totals, showing the total number of object updates (creates, drops, and alters) that occurred across all URs in the

specified log range.
If you specified I (Include) in the Grant/Revoke field on the report options panel, this report also summarizes the grant and
revoke activity within that UR.
If you specified I (Include) in the Bind/Rebind field on the report options panel, this report also summarizes the bind and
rebind activity within that UR.

DDL Activity Detail Report Description

A DDL Activity Detail report shows detailed column data for each catalog table that is updated. These updates can occur due
to CREATE, DROP, ALTER, GRANT, REVOKE, BIND, REBIND, and FREE statements. The report groups the column data
by Unit of Recovery (UR) and then by catalog table.

A DDL Activity Detail report provides the following information, in the order shown:
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• The common report sections.
• The detail report section, which organizes the information by UR. The following information is shown for each UR:

• Detailed information about that UR.
• Specific column data for the catalog table.
• The objects that were updated within that UR.
• The change that occurred for each object (alter, create, or drop). If you specified I (Include) in the Grant/Revoke field

on the report options panel, this section also shows any grants and revokes for each object. If you specified I (Include)
in the Bind/Rebind field on the report options panel, this section also shows any binds and rebinds for each object.

Note:  You can generate a separate, standalone object report by specifying O (Object) in the Level of Detail field on the
report options panel.

DDL Activity Object Report Description

A DDL Activity Object report shows each DB2 object that was created, altered, or dropped during the specified log range.

Note:  This report is similar to the DDL Activity Detail report, but does not include the column data for the associated catalog
table.

A DDL Activity Object report provides the following information, in the order shown:

• The common report sections.
• The object report section, which displays the following information for each UR:

• Detailed information about that UR.
• The objects that were updated within that UR.
• The change that occurred for each DB2 object (alter, create, or drop). If you specified I (Include) in the Grant/Revoke

field on the report options panel, this section also shows any grants and revokes for each object. If you specified I
(Include) in the Bind/Rebind field on the report options panel, this section also shows any binds and rebinds for each
object.

 DML Activity Report Description
You control the level of detail that is provided in the report:

The DML Activity reports provide information about the inserts, updates, and deletes that occurred on your DB2 subsystem
during a specified range.

To prevent job failures, run the DML Activity and DDL Activity reports in separate job steps.

You control the level of detail that is provided in the report:

• The summary report summarizes the number of changes that occurred to each table.
• The totals report provides the total number of changes that occurred to all of the specified tables.
• The detail and image copy reports show a before-and-after row image for each change.

Note:  These two reports differ only in the data that is used to construct the row images. The detail report uses the DB2
logs to construct the row images. The image copy report uses both DB2 logs and image copies to construct the images.

• The key detail report is identical to the detail report, except it also shows the key columns for the tables.
• The update report is a streamlined version of the key detail report that shows only the changed columns instead of showing

the entire row.
• The subsequent update report is generated together with one of the preceding reports. This report shows any table changes

that occurred after the log range specified in the preceding report.

Contents

Common DML Activity Report Sections

All DML activity reports include a set of common sections. However, these sections appear only when you write the report to a
data set or to SYSOUT. These sections do not appear when the report is generated online for display at your terminal.

Note:  The sections that are specific to your selected report type (for example, summary or detailed) appear after the parmlib
options. These report-specific sections always appear, regardless of where the report is written.

The following sections are included in all DML activity reports:

• LOG PROCESSING RANGEIdentifies the log range that was processed to generate the report. You specified the log
range on the Report Source Specifications panel.
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• REPORT OPTIONSIdentifies the report options (such as output format and level of detail) that you selected on the
Report Options panel.

• SOURCE OPTIONSIdentifies the DB2 log and table sources that were used to generate the report. You specified which
sources to use on the Report Source Specifications panel.

• LOG EXTRACT FILE INFORMATIONIdentifies the log extract file and Batch Processor statements that were
used to generate the report. You specified a destination for the extract and its control file on the Process Log - Output
Specifications panel. These files are created whenever you use the BSDS or specific log data sets as the source of log data.
You specified your batch execution parameters on the Batch JCL Specification panel.
This report section also provides the following information about the extract file:

• PLA determined DB2 High log pointIdentifies the highest log point that CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS has
determined was written to the log when the extract file was generated.

• PLR determined DB2 High log pointIdentifies the highest log point the log reader has determined was written to the
log when the extract file was generated.

• High Processed DB2 log pointIdentifies the log point of the highest UR that was encountered within the log processing
range.

• PARMLIB OPTIONSIdentifies the highlevel.CDBAPARM(PLA) options that were in effect when you generated the
report.

• For DML activity reports, the index also shows the specified sort order for each report.

DML Activity Summary Report Description

A DML Activity Summary report summarizes the number of updates, deletes, and inserts that occurred for the specified
objects during a specified log range. The report is sorted by the value you specified in the Order Output By field on the Report
Options field. For example, if you specify Order Output By => T (table name), the report groups the information by table.

This report provides the following information, in the order shown:

• The common report sections.
• The activity summary, which shows the following information:

• The UR information for each set of object activity shown in the report.
• The number of updates, deletes, and inserts that occurred for each object within that UR.
• The number of updates, deletes, and inserts that were made to compensate for a previous update within the URID, or to

maintain referential integrity.
• The summary totals, showing the total number of updates, deletes, and inserts that occurred to all of the objects in the

report.

DML Activity Totals Report Description

A DML Activity Totals report shows the total number of inserts, updates, and deletes that occurred during the specified log
range.

This report provides the following information, in the order shown:

• The common report sections.
• The activity totals, showing the total number of inserts, updates, and deletes that occurred to the specified tables during the

specified log range.

DML Activity Detail Report Description

A DML Activity Detail report shows a before and after-image for each update, delete, and insert that occurred during the
specified log processing range.

Note:  This report uses only log data to construct the before and after-images of the changed rows. The DML Activity Image
Copy Detail report uses both log data and image copy data sets to construct these images.

This report provides the following information, in the order shown:

• The common report sections.
• The summary report section, which shows the before and after-image for each update, delete and insert.

• If any log data is missing, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS formats the available data and it represents the missing
characters with asterisks.

• If CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS cannot determine the log data format, it displays the before and after-images
in hexadecimal format. When possible, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS also displays the hex data as printable
EBCDIC characters.
The following conditions can inhibit the ability to format log data:
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• Table definition -- When a table definition cannot be found for the DBID and OBID recorded in the log, the table
name, creator, database, and tablespace fields remain blank.

• Unformatted hex display -- When nondisplayable hex data is found in a character type data column, the displayable
data precedes the unformatted hex display.

• Variable-length column -- When a variable-length column appears before the last changed byte recorded in the log,
the beginning offsets for columns cannot be determined. The length of the variable column is unknown.

• Sign byte -- When a sign byte for numeric data is missing from the log, the displayable portion of the data precedes
the unformatted hex display.

• Compressed log records -- When the log contains compressed data and the compression dictionary has been rebuilt,
the compression dictionary is unavailable.

• Changes that DB2 initiated to maintain referential integrity are identified with the comment "Due to RI constraints."
• SQL that was generated through a trigger is identified with the comment "Triggered SQL."
• Compensation log records that DB2 wrote to reverse changes that would cause error conditions are identified with the

comment "Compensation record-logged."
• Unqualified deletes cannot be displayed or reconstructed because the log records no longer exist. Instead, the report

displays a message that unqualified deletes have been detected.

DML Activity Image Copy Detail Report Description

A DML Activity Image Copy Detail report displays the same information as a DML Activity Detail report. However, the
Image Copy Detail report uses both log data and image copy data sets to construct a full before and after-image of each row.
Selecting the Image Copy Detail report eliminates most of the hexadecimal format data that is shown on the DML Activity
Detail report. A hexadecimal listing of the update appears only if an image copy is not available to reconstruct a row.

DML Activity Key Detail Report Description

A DML Activity Key Detail report is identical to the DML Activity Detail report except it also displays the key columns for
the tables. Key columns are displayed only for updates, because DB2 does not typically record the entire row when logging an
update. DB2 does, however, log the entire row for inserts and deletes, therefore the key column information is not displayed
separately. If you want DB2 to log full row images for updates, enable DATA CAPTURE CHANGES for that table.

DML Activity Update Report Description

A DML Activity Update Report is a streamlined version of a DML Activity Key Detail Report. Instead of showing the entire
row, this report shows only key columns (if defined) and changed columns. As with the Key Detail Report, key columns are
shown only for updates, and not for inserts or deletes. If the key columns are unchanged or the table is defined with DATA
CAPTURE NONE, no key column information is logged or displayed. Also, this report does not include a report header
section at each page break or a report index.

DML Activity Subsequent Update Report Description

A DML Activity Subsequent Update Report identifies the inserts, updates, and deletes that occurred after the requested log
range. If you selected S (Summary) as the level of detail, the report shows only the number of table changes. If you selected D
(Detail), the report shows the before and after data for each table change.

Note:  This report is always produced together with another DML Activity Report. You generate this report by specifying Y
(Yes) specified in the Subsequent Opts field on the DML Activity Report Options panel.

 Dropped Object Tracking Report
The Dropped Object Tracking (DOT) report scans the DB2 log for information about objects that were
dropped within a specified log range. This information is saved to the DOT repository. You can use the
DOT repository with the DML Activity report to report on the objects in the repository. The DOT report
is not usable with the other reports.

The Dropped Object Tracking (DOT) report scans the DB2 log for information about objects that were dropped within a
specified log range. This information is saved to the DOT repository. You can use the DOT repository with the DML Activity
report to report on the objects in the repository. The DOT report is not usable with the other reports.

Note:

Information is collected only for objects that were dropped in the log range you specified. If the object is in a dropped state but
the object was not dropped in the specified log range, information about that object is not collected.

Create a Template for the DOT Report Control Card
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Prerequisites:

• An allocated partitioned data set with at least one member

You cannot automatically generate this control statement through the panels. Instead, generate a control card for the DDL
Activity Report and manually replace the DDLREPT control statement with the DOTREPT control statement. To avoid this
process each time you run the DOTREPT, save the control card to use as a template.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Process Log from the Main Menu and press Enter.
The Report Specification panel appears. 

2. Select DDL Activity and press Enter.
The DDL Activity Report Options panel appears.

3. Complete the following fields:

• Type D (Redo DDL) in the Output Format field.
• Type D (Detail) in the Level of Detail field.

4. Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Report Source Specification panel appears.
5. Specify the log data to scan by entering the starting and ending parameters under LOG PROCESSING RANGE and the

data sources to use under SOURCE OPTIONS.

Note:

: To enter a log label name or a date/time expression that exceeds the field length in the panel, enter a slash (/) in the field
and press Enter. The expanded field pops up. Enter the value in the field and press PF3 (End).

6. Press PF3 (End).
The Output Specifications panel appears.

7. (Optional) Specify the options for the log extract file.
8. In the Data Set Name field, enter the data set name.
9. Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Report Submissions Screen panel appears. 
10. Type B (Batch) in the Execution Parameter field and press enter.

The Batch JCL Specification Panel opens.
11. Type P (Preview) in Destination field.
12. Type the name of the JOB statement in Job Card Specification field and press Enter.

A preview of the JCL appears. 
13. Remove the following control statements and their related parameters from the preview JCL:

• .ALLOC FI(LADLOB)
• .FREE  FI(LADLOB)

14. (Optional)  Add the STRATEGY control statement to the control card. To resume a strategy, also specify RESUME in the 
Log Processing Parameters. 

15. Manually replace the DDLREPT control statement and its related parameters with the DOTREPT control statement.

Example: Control Card Built for the DOT ReportThe following example shows the syntax for the DOT Report
control card.

.ALLOC FI(LADXTRCT)                                             
{Data Set Allocation Options}                                
.ALLOC FI(LADXCNTL)                                             
{Data Set Allocation Options}                               
.ALLOC FI(LADDDL)                                                
{Data Set Allocation Options}                  

.CALL LOG.DATA SSID = (SSID)
[STRATEGY = (ssid,strategy-creator,strategy-name,   
 SAVE,RETAIN(nn,SCRATCH))]
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{Start and End Log Processing Range}{Log Processing
 Parameters} DOTREPT = {([TABLES (creator1.name1,
 creator2.name2, ...)])}

 EXTRACT  = (FILTER|ALL).ENDDATA

.FREE FI(LADXTRCT).FREE FI(LADXCNTL).FREE FI(LADDDL)

16. (Optional) Enter submit in the command line.
The control card submits and the repository is populated with the list of dropped objects. You can find the objects that the
report adds to the repository in the DDL output of the report.

17. Press PF3 (End)
The Batch JCL Specification Panel opens.

18. Type D in Destination field.
19. Under Output JCL Data Set Specifications, enter the name of the data set and the member. Press Enter.

The control card is written to the specified data set member.

Populate the DOT Repository

To populate the DOT Repository with dropped objects, submit the control card for the DOT Report. You can either create the
control card or submit a control card that you previously saved to a data set. The DOT repository populates with information
about objects that were dropped during the specified log range. 

Use the DOT Repository

Before the DML Activity report can process log records for objects that are stored in the DOT repository, you must manually
add REPOSTRY (YES) to the DML Activity Report control card. If the objects had activity in the long range you specify, the
DML Activity report processes the objects.

Follow these steps:

1. Select 1 (Process Log) from the Main Menu and press Enter.
The Report Specification panel appears.

2. Select DML Activity and press Enter.
The DML Activity Report Options panel appears.

3. Select the appropriate options. The following settings are required for SQL generation:

• Output Format: S (RedoSQL) or U (UndoSQL).
• Level of Detail: D (Detail) or I (Image copy). If the tables do not have DATA CAPTURE CHANGES enabled, we

recommend specifying I.

If your tables include LOB columns, also specify I (Include) in the LOB Column Data field.
4. Press PF3 (End) repeatedly until the Report Source Specification panel appears.
5. Specify the log data to analyze by entering the starting and ending parameters under LOG PROCESSING RANGE and

the data sources to use under SOURCE OPTIONS.

Note:

: To enter a log label name or a date/time expression that exceeds the field length in the panel, enter a slash (/) in the field
and press Enter. The expanded field pops up. Enter the value in the field and press PF3 (End).

6.  Press PF3 (End).
The Output Specifications panel appears.

7. Define the specifications for the generated output.
Press PF3 (End).
A second Output Specifications panel appears.

8. (Optional) Enter a data set name for the LOB file. This step is necessary only when you process LOB columns.
Press PF3 (End).
The Report Submission panel appears.

9. Type B (Batch) in the Execution Parameter field and press enter.
The Batch JCL Specification Panel opens.

10. Type P (Preview) in Destination field.
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11. Type the name of the JOB statement in Job Card Specification field and press Enter.
A preview of the JCL appears. 

12. Insert the REPOSTRY (YES) parameter into the DMLREPT control statement.
Example: Insert the REPOSTRY keyword to the DMLREPT control statementThe following example specifies
REPOSTRY(YES) for the DMLREPT control statement.

DMLREPT  = (LEVEL    (IMAGCOPY)
           ,REPOSTRY (YES)     
           ,ROLLBACK (INCLUDE) 
           ,CATALOG  (EXCLUDE) 
           ,DSNDB01  (EXCLUDE) 
           ,UNDEFTB  (INCLUDE) 
           ,LOBDATA  (INCLUDE) 
           ,XMLDATA  (EXCLUDE) 
           ,OPTS     (YES)     
           ,ORDERBY  (URID)    
           ,DISCARDS (0)       
           ,HEXDATA  (NO)       

13. Enter submit in the command line.
The control card submits and the report is generated. Objects in the repository are processed in the report.

DOT Repository Objects

The following list contains the tables and associated indexes that the DOT report uses to store information about dropped
objects:

• PTI.PTPLA_DOT_SYSTABLES_0101
This table stores values from SYSTABLES and SYSTABLESPACE delete records. This table contains the column
END_IDENT, which stores the RBA or LRSN of the SYSTABLES delete record. END_IDENT is used as a foreign key
for all the other DOT repository tables.

• PTI.PTPLA_DOT_SYSTABLESIX_0101This index is for the PTPLA_DOT_SYSTABLES_0101 table.
• PTI.PTPLA_DOT_SYSCOLUMNS_0101

This table stores values from SYSCOLUMNS delete records.
• PTI.PTPLA_DOT_SYSCOLUMNSIX_0101This index is for the PTPLA_DOT_SYSCOLUMNS_0101 table.
• PTI.PTPLA_DOT_DATA_0101This table stores information about dictionaries, image copies, or delete records

from SYSOBDS.
• PTI.PTPLA_DOT_DATAIX_0101This index is for the PTPLA_DOT_DATA_0101 table.

Delete Old Repository Objects

Objects added to the repository stay in the repository until removed. When you remove objects from the repository, we
recommend that you remove only the objects that are no longer covered by log data sets. Use the SQL DELETE statement on
the PTI.PTPLA_DOT_SYSTABLES_0101 table to delete complete objects from the repository. Deleting the object in this
way cascades the deletion to the other DOT repository tables.

Example: DELETE Statement for Repository Objects

DELETE FROM PTI.PTPLA_DOT_SYSTABLES_0101 WHERE END_IDENT <
 X'00000000112233445566'
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 Commit Frequency Report Description
A Commit Frequency report shows how frequently commits are performed in relation to the number of
updates made.

A Commit Frequency report shows how frequently commits are performed in relation to the number of updates made.

This report provides the following information, in the order shown:

• LOG PROCESSING RANGE

Identifies the log range that was processed to generate the report. You specified the log range on the Report Source
Specifications panel.

• REPORT OPTIONS

Identifies the report options (such as output format and level of detail) that you selected on the Report Options panel.
• SOURCE OPTIONS

Identifies the DB2 log and table sources that were used to generate the report. You specified which sources to use on the
Report Source Specifications panel.

• LOG EXTRACT FILE INFORMATION

Identifies the log extract file and Batch Processor statements that were used to generate the report. You specified a
destination for the extract and its control file on the Process Log - Output Specifications panel. These files are created
whenever you use the BSDS or specific log data sets as the source of log data. You specified your batch execution
parameters on the Batch JCL Specification panel.

This report section also provides the following information about the extract file:

• PLA determined DB2 High log point
Identifies the highest log point that CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS has determined was written to the log when
the extract file was generated.

• PLR determined DB2 High log point
Identifies the highest log point the log reader has determined was written to the log when the extract file was generated.

• High Processed DB2 log point
Identifies the log point of the highest UR that was encountered within the log processing range. 

Note: This section appears only when you write the report to a data set or to SYSOUT. This section does not appear when
the report is generated online for display at your terminal.

• LOG REPORTING OPTIONS SUMMARY

Shows the Batch Processor statements that were used to generate the report.  

Note: This section appears only when you write the report to a data set or to SYSOUT. This section does not appear when
the report is generated online for display at your terminal.

• PARMLIB OPTIONS

Identifies the highlevel.CDBAPARM(PLA) options that were in effect when you generated the report.
• If you selected Summary as your level of detail on the Commit Report Options panel, the commit frequency summary

appears next. This section shows the following information:

• A list of plans that exceeded the specified number of updates within a single commit scope. You specified this number
in the Commit Threshold field on the Commit Report Options panel.

• For each plan, the average, maximum, and minimum number of updates that occurred within the scope of a single
commit.

• The number of URIDs that were processed and the number of URIDs that exceeded the commit threshold.
• If you selected Detail as your level of detail on the Commit Report Options panel, the detailed report section appears next.

This section shows detailed information about each URID that exceeded the commit threshold. The report lists the URIDs
from the highest number of updates to the lowest. The following information is shown for each UR:

• The associated plan that exceeded the commit threshold.
• The number of updates that took place and the number of those updates that were performed to maintain RI.
• Detailed information about the UR.

 Image Copy Frequency Report Description
Contents

An Image Copy Frequency report shows the tablespaces that exceeded a specified number of updates between image copies.
Having too many updates between image copies can affect the recoverability of your tablespaces.
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Contents

Image Copy Frequency Report Description

This report provides the following information, in the order shown:

• LOG EXTRACT FILE INFORMATION

Identifies the log extract file and Batch Processor statements that were used to generate the report. You specified a
destination for the extract and its control file on the Process Log - Output Specifications panel. These files are created
whenever you use the BSDS or specific log data sets as the source of log data. You specified your batch execution
parameters on the Batch JCL Specification panel.

This report section also provides the following information about the extract file:

• PLA determined DB2 High log point
Identifies the highest log point that CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS has determined was written to the log when
the extract file was generated.

• PLR determined DB2 High log point
Identifies the highest log point the log reader has determined was written to the log when the extract file was generated.

• High Processed DB2 log point
Identifies the log point of the highest UR that was encountered within the log processing range.

 

Note: This section appears only when you write the report to a data set or to SYSOUT. This section does not appear when
the report is generated online for display at your terminal.

• LOG REPORTING OPTIONS SUMMARY

Shows the Batch Processor statements that were used to generate the report. 

 

Note: This section appears only when you write the report to a data set or to SYSOUT. This section does not appear when
the report is generated online for display at your terminal.

• PARMLIB OPTIONS

Identifies the highlevel.CDBAPARM(PLA) options that were in effect when you generated the report.
• The image copy frequency section appears next, displaying the following information:

• The update threshold that you selected and the log range that was processed to generate the report. You specified
the threshold on the Copy Report Options panel. You specified the log processing range on the Report Source
Specifications panel.

Note:  This report description refers to the log processing range, the exception range, and the recovery range. The log
processing range refers to the starting and ending log points that you specified on the Report Source Specifications
panel. The exception range refers to portions of the log between image copies where the number of updates exceeds
the specified threshold. This report focuses on the parts of the exception range that overlap the log processing range.
The recovery range is similar to the exception range, but it refers to the portions of the log between image copies of
tablespace partitions.

• Each tablespace that exceeded the update threshold appears in this section. The following information appears beneath
each tablespace:

• Max Changes to Recover
Identifies the maximum number of changes that would be recovered by a Point in Time recovery to any point
within the exception range. These changes include inserts, updates, and deletes. This number can be an extrapolated
number if the entire exception range does not fall within the specified log processing range.

• Changes Encountered
Identifies the number of inserts, updates, and deletes in the portion of the exception range that falls within the
specified log processing range.

• Extrapolated Changes
Identifies the extrapolated value for inserts, updates, and deletes within the exception range. This value is based on
the update activity and the amount of the exception range that falls within the specified log processing range. If the
entire exception range falls within the log range, this number is the same as Changes Encountered.

• Starting Image Copy
Identifies the last image copy that was taken before the tablespace exceeded the threshold value. The date and
time and the start RBA of the image copy are shown. The date and time are taken from the TIMESTAMP column
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in SYSCOPY. The start RBA is taken from the START_RBA column in SYSCOPY. If no prior image copy is
registered in SYSCOPY, START OF LOG is shown to represent the beginning of the log.

• Ending Image Copy
Identifies the image copy that brings the tablespace below the threshold value. The date and time and the start
RBA of the image copy are shown. The date and time are taken from the TIMESTAMP column in SYSCOPY.
The start RBA is taken from the START_RBA column in SYSCOPY. If no subsequent image copy is registered in
SYSCOPY, END OF LOG is shown to represent the end of the log.

• Range Processed
Identifies the starting and ending log points for the portion of the exception range that was processed. This section
also shows the percent of the exception range that fell within the specified log processing range.

If a tablespace is partitioned, the partition detail header appears beneath the preceding fields, with the following
information:

• Partition
Identifies the partition number.

• Max Changes to Recover
Identifies the maximum number of changes that would be recovered by a Point in Time recovery to any point within
the exception range. These changes include inserts, updates, and deletes.

• Changes Encountered
Identifies the number of inserts, updates, and deletes to this partition in the portion of the exception range that falls
within the log range.

• Extrapolated Changes
Identifies the extrapolated value for inserts, updates, and deletes to this partition within the exception range. This
value is based on the update activity and the amount of the exception range that falls within the specified log
processing range. If the entire exception range falls within the log range, this number is the same as Changes
Encountered.

If a tablespace is partitioned, the partition recovery ranges appear next. These ranges are the log ranges between image
copies of this partition. The image copies can be either DSNUM ALL or DSNUM partno. All partition recovery ranges
that overlap the exception range are listed here.

• Recovery Range Start
Identifies the date and time and the start RBA of the first image copy for the partition. The date and time are
taken from the TIMESTAMP column in SYSCOPY. The start RBA is taken from the START_RBA column in
SYSCOPY. If no prior image copy for this partition is registered in SYSCOPY, START OF LOG is shown to
represent the beginning of the log.
Note: An asterisk preceding the value indicates that this log point is also the start of the exception range.

• Recovery Range End
Identifies the date and time and the start RBA of the last image copy for the partition. The date and time are
taken from the TIMESTAMP column in SYSCOPY. The start RBA is taken from the START_RBA column in
SYSCOPY. If no subsequent image copy for this partition is registered in SYSCOPY, END OF LOG is shown to
represent the end of the log.
Note: An asterisk following the value indicates that this log point is also the end of the exception range.

• Number of Changes Encountered
Identifies the number of changes to this partition in the portion of the recovery range that falls within the specified
log processing range. These changes include inserts, updates, and deletes. This value can differ from the number of
changes within the exception range, which is given in the partition detail header.

• Percent of Log Processed
Identifies the percentage of the recovery range that falls within the specified log processing range. This value is
calculated to one one-hundredth of a percent.

• Extrapolated Number of Changes
Identifies the extrapolated value for inserts, updates, and deletes to this partition within the recovery range. This
value is based on the update activity and the amount of recovery range that falls within the specified log processing
range. If the entire range falls within the log range, this number is the same as Number of Changes Encountered.

• INDEXAppears at the end of the report. If multiple reports are generated, the index appears after the last report. The index
identifies each report that has been generated, the subheadings for each report, and their corresponding page numbers.

How Extrapolated Changes are Calculated

An Image Copy Frequency report refers to more than one type of range. The log processing range refers to the starting and
ending log points that you specified on the Report Source Specifications panel. The exception range refers to portions of the
log between image copies where the number of updates exceeds the specified threshold. This report focuses on the parts of the
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exception range that overlap the log processing range. When the log range contains a portion of an exception range, CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS extrapolates the number of changes that occurred in the entire exception range.

The extrapolation takes into account the actual number of changes that were read. The extrapolation also considers the percent
of the exception range that fell within the log processing range. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS assumes that the
frequency of changes is consistent with the actual changes that were read. For partitioned objects, the extrapolations are based
on the log section between the beginning of the log range and the first tablespace image copy. The DSNUM value of the image
copy does not matter.

The following illustration shows a portion of the log. The RBA (Relative Byte Address) is shown in decimal. Actual RBAs are
six-byte or 10-byte hexadecimal numbers. The extrapolated numbers appear in < >.

If an exception range exists between image copies #1 and #4, the percentage of the exception range that falls within the log
range is calculated using the following formula:

log processing range (RBA 100 to 250) / exception range (RBA 50 to 300)=60.00%

Note:  This percentage appears in the Image Copy Frequency report in the Range Processed fields.

The extrapolated changes for the log range from RBA 50 to 100are calculated based on the number of updates between the
start of the range and the next image copy. In partition 1, 10 changes occurred between the start of the log range (RBA 100)
and the next image copy (image copy #2). To extrapolate the number of changes that occurred between image copies #1 and
#2, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS uses the following formula:

10 changes (for part 1) * entire range between copies (RBA 50 to RBA 150) / processed log range (RBA to RBA 150) = 20 changes.

The same formula is used for partition 2, even though image copy #2 is for partition 1, giving 200 changes. CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS extrapolates based on the update frequency closest to the range to limit the effect of changing
table usage over time.

To maintain consistency, the individual partition recovery ranges use the same extrapolated update counts as the entire
exception range. However,Percent of Log Processed is calculated based on the range between copies for the individual
partition. For the partition 2 recovery range starting at copy #2 and ending at copy #4, the Number of Changes Encountered
is 300. The Percent of Log Processed is the processed range (RBA 150 to RBA 250) divided by the whole range (RBA 150 to
300), yielding 66.67 percent. However, the Extrapolated Number of Changes is 500.

Note:  The Extrapolated Number of Changes multiplied by the Percent of Log Processed does not equal the Number of
Changes Encountered. As shown in the illustration, the number of changes to partition 1 appears to be increasing with time. As
such, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS extrapolates based on the update frequency closest to the unprocessed range.
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 Rollback Activity Report Description
The Rollback Activity report monitors how frequently your applications request DB2 rollbacks.
Monitoring how often updates are rolled back can provide insight into the efficiency of the system and its
applications. For example, you can generate a report that shows rollbacks in ascending URID sequence.
This sequence correlates to the date and time the rollback occurred. This information can be helpful in
identifying trends where frequent rollbacks can occur during periods of heavy system use.

The Rollback Activity report monitors how frequently your applications request DB2 rollbacks. Monitoring how often updates
are rolled back can provide insight into the efficiency of the system and its applications. For example, you can generate a
report that shows rollbacks in ascending URID sequence. This sequence correlates to the date and time the rollback occurred.
This information can be helpful in identifying trends where frequent rollbacks can occur during periods of heavy system use.

This report provides the following information, in the order shown:

• LOG PROCESSING RANGE

Identifies the log range that was processed to generate the report. You specified the log range on the Report Source
Specifications panel.

• REPORT OPTIONS

Identifies the report options (such as output format and level of detail) that you selected on the Report Options panel.
• SOURCE OPTIONS

Identifies the DB2 log and table sources that were used to generate the report. You specified which sources to use on the
Report Source Specifications panel.

• LOG EXTRACT FILE INFORMATION

Identifies the log extract file and Batch Processor statements that were used to generate the report. You specified a
destination for the extract and its control file on the Process Log - Output Specifications panel. These files are created
whenever you use the BSDS or specific log data sets as the source of log data. You specified your batch execution
parameters on the Batch JCL Specification panel.

This report section also provides the following information about the extract file:

• PLA determined DB2 High log point
Identifies the highest log point that CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS has determined was written to the log when
the extract file was generated.

• PLR determined DB2 High log point
Identifies the highest log point the log reader has determined was written to the log when the extract file was generated.

• High Processed DB2 log point
Identifies the log point of the highest UR that was encountered within the log processing range.

 

Note: This section appears only when you write the report to a data set or to SYSOUT. This section does not appear when
the report is generated online for display at your terminal.

• LOG REPORTING OPTIONS SUMMARY

Shows the Batch Processor statements that were used to generate the report. 

 

Note: This section appears only when you write the report to a data set or to SYSOUT. This section does not appear when
the report is generated online for display at your terminal.

• PARMLIB OPTIONS

Identifies the highlevel.CDBAPARM(PLA) options that were in effect when you generated the report.
• If you selected Summary as your level of detail on the Rollback Report Options panel, the rollback summary appears next.

This section shows the following information:

• A summary of the rollbacks that occurred, ordered by plan or primary authorization ID (depending on the report option
you selected).

• The correlation identifier that performed each rollback. This identifier is associated with the DB2 thread. For batch jobs,
it is the job name. For TSO, it is the TSO ID of the user.

• The number of URs (units of recovery) that were rolled back for each plan or primary authorization ID.
• If you selected Detail as your level of detail on the Rollback Report Options panel, the detailed report section appears

next. This section shows detailed information about the rollbacks that occurred. The report is ordered by plan, primary
authorization ID, or URID (depending on the report option you selected). This section shows the date and time that each
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rollback occurred. This section also shows the correlation identifier that performed each rollback and the connection ID that
was processing the rolled back unit of work.

 
Note: The Number of Updates Rolled Back field can show more updates than expected. This discrepancy occurs because
each SQL statement, when executed, can generate several physical log records. This field does not show the number of
SQL statements that were rolled back. Instead, it shows the number of physical log records that occur before the log record
signaling that the UR is being aborted.

 CDC Analysis Report Description
Contents

The Change Data Capture (CDC) Analysis report shows how enabling or disabling DATA CAPTURE CHANGES changes the
amount of data that is written to the log. You can also use this report to determine when a data capture attribute was changed,
and what transactions occurred during that data capture status.

Contents

Common CDC Activity Report Sections

All CDC activity reports include a set of common sections. However, these sections appear only when you write the report to a
data set or to SYSOUT. These sections do not appear when the report is generated online for display at your terminal.

Note:  The sections that are specific to your selected report type (for example, summary or detailed) appear after the parmlib
options. These report-specific sections always appear, regardless of where the report is written.

The following sections are included in all CDC activity reports:

• LOG PROCESSING RANGEIdentifies the log range that was processed to generate the report. You specified the log
range on the Report Source Specifications panel.

• REPORT OPTIONSIdentifies the report options (such as output format and level of detail) that you selected on the
Report Options panel.

• SOURCE OPTIONSIdentifies the DB2 log and table sources that were used to generate the report. You specified which
sources to use on the Report Source Specifications panel.

• LOG EXTRACT FILE INFORMATIONIdentifies the log extract file and Batch Processor statements that were
used to generate the report. You specified a destination for the extract and its control file on the Process Log - Output
Specifications panel. These files are created whenever you use the BSDS or specific log data sets as the source of log data.
You specified your batch execution parameters on the Batch JCL Specification panel.

This report section also provides the following information about the extract file:

• PLA determined DB2 High log point
Identifies the highest log point that CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS has determined was written to the log when
the extract file was generated.

• PLR determined DB2 High log point
Identifies the highest log point the log reader has determined was written to the log when the extract file was generated.

• High Processed DB2 log point
Identifies the log point of the highest UR that was encountered within the log processing range.

• PARMLIB OPTIONSIdentifies the highlevel.CDBAPARM(PLA) options that were in effect when you generated the
report.

• Summary of Projected ChangesIdentifies the extract range that was processed and lists the projected changes over the
entire range. The projected changes include the estimated increase or decrease in log size that can occur if DCC or DCN is
enabled. If the report is executed on a data sharing subsystem, this list is ordered by member name.

• INDEXAppears at the end of the report. If multiple reports are generated, the index appears after the last report. The index
identifies each report that has been generated, the subheadings for each report, and their corresponding page numbers.

CDC Analysis Report Description

CDC Analysis Report appears in two versions:

• A CDC Analysis Summary report shows an analysis of the log range that is broken down by table and by data capture
attribute.

• A CDC Analysis Detail report shows the same information as the summary report. That is, the report shows an analysis of
the log range, broken down by table and by data capture attribute. The detail report also provides information about each
log record in the selected range.

This report provides the following information, in the order shown:
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• The common report sections.
• (Summary + Detail) The table analysis, which shows the tables that meet the report criteria. Each table shows one or more

log ranges. Each range indicates an interval in which the data capture status for that table remained constant. If the data
capture status changed, or if a mass delete occurred, it appears as a separate range under the table name.
For each log range, the report provides byte information and an activity summary. If you specified I (Include) in the
Rollbacks field on the Report Options panel, this summary includes rolled back updates. The report also provides an
estimate of the logging increase or decrease that would result from changing the data capture status for that table.
(Detail) Detailed information is also shown for each log record in the range. This information includes the RID, URID,
RBA, and LRSN for each record. The following information is also provided:

• Type
Identifies the type of log record transaction. The following values are possible:

• I -- Insert
• ICR -- Insert Compensation
• D -- Delete
• DCR -- Delete Compensation
• DRI -- Delete RI
• U -- Update
• UCR -- Update Compensation
• URI -- Update RI

• LOG_REC_LEN
Identifies the length of the log record.

• REDO_LEN
Identifies the length of the redo data in the log record.

• UNDO_LEN
Identifies the length of the undo data in the log record. If Image Copy was specified on the report options panel, this
value shows the length of the full row image.

• FULLLOG_LEN
Identifies the length of the projected full log. If the table has DATA CAPTURE CHANGES enabled, the
FULLLOG_LEN and LOG_REC_LEN values are identical.

• FULLLOG_SRC
Identifies the source of the full row image used in the full log calculation. Valid values are LOG, IMAGE COPY, and
CATALOG.

• (Summary + Detail) If you specified I (Include) in the Catalog Updates field on the Report Options panel, the table analysis
includes DB2 catalog tables.

• (Summary + Detail) If you specified I (Include) in the Undefined Tables field on the Report Options panel, the table
analysis includes undefined tables. Undefined tables consist of declared global temporary tables and dropped tables that do
not have a DDL file map defined.

 Recovery Point Analysis Report Description
This report provides the following information, in the order shown:

The Recovery Point Analysis report is used to identify safe recovery points in the DB2 log. The report provides a list of points
in the DB2 log where no update activity occurred against the objects you are interested in. The report can be limited to the
specified log processing range, or can be run against all log points recorded in SYSLRNGX. CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for
z/OS can also register the identified recovery point in SYSCOPY. Specific tablespaces can also be included or excluded from
the analysis.

This information can help you select an appropriate point at which to recover data. The starting log points that appear on the
report can be used in a RECOVER instruction using the TOLOGPOINT option.

This report provides the following information, in the order shown:

• LOG PROCESSING RANGE

Identifies the log range that was processed to generate the report. You specified the log range on the Report Source
Specifications panel.

• REPORT OPTIONS

Identifies the report options (such as output format and level of detail) that you selected on the Report Options panel.
• SOURCE OPTIONS
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Identifies the DB2 log and table sources that were used to generate the report. You specified which sources to use on the
Report Source Specifications panel.

• LOG EXTRACT FILE INFORMATION

Identifies the log extract file and Batch Processor statements that were used to generate the report. You specified a
destination for the extract and its control file on the Process Log - Output Specifications panel. These files are created
whenever you use the BSDS or specific log data sets as the source of log data. You specified your batch execution
parameters on the Batch JCL Specification panel.

This report section also provides the following information about the extract file:

• PLA determined DB2 High log point
Identifies the highest log point that CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS has determined was written to the log when
the extract file was generated.

• PLR determined DB2 High log point
Identifies the highest log point the log reader has determined was written to the log when the extract file was generated.

• High Processed DB2 log point
Identifies the log point of the highest UR that was encountered within the log processing range.

 

Note: This section appears only when you write the report to a data set or to SYSOUT. This section does not appear when
the report is generated online for display at your terminal.

• LOG REPORTING OPTIONS SUMMARY

Shows the Batch Processor statements that were used to generate the report. 

 

Note: This section appears only when you write the report to a data set or to SYSOUT. This section does not appear when
the report is generated online for display at your terminal.

• PARMLIB OPTIONS

Identifies the highlevel.CDBAPARM(PLA) options that were in effect when you generated the report.
• The list of recovery points appears next. The first column indicates the type for each recovery point, using one of the

following values:

• 1
Indicates a single log point at which ARCHIVE LOG MODE (QUIESCE) occurred.

• 2
Indicates a QUIESCE row from SYSCOPY.

• 3C
Indicates a recovery point that is based on SYSLGRNX rows.

 
Note: A type C record indicates that the extracted log range contained no inserts, updates, or deletes on the tablespaces
selected. However, because the tablespaces can be participating in a Long Running UR, this range is not considered a
true recovery point.

The other columns show the date and time for each recovery point, and their starting and ending log points. The
Description column describes how the recovery point was determined.

• INDEX

Appears at the end of the report. If multiple reports are generated, the index appears after the last report. The index
identifies each report that has been generated, the subheadings for each report, and their corresponding page numbers.

 Image Copy Status Report Description
This report shows the tablespaces that have less than the specified number of usable image copies. A
usable image copy has all of the following available:

The Image Copy Status report lists tablespaces that do not meet your recovery standards. This report aids you in verifying the
recoverability of your tablespaces.

This report shows the tablespaces that have less than the specified number of usable image copies. A usable image copy has all
of the following available:

• A full image copy
• Any incremental image copies that were made after the last full copy
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• All log data sets that DB2 requires to recover the tablespace

This report provides the following information, in the order shown:

• The Image Copy Status section is the main report section. This section shows the tablespaces that have less than the
specified number of usable image copies. This section also shows the following information for each tablespace: the
number of full image copies available, the average copy frequency (in days), and the number of days since the last image
copy. This section also provides the data set names for the oldest and newest usable image copies.

• The Error Summary section appears only when the following conditions are met:

• You specified Y in the LOCATE Datasets field when generating the report.
• CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS could not locate data sets for some of the tablespaces in the report.

The first part of this section shows the image copy data sets that could not be found.
The second part shows the archive log data sets that could not be found.
The third part lists the image copy data sets that are dependent upon the missing log data set for recovery.
The last part shows the log ranges that could not be located in the BSDS. These log ranges cannot be found when the BSDS
no longer lists the necessary RBAs. Because the BSDS links RBAs to specific log data sets, the log files that contain the
activity are unknown.

• The Indexspace to Index Translation section appears only when you are processing COPY YES indexspaces or indexes.
This section shows the indexspaces, their associated indexes, and the index creators.

 SMF Audit Trace Reports
The SMF Audit Trace report is divided into the following sections:

The SMF Audit Trace reports provide information about DB2 audit traces recorded in the MVS/ESA SMF data sets. These
reports let you audit important DB2 activity that is not recorded in the DB2 log. 

The SMF Audit Trace report is divided into the following sections:

Report Option Summary

The following illustration shows a sample SMF Audit Trace report (SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID = 55). The
report is generated using the options shown in the previous scenario (filtering data). The report option SQLID Assignment or
change was selected and Data query on this type of report is chosen.

The following shows the output containing the SMA Report Option Summary:

------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-- Date: yyyy/mm/
dd  Time: hh:mm:ss  -  SMA REPORT OPTION SUMMARY               
--   CONNECTING DB2 SSID: DXXX
--                                                                              
--   INPUT DATA RANGE: 
--   STARTING DATE ==> 2007-08-10     ENDING DATE ==> 2007-08-10 
--   STARTING TIME ==> 07:05:02          ENDING TIME ==> 14:02:28
-- 
--   PROCESSING RANGE: 
--   STARTING DATE ==> 2007-08-10     ENDING DATE ==> 2007-08-10
--   STARTING TIME ==> 11:15:34           ENDING TIME ==> 12:33:07
--
--   PROCESSING SSID: DXXX (DATA SHARING)
-- 
--   SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID = 55                                      
--                                                                              
--   SQL SOURCE ==> DATA QUERY                                                  
--   DQ NAME    ==> USER001.SQL55                                               
--   SQL TEXT   ==> SELECT DATE , TIME , SUBSYSTEM_ID , PRIME_AUTH ,            
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--                      CORR_VAL , CONNECT_NAME , PLANNAME ,                    
--                      F55_PREVIOUS , F55_NEW , F55_STATUS                     
--                    FROM PTI.PTSMA_SQLID55_0101                               
--                    WHERE ( F55_PREVIOUS ¬= F55_NEW )                         
--                                                                              
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

The following information is shown in the sample report. These fields are for display only:

• Date
Identifies the date the report was generated.

• Time
Identifies the time the report was generated.

• CONNECTING DB2 SSID
Identifies the connecting DB2 subsystem ID.

• Input Data Range 
Indicates the date and time range of the records in the input SMF data sets.

• Processing Range 
Indicates the date and time range specified in the control statement. If START and END were not specified in the control
statement, these fields are blank.

• Processing SSID 
Indicates the SSID value specified in the control statement. If the processing SSID is a group attach or a member name of a
data sharing group, DATA SHARING appears next to the SSID value.

• Report title 
Indicates the report title and the IFCID number of the SMF records associated with the report.

• SQL SOURCE
Identifies the source of SQL statements used to filter data. Data Query, File, and Default SQL are currently supported.

• DQ NAME
Identifies the Data Query name. If Data query is the SQL source, Data query name (creator.name) appears here.

• FILE NAME
Identifies the data set name, if File SQL is specified.

• SQL TEXT
Identifies the formatted SQL text used to filter data.

Audit Reporter

The following illustration shows a sample SMF Audit Trace report (SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID = 55). The
report is generated using the options shown in the previous scenario (filtering data). The report option SQLID Assignment or
change was selected and Data query on this type of report is chosen.

The sample Audit Reporter is as follows:

                                                       SMF AUDIT REPORTER       
                                                SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID
                                                                                
DATE       TIME     SSID PRIMARY  CORREL.  CONNECT  PLAN     PREVIOUS cEW      S
                         AUTH-
ID  ID       NAME     NAME     SQLID    cQLID    T
yyyy-mm-
dd hh:mm:ss DXXX xxxxxxx  xxxxxxx  DB2CALL  RBPA720  xxxxxxx  SQAPROD  X
yyyy-mm-
dd hh:mm:ss DXXX xxxxxxx  xxxxxxx  DB2CALL  RBPA720  xxxxxxx  SQAPROD  X
yyyy-mm-
dd hh:mm:ss DXXX xxxxxxx  xxxxxxx  DB2CALL  RBPA720  SQAPROD  xxxxxxx  S
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yyyy-mm-
dd hh:mm:ss DXXX xxxxxxx  xxxxxxx  DB2CALL  RBPA720  SQAPROD  xxxxxxx  S
yyyy-mm-
dd hh:mm:ss DXXX xxxxxxx  xxxxxxx  DB2CALL  RBPA720  xxxxxxx  SQAPROD  X
yyyy-mm-
dd hh:mm:ss DXXX xxxxxxx  xxxxxxx  DB2CALL  RBPA720  xxxxxxx  SQAPROD  X
 

The following information is shown in the sample report. These fields are common to all types of SMF Audit reports, and are
display only:

• DATE
Identifies the date the record was written to the SMF log.

• TIME
Identifies the time the record was written to the SMF log.

• SSID
Identifies the DB2 subsystem ID to which the record is associated.

• PRIMARY AUTH-ID
Identifies the primary authorization ID.

• CORREL. ID
Identifies the Correlation ID value, truncated to 8 bytes.

• CONNECT NAME
Identifies the connection name.

• PLAN NAME
Identifies the plan name.

The following fields are specific to report SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID = 55, which records SET current
SQLID:

• PREVIOUS SQLID
PREVIOUS (CURRENT) SQLID

• NEW SQLID
NEW (ATTEMPTED ) SQLID

• ST
Indicates the statement status. Valid values are as follows:

• S -- Successful status
• F -- Failed status
• X -- Successful and user had SYSADM authority

Though not shown in the previous sample, column headings specific to other reports are listed and described following:

• Fields specific to report SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID = 83, which records the ending of an Identify request,
include the following:

• ACCESS INDICATOR
Displays access denied indicators. The following are common values:

• OK -- Indicates successful access.
• SECURITY SYSTEM -- Indicates that access has been denied by SAF/SECURITY SYSTEM.
• AUTH EXIT -- Indicates that access has been denied by IDENTIFY AUTH EXIT.

• CURRENT SQLID
CURRENT SQLID

• ORIGINAL AUTH-ID
Identifies the original primary authorization ID.

• SECONDARY AUTH-ID
Identifies the secondary authorization ID.

• Fields specific to report SET CURRENT SQLID ACTIVITY IFCID = 87, which records the ending of a SIGNON request
in IMS or CICS environment, include the following:

• ACCESS INDICATOR
Displays access denied indicators. The following are common values:
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• OK -- Indicates successful access.
• AUTH EXIT -- Indicates that access has been denied by SIGNON AUTH EXIT.

• CURRENT SQLID
CURRENT SQLID

• ORIGINAL AUTH-ID
Identifies the original primary authorization ID.

• SECONDARY AUTH-ID
Identifies the secondary authorization ID.

• Fields specific to report AUTHORIZATION FAILURES, which records access attempts being denied, include the
following:

• PRIVILEGE
Identifies the privilege being checked on a particular object type.

• OBJECT TYPE
Identifies the object type such as table/view, plan, package, buffer pool, user auth, and so on.

• SOURCE NAME
Identifies the source object name.

• TARGET NAME
Identifies the target object name.

• AUTH-ID CHECKED
Identifies the Auth ID being checked.

• Fields specific to report EXPLICT GRANTS and REVOKES, which records explicit grants and revokes, include the
following:

• GRANTOR NAME
Identifies the grantor or revoker name.

• AT
Identifies the access type. The following values are valid:

• G -- Grant
• R -- Revoke

• Object Type
Identifies the object type such as table/view, plan, package, buffer pool, user auth, and so on.

• SQLCODE
SQL code

• REASON GRANTED
Identifies the reason access was granted (only for grant).

• SQL TEXT
Displays the SQL text of the grant or revoke statements.

• Fields specific to report CREATES, ALTERS, AND DROPS, which record creates, alters, drops against an audited table,
include the following:

• DBID
Identifies the database identifier.

• DATABASE NAME
Identifies the database name.

• OBID
Identifies the object identifier.

• TABLE CREATOR
Identifies the table creator.

• TABLE NAME
Identifies the table name.

• ST
Identifies the statement type. The following values are valid:

• C -- Create
• A -- Alter
• D -- Drop

• SQL TEXT
Displays the SQL text of the DDL statements.
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• Fields specific to report FIRST ATTEMPTED CHANGE OF AN AUDITED OBJECT, which records first attempted
change (write) of an audited object within a unit of recovery, include the following:

• DBID
Identifies the database identifier.

• PSID
Identifies the pageset OBID.

• OBID
Identifies the record OBID.

• DATABASE NAME
Identifies the database name.

• PAGESET NAME
Identifies the pageset name.

• TABLE CREATOR
Identifies the table object creator.

• TABLE NAME
Identifies the table object name.

• URID
Identifies the unit of recovery ID.

• Fields specific to report FIRST ATTEMPTED ACCESS OF AN AUDITED OBJECT, which records first attempted access
(read) of an audited object within a unit of recovery, include the following:

• DBID
Identifies the database identifier.

• PSID
Identifies the pageset OBID.

• OBID
Identifies the record OBID.

• DATABASE NAME
Identifies the database name.

• PAGESET NAME
Identifies the pageset name.

• TABLE CREATOR
Identifies the table object creator.

• TABLE NAME
Identifies the table object name.

• URID
Identifies the unit of recovery ID.

• Fields specific to report BIND TIME SQL INFORMATION, which contains audit log records in DML sessions that
involve audited objects, include the following:

• PROGRAM NAME
Identifies the program name.

• STMT NUMBER
Identifies the precompile statement number.

• STMT TYPE
Identifies the SQL statement type. The following are common values:

Value Statement

3 OPEN

4 FETCH

5 CLOSE

14 PREPARE

15 EXECUTE

16 EXECUTE IMMEDIATE

17 DESCRIBE

18 EXPLAIN
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231 SELECT-QUERY

232 INSERT

233 DELETE

234 UPDATE

239 SELECT-BQUERY OR SUBSELECT

278 LOCK

308 CREATE VIEW

SQL TEXT

Displays the SQL statement.

Fields specific to report UTILITY ACTIVITY IFCID = 23 (UTILITY START), which records utility start information, include
the following:

• UTILITY ID
Identifies the database identifier.

• DBID
Identifies the database ID.

• PSID
Identifies the pageset OBID.

• DATABASE CREATOR
Identifies the database creator.

• DATABASE NAME
Identifies the database name.

• PAGESET NAME
Identifies the pageset name.

• UTILITY NAME
Identifies the utility name.

• UTILITY PHASE
Identifies the utility phase.

Fields specific to report UTILITY ACTIVITY IFCID = 24 (UTILITY CHANGE), which records utility change information,
include the following:

• UTILITY ID
Identifies the database identifier.

• DBID
Identifies the database ID.

• PSID
Identifies the pageset OBID.

• DATABASE CREATOR
Identifies the database creator.

• DATABASE NAME
Identifies the database name.

• PAGESET NAME
Identifies the pageset name.

• UTILITY NAME
Identifies the utility name.

• UTILITY PHASE
Identifies the utility phase.

Fields specific to report UTILITY ACTIVITY IFCID = 24 (UTILITY END), which records utility end information, include
the following:

• UTILITY ID
Identifies the database identifier.

• DBID
Identifies the database ID.

• PSID
Identifies the pageset OBID.
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• DATABASE CREATOR
Identifies the creator of the specified database.

• DATABASE NAME
Identifies the database name.

• PAGESET NAME
Identifies the pageset name.

• UTILITY NAME
Identifies the utility name.

• UTILITY PHASE
Identifies the utility phase.

 DB2 Commands Activity Report Description
The DB2 Commands Activity report provides information about the DB2 commands entered on a DB2
subsystem in the specified range.

The DB2 Commands Activity report provides information about the DB2 commands entered on a DB2 subsystem in the
specified range.

The report provides the following information about the DB2 commands and their origin:

• Primary Auth-id
• Connection-id
• Correlation-id
• Log RBA
• Log LRSN
• Plan name
• Data sharing member (in case of reporting on a data sharing group)
• Timestamp
• The DB2 command text

 Log Analyzer Control Statements
Control statements are used to issue commands to the batch processor. These commands can be used to
generate reports, SQL, and load files. A group of control statements is also known as a control card or
input card. Default values for many of the control statement parameters are set in the profile panels.

Control statements are used to issue commands to the batch processor. These commands can be used to generate reports, SQL,
and load files. A group of control statements is also known as a control card or input card. Default values for many of the
control statement parameters are set in the profile panels.

    

Syntax Notation

The following notation describes the syntax for the control cards:

•  Uppercase characters
Indicates variables and parameters that CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS specifies. Enter uppercase characters as
shown.

•  Lowercase characters 
Indicates variables that you can specify.

•  ( ) 
Parentheses contain CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS and user-specified variables. Include parentheses where shown.

•  | 
A pipe indicates an OR condition.

•  [ ]
Brackets identify optional arguments. Do not include [] (brackets) in your syntax.

•  { }Curly Brackets are visual aids to delimit blocks of parameters, variables, and user-specified variables from other blocks
of variables, parameters, and user-specified variables. Do not include {} (curly brackets) in your syntax.

The control statement list uses the same naming conventions as the IBM DB2 Command and Utility Reference Guides.

Control Card
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This section examines the syntax for the control card. The control statements are listed in their order of appearance when you
generate the JCL to submit for the job.  All control statements that start with a period (for example, the .ALLOC statement)
are Batch Processor commands. All control statements between the .DATA and the .ENDDATA statements are CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS control statements. 

{{Batch Processor Data Set Allocation Commands} .CALL LOG .DATA 
 SSID = (SSID){[STRATEGY = (ssid,strategy-creator,strategy-name,  
  SAVE,RETAIN(nn,SCRATCH))]{Start and End Log Processing Range}   
 LOGLABEL = ([creator.]name[,DESC(description)])    {Log Processing
 Parameters}    [DMLREPT = ({DML Activity and DML Update Report
 Parameters})]    [DMLUPDT = ({DML Activity and DML Update Report
 Parameters})]    [CMDREPT = (OPTS(YES|NO))]    [COMREPT = ({Commit
 Frequency Report Parameters})]    [ICREPT =  ({Image Copy Frequency
 Report Parameters})]    [RBREPT =  ({Rollback Activity Report
 Parameters})]    [RECOREPT= ({Recovery Point Analysis Report
 Parameters})]    [DDLREPT = ({DDL Activity Report Parameters})]  
  [CDCREPT = {Change Data Capture Analysis Report Parameters})]  |
{[DOTREPT = (TABLES (creator1.name1,creator2.name2,...))]}     EXTRACT
  = (FILTER|ALL)}|{Start and End Log Processing Range}    LOGLABEL
 = ([creator.]name[,DESC(description)])     QPAREPT  = ({Quiet Point
 Analysis Report Parameters}) .ENDDATA{Batch Processor Data Set
 Release Allocation Commands}}

 Restrictions: 

• When you use the DMLREPT and DMLUPDT control statements together, you must specify both control statements with the
same report parameters.

•  DOTREPT cannot be used together with the other reports.
•  QPAREPT cannot be used together with the other reports or strategies.

Additional Parameter and Command Options

The following list contains links to the expanded syntax for select control statements:

•  Batch Processor Data Set Allocation Commands 
•  Start and End Log Processing Range 
•  Log Processing Parameters 
•  DML Activity Report and DML Update Report  
•  Commit Frequency Report Parameters 
•  Image Copy Frequency Report Parameters 
•  Rollback Activity Report Parameters 
•  Recovery Point Analysis Report Parameters 
•  DDL Activity Report Parameters 
•  Change Data Capture Analysis Report Parameters 
•  Quiet Point Analysis Report Parameters 
•  Batch Processor Data Set Release Allocation Commands 

Batch Processor Data Set Allocation Commands

The following commands allocate the data sets necessary to execute CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS: 

.ALLOC FI(LADXTRCT)...{Allocation Options}.ALLOC
 FI(LADXCNTL)...{Allocation Options}.ALLOC FI(LADREPT)...{Allocation
 Options}.ALLOC FI(LADLOAD)...{Allocation Options}.ALLOC
 FI(LADSQL)...{Allocation Options}.ALLOC FI(LADDDL)...{Allocation
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 Options}.ALLOC FI(LADDISC)...{Allocation Options}.ALLOC
 FI(LADLOB)...{Allocation Options}

For a complete list of the allocation options, see the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS documentation
for .ALLOC Command -- Allocate Data Sets Dynamically.

Start and End Log Processing Range

The following control statements determine the log range of the records to process:

START    = (DATE(yyyy-mm-dd),TIME(hh:mm:ss.mmmmmm)|RBA(hex-
rba)|LRSN(hex-lrsn)|TIMESTAMP|CURRENT|expression            |
LOGLABEL([creator.]name[(version)]))END      = (DATE(yyyy-mm-
dd),TIME(hh:mm:ss.mmmmmm)|RBA(hex-rba)|LRSN(hex-lrsn)|TIMESTAMP|
CURRENT|expression            |LOGLABEL([creator.]name[(version)]))

Log Processing Parameters

The following control statements specify the parameters to use for log processing:

 [RESUME   = (nnn)]  LOGSRC   = (BSDS|EXTRACT|GROUP|
MEMBER(member-name)[,MEMBER(member-name2),...]|ARCHIVE,dataset-
name,VOLSER(vol1,vol2,...),UNIT(unit),MEMID(id)             |
ACTIVE,dataset-name,VOLSER(vol1,vol2,...),UNIT(unit),MEMID(id))
 OBJSRC   = (CATALOG|DDLFILE(subsystem-name)|MERGED(subsystem-
name)) COPYSRC  = (CATALOG|BOTH|ICMAPS) ICGROUP  =
 (creatorgrp1,namegrp1,creatorgrp2,namegrp2,...) ICMAP
 =    (creatormap1,namemap1,creatormap2,namemap2,...)
 DDLFILE  = (map-creator,map-name) DYNSORT  =
 (DSNUM(nn),SPACE(nnn,nnn),MAINSIZE(nnnnn),MSG(Y|N)) GENUNIT  = (unit)
 RPTLINES = (nn) S99WAIT  = (YES|NO) RESOLVUR = (END|START|BOTH|
NO) WORKLOAD = (SMALL|MEDIUM|LARGE) UPPRCASE = (YES|NO) PURSRC   =
 (AFTER|BEFORE|AUTO)

DML Activity Report and DML Update Report 

Use the following parameters to specify how to generate the DML Activity and DML Update reports:

LEVEL(SUMMARY|DETAIL|TOTAL|KEY|IMAGCOPY) ,ROLLBACK(INCLUDE|EXCLUDE|
ONLY) ,CATALOG (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE) ,UNDEFTB (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE) ,LOBDATA
 (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE) ,DSNDB01 (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE) ,OPTS (YES|NO)
 ,ORDERBY (URID|AUTHID|PLAN|TABLE|KEY|KEYUN|REDO|UNDO)   ,FORM   
 (creator,form)   ,REPOSTRY (YES|NO) [{,FLTEXPR (filterexpression)}|
{INCLUDE|EXCLUDE(AND|OR      ,PLAN(plan-name1,plan-name2,...)     
 ,TABLE(table1,WHERE(query1),APPLY(REDO|UNDO|BOTH),table2,...)     
 ,DBNAME(database1,database2,...)      ,AUTHID(authid1,authid2,...)
      ,CORRID(correlation-id1,correlation-id2,...)     
 ,CONNID(connection-id1,connection-id2,...)      ,STTYPE(inserts|
deletes|updates|utilities)      ,URID(urid1,urid2,urid3,...)      )}]
   ,KEYCOLS(table1(col1,col2,col3...)      ,table2(col1,col2,col3...)
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      )    ,DISCARDS(nnnnnnnnn)   [{,GENSQL(REDO|UNDO       
 ,COMMIT(nnnnnnnnn|BYUR)/*Default:50        ,AUTHID(blank|primary-id)
        ,RI(YES|NO)        ,TRIGGER(YES|NO)        ,HISTTAB(YES|NO)
        ,SQLONLY(YES|NO)        ,URHEAD (YES|NO)        )}   |
{,GENFILE(FIXED|VARIABLE        ,UTILITY(LOAD|APPLY|FLOAD)       
 ,COMMIT(nnnnn)        ,APPLY(REDO|UNDO)        ,TBFILES(YES|NO) 
       ,EMPTY(YES|NO)        ,DISCARDS(nnnnnnnnn)        ,LOBROWID
 (ASIS|OMIT|VARCHAR)        ,INCLUDE(REDO,UNDO,AUTHID,CORRID,TIMESTMP
            PLAN,URID,EURID,URSTATUS,LOGRBA,ELOGRBA           
 CONNID,CONNTYPE,UPDTIND        ,LADFILE(dataset-name,        
    ,SPACE(primary,secondary)            ,UNIT(unit)           
 ,VOLSER(vol,vol...)            ,STORCLAS(storage-class)           
 ,MGMTCLAS(management-class)            ,DATACLAS(data-class)      
      ,LABEL(label)            ,VOLLIMIT(vollim)            )       
 ,COLPRFX(xxxxxxxx)        ,TARGSSID(ssid)        ,LOG(YES|NO)      
  ,SYSDISC(primary,secondary)        ,SYSERR(primary,secondary)     
   ,SYSMAP(primary,secondary)        ,SYSUT1(primary,secondary)     
   ,SORTOUT(primary,secondary)        ,TBMASK(SRC(mask.mask)        
    ,TARG(mask.mask)            )}]    ,SUBSUPD(DETAIL|SUMMARY       
 ,END = (CURRENT|DATE(date),TIME(time)|RBA(rba)|LRSN(lrsn))           
 )    ,HEXDATA(YES)    )

 Restrictions: 

•  GENFILE and GENSQL are valid only with LEVEL(IMAGCOPY|DETAIL).
•  GENFLE and GENSQL cannot be used together.
•  FLTEXPR cannot be used with the INCLUDE or EXCLUDE filters.

Commit Frequency Report Parameters

Use the following parameters to specify how to generate a Commit Frequency Report:

LEVEL(SUMMARY|DETAIL),UPDATES(commit-threshold),INCLUDE|EXCLUDE(  
 ,PLAN(plan-name1,plan-name2,...)   )

Image Copy Frequency Report Parameters

Use the following parameters to specify how to generate an Image Copy Frequency Report:

UPDATES(update-threshold),INCLUDE|EXCLUDE(   
 ,TSNAME(tablespace1,tablespace2,...)    )

Rollback Activity Report Parameters

Use the following parameters to specify how to generate a Rollback Activity Report:

LEVEL(SUMMARY|DETAIL),ORDERBY(AUTHID|PLAN|URID),INCLUDE|EXCLUDE(AND|OR
    ,PLAN(plan-name1,plan-name2,...)    ,AUTHID(authid1,authid2,...)  
  )
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Recovery Point Analysis Report Parameters

Use the following parameters to specify how to generate a Recovery Point Analysis Report:

LOGPOINT  (ALL|RANGE) ,REGISTER (YES|NO)                 
         ,INCLUDE  (                                      
 ,TSNAME(tablespace1,tablespace2)      )  

DDL Activity Report Parameters

Use the following parameters to specify how to generate a DDL Activity Report:

LEVEL(SUMMARY|DETAIL|TOTAL|OBJECT),GRANTREV (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE),BINDRBND
 (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE),LOBDATA (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE),FORM     (creator,form-
name),OPTS (YES|NO),INCLUDE|EXCLUDE(AND|OR     ,PLAN (plan-name1,plan-
name2,...)     ,AUTHID(authid1,authid2,...)     ,CORRID(correlation-
id1,correlation-id2,...)     ,CONNID(connection-id1,connection-
id2,...)     ,URID(urid1,urid2,urid3,...)     )[,GENDDL (UNDO|REDO 
          ,GENOBIDS (YES|NO)           ,URHEAD   (YES|NO)          
 ,SQLID    (sqlid)           )]

 Restrictions: 

•  GENDDL is valid only with LEVEL(DETAIL).

Change Data Capture Analysis Report Parameters

Use the following parameters to specify how to generate a Change Data Capture Analysis Report:

LEVEL(SUMMARY|DETAIL),ROWCOMP  (NO|IMAGCOPY),ROLLBACK (INCLUDE|
EXCLUDE|ONLY),CATALOG  (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE),UNDEFTB  (INCLUDE|
EXCLUDE),INCLUDE|EXCLUDE  (AND|OR           ,TABLE (table1,table2,...)
           ,DBNAME (database1,database2,...)           ,PLAN
  (plan1,plan2,...)           ,AUTHID(authid1,authid2,...)   
        ,CORRID(correlation-id1,correlation-id2,...)         
  ,CONNID(connection-id1,connection-id2,...)           ,URID 
 (urid1,urid2,...)           )

Quiet Point Analysis Report Parameters

Use the following parameters to specify how to generate a Quiet Point Analysis Report:

TSLIST(dbname1.tsname1,dbname2.tsname2,...)|
OLMLIST(creator.name),THRESHLD (int),LOGLABEL (creator.name),QPTYPE
 (NONE|BIGGEST|MIDDLE|HIGHEST|LOWEST),REGISTER (YES|NO),FORMAT
 (REPORT|XML),OPTS (YES|NO)

Batch Processor Data Set Release Allocation Commands
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The following commands release the data sets allocated to execute CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS:

.FREEFI(LADXTRCT)....FREEFI(LADXCNTL)....FREEFI(LADREPT)....FREEFI(LADLOAD)....FREEFI(LADSQL)....FREEFI(LADDISC)...

For a complete list of the allocation options, see the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS documentation
for .FREE Command -- Release Allocations.

Note:

 More Information: 

•  Reports Quick Reference 
•  Log Processing 
•  Log Administration 

 .ALLOC Control Statement
The .ALLOC control statements dynamically allocate the data sets that execute different functions in . To
avoid job failure, generate the control statements through the panels. This control statement has the
following syntax:

The .ALLOC control statements dynamically allocate the data sets that execute different functions in CA Log Analyzer™
for DB2 for z/OS. To avoid job failure, generate the control statements through the panels. This control statement has the
following syntax:

.ALLOC FIle(ddname)
{Allocation Options}

Where:

• FI(ddname)
This parameter specifies what to allocate. The following data set names are valid:

• LADXTRCT
Allocates the extract data set.

• LADXCNTLAllocates the control data set.
• LADREPTAllocates the data set for the report.
• LADLOAD

Allocates the data set for the load file.
• LADSQL

Allocates the data set for the DML SQL.
LADDDL
Allocates the data set for the DDL SQL. 

• LADDISC
Allocates the data set for the discard report.

• LADLOB
Allocates the data set needed for LOB file processing.

• Allocation Options For a list of the allocation options, see the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS documentation for

 

.ALLOC Command–Allocate Data Sets Dynamically.  
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 .CALL Control Statement
The .CALL control statement invokes  or the CA Batch Processor. All input statements are passed
between the .DATA and .ENDDATA control statements. When .CALL is processed, the Batch Processor
commits all DB2 work in progress. This control statement has the following syntax:

The .CALL control statement invokes CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS or the CA Batch Processor. All input statements
are passed between the .DATA and .ENDDATA control statements. When .CALL is processed, the Batch Processor commits
all DB2 work in progress. This control statement has the following syntax:

.CALL LOG|UTLGLCTL PARM(ssid) INDDN(SYSIN) 

Where:

• LOGInvokes CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS.
• UTLGLCTL PARM(ssid) INDDN(SYSIN)Invokes CA Batch Processor. Use this option to create a log label without

reading the log.

 .DATA and .ENDDATA Control Statement
The .DATA and .ENDDATA control statements specify the beginning and the end of the input stream to
pass to the Batch Processor.

The .DATA and .ENDDATA control statements specify the beginning and the end of the input stream to pass to the Batch
Processor.

These control statements have the following syntax:

.DATA
-- input stream --
.ENDDATA

The Batch Processor strips out the .DATA and .ENDDATA control statements. The input stream between the two control
statements is written to a dynamically allocated SYSIN data set. 

If the .ENDDATA control statement is not found, the end of the file is considered an .ENDDATA control
statement. Therefore, all statements between the .DATA control statement and the end of the data set are passed to the Batch
Processor.

 SSID Control Statement
The SSID control statement specifies the subsystem to use in processing. This control statement has the
following syntax:

The SSID control statement specifies the subsystem to use in processing. This control statement has the following syntax:

SSID = (SSID)

Where:

• SSID Specifies the DB2 subsystem identifier.
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 STRATEGY Control Statement
The STRATEGY control statement specifies the strategy to execute. This control statement has the
following syntax:

The STRATEGY control statement specifies the strategy to execute. This control statement has the following syntax:

STRATEGY = (ssid,strategy-creator,strategy-name,   
 SAVE,RETAIN(nn,SCRATCH))

Where:

• ssid
Defines the subsystem on which the strategy is stored.

• strategy-creator
Defines the strategy creator.

• strategy-name
Defines the strategy name.

• SAVE
Saves the results and updates the resume point. This option is included in the control statement by default.

• RETAIN(nn,SCRATCH)Retains the specified number of executions:

• nn
The number of executions to retain.
Limits: 32767

• SCRATCH
When the execution results are deleted, delete the extract and report data sets associated with a prior execution 

• (blank)
Do not delete the associated data sets. This option is the default.

 START Control Statement
The START control statement specifies the start point for log processing. This control statement has the
following syntax:

The START control statement specifies the start point for log processing. This control statement has the following syntax:

START = (DATE(yyyy-mm-dd),TIME(hh:mm:ss.mmmmmm)|RBA(hex-
rba)|LRSN(hex-lrsn)|TIMESTAMP|CURRENT|expression|
LOGLABEL([creator.]name[(version)]))

Where:

• DATE(yyyy-mm-dd),TIME(hh:mm:ss.mmmmmm)Specifies a date in the format year-month-day and a time in the format
hour:minutes:seconds.miliseconds.

• RBA(hex-rba)Specifies a six-byte or an extended 10-byte log relative byte address.
Limits:

• For DB2 11 and above, an extended 10-byte RBA is used. This RBA is a string of 20 hexadecimal characters.
• For DB2 10 and below, a six-byte RBA is used. This RBA is a string of 12 hexadecimal characters. 12 hexadecimal

digits or less is assumed to be a right-aligned 6-byte RBA value. The value is padded on the left with zeros up to 12
hexadecimal digits.

• LRSN(hex-lrsn)Specifies a six-byte or an extended 10-byte log record sequence number.
Limits:

• For DB2 11 and above, an extended 10-byte LRSN is used. This LRSN is a string of exactly 20 hexadecimal
characters. 
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• For DB2 10 and below, a six-byte LRSN is used. The LRSN is a string of exactly 12 hexadecimal characters. 12
hexadecimal digits or less is assumed to be a right-aligned 6-byte LRSN value. The value is padded on the left with
zeros up to 12 hexadecimal digits.

• TIMESTAMPSpecifies the date and time in one field. You can specify any timestamp constant that DB2 accepts.
• CURRENTSpecifies the expression TIMESTAMP(CURRENT TIME). Do not use this CURRENT value in expressions.
• expression Specifies the value in any of the following formats:

• Datetime operands and durations
• Time zone expressions
• Arithmetic expressions with numbers
• Datetime arithmetics
• Expression with all of the above

• Limits: maximum 256 characters 

Note:

 The appearance of the DTEXP parameter in the control statement indicates that the value was generated from
the DTExp field in the ISPF panels. These values are evaluated by the DB2 TIMESTAMP_ISO() function.

• LOGLABEL([creator.]name[(version)])Specifies a log label and optionally its relative version.

• creator
Specifies the log label creator. If you omit the creator, the user ID of the job submitter is used.

• name
Specifies the log label name.

• version
Specifies the log label relative version. If you omit the version, the current version (0) is used.
Limits: 0 (current) through -99
Example: To specify the second latest version, enter -2.

This control statement also accepts the following special registers:

• CURRENT DATE (CURRENT_DATE)
Specifies the current date and sets the time automatically to 00:00:00:000000 (hh:mm:ss:mmmmmm). If you specify a date
in the future or past (CURRENT DATE + 1 or CURRENT DATE -1), the time is set to 23:59:59:000000.

• CURRENT TIME (CURRENT_TIME)
Specifies the current time and sets the date automatically as the current date.

• CURRENT TIMESTAMP (CURRENT_TIMESTAMP)Specifies the current timestamp. 

Examples: START Control Statement

The following examples show several valid START statements:

START=(TIMESTAMP(CURRENT TIMESTAMP - 1 DAY)) 
START=(TIME(CURRENT TIME)) 
START=(CURRENT) 
START=(TIME(CURRENT TIME - 1 MINUTE)) 
START=(TIMESTAMP('1990-1-1-8.30.00.10')) 
START=(DATE('1990-1-1')) 
START=(DATE(DATE '2014-11-14' - 1 MONTH))
START=(LOGLABEL(TEST-LABEL(-2)))
START=(LOGLABEL("ADMIN"."LOG A"(-1)))

 END Control Statement
The END control statement specifies the end point for log processing. This control statement has the
following syntax:
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The END control statement specifies the end point for log processing. This control statement has the following syntax:

END = (DATE(yyyy-mm-dd),TIME(hh:mm:ss.mmmmmm)|RBA(hex-
rba)|LRSN(hex-lrsn)|TIMESTAMP|CURRENT|expression|
LOGLABEL([creator.]name[(version)]))

Where:

• DATE(yyyy-mm-dd),TIME(hh:mm:ss.mmmmmm)Specifies a date in the format year-month-day and a time in the format
hour:minutes:seconds.miliseconds.

• RBA(hex-rba)Specifies a six-byte or an extended 10-byte log relative byte address.
Limits:

• For DB2 11 and above, an extended 10-byte RBA is used. This RBA is a string of 20 hexadecimal characters.
• For DB2 10 and below, a six-byte RBA is used. This RBA is a string of 12 hexadecimal characters. 12 hexadecimal

digits or less is assumed to be a right-aligned 6-byte RBA value. The value is padded on the left with zeros up to 12
hexadecimal digits.

• LRSN(hex-lrsn)Specifies a six-byte or an extended 10-byte log record sequence number.
Limits:

• For DB2 11 and above, an extended 10-byte LRSN is used. This LRSN is a string of exactly 20 hexadecimal
characters. 

• For DB2 10 and below, a six-byte LRSN is used. The LRSN is a string of exactly 12 hexadecimal characters. 12
hexadecimal digits or less is assumed to be a right-aligned 6-byte LRSN value. The value is padded on the left with
zeros up to 12 hexadecimal digits.

• TIMESTAMPSpecifies the date and time in one field. You can specify any timestamp constant that DB2 accepts.
• CURRENTSpecifies the expression TIMESTAMP(CURRENT TIME). Do not use this CURRENT value in expressions.
• expression Specifies the value in any of the following formats:

• Datetime operands and durations
• Time zone expressions
• Arithmetic expressions with numbers
• Datetime arithmetics
• Expression with all of the above

Limits: maximum 256 characters 

Note:

 The appearance of the DTEXP parameter in the control statement indicates that the value was generated from
the DTExp field in the ISPF panels. These values are evaluated by the DB2 TIMESTAMP_ISO() function.

• LOGLABEL([creator.]name[(version)])Specifies a log label and optionally its relative version.

• creator
Specifies the log label creator. If you omit the creator, the user ID of the job submitter is used.

• name
Specifies the log label name.

• version
Specifies the log label relative version. If you omit the version, the current version (0) is used.
Limits: 0 (current) through -99
Example: To specify the second latest version, enter -2.

Examples: END Control Statement

The following examples show several valid END statements:

END=(TIME(CURRENT TIME)) 
END=(CURRENT) 
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END=(TIME(CURRENT TIME - 1 MINUTE)) 
END=(TIMESTAMP('1990-1-1-8.30.00.10')) 
END=(DATE(1990-1-1)) 
END=(DATE(DATE '2014-11-14' - 1 MONTH))
END=(LOGLABEL(TEST-LOG(-1)))
END=(LOGLABEL("ADMIN"."LOG A"(-1)))

 LOGLABEL Control Statement
The LOGLABEL control statement specifies that the value in the END control statement (time, RBA, or
LRSN) is saved as a log label.

The LOGLABEL control statement specifies that the value in the END control statement (time, RBA, or LRSN) is saved as a log
label.

Note:

When you specify both the START and END control statements, the .CALL LOG control statement is processed in a standard
way. The requested portion of the log is read and only the last LOGLABEL is stored. To create a log label without reading the
log, specify only the END control statement.

This control statement has the following syntax:

LOGLABEL = ([creator.]name[,DESC(description)])

Where:

• creator (Optional) Specifies the log label creator. If you omit the creator, the user ID of the job submitter is used.
Limits: 1 - 128 characters. Spaces and special characters (!, &, and so on) are allowed when the identifier is enclosed in
quotation marks (" ").

• name Specifies the log label name.
Limits: 1 - 128 characters. Spaces and special characters (!, &, and so on) are allowed when the identifier is enclosed in
quotation marks (" ").

• DESC(description)
(Optional) Specifies additional information about the log label.
Limits: maximum 255 characters

Note:  When a log label with the specified creator.name already exists, a new version is created. The description of the log
label, if provided, is updated. Parameters are case-sensitive.

Example: Create a Log Label

This example creates the MYLOGLABEL log label at the time when the job is submitted:

.CALL LOG

.DATA
SSID = (DB01)
END = (CURRENT TIME)
LOGLABEL = (MYLOGLABEL)

Example: Create Multiple Versions of a Log Label
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This example creates versions of the MYLOGLABEL log label for the specified points in time:

.CALL LOG

.DATA
SSID = (DB01)
END = (CURRENT TIME)
LOGLABEL = (MYLOGLABEL)
END = (RBA, ...)
LOGLABEL = (MYLOGLABEL)

 RESUME Control Statement
The RESUME control statement resumes strategy processing from the last saved unit of recovery
identifier (URID).  This control statement has the following syntax: 

The RESUME control statement resumes strategy processing from the last saved unit of recovery identifier (URID).  This
control statement has the following syntax: 

RESUME = (nnn)

Where:

• nnn
Specifies the number of hours from the last URID, which becomes the derived end point.
Limits: 999Restrictions: The previous end point must be saved using the SAVE parameter from the STRATEGY Control
Statement.

 LOGSRC Control Statement
The LOGSRC control statement specifies the log source to use for processing. This control statement has
the following syntax:

The LOGSRC control statement specifies the log source to use for processing. This control statement has the following syntax:

 LOGSRC   = (BSDS|EXTRACT|GROUP|MEMBER(member-
name)[,MEMBER(member-name2),...]|ARCHIVE,dataset-
name,VOLSER(vol1,vol2,...),UNIT(unit),MEMID(id)

            |ACTIVE,dataset-
name,VOLSER(vol1,vol2,...),UNIT(unit),MEMID(id)

• BSDS
Uses a BSDS. This option is the default.

• EXTRACT
Uses an extract file. Ensure that the extract and control files have been allocated with the .ALLOC control
statements. When you use an extract file with filtered data as the log source for a report, the filters you use in the report
must relate to the filters used to create the extract file. When you use an extract file that contains all the log data for a
specified log range, you can report only on the data in the specified log range.
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• GROUP
Indicates that data sharing is present and all members in the data sharing group are included.

• MEMBER (member-name)[,MEMBER(member-name2),...]
Indicates that data sharing is present and the listed members of the data sharing group are included.

• ARCHIVE,dataset-name,VOLSER(vol1,vol2,...),UNIT(unit),MEMID(id)
Uses an archive log.

• dataset-name
The name of the data set that contains the log. 

• VOLSER(vol1,vol2,...)Searches the specified volume serials to locate the data set specified for ARCHIVE ,dataset-
name .

• UNIT(unit)Specifies the storage unit where the data set specified for ARCHIVE ,dataset-name  is stored. Only
specify the unit if the dataset is not cataloged.

• MEMID(id)Specifies the member ID of the data set.
• ACTIVE,dataset-name,VOLSER(vol1,vol2,...),UNIT(unit),MEMID(id)

Uses an active log.

• dataset-name
The name of the dataset that contains the log. 

• VOLSER(vol1,vol2,...)Searches the specified volume serials to locate the data set specified for ACTIVE ,dataset-
name .

• UNIT(unit)Specifies the storage unit where the data set specified for ACTIVE ,dataset-name  is stored. Only
specify the unit if the dataset is not cataloged.

• MEMID(id)Specifies the member ID of the data set.

 OBJSRC Control Statement
The OBJSRC control statement specifies the alternate source to retrieve table definitions. This control
statement has the following syntax:

The OBJSRC control statement specifies the alternate source to retrieve table definitions. This control statement has the
following syntax:

 OBJSRC = (CATALOG|DDLFILE(subsystem-name)|MERGED(subsystem-name))

Where:

• CATALOG
Uses the DB2 catalog definitions. This option is the default.

• DDLFILE(subsystem-name)
Uses table definitions that are retrieved from one or more DDL files. The subsystem-name identifies the DB2 subsystem
where the DDL file maps are located.

• MERGED(subsystem-name)
Uses both the table definitions from the DDLFILE and the DB2 catalog definitions for the mapped DBID / OBID values.
The DB2 catalog table SYSIBM.SYSTABLES contains the row RBA1 which describes the log point at which the table
was created. The RBA1 value is used with the FROMRBA values that are defined in the DDLFILE map to split the log
into sections. These sections use the definition from either the DDLFILE map or from the DB2 catalog. The subsystem-
name identifies the DB2 subsystem where the DDL file maps are located.

 COPYSRC Control Statement
The COPYSRC control statement specifies the image copies to use when retrieving recovery information.
This control statement has the following syntax:
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The COPYSRC control statement specifies the image copies to use when retrieving recovery information. This control
statement has the following syntax:

COPYSRC = (CATALOG|BOTH|ICMAPS)

 Where:

• CATALOG
Retrieves information from SYSIBM.SYSCOPY in the DB2 catalog. This option is the default.

• ICMAPS
Retrieves information from the image copy maps specified in the ICMAP and ICGROUP control statements.

• BOTH
Retrieves and merges information from SYSIBM.SYSCOPY and the specified image copy maps.

 ICGROUP Control Statement
The ICGROUP statement specifies the image copy groups to use when retrieving recovery information.
This control statement has the following syntax:

The ICGROUP statement specifies the image copy groups to use when retrieving recovery information. This control statement
has the following syntax:

 ICGROUP = (creatorgrp1,namegrp1,creatorgrp2,namegrp2,...)

Where:

• creatorgrp
Specifies the creator of the group.

• namegrp
Specifies the name of the group.

 ICMAP Control Statement
The ICMAP control statement specifies the image copy maps to use when retrieving recovery
information. This control statement has the following syntax:

The ICMAP control statement specifies the image copy maps to use when retrieving recovery information. This control
statement has the following syntax:

 ICMAP = (creatormap1,namemap1,creatormap2,namemap2,...)

Where:

• creatormap Specifies the creator of the map.
• namemap Specifies the name of the map.

Note:

More information:

• Using Alternate Image Copy
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 DDLFILE Control Statement
The DDLFILE control statement defines the DDL file to use when retrieving table definitions. This
control statement has the following syntax:

The DDLFILE control statement defines the DDL file to use when retrieving table definitions. This control statement has the
following syntax:

DDLFILE = (map-creator,map-name)

Where:

• map-creator
Specifies the creator of the map.

• map-name
Specifies the name of the map.

 DYNSORT Control Statement
The DYNSORT control statement specifies the sort parameters to be used. This control statement has the
following syntax:

The DYNSORT control statement specifies the sort parameters to be used. This control statement has the following syntax:

DYNSORT = (DSNUM(nn),SPACE(nnn,nnn),MAINSIZE(nnnnn),MSG(Y|N))

Where:

• DSNUM(nn)
Specifies the number ( nn ) of sort work data sets.
Default: 2
Limits: 99

• SPACE(nnn,nnn)
Specifies the primary and secondary space allocations ( nnn,nnn ) for the sort work data sets.
Default: 10 (primary) and 10 (secondary), in cylinders
Limits: 999

• MAINSIZE(nnnnn)
Specifies the amount of memory ( nnnnn ) for sort to use.
Default: 1000 KB
Limits: 99999

• MSG(Y|N)Specifies whether SORT messages display after successful sort completions. The following values are valid:

• YDisplays SORT messages after all SORT invocations.
• N

Displays SORT messages only after unsuccessful SORT executions. This option is the default.

 GENUNIT Control Statement
The GENUNIT control statement specifies the file allocation unit that is used for allocating temporary
data sets. This control statement has the following syntax:

The GENUNIT control statement specifies the file allocation unit that is used for allocating temporary data sets. This control
statement has the following syntax:
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GENUNIT = (unit)

Where:

• unit
Specifies the file allocation unit.
Default: SYSDA

 RPTLINES Control Statement
The RPTLINES control statement specifies the maximum number of lines on a report page. This control
statement has the following syntax:

The RPTLINES control statement specifies the maximum number of lines on a report page. This control statement has the
following syntax:

RPTLINES = (nn)

Where:

• nn
Specifies the number of lines.
Default: 60
Limits: 99

 S99WAIT Control Statement
The S99WAIT control statement specifies whether to wait for units and volumes. This control statement
has the following syntax:

The S99WAIT control statement specifies whether to wait for units and volumes. This control statement has the following
syntax:

S99WAIT  = (YES|NO)

Where:

• YES
Waits for units and volumes to become available. This option is the default.

• NO
Does not wait; if units and volumes are unavailable, terminates.

 RESOLVUR Control Statement
The RESOLVUR control statement specifies whether to resolve in-flight units of work at the beginning
or end of a log processing range. This control statement has the following syntax:

The RESOLVUR control statement specifies whether to resolve in-flight units of work at the beginning or end of a log
processing range. This control statement has the following syntax:

Where:

RESOLVUR = (END|START|BOTH|NO)
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• END Processes the log past the end of the log processing range until one of the following conditions are true: 

• All units of work that began within the range are either committed or aborted 
• The end of the log is reached

Any units of work that began before the start of the log processing range are not reported. This option is the default.
• START

Reports on any units of work that are in-flight at the start of the log processing range. This report includes any activity in
that unit of work that occurred before the start point. Any units of work that were still in-flight when the end of the range
was reached are reported as having an unknown commit status.

• BOTHProcesses in-flight units of work at both the start and end of the log processing range.
• NO

Does not process beyond the specified log processing range. Any units of work that began before the start of the log
processing range are not reported. Any units of work that began within the log processing range but were still in-flight
when the end of the range was reached are reported as having an unknown commit status.

 WORKLOAD Control Statement
The WORKLOAD control statement specifies the expected number of URIDs to be processed. This
control statement has the following syntax:

The WORKLOAD control statement specifies the expected number of URIDs to be processed. This control statement has the
following syntax:

WORKLOAD = (SMALL|MEDIUM|LARGE)

Where:

• SMALL
Specifies that the number of URIDs is expected to be in the order of 512.

• MEDIUM
Specifies that the number of URIDs is expected to be in the order of 4,096.

• LARGE
Specifies that the number of URIDs is expected to be in the order of 32,768.

 UPPRCASE Control Statement
The UPPRCASE control statement specifies whether output appears in uppercase. This control statement
has the following syntax:

The UPPRCASE control statement specifies whether output appears in uppercase. This control statement has the following
syntax:

UPPRCASE = (YES|NO)

Where:

• YES
Displays output in uppercase.

• NO
Displays output in mixed case. This option is the default.

 PURSRC Control Statement

The PURSRC control statement specifies where Partial Update Reconstruction takes a complete image of a row when the log
record for the update to the row is incomplete.
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This control statement has the following syntax:

PURSRC = (AFTER|BEFORE|AUTO)

Where:

• AFTER
Reads the Db2 log starting from the update to the present-time to extract a complete image of the row from the table space
VSAM data set or up to the START_RBA in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY of the first image copy of the table taken after update. 

• BEFORE
Finds in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY the most recent image copy of the table that was taken from before the update. The Db2
log is then read starting from the START_RBA of the image copy up to the update to complete the row. This option is the
default. 

• AUTO
Determines whether using a source from Before or After the update produces a lower elapsed reporting time for Partial
Update Reconstruction and uses that method to compete the row. 

 DMLREPT Control Statement
The DMLREPT control statement produces a DML Activity Report.

The DMLREPT control statement produces a DML Activity Report.

DMLREPT Syntax

The DMLREPT control statement has the following syntax:

DMLREPT = LEVEL(SUMMARY|DETAIL|TOTAL|KEY|IMAGCOPY)        
  ,ROLLBACK(INCLUDE|EXCLUDE|ONLY)          ,CATALOG (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE) 
         ,UNDEFTB (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE)          ,LOBDATA (INCLUDE|
EXCLUDE)          ,DSNDB01 (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE)          ,OPTS (YES|
NO)          ,ORDERBY (URID|AUTHID|PLAN|TABLE|KEY|KEYUN|REDO|UNDO) 
         ,FORM (creator,form)        [{,FLTEXPR(filter expression)}|
{INCLUDE|EXCLUDE(Log Data Filter Parameters)}]
          ,KEYCOLS(table1(col1,col2,col3...)             
     ,table2(col1,col2,col3...)                  )        
  ,DISCARDS(nnnnnnnnn)        [{,GENSQL (GENSQL Parameters)}|
{GENFILE(GENFILE Parameters)}]
          ,SUBSUPD(,SUBSUPD Parameters)          ,HEXDATA(YES|NO)     
    )

Where:

• LEVEL (SUMMARY|DETAIL|TOTAL|KEY|IMAGCOPY)
Specifies the level of report to generate. The following values are valid:

• SUMMARY
Specifies a summary report.

• DETAIL
Specifies a detail report.

• TOTAL
Specifies a totals report.

• KEY
Specifies a key detail report.

• IMAGCOPY
Specifies an image copy report.
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• ROLLBACK (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE|ONLY)
Specifies what to do with rollbacks that occurred. The following values are valid:

• INCLUDE
Includes rollbacks in the analysis.

• EXCLUDE
Excludes rollbacks from the analysis.

• ONLY
Processes only rollbacks.

• CATALOG (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE)
Specifies whether updates to the DB2 catalog are included in the analysis. The following values are valid:

• INCLUDE
Includes catalog updates.

• EXCLUDE
Excludes catalog updates.

• UNDEFTB (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE)
Specifies whether to include undefined table updates in the analysis. Undefined tables include normal tables that have been
dropped and declared global temporary tables. The following values are valid:

• INCLUDE 
Includes undefined table updates.

• EXCLUDE 
Excludes undefined table updates.

• LOBDATA (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE)
Specifies whether to include LOB column data for tables in the analysis. The following values are valid:

• INCLUDE
Includes LOB column data.

• EXCLUDE
Excludes LOB column data.

• DSNDB01 (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE)
Specifies whether to include DB2 directory updates in the report. DSNDB01 is the database that contains the directory
table.

• INCLUDE
Includes DB2 directory updates in the report. This setting is valid only when a Summary or Totals level of detail has
been specified for the report.

• EXCLUDE
Does not include DB2 directory updates in the report.

• OPTS (YES|NO)Specifies whether to include a report header in the output that contains the options that are used to create
the report.
Default: YES 

• ORDERBY (URID|AUTHID|AUTHCORR|PLAN|TABLE|KEY|KEYUN|REDO|UNDO)
Specifies how the data is sorted on the report and how the totals are tabulated in the summary report. The following values
are valid:

• URID
Sorts the data in order of the unit of recovery identifier.

• AUTHID
Sorts the data in order of the primary authorization identifier.

• AUTHCORR
Sorts the data by a concatenated key that is composed of the primary authorization identifier and the correlation
identifier.

• PLAN
Sorts the data alphabetically by plan name.

• TABLE
Sorts the data alphabetically by tablename.

• KEY
Sorts the data by a primary or a defined key.

• KEYUN
Sorts the data by undo order a primary or a defined key in the order necessary to undo updates.

• REDO
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Writes the records in the order necessary to redo the updates. This option is valid only when generating a load file.
• UNDO

Writes the records in the order necessary to undo the updates. This option is valid only when generating a load file.
• FORM (creator,form)

Uses a customized report form for the report. The following values are valid:

• creator
Defines the creator of the form you selected.

• form
Defines the name of the form you selected.

• REPOSTRY (YES|NO)
Specifies whether to include the objects in the Dropped Object Tracking (DOT) repository in the report. The following
options are valid:

• YES
Uses the repository tables.

• NO
Does not use the repository tables.

• FLTEXPR (expression)|INCLUDE|EXCLUDE (Log Data Filter Parameters)Specifies how the log data is filtered.

• INCLUDE|EXCLUDE  (Log Data Filter Parameters)
Includes or excludes data from the log report. For a complete list of parameters, see Log Data Filter Parameters. 

• FLTEXPR (expression)
Filters data from the report based on user-specified expressions. For a complete list of parameters, see Filter Expression.
Restrictions: FLTEXPR is not valid with INCLUDE or EXCLUDE.

• KEYCOLS (table1(col1,col2,col3...), table2(col1,col2,col3...)
Specifies which tables and columns are key columns.

• DISCARDS (nnnnnnnnn)
Specifies the threshold of discarded rows. When this threshold is exceeded, processing is terminated.
Limits: 999,999,999

• GENSQL (GENSQL Parameters)
Generates SQL. For a complete list of parameters, see GENSQL Parameters.

• GENFILE (GENFILE Parameters)Generates a file. For a complete list of parameters, see GENFILE Parameters.
• SUBSUPD (SUBSUPD Parameters)

Generates a Subsequent Update report. For a complete list of parameters, see SUBSUPD Parameters.
• HEXDATA (YES|NO)

Specifies whether to test all character type data columns that cannot be displayed.
Default: YES

Log Data Filter Parameters

The INCLUDE and EXCLUDE log data filter parameters specify what to include or exclude from the log data. The parameters
have the following syntax:

,INCLUDE|EXCLUDE(AND|OR               ,PLAN(plan-name1,plan-
name2,...)               ,TABLE(table1,WHERE(query1),APPLY(REDO|UNDO|
BOTH),table2,...)               ,DBNAME(database1,database2,...) 
              ,AUTHID(authid1,authid2,...)             
  ,CORRID(correlation-id1,correlation-id2,...)           
    ,CONNID(connection-id1,connection-id2,...)            
   ,STTYPE(inserts|deletes|updates|utilities)             
  ,URID(urid1,urid2,urid3,...)               )

Where:

• AND|ORSpecifies which Boolean join operator connects the filter parameters you specify:

Note:
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Specify only one join operator at the beginning of your syntax.
• PLAN (plan-name1,plan-name2,...)Specifies the plan names. Table
• TABLE (table1,WHERE(query1),APPLY(REDO|UNDO|BOTH),table2,...)

Specifies the table names.
• DBNAME (database1,database2,...)

Specifies the database names.
• AUTHID (authid1,authid2,...)

Specifies the authorization identifiers.
• CORRID (correlation-id1,correlation-id2,...)

Specifies the correlation identifiers.
• CONNID (connection-id1,connection-id2,...)

Specifies the connection identifiers.
• STTYPE (inserts|deletes|updates|utilities)

Specifies the statement types.
• URID(urid1,urid2,urid3,...)

Specifies the URIDs (Units of Recovery).

GENSQL Parameters

The GENSQL parameter specifies what type of SQL to generate and how to generate the SQL. The parameter has the following
syntax:

,GENSQL(REDO|UNDO
     ,COMMIT(nnnnnnnnn|BYUR)     ,AUTHID(blank|primary-id)   
  ,RI(YES|NO)     ,TRIGGER(YES|NO)
     ,HISTTAB(YES|NO)     ,SQLONLY(YES|NO)     ,URHEAD (YES|NO)     )

Where:

• REDOGenerates REDO SQL.
• UNDOGenerates UNDO SQL.
• COMMIT (nnnnnnnnn|BYUR)

Specifies how often the .SYNC statements are written to your SQL file.

• nnnnnnnnn
Writes .SYNC statements to your SQL at the frequency specified. Default: 50
Limits: 9,999,999

• BYUR
Uses the application commit frequency to place commits in the output after each unit of recovery.
Restrictions: This option requires ORDERBY(URID).

• AUTHID (blank|primary-id)
Specifies the primary authorization identifier under which the generated SQL is executed. When a primary AUTHID is
specified, .AUTH with the specified ID is included at the start of the SQL file.

• RI (YES|NO)
Specifies whether to generate REDO SQL statements to delete or set to null all dependent rows whenever a parent row in a
relationship instance (RI) relationship is deleted.
Default: NO

• TRIGGER (YES|NO) 
Specifies whether to generate REDO SQL statements for INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements that were generated
through a trigger.
Default: YES

• HISTTAB (YES|NO)Specifies whether to generate REDO SQL statements for history table updates.
Default: NO 

• SQLONLY (YES|NO) 
Generates SQL-only REDO or UNDO SQL files. When this option is included, the generated SQL file does not contain
any Batch Processor commands.
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Note:  The SQLONLY keyword appears in this control statement only when the user has specified Generate SQL Only = Y
in their log reporting profile.

• URHEAD (YES|NO)Specifies whether to include the URID header in the REDO or UNDO DML output. The URID
Header contains information about the unit of recovery, such as Primary AUTH-ID, Correlation-ID, Connection-ID, and
Timestamp.
Default: NO

GENFILE Parameters

The GENFILE parameters specify what type of file to generate and how to generate the file. The parameters have the
following syntax:

,GENFILE(FIXED|VARIABLE        ,UTILITY(LOAD|APPLY|FLOAD)     
   ,COMMIT(nnnnn)        ,APPLY(REDO|UNDO)        ,TBFILES(YES|
NO)        ,EMPTY(YES|NO)        ,LOBROWID (ASIS|OMIT|VARCHAR)
        ,INCLUDE(REDO,UNDO,AUTHID,CORRID,TIMESTMP      
      PLAN,URID,EURID,URSTATUS,LOGRBA,ELOGRBA           
 CONNID,CONNTYPE,UPDTIND)        ,LADFILE(dataset-name,       
     ,SPACE(primary,secondary)            ,UNIT(unit)         
   ,VOLSER(vol1,vol2...)            ,STORCLAS(storage-class)   
         ,MGMTCLAS(management-class)            ,DATACLAS(data-
class)            ,LABEL(label)            ,VOLLIMIT(vollim)    
        )        ,COLPRFX(xxxxxxxx)        ,TARGSSID(ssid)      
  ,TBMASK(SRC(mask.mask)               ,TARG(mask.mask)             
  )
        ,DISCARDS(nnnnnnnnn)        ,LOG(YES|NO)      
  ,SYSDISC(primary,secondary)        ,SYSERR(primary,secondary)     
   ,SYSMAP(primary,secondary)        ,SYSUT1(primary,secondary)      
  ,SORTOUT(primary,secondary)

Where:

• FIXED
Generates a file with fixed-length records.

• VARIABLE
Generates a file with variable-length records.

• UTILITY (LOAD|APPLY|FLOAD)
Generates the following items:

• LOAD
Generates the control statements to run a DB2 load utility.

• APPLY
Generates the control statements to run the Log Apply utility.

• FLOAD
Generates the control statements to run the CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS utility.

• COMMIT (nnnnn)
Specifies the maximum number of updates to make without performing a commit. Specifying a 0 causes a single commit at
the end.
Limits: 99999

• APPLY (REDO|UNDO)
Specifies how to apply the LOAD format file. The following values are valid:

• REDO
Reapplies the changes that are described in the load file.

• UNDO
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Reverses the changes that are described in the load file.
• TBFILES (YES|NO)

Specifies whether to place extracted column data into a single data set. The following values are valid:

• YES
Creates output files for each table for which log records are processed.

• NO
Creates a single output file. Each record is preceded by the creator (8 bytes) and tablename (18 bytes) to which it
belongs.

• EMPTY (YES|NO)
Specifies whether to generate empty load files for tables that did not have any updates. The following values are valid:

• YES
Creates empty load files for tables that had no updates.

• NO
Does not create load files for tables without updates.

• LOBROWID (ASIS|OMIT|VARCHAR)
Specifies whether CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS generates the ROWID value for LOBs in the load control
statements. The following values are valid:

• ASIS
Includes the ROWID value, as is, in the load control statements. This value is the only valid value for all utilities except
DB2 LOAD.

Warning:

ASIS is not recommended for DB2 LOAD. If the load file contains duplicate ROWID values, the DB2 LOB
manager can abend when executing the load control statements.

• OMIT
Omits the ROWID value from the load control statements. This value is the default for DB2 LOAD.

• VARCHAR
Converts the ROWID value into VARCHAR(17) in the load control statements for DB2 LOAD. You can use this
option to propagate ROWID data values into a history table with a matching column defined as VARCHAR(17) FOR
BIT DATA.

• INCLUDE (REDO,UNDO,AUTHID,CORRID,TIMESTMP,PLAN,URID,EURID,URSTATUS,LOGRBA,ELOGRBA,CONNID,CONNTYPE,UPDTIND)
Specifies which statement types and URID fields appear in the output file. Any or none of the following values are valid:

• REDO
Include update after-image, mass delete, insert, and delete record types.

• UNDO
Include update before-image, mass delete, insert, and delete record types. 

• AUTHID
The authorization identifier that is associated with the update from the output record. AUTHID is an 8-byte data
element.

• CORRID
The correlation identifier that is associated with the DB2 thread. For batch jobs, the identifier is the name of the job. For
TSO jobs, the identifier is the TSO ID of the user. 

• TIMESTMP
The date and time that the unit of work occurred. The date is a 10-byte data element in the format yyyy-mm-dd. The
time is an 8-byte data element in the format hh.mm.ss.

• PLAN
The name of the plan that was executed. PLAN is an 8-byte data element. 

• URID
The unit of recovery identifier for the update. URID is a 6-byte hexadecimal data element. 

• EURID
The unit of recovery identifier for the update. EURID is a 10-byte hexadecimal data element. 

• URSTATUS
The status of the unit of recovery. URSTATUS is a 1-byte data element. The report displays the following values to
indicate the UR status:

• C
Indicates that the unit of recovery was committed. 

• A
Indicates that the unit of recovery was rolled back by DB2 or the application program. 
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• I
Indicates that the status of the unit of recovery is in doubt. 

• U 
Indicates that Log Analyzer was unable to determine the status of the unit or recovery. This issue can occur when
the log range being processed includes the end of the current log and the unit of recover has not yet ended.

• LOGRBA
The relative byte address in the log where the update is found. LOGRBA is a 6-byte hexadecimal data element.

• ELOGRBA
The relative byte address in the log where the update is found. LOGRBA is a 10-byte hexadecimal data element. 

• CONNID
The identifier for the connection that is established by the attachment facility to communicate with DB2. CONNID is an
8-byte data element.

• CONNTYPE
The type of connection that is established by the attachment facility to communicate with DB2. CONNTYPE is a 1-byte
data element. The report displays the following values to indicate the connection type:

• M
Indicates an IMS connection 

• S
Indicates a CICS connection 

• B
Indicates a Batch or TSO connection. 

• D
Indicates a Distributed Database Management System (DBMS) connection

• UPDTIND
Indicates if the data in the column was updated. For inserts and deletes, all the columns are flagged as updated. In
before-image and after-image records, only the changed columns are flagged. This flag is 1-byte: 

• UIndicates that the column was updated.
• LADFILE (dataset-name,

Specifies the data set name of the file that is generated. The following list shows other parameters:

• SPACE(primary,secondary)
Specifies the percentage of total space to allocate to the data set as primary, secondary.

• UNIT(unit)
Specifies the storage pool unit for the file.

• VOLSER(vol1,vol2...)
Specifies the volume where the data set resides. If you omit this field, your default volume is used.

• STORCLAS(storage-class)
Specifies the SMS storage class for the data set.

• MGMTCLAS(management-class)
Specifies the SMS management class for the data set.

• DATACLAS(data-class)
Specifies the SMS data class for the data set.

• LABEL(label)
Specifies the label for the data set.

• VOLLIMIT(vollim)
Specifies the volume limit for the data set.

• COLPRFX(xxxxxxxx)
Specifies the column name prefix. The name can be up to eight characters in length. If you are generating an output file for
use with a LOAD utility, each of the data elements included in the output file will require a column name. Column names
are generated using the prefix you specify. 

• TARGSSID(ssid)
Specifies the SSID that is used to generate the LOAD utility statements or the APPLY utility statements. When you specify
the SSID in the control card instead of from the panels, no verification of the target SSID is performed.

• TBMASK (SRC(creatormask.tablemask),TARG(creatormask.tablemask))
Specifies the source (SRC) and target (TARG) table masks.

• creatormask The name or mask of the creator for the source or target table.
• tablemask

The name or mask of the source or target table.
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• DISCARDS (nnnnnnnnn)
Specifies the threshold of discarded rows.
Limits: 999,999,999

• LOG (YES|NO)
Specifies whether logging occurs during the load process.

• SYSDISC(primary,secondary)
Specifies the primary and secondary space allocations in tracks for the data set used to hold records that are not loaded.

• SYSERR(primary,secondary)
Specifies the primary and secondary space allocations in tracks for the work data set used for error processing. This data set
stores any information about errors that are encountered during load processing.

• SYSMAP(primary,secondary)
Specifies the primary and secondary space allocations in tracks for the work data set used for error processing. Any
information about where the input data sets are loaded is stored in this data set.

• SYSUT1(primary,secondary)
Specifies the primary and secondary space allocations in cylinders for the data set used as the temporary work file for sort
input.

• SORTOUT(primary,secondary)
Specifies the primary and secondary space allocations in cylinders for the data set used as the temporary work file for sort
output.

SUBSUPD Parameters

SUBSUPD generates a subsequent update report. The parameters have the following syntax:

 ,SUBSUPD(DETAIL|SUMMARY               ,END = (CURRENT|
DATE(date),TIME(time)|RBA(rba)|LRSN(lrsn))                    )

Where:

• DETAIL
Includes the before and after data contained in the log.

• SUMMARY
Includes only the number of changes that were made to the tables.

• END
Specifies the ending log scan point. The following values are valid:

• CURRENT
Uses the current end point of the log.

• DATE(date)
Uses the specified date as the ending log scan point. (Use with the TIME parameter).

• TIME(time)
Uses the specified time as the ending log scan point. (Use with the DATE parameter).

• RBA(rba)
Uses the specified RBA as the ending log scan point.

• LRSN(lrsn)
Uses the specified LRSN as the ending log scan point.

 DMLUPDT Control Statement
The DMLUPDT control statement generates a DML Update Report. The parameters for this report are the
same as those of DMLREPT (the DML Activity Report) except that the available reports are limited to
detail reports and image copy reports.

The DMLUPDT control statement generates a DML Update Report. The parameters for this report are the same as those of
DMLREPT (the DML Activity Report) except that the available reports are limited to detail reports and image copy reports.
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 CMDREPT Control Statement
The CMDREPT control statement produces a DB2 Commands Activity report. This control statement has
the following syntax:

The CMDREPT control statement produces a DB2 Commands Activity report. This control statement has the following
syntax:

CMDREPT = (OPTS(YES|NO))

Where:

• OPTS (YES|NO)
Specifies whether to include a report header in the output that contains the options that are used to create the report.
Default: Yes

 COMREPT Control Statement
The COMREPT control statement produces a Commit Frequency Report. This control statement has the
following syntax:

The COMREPT control statement produces a Commit Frequency Report. This control statement has the following syntax:

COMREPT = (LEVEL(SUMMARY|DETAIL)          ,UPDATES(commit-threshold)  
        ,INCLUDE|EXCLUDE(             ,PLAN(plan-name1,plan-name2,...)
           )

Where:

• LEVEL
Specifies the level of report to generate. The following values are valid:

• SUMMARY
Generates a summary report.

• DETAIL
Generates a detail report.

• UPDATES(commit-threshold)
A numeric value that specifies the threshold for the plan to appears on the report. If the number of updates a plan makes
within the scope of a single commit either meets or exceeds the threshold, the plan is included on the report.
Limits: 0-999999999

• INCLUDE |EXCLUDE(,PLAN(plan-name1,plan-name2,...)
Specifies whether include or exclude the listed plans from the report.

• plan-name The name of the plan to include or exclude from the report.

 ICREPT Control Statement
The ICREPT control statement generates an Image Copy Frequency Report using the following
parameters:

The ICREPT control statement generates an Image Copy Frequency Report using the following parameters:

ICREPT = (UPDATES(update-threshold)         ,INCLUDE|EXCLUDE(         
    ,TSNAME(tablespace1,tablespace2,...)             )          )
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Where:

• UPDATES(update-threshold)
A numeric value that specifies the threshold for a table to appear on the report. If the number of times a table has been
updated without the creation of image copy exceeds the threshold, the table appears on the report.
Limits: 0-999999999

• INCLUDE|EXCLUDE (,TSNAME(tablespace1,tablespace2,...))
Specifies whether to include or exclude the listed tablespaces from the report.

• tablespace The name of a tablespace to include or exclude from the report.

 RBREPT Control Statement
The RBREPT control statement generates a Rollback Activity Report. This control statement has the
following syntax:

The RBREPT control statement generates a Rollback Activity Report. This control statement has the following syntax:

RBREPT = (LEVEL(SUMMARY|DETAIL)         ,ORDERBY(AUTHID|PLAN|URID)    
     ,INCLUDE|EXCLUDE(Log Data Filter Parameters)         )

Where:

• LEVEL(SUMMARY|DETAIL)
Specifies the level of report to generate. The following values are valid:

• SUMMARY
Generates a summary report.

• DETAIL
Generates a detail report.

• ,ORDERBY(AUTHID|PLAN|URID)
Specifies how data is sorted on the report and totals tabulated in the summary report. The following values are valid:

• AUTHID
Sorts the data by the authorization identifier.

• PLAN
Sorts the data by plan.

• URID
Sorts the data by the unit of recovery identifier.

• ,INCLUDE|EXCLUDE (Log Data Filter Parameters)
Includes or excludes log data from the report. For a complete list of parameters, see Log Data Filter Parameters. 

Log Data Filter Parameters

The INCLUDE and EXCLUDE parameters specify what log data to include or exclude from the report. The parameters have the
following syntax:

,INCLUDE|EXCLUDE (AND|OR              ,PLAN(plan-name1,plan-name2,...)
              ,AUTHID(authid1,authid2,...)              )

Where:

• AND|OR
Specifies which Boolean join operator connects the filter parameters you specify.

Note:

Specify only one join operator at the beginning of your syntax.
• PLAN(plan-name1,plan-name2,...)
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Specifies the plan names.
• AUTHID(authid1,authid2,...)

Specifies the authorization identifiers.

 RECOREPT Control Statement
The RECOREPT control statement generates a Recovery Point Analysis Report. This control statement
has the following syntax:

The RECOREPT control statement generates a Recovery Point Analysis Report. This control statement has the following
syntax:

RECOREPT = (LOGPOINT  (ALL|RANGE)             ,REGISTER
 (YES|NO)                                      ,INCLUDE|
EXCLUDE (                                              
  ,TSNAME(tablespace1,tablespace2)               )            )

Where:

• LOGPOINT (ALL|RANGE)
Specifies the number of points for which a report is generated. The following values are valid:

• ALL
Generates a report for all points.

• RANGE
Generates the report for a specified point range.

• ,REGISTER (YES|NO)
Registers the points for the report.

• YES
Registers the first recovery point found in the requested log range from the catalog table SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

• NO
• Does not register the first recovery point found. 

• ,INCLUDE | EXCLUDE (,TSNAME(tablespace1,tablespace2,...))
Specifies whether to include or exclude the listed tablespaces from the report.

• tablespace The name of a tablespace to include or exclude from the report.

 DDLREPT Control Statement
The DDLREPT control statement generates a DDL Activity Report.

The DDLREPT control statement generates a DDL Activity Report.

DDLREPT Syntax

The DDLREPT control statement has the following syntax:

DDLREPT = (LEVEL(SUMMARY|DETAIL|TOTAL|OBJECT)         
  ,GRANTREV (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE)           ,BINDRBND (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE)  
         ,LOBDATA (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE)           ,FORM     (creator,form-
name)
           ,OPTS (YES|NO)           ,INCLUDE|EXCLUDE(Log Data Filter
 Parameters)          [,GENDDL (GENDDL Parameters)]           )

Where:
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• LEVEL (SUMMARY|DETAIL|TOTAL|OBJECT)
Specifies the level of report to generate. The following values are valid:

• SUMMARY
Generates a summary report.

• DETAIL
Generates a detail report.

• TOTAL
Generates a totals report.

• OBJECT
Generates an object report.

• GRANTREV (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE)
Specifies whether to include grants and revokes in the analysis. The following values are valid:

• INCLUDE
Includes grants and revokes.

• EXCLUDE
Excludes grants and revokes.

• BINDRBND (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE)
Specifies whether to include binds and rebinds in the analysis. The following values are valid:

• INCLUDE
Includes binds and rebinds.

• EXCLUDE
Excludes binds and rebinds.

• LOBDATA (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE)
Specifies whether to include LOB column data for tables in the analysis. The following values are valid:

• INCLUDE
Includes LOB column data.

• EXCLUDE
Excludes LOB column data.

• FORM (creator,form-name)
Uses a customized report form for the report. The following values are valid:

• creator
Defines the creator of the form you selected.

• form-name
Defines the name of the form you selected.

• OPTS (YES|NO)
Specifies whether to include a report header in the output that contains the options that are used to create the report.
Default: Yes

• INCLUDE|,EXCLUDE (Log Data Filter Parameters)
Includes or excludes log data from the report. For a complete list of parameters, see Log Data Filter Parameters.

• GENDDL (GENDDL Parameters)
Generates DDL statements. For a complete list of parameters, see GENDDL Parameters.

Log Data Filter Parameters
The 

INCLUDE

 and 

EXCLUDE

 parameters specify what log data to include or exclude from the report. The parameters have the
following syntax:
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,INCLUDE|EXCLUDE(AND|OR                 ,PLAN (plan-name1,plan-
name2,...)                 ,AUTHID(authid1,authid2,...)        
         ,CORRID(correlation-id1,correlation-id2,...)          
       ,CONNID(connection-id1,connection-id2,...)               
  ,URID(urid1,urid2,urid3,...)
                )

Where:

• AND|ORSpecifies which Boolean join operator connects the filter parameters you specify.

Note:

 Specify only one join operator at the beginning of your syntax.

• PLAN (plan-name1,plan-name2,...)
Specifies the plan names.

• AUTHID(authid1,authid2,...)
Specifies the authorization identifiers.

• CORRID(correlation-id1,correlation-id2,...)
Specifies the correlation identifiers.

• CONNID(connection-id1,connection-id2,...)
Specifies the connection identifiers.

• URID(urid1,urid2,urid3,...)
Specifies the URIDs (Units of Recovery).

GENDDL Parameters

The GENDDL parameters specify what type of DDL statement to generate and how to generate the DDL statement. The
parameters have the following syntax:

,GENDDL (UNDO|REDO           ,GENOBIDS (YES|NO)           ,URHEAD  
 (YES|NO)           ,SQLID    (sqlid)         )

Where:

• UNDOGenerates UNDO DDL statements.
• REDOGenerates REDO DDL statements. 
• GENOBIDS (YES|NO)Specifies whether to generate table OBIDs in the table DDL statements.

Default: NO
• URHEAD (YES|NO)Specifies whether to include the URID header in the REDO or UNDO DML output. The URID

Header contains information about the unit of recovery, such as Primary Authorization-ID, Correlation-ID, Connection-ID,
and Timestamp.
Default: NO

• SQLID (sqlid) Specifies the SQLID to use to generate the REDO or UNDO DDL output. If this option is omitted or not
specified, the SQL output is generated using the schema value.

 CDCREPT Control Statement
The CDCREPT control statement produces a Change Data Capture Analysis Report.

The CDCREPT control statement produces a Change Data Capture Analysis Report.

CDCREPT Syntax
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The CDCREPT control statement has the following syntax:

CDCREPT = (LEVEL(SUMMARY|DETAIL)           ,ROWCOMP  (NO|IMAGCOPY)   
        ,ROLLBACK (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE|ONLY)           ,CATALOG  (INCLUDE|
EXCLUDE)           ,UNDEFTB  (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE)           ,INCLUDE|
EXCLUDE (Log Data Filter Parameters)           )

Where:

• LEVEL (SUMMARY|DETAIL)
Specifies the level of report to generate. The following values are valid:

• SUMMARY
Specifies a summary report.

• DETAIL
Specifies a detail report.

• ROWCOMP (NO|IMAGCOPY)
Specifies whether to use an image copy to construct a complete row image. The following values are valid:

• NO
Does not use an image copy. The maximum row length is assumed.

• IMAGCOPY
Uses an image copy.

• ROLLBACK (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE|ONLY)
Specifies what to do with rollbacks that occurred. The following values are valid:

• INCLUDE
Includes rollbacks in the analysis.

• EXCLUDE
Excludes rollbacks from the analysis.

• ONLY
Processes only rollbacks.

• CATALOG (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE)
Specifies whether updates to the DB2 catalog are included in the analysis. The following values are valid:

• INCLUDE
Includes catalog updates.

• EXCLUDE
Excludes catalog updates.

• UNDEFTB (INCLUDE|EXCLUDE)
Specifies whether to include undefined table updates in the analysis. Undefined tables include normal tables that have been
dropped and declared global temporary tables. The following values are valid:

• INCLUDE
Includes undefined table updates.

• EXCLUDE
Excludes undefined table updates.

• INCLUDE|,EXCLUDE (Log Data Filter Parameters  )Includes or excludes log data from the report. For a complete list
of parameters, see Log Data Filter parameters. 

Log Data Filter Parameters

The INCLUDE and EXCLUDE parameters specify what log data to include or exclude from the report. The parameters have the
following syntax:

,INCLUDE|EXCLUDE  (AND|OR                  ,TABLE (table1,table2,...)
                  ,DBNAME (database1,database2,...)   
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               ,PLAN  (plan1,plan2,...)                
  ,AUTHID(authid1,authid2,...)                  ,CORRID(correlation-
id1,correlation-id2,...)                  ,CONNID(connection-
id1,connection-id2,...)                  ,URID  (urid1,urid2,...)     
             )

Where:

• AND|OR
Specifies which Boolean join operator connects the filter parameters you specify.

Note:

Specify only one join operator at the beginning of your syntax.
• TABLE (table1,table2,...)

Specifies the table names.
• DBNAME (database1,database2,...)

Specifies the database names.
• PLAN (plan1,plan2,...)

Specifies the plan names.
• AUTHID (authid1,authid2,...)

Specifies the authorization identifiers.
• CORRID (correlation-id1,correlation-id2,...)

Specifies the correlation identifiers.
• CONNID (connection-id1,connection-id2,...)

Specifies the connection identifiers.
• URID (urid1,urid2,...)

Specifies the URIDs (Units of Recovery).

 

 DOTREPT Control Statement
The DOTREPT control statement executes the Dropped Object Tracking (DOT) report. The report
scans the DB2 log for information about objects that were dropped within a specified log range. This
information is saved to the DOT repository. The DOTREPT control statement is not usable with the other
report control statements.

The DOTREPT control statement executes the Dropped Object Tracking (DOT) report. The report scans the DB2 log for
information about objects that were dropped within a specified log range. This information is saved to the DOT repository. The
DOTREPT control statement is not usable with the other report control statements.

You cannot automatically generate this control statement through the panels. Instead, generate a control card for the DDL
Activity Report and manually replace the DDLREPT control statement with the DOTREPT control statement.

This control statement has the following syntax:

DOTREPT = {([TABLES (creator1.name1, creator1.name2, ...)])}

Where:

• TABLES (creator.name)This parameter specifies the name of the table or tables to recover to the repository.

 QPAREPT Control Statement
The QPAREPT control statement scans the Db2 log to identify and report all the log ranges that have no
activity for a selected group of objects. The identified log ranges are called quiet ranges. The lowest RBA
in a quiet range is the quiet point. This control statement has the following syntax:

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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The QPAREPT control statement scans the Db2 log to identify and report all the log ranges that have no activity for a selected
group of objects. The identified log ranges are called quiet ranges. The lowest RBA in a quiet range is the quiet point. This
control statement has the following syntax:

QPAREPT = (TSLIST(dbname1.tsname1, dbname2.tsname2,…)|
OLMLIST(creator.olmname)             ,THRESHLD (int)           
  ,LOGLABEL (creator.loglabelname)             ,QPTYPE (NONE|BIGGEST|
MIDDLE|HIGHEST|LOWEST)             ,REGISTER (YES|NO)           
  ,FORMAT (REPORT|XML)             ,OPTS (YES|NO)           )

Where:

• TSLIST (dbname.tsname)This parameter specifies the table or tables to analyze.
• OLMLIST (creator.olmname)This parameter specifies the object list to analyze. You can learn more about object lists

in Use the Object List Manager.
• THRESHLD (int)

This parameter specifies the minimum amount of time in milliseconds that an object must have with no activity to be
reported as a quiet point.

• LOGLABEL (creator.loglabelname)This parameter specifies the name of the log label that is created at the location of the
found quiet point. If left blank, no log label is created.
Restrictions: LOGLABEL cannot be blank with REGISTER (YES).

• QPTYPE (NONE|BIGGEST|MIDDLE|HIGHEST|LOWEST)This parameter specifies the type of quite point to identify
from the list of reported quiet ranges:

• NONEDo not identify the quiet points. Instead, report only the quiet ranges. This option is the default.
Restrictions: This option is not valid with REGISTER (YES). 

• BIGGESTIdentify the quiet point that is inside the largest quiet range.
• MIDDLEIdentify the quiet point that is inside the quiet range that is closest to the middle of the log processing range.
• HIGHESTIdentify the quiet point that is inside the highest quiet range.
• LOWESTIdentify the quiet point that is inside the lowest quiet range.

• REGISTER (YES|NO)This parameter specifies whether to register a found quiet point in the catalog table
SYSIBM.SYSCOPY:

• YES
Register found quiet points into SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.
Restrictions: This option is not valid with QTYPE (NONE).

• NO
Do not register found quiet points into SYSIBM.SYSCOPY.

• FORMAT (REPORT|XML)
This parameter specifies the format the report:

• REPORT
Generate plain text.

• XML
Generate XML.

• OPTS (YES|NO)
This parameter specifies whether the report includes information about the options you used to generate the report:

• YES
Generate the report with the list of options you selected.

• NO
Generate the report without the list of options you selected.

 EXTRACT Control Statement
The EXTRACT control statement specifies whether all the extract data or only the filtered extract data is
saved to the extract file. You can specify saved extract files as a source of DB2 log data.
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The EXTRACT control statement specifies whether all the extract data or only the filtered extract data is saved to the extract
file. You can specify saved extract files as a source of DB2 log data.

This control statement has the following syntax:

EXTRACT = (FILTER|ALL)

Where:

• FILTERSaves only the extract data that matches your filter specifications to the extract file. To reduce subsequent
processing times for the same report, you can specify the extract file as the log source. You can also use the extract file
to reduce the processing time for different reports on the filtered data. If you do not intend to save the extract file or you
intend to run a report once, use this option.

• ALL
Saves all the extract data that falls within the log range. The extract data is saved before the filter specifications are applied.
This option uses more time to process and store the extract file but reduces the processing time for other reports on the
same log range when you specify the saved extract file as the log source.

 .FREE Control Statements
The .FREE control statements release previously allocated data sets. If the specified data set is not found,
a warning is returned. To avoid job failure, generate the control statements through the panels. This
control statement has the following syntax:

The .FREE control statements release previously allocated data sets. If the specified data set is not found, a warning is
returned. To avoid job failure, generate the control statements through the panels. This control statement has the following
syntax:

.FREE {FIle(ddname)}
{Release Options}

Where:

• FI(ddname)
This parameter specifies what to release. The following data set names are valid for ddname:

• LADXTRCT
Releases the extract data set.

• LADXCNTLReleases the control data set.
• LADREPTReleases the data set for the report.
• LADLOAD

Releases the data set for the load file.
• LADSQL

Releases the data set for the DML SQL.
LADDDL
Releases the data set for the DDL SQL. 

• LADDISC
Allocates the data set for the discard report.

• LADLOB
Releases the data set needed for LOB file processing.
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• Release Options For a list of the release options, see the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/
OS documentation for

 

FREE Command -- Release Allocations.  

 Filter Expression
The DML filter expression specification panel allows you to enter a custom DML filter expression to
streamline how you generate reports. The expression that you create is an implied WHERE clause with
specialized SQL. You can access the filter expression specification panel from the DML Activity Report
Options panel.

The DML filter expression specification panel allows you to enter a custom DML filter expression to streamline how you
generate reports. The expression that you create is an implied WHERE clause with specialized SQL. You can access the filter
expression specification panel from the DML Activity Report Options panel.

Syntax:

   #### OR ########################### 
   #### AND ##########################
############## TBNAME ###########################            ## URID
 ##################            ## STTYPE ################           
 ## additional filters ####
            ## (expression) ##########

Use of Wildcards

Wildcard characters (also known as masking characters) let you quickly select multiple objects with similar names and
qualifiers for processing, without explicitly naming each object. You can only use wildcard characters with LIKE and NOT
LIKE expressions. The filter expression specification panel supports the following wildcards:

• percent sign (%)
Represents a string of zero or more characters in that position.

Note:   The asterisk (*) and percent sign (%) characters are not interchangeable. The filter expression does not support the
asterisk (*) wildcard.

• underscore (_)
Represents a single character. 

Keyword Descriptions

This section uses syntax diagrams to describe the syntax for the filter expression keywords.

TBNAME

######### TBNAME ############ LIKE ## 'creator' ## . ### 'name'
 ##############
                  ### NOT ##       ## 'cr_ator' ##    ## 'n_me' ##  
 #  
                  #                ## 'cr_a%' ####    ## 'n_m%' ##   #
                  #                ###'cre%' #####    ###'na%' ###   #
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                  #### = ##### 'creator' # . # 'name' ################
                  # ## <> ##                                         |
                  | ## != ##         ##### , #####################   #
                  ########### IN # ( ## 'creator' # . # 'name' ### ) #
                   ## NOT ##

• ' creator 'Specifies the creator of the table. You can use the wildcard characters % and _ when you define creator with a
LIKE expression.
Limit: 128 characters. 

• 'name'Specifies the name of the table. You can use the wildcard characters % and _ when you define name with a LIKE
expression. Limit: 128 characters.  

Example: TBNAME in-line syntax

The following example filters table USER01.TABLE01:

TBNAME = 'USER01'.'TABLE01'

URID

######### URID ##### = ###### 'hexid' ######################
                | ## <> ##                         |  
                | ## != ##         ### , #######   |                  
  
                ########### IN # ( ## 'hexid' ## ) #    
                 ## NOT ##                 

• 'hexid'Specifies the value of the unit of recovery identifier in hexadecimal format.
Restrictions: Exactly 20 characters in length.

Note:

If your system has URIDs that are less than 20 characters in length, add zeros to the beginning of the URID so that the total
length is 20 characters. This restriction applies to both extended and non-extended systems.

Example: URID in-line syntax

The following example filters all URIDs that are not equal to 00000000000000000001:

URID <> '00000000000000000001'

STTYPE

######### STTYPE ##### = ###### insert #####################
                  | ## <> ##  # delete ##            |             
                  | ## != ##  # update ##            |               
                  |           # utility #            |
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                  |                  ### , #######   |
                  ########### IN # ( ## insert ### ) #    
                   ## NOT ##          # delete ##
                                      # update ##
                                      # utility #

• insertSpecifies the insert statement type.
• deleteSpecifies the delete statement type. 
• updateSpecifies the update statement type.
• utilitySpecifies the utility statement type. 

Example: STTYPE in-line syntax

The following example filters all statement types that are not inserted:

STTYPE != insert

Additional Filters

########## DBNAME ################# LIKE # 'value' #############
        ## PLAN ####    ### NOT ##       # 'va_ue' #       #
        ## CONNID ##    #                # 'va_u%' #       #
        ## CORRID ##    #                ##'val%' ##       #
        ## AUTHID ##    #                                  #  
                        #### = ##### 'value' ###############          
              # ## <> ##                         |
                        | ## != ##         ##### , #####   #
                        ########### IN # ( ## 'value' ## ) #
                         ## NOT ##

• DBNAMEThe name of the database.
Limit: 8 characters. 

• PLANThe plan name.
• CONNIDThe connection identifier.
• CORRIDThe correlation identifier.
• AUTHID

The authorization identifier. 

Example: Additional Filter DBNAME in-line Syntax

The following example filters all database names that start with DB:

DBNAME NOT LIKE DB%

Example: Additional Filter PLAN in-line Syntax
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The following example filters all plans in PLAN1902:

PLAN IN ('PLAN1902')

Example: Additional Filter CONNID in-line Syntax

The following example filters all connection identifiers that have "DB2CA" in the first five positions:

CONNID LIKE 'DB2CA__'

EXPRESSION

        #### OR ########################### 
        #### AND ##########################
###(############### TBNAME #######################)####       
          ## URID ##################                 ## STTYPE
 ################                 ## Additional Filters ####
                 ## (EXPRESSION) ##########

You can place an expression inside another expression. There is no limit to the number of expressions you can embed within
another expression.

Example Filters

The following example filters all URIDs that are not equal to 00000000000000000001 and statement types not equal to update
with an authorization ID of USER02 or USER03 in databases starting with DB in table USER01.TABLE01:

TBNAME = ‘USER01’.’TABLE01’ AND (URID <> ‘00000000000000000001’ OR
 STTYPE != UPDATE AND (AUTHID IN (‘USER02’, ‘USER03’) AND DBNAME LIKE
 ‘DB%’))

The following example filters by DBNAMEs DBLA001, DBLA002, DBLA003, DBLA004 with the statement type insert that
are part of the plan PLAN1902 with a connection ID of DB2CALL:

(DBNAME IN ('DBLA001','DBLA002','DBLA003','DBLA004') AND STTYPE =
 INSERT ) AND (PLAN LIKE 'PLAN1902' AND CONNID = 'DB2CALL')          
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 Log Apply Control Statements
All control statements that start with a period, such as .ALLOC, are Batch Processor statements. All
control statements between the .DATA and the .ENDDATA statements are Log Apply statements.

All control statements that start with a period, such as .ALLOC, are Batch Processor statements. All control statements
between the .DATA and the .ENDDATA statements are Log Apply statements.

Warning:  We do not recommend that you edit the control statements yourself. Unexpected results can occur. Instead,
use the control statements that CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS generates. The following samples are for
reference only.

 

Contents:

Control Statement Descriptions

• .CALL LOGAPPLY PARM (ssid,commitfreq,restart,REDO|UNDO,pla_format,pla_mrinum)
Invokes Log Apply. This statement has the following parameters:

• ssid
Specifies the target SSID to use when generating the LOAD or APPLY utility statements. Specify this parameter on the
DML Load Format File Options panel when you generate the load file.
Default: Current SSID

• commitfreq
Specifies the commit frequency. This value controls the maximum number of updates that occur before a COMMIT is
performed. Specify this parameter on the Profile panel, in the Load Utility Control Card Variables option.
Limits: 1 - 9999

• restart
Specifies the restart option. Valid values are: blank, RESTART, and OVERRIDE.
For more information about restart options, see How Restart Processing Works With Log Apply.

• REDO|UNDO
Specifies how Log Apply applies the load file to the target table. Log Apply can reapply the changes described in the
load file. It can also reverse the changes described in the load file. Specify this parameter on the Profile panel, in the
Load Utility Control Card Variables option.

• pla_format
Specifies the format of the load file and controls how Log Apply processes the data. The following values are valid:

• Y or  blank
Indicates a standard Log Apply file. Log Apply processes each record based on the statement type indicator included
in the record. This setting is the default.

• I
Indicates insert only mode. Log Apply performs an INSERT for each record in the load file. No statement type
indicator is required. The data is interpreted solely based on the INTO TABLE statement.

• M
Indicates insert only mode using MULTIPLE ROW INSERT (MRI). Log Apply performs an MRI for each record
in the load file. No statement type indicator is required. The data is interpreted solely based on the INTO TABLE
statement. Use the  pla_mrinum  parameter to specify the number of rows to insert in one statement.
Consider additional storage requirements when using MRI; see Log Apply Performance Considerations for more
information about how to calculate required storage.

• pla_mrinum
Indicates the number of rows inserted by one statement. This parameter applies only when pla_format = M and is
ignored for other formats. If the number of rows in the load data set is not a multiple of the pla_mrinum value, the last
MRI statement inserts only the remaining number of rows.
Limits: 1 - 32767
Default: 100

• .ALLOC FI(PTILOAD)
Allocates the load file. Specify the space allocations for this DD on the Profile panel, in the Load Utility Control Card
Variables option.

• .ALLOC FI(SYSDISC)
Allocates the discard data set, which contains the records from the load file that failed on their original execution.
Specify the space allocations for this DD on the Profile panel, in the Load Utility Control Card Variables option.

• .ALLOC FI(SYSERR)
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Allocates the error log data set, which contains the error/warning messages and SQL codes for each record appearing in the
discard data set.
SYSERR DD is a sequential data set, fixed block, with LRECL = 4095. Specify the space allocations for this DD on the
Profile panel, in the Load Utility Control Card Variables option.

• .ALLOC FI(SYSMAP)
Allocates a data set used for mapping information. This data set is reserved for future use, and can be a null file.

• .ALLOC FI(PTIUT1)
Allocates a work data set. This data set is reserved for future use, and can be a null file.

• .ALLOC FI(PTIOUT)
Allocates a work data set. This data set is reserved for future use, and can be a null file.

• .DATA
Indicates the beginning of the data that is passed to Log Apply.

• LOAD DATA INDDN PTILOAD
Indicates the data set that contains the load file.

• RESUME YES
Indicates whether RESUME processing has been specified.

Note:  Although Log Apply does not use this control statement, its presence and correct syntax is required.
• LOG NO

Indicates whether DB2 logs all records that are applied during the apply process.

Note:  Although Log Apply does not use this control statement, its presence and correct syntax is required.
• DISCARDDN SYSDISC

Indicates the name of the discard data set.
• DISCARDS 0

Indicates the discard limit. The maximum value for this field is the IBM limit for an integer value. Specify the discard limit
on the DML Activity Report Options panel.

• ERRDDN SYSERR
Indicates the name of the error messages data set.

• MAPDDN SYSMAP
Indicates the name of the mapping information data set. This data set is not used.

• WORKDDN (PTIUT1,PTIOUT)
Indicates the names of the work data sets. These data sets are not used.

• SQLCODES sqlcodesdd
Indicates the ddname of the input data set that contains the SQL code processing settings.

• INTO TABLE TEMP.TABLE1
Identifies the target table.

• .ENDDATA
Indicates the end of the data that is passed to Log Apply.

• .FREE FI(PTILOAD)
Frees the input data set.

• .FREE FI(SYSDISC)
Frees the discard data set.

• .FREE FI(SYSERR)
Frees the error data set.

• .FREE FI(SYSMAP)
Frees the mapping data set.

• .FREE FI(PTIUT1)
Frees the work data set.

• .FREE FI(PTIOUT)
Frees the work data set.

INTO TABLE Statement

Log Apply uses a subset of the INTO TABLE statement from the DB2 LOAD utility. An INTO TABLE statement is required
for each table that is updated. The INTO TABLE statement serves the following purposes:

• It identifies the table to update.
• It describes column locations within the input record.
• It defines the column format of the input data set.
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The table name specified in the INTO TABLE statement must match the name of the target table, otherwise the job fails.
Synonyms, views, and aliases are not supported.

The INTO TABLE statement has the following syntax:

{INTO TABLE table-name} [WHEN (start : end) = 'table-name']
{(column specification,)}
 
column specification: 
 
{column-name POSITION (start : end)  data-type}
 
data-type:
 
{{BIGINT}|
{BINARY (length)}|
{BLOB_FILE}|
{CHAR (length)}|
{CLOB_FILE}| 
{DATE EXTERNAL (length)}|
{DBCLOB_FILE}|
{DECFLOAT (length)}|
{DECIMAL}|
{DOUBLE PRECISION|REAL}|
{GRAPHIC (length)}|
{INTEGER}|
{ROWID}|
{SMALLINT}|
{TIME EXTERNAL (length)}|
{TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL (length)}|
{TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE EXTERNAL(length)}|
{VARBINARY (length)}|
{VARCHAR}|
{VARGRAPHIC}}

• INTO TABLE table-name
Defines the name of the table to update.

• WHEN ( start:end ) = 'tablename'
Specifies the following table information:

• ( start:end )
Specifies the start and end column numbers where the name of the table is located in the load format file.

• tablename
Defines the name of the table that the data was retrieved from.

• column-name
Defines the name of the column.

• POSITION ( start:end )
Specifies the starting and ending column numbers in the load format file.

• BIGINT
Specifies an 8-byte binary number.

• BINARY (length)
Specifies a fixed-length binary string.

• BLOB_FILE

http://startend
http://startend
http://startend
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Specifies a binary large object using the LOB file reference variable.
• CHAR (length)

Specifies a fixed-length character string.
• CLOB_FILE

Specifies a character string large object using the LOB file reference variable.
• DATE EXTERNAL (length)

Specifies a character string representation of a date.
• DBCLOB_FILE

Specifies a double-byte character string large object using the LOB file reference variable.
• DECFLOAT (length)

Specifies a decimal floating-point number.
• DECIMAL

Represents a number. This value is assumed to be a string of characters that is DECIMAL PACKED.
• DOUBLE PRECISION|REAL (length)

Specifies a string of characters that represent a number. This value is a floating-point. If the length is 8, this value is
DOUBLE PRECISION. If the length is not 8, this value is REAL.

• GRAPHIC (length)
Specifies a fixed-length graphic string.

• INTEGER
Specifies a 4-byte binary number.

• ROWID
Provides a unique identifier for a table row. ROWIDs are stored as VARCHAR(17) binary data.

• SMALLINT
Specifies a 2-byte binary number.

• TIME EXTERNAL (length)
Specifies a character string representation of a time.

• TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL (length)
Specifies a character string representation of a timestamp.

• TIMESTAMP WITH TIME ZONE EXTERNAL (length)
Specifies a character string representation of a timestamp with a time zone.

• VARBINARY (length)
Specifies a varying-length binary string.

• VARCHAR
Specifies a varying-length character string.

• VARGRAPHIC
Specifies a varying-length graphic string.

Note:

• For more information about the preceding options, see the IBM Command and Utility Reference Guide.
• For more information about LOB file reference variables, including their definitions and usage, see the IBM Application

Programming and SQL Guide.

Example: Single LOGAPPLY Statement for Single Table

The following example shows the use of a single LOGAPPLY statement to load data into a single table:

-- LOAD TABLE PDJCT.LOGALLTYPES                                                 
                                                                                
.CALL LOGAPPLY PARM(DXXX,1000,,REDO)                                            
.ALLOC FI(PTILOAD)                                                    +         
   DA('PDJCTB.ALL10.LOAD')                                            +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SHR                                                                          
.ALLOC FI(SYSDISC)                                                    +         
   DA('PDJCTB.ALL10.LOAD.D')                                          +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
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   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   LIKE('PDJCTB.ALL10.LOAD')                                          +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(SYSERR)                                                     +         
   DA('PDJCTB.ALL10.LOAD.E')                                          +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(SYSMAP)                                                     +         
   DA('PDJCTB.ALL10.LOAD.M')                                          +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(PTIUT1)                                                     +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(10,10) CYL RLSE                                                        
.ALLOC FI(PTIOUT)                                                     +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(10,10) CYL RLSE                                                        
 
.DATA                                                                           
   LOAD DATA INDDN PTILOAD                                                      
   RESUME    YES                                                                
   LOG       NO                                                                 
   DISCARDDN SYSDISC                                                            
   ERRDDN    SYSERR                                                             
   MAPDDN    SYSMAP                                                             
   WORKDDN   (PTIUT1,PTIOUT)                                                    
   INTO TABLE PDJCT.LOGALLTYPES                                                 
   WHEN (1:26) = 'PDJCT   LOGALLTYPES       '                                   
   (                                                                            
    LOG1_CHAR_NNULL      POSITION(   29:   43) CHAR(   15)                      
   ,LOG1_CHAR_NULL       POSITION(   45:   59) CHAR(   15)                      
                           NULLIF(   44) = '?'                                  
   ,LOG1_SMINT_NNULL     POSITION(   60:   61) SMALLINT                         
   ,LOG1_INT_NNULL       POSITION(   62:   65) INTEGER                          
   ,LOG1_DEC_NNULL       POSITION(   66:   73) DECIMAL                          
   ,LOG1_DATE_NNULL      POSITION(   74:   83) DATE EXTERNAL(10)                
   ,LOG1_TIME_DEF        POSITION(   84:   91) TIME EXTERNAL(8)                 
   ,LOG1_TIMES_NNULL     POSITION(   92:  117) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL(26)           
   ,LOG1_FLOAT_NNULL     POSITION(  118:  125) DOUBLE PRECISION                 
   ,LOG1_REAL_NNULL      POSITION(  126:  129) REAL                             
   ,LOG1_VAR_NNULL       POSITION(  130:  181) VARCHAR                          
   ,LOG1_VAR_NULL        POSITION(  183:  234) VARCHAR                          
                           NULLIF(  182) = '?'                                 
 
   )                                                                            
.ENDDATA                                                                        
                                                                                
.FREE FI(PTILOAD)                                                               
.FREE FI(SYSDISC)                                                               
.FREE FI(SYSERR)                                                                
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.FREE FI(SYSMAP)                                                                

.FREE FI(PTIUT1)                                                                

.FREE FI(PTIOUT)                                                                
                                                                                
.SYNC 5     'LOAD TABLE PDJCT.LOGALLTYPES'                                     

Example: Single LOGAPPLY Statement for Multiple Tables

The following examples show the use of a single LOGAPPLY statement to load data into multiple tables:

-- LOAD TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL1T                                                  
                                                                                
.CALL LOGAPPLY PARM(DXXX,,, REDO)                                               
.ALLOC FI(PTILOAD)                                                    +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA1')                                  +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SHR                                                                          
.ALLOC FI(SYSDISC)                                                    +                 
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA1.D')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   LIKE('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA1')                                +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(SYSERR)                                                     +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA1.E')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(SYSMAP)                                                     +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA1.M')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(PTIUT1)                                                     +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(10,10) CYL RLSE                                                        
.ALLOC FI(PTIOUT)                                                     +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(10,10) CYL RLSE                                                        
.DATA                                                                           
   LOAD DATA INDDN PTILOAD                                                      
   RESUME    YES                                                                
   LOG       YES                                                                
   DISCARDDN SYSDISC                                                            
   ERRDDN    SYSERR                                                             
   MAPDDN    SYSMAP                                                             
   WORKDDN   (PTIUT1,PTIOUT)                                                    
   INTO TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL2T                                                   
   WHEN (1:26) = 'PDMALL  PDRTBL2           '                                   
   (                                                                            
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    CHAR_COL             POSITION(   29:   31) CHAR(    3)                      
   ,INT_COL              POSITION(   32:   35) INTEGER                          
   ,DATE_COL             POSITION(   36:   45) DATE EXTERNAL(10)                
   ,VARCHAR_COL          POSITION(   47:   68) VARCHAR                          
                           NULLIF(   46) = '?'                                  
   ,SMALLINT_COL         POSITION(   70:   71) SMALLINT                         
                           NULLIF(   69) = '?'                                  
   ,TIME_COL             POSITION(   72:   79) TIME EXTERNAL(8)                 
   ,LONGVAR_COL          POSITION(   80:  381) VARCHAR                          
   ,REAL_COL             POSITION(  382:  385) REAL                             
   ,TIMEST_COL           POSITION(  387:  412) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL(26)           
                           NULLIF(  386) = '?'                                  
   ,FLOAT_COL            POSITION(  413:  420) DOUBLE PRECISION                 
   ,DEC_COL              POSITION(  422:  429) DECIMAL                          
                           NULLIF(  421) = '?'                                  
   )                                                                            
 
   INTO TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL3T                                                   
   WHEN (1:26) = 'PDMALL  PDRTBL3           '                                   
   (                                                                            
    DEC_COL              POSITION(   29:   36) DECIMAL                          
   ,CHAR_COL             POSITION(   37:   39) CHAR(    3)                      
   ,DATE_COL             POSITION(   41:   50) DATE EXTERNAL(10)                
                           NULLIF(   40) = '?'                                  
   ,FLOAT_COL            POSITION(   51:   58) DOUBLE PRECISION                 
   ,VARCHAR_COL          POSITION(   59:   80) VARCHAR                          
   ,TIME_COL             POSITION(   81:   88) TIME EXTERNAL(8)                 
   ,REAL_COL             POSITION(   90:   93) REAL                             
                           NULLIF(   89) = '?'                                  
   ,LONGVAR_COL          POSITION(   95:  396) VARCHAR                          
                           NULLIF(   94) = '?'                                  
   ,TIMEST_COL           POSITION(  397:  422) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL(26)           
   ,SMALLINT_COL         POSITION(  423:  424) SMALLINT                         
   ,INT_COL              POSITION(  425:  428) INTEGER                          
   )                                                                            
   INTO TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL1T                                                   
   WHEN (1:26) = 'PDMALL  PDRTBL1           '                                   
   (                                                                            
    CHAR_COL             POSITION(   30:   32) CHAR(    3)                      
                           NULLIF(   29) = '?'                                  
   ,VARCHAR_COL          POSITION(   33:   54) VARCHAR                          
   ,LONGVAR_COL          POSITION(   55:  356) VARCHAR                          
   ,INT_COL              POSITION(  358:  361) INTEGER                          
                           NULLIF(  357) = '?'                                  
   ,SMALLINT_COL         POSITION(  362:  363) SMALLINT                         
   ,REAL_COL             POSITION(  364:  367) REAL                             
   ,FLOAT_COL            POSITION(  369:  376) DOUBLE PRECISION                 
                           NULLIF(  368) = '?'                                  
   ,DEC_COL              POSITION(  377:  384) DECIMAL                          
   ,DATE_COL             POSITION(  385:  394) DATE EXTERNAL(10)                
   ,TIME_COL             POSITION(  396:  403) TIME EXTERNAL(8)                 
                           NULLIF(  395) = '?'                                  
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   ,TIMEST_COL           POSITION(  404:  429) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL(26)           
   )                                                                            
.ENDDATA                                                                        
                                                                                
.FREE FI(PTILOAD)                                                               
.FREE FI(SYSDISC)                                                               
.FREE FI(SYSERR)                                                                
.FREE FI(SYSMAP)                                                                
.FREE FI(PTIUT1)                                                                
.FREE FI(PTIOUT)                                                                
                                                                                
.SYNC 5     'LOAD TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL1T'                                       

Example: Multiple LOGAPPLY Statements for Multiple Tables

The following example shows the use of multiple LOGAPPLY statements to load data into multiple tables:

-- LOAD TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL3T                                                   
.CALL LOGAPPLY PARM(DXXX,,, REDO)                                               
.ALLOC FI(PTILOAD)                                                    +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL3.DATA2')                                  +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SHR                                                                          
.ALLOC FI(SYSDISC)                                                    +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL3.DATA2.D')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   LIKE('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL3.DATA2')                                +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(SYSERR)                                                     +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL3.DATA2.E')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(SYSMAP)                                                     +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL3.DATA2.M')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(PTIUT1)                                                     +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(10,10) CYL RLSE                                                        
.ALLOC FI(PTIOUT)                                                     +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(10,10) CYL RLSE                                                        
 .DATA                                                                          
   LOAD DATA INDDN PTILOAD                                                      
   RESUME    YES                                                                
   LOG       YES                                                                
   DISCARDDN SYSDISC                                                            
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   ERRDDN    SYSERR                                                             
   MAPDDN    SYSMAP                                                             
   WORKDDN   (PTIUT1,PTIOUT)                                                    
   INTO TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL3T                                                   
   WHEN (1:26) = 'PDMALL  PDRTBL3           '                                   
   (                                                                            
    DEC_COL              POSITION(   29:   36) DECIMAL                          
   ,CHAR_COL             POSITION(   37:   39) CHAR(    3)                      
   ,DATE_COL             POSITION(   41:   50) DATE EXTERNAL(10)                
                           NULLIF(   40) = '?'                                  
   ,FLOAT_COL            POSITION(   51:   58) DOUBLE PRECISION                 
   ,VARCHAR_COL          POSITION(   59:   80) VARCHAR                          
   ,TIME_COL             POSITION(   81:   88) TIME EXTERNAL(8)                 
   ,REAL_COL             POSITION(   90:   93) REAL                             
                           NULLIF(   89) = '?'                                  
   ,LONGVAR_COL          POSITION(   95:  396) VARCHAR                          
                           NULLIF(   94) = '?'                                  
   ,TIMEST_COL           POSITION(  397:  422) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL(26)           
   ,SMALLINT_COL         POSITION(  423:  424) SMALLINT                         
   ,INT_COL              POSITION(  425:  428) INTEGER                          
   )                                                                            
.ENDDATA                                                                        
.FREE FI(PTILOAD)                                                               
.FREE FI(SYSDISC)                                                               
.FREE FI(SYSERR)                                                                
.FREE FI(SYSMAP)                                                                
.FREE FI(PTIUT1)                                                                
.FREE FI(PTIOUT)                                                                
.SYNC 5     'LOAD TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL3T'                                        
 
-- LOAD TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL2T                                                   
                                                                                
.CALL LOGAPPLY PARM(DXXX,,, REDO)                                               
.ALLOC FI(PTILOAD)                                                    +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL2.DATA2')                                  +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SHR                                                                          
.ALLOC FI(SYSDISC)                                                    +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL2.DATA2.D')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   LIKE('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL2.DATA2')                                +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(SYSERR)                                                     +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL2.DATA2.E')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(SYSMAP)                                                     +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL2.DATA2.M')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
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   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(PTIUT1)                                                     +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(10,10) CYL RLSE                                                        
.ALLOC FI(PTIOUT)                                                     +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(10,10) CYL RLSE                                                        
 
.DATA                                                                           
   LOAD DATA INDDN PTILOAD                                                      
   RESUME    YES                                                                
   LOG       YES                                                                
   DISCARDDN SYSDISC                                                            
   ERRDDN    SYSERR                                                             
   MAPDDN    SYSMAP                                                             
   WORKDDN   (PTIUT1,PTIOUT)                                                    
   INTO TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL2T                                                   
   WHEN (1:26) = 'PDMALL  PDRTBL2           '                                   
   (                                                                            
    CHAR_COL             POSITION(   29:   31) CHAR(    3)                      
   ,INT_COL              POSITION(   32:   35) INTEGER                          
   ,DATE_COL             POSITION(   36:   45) DATE EXTERNAL(10)                
   ,VARCHAR_COL          POSITION(   47:   68) VARCHAR                          
                           NULLIF(   46) = '?'                                  
   ,SMALLINT_COL         POSITION(   70:   71) SMALLINT                         
                           NULLIF(   69) = '?'                                  
   ,TIME_COL             POSITION(   72:   79) TIME EXTERNAL(8)                 
   ,LONGVAR_COL          POSITION(   80:  381) VARCHAR                          
   ,REAL_COL             POSITION(  382:  385) REAL                             
   ,TIMEST_COL           POSITION(  387:  412) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL(26)           
                           NULLIF(  386) = '?'                                  
   ,FLOAT_COL            POSITION(  413:  420) DOUBLE PRECISION                 
   ,DEC_COL              POSITION(  422:  429) DECIMAL                          
                           NULLIF(  421) = '?'                                  
   )                                                                            
.ENDDATA                                                                        
                                                                                
.FREE FI(PTILOAD)                                                               
.FREE FI(SYSDISC)                                                               
.FREE FI(SYSERR)                                                                
.FREE FI(SYSMAP)                                                                
.FREE FI(PTIUT1)                                                                
.FREE FI(PTIOUT)                                                                
                                                                                
.SYNC 10    'LOAD TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL2T'                                        
                
-- LOAD TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL1T                                                   
                                                                                
.CALL LOGAPPLY PARM(DXXX,,, REDO)                                               
.ALLOC FI(PTILOAD)                                                    +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA2')                                  +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
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   SHR                                                                          
.ALLOC FI(SYSDISC)                                                    +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA2.D')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   LIKE('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA2')                                +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(SYSERR)                                                     +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA2.E')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(SYSMAP)                                                     +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA2.M')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(PTIUT1)                                                     +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(10,10) CYL RLSE                                                        
.ALLOC FI(PTIOUT)                                                     +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(10,10) CYL RLSE                                                        
 
.DATA                                                                           
   LOAD DATA INDDN PTILOAD                                                      
   RESUME    YES                                                                
   LOG       YES                                                                
   DISCARDDN SYSDISC                                                            
   ERRDDN    SYSERR                                                             
   MAPDDN    SYSMAP                                                             
   WORKDDN   (PTIUT1,PTIOUT)                                                    
   INTO TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL1T                                                   
   WHEN (1:26) = 'PDMALL  PDRTBL1           '                                   
   (                                                                            
    CHAR_COL             POSITION(   30:   32) CHAR(    3)                      
                           NULLIF(   29) = '?'                                  
   ,VARCHAR_COL          POSITION(   33:   54) VARCHAR                          
   ,LONGVAR_COL          POSITION(   55:  356) VARCHAR                          
   ,INT_COL              POSITION(  358:  361) INTEGER                          
                           NULLIF(  357) = '?'                                  
   ,SMALLINT_COL         POSITION(  362:  363) SMALLINT                         
   ,REAL_COL             POSITION(  364:  367) REAL                             
   ,FLOAT_COL            POSITION(  369:  376) DOUBLE PRECISION                 
                           NULLIF(  368) = '?'                                  
   ,DEC_COL              POSITION(  377:  384) DECIMAL                          
   ,DATE_COL             POSITION(  385:  394) DATE EXTERNAL(10)                
   ,TIME_COL             POSITION(  396:  403) TIME EXTERNAL(8)                 
                           NULLIF(  395) = '?'                                  
   ,TIMEST_COL           POSITION(  404:  429) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL(26)           
   )                                                                            
.ENDDATA                                                                        
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.FREE FI(PTILOAD)                                                               
.FREE FI(SYSDISC)                                                               
.FREE FI(SYSERR)                                                                
.FREE FI(SYSMAP)                                                                
.FREE FI(PTIUT1)                                                                
.FREE FI(PTIOUT)                                                                
                                                                                
.SYNC 15    'LOAD TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL1T'                                       

Example: Log Apply Insert Only Mode

Log Apply control statements can be run in insert only mode by adding the “I” parameter to the LOGAPPLY statement.

Warning:  This parameter is the only modification that we recommend making to the control statements.

The following example shows a single LOGAPPLY statement for multiple tables using insert only mode. All records for tables
PDMALL.PDRTBL2T, PDMALL.PDRTBL3T, and PDMALL.PDRTBL1T in the load format file are inserted, ignoring any
statement type indicator that is present in the data:

-- LOAD TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL1T                                                  
                                                                                
.CALL LOGAPPLY PARM(DXXX,,, REDO,I)                                               
.ALLOC FI(PTILOAD)                                                    +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA1')                                  +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SHR                                                                          
.ALLOC FI(SYSDISC)                                                    +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA1.D')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   LIKE('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA1')                                +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(SYSERR)                                                     +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA1.E')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(SYSMAP)                                                     +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA1.M')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(PTIUT1)                                                     +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(10,10) CYL RLSE                                                        
.ALLOC FI(PTIOUT)                                                     +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(10,10) CYL RLSE                                                        
.DATA                                                                           
   LOAD DATA INDDN PTILOAD                                                      
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   RESUME    YES                                                                
   LOG       YES                                                                
   DISCARDDN SYSDISC                                                            
   ERRDDN    SYSERR                                                             
   MAPDDN    SYSMAP                                                             
   WORKDDN   (PTIUT1,PTIOUT)                                                    
   INTO TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL2T                                                   
   WHEN (1:26) = 'PDMALL  PDRTBL2           '                                   
   (                                                                            
    CHAR_COL             POSITION(   29:   31) CHAR(    3)                      
   ,INT_COL              POSITION(   32:   35) INTEGER                          
   ,DATE_COL             POSITION(   36:   45) DATE EXTERNAL(10)                
   ,VARCHAR_COL          POSITION(   47:   68) VARCHAR                          
                           NULLIF(   46) = '?'                                  
   ,SMALLINT_COL         POSITION(   70:   71) SMALLINT                         
                           NULLIF(   69) = '?'                                  
   ,TIME_COL             POSITION(   72:   79) TIME EXTERNAL(8)                 
   ,LONGVAR_COL          POSITION(   80:  381) VARCHAR                          
   ,REAL_COL             POSITION(  382:  385) REAL                             
   ,TIMEST_COL           POSITION(  387:  412) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL(26)           
                           NULLIF(  386) = '?'                                  
   ,FLOAT_COL            POSITION(  413:  420) DOUBLE PRECISION                 
   ,DEC_COL              POSITION(  422:  429) DECIMAL                          
                           NULLIF(  421) = '?'                                  
   )                                                                            
 
   INTO TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL3T                                                   
   WHEN (1:26) = 'PDMALL  PDRTBL3           '                                   
   (                                                                            
    DEC_COL              POSITION(   29:   36) DECIMAL                          
   ,CHAR_COL             POSITION(   37:   39) CHAR(    3)                      
   ,DATE_COL             POSITION(   41:   50) DATE EXTERNAL(10)                
                           NULLIF(   40) = '?'                                  
   ,FLOAT_COL            POSITION(   51:   58) DOUBLE PRECISION                 
   ,VARCHAR_COL          POSITION(   59:   80) VARCHAR                          
   ,TIME_COL             POSITION(   81:   88) TIME EXTERNAL(8)                 
   ,REAL_COL             POSITION(   90:   93) REAL                             
                           NULLIF(   89) = '?'                                  
   ,LONGVAR_COL          POSITION(   95:  396) VARCHAR                          
                           NULLIF(   94) = '?'                                  
   ,TIMEST_COL           POSITION(  397:  422) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL(26)           
   ,SMALLINT_COL         POSITION(  423:  424) SMALLINT                         
   ,INT_COL              POSITION(  425:  428) INTEGER                          
   )                                                                            
   INTO TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL1T                                                   
   WHEN (1:26) = 'PDMALL  PDRTBL1           '                                   
   (                                                                            
    CHAR_COL             POSITION(   30:   32) CHAR(    3)                      
                           NULLIF(   29) = '?'                                  
   ,VARCHAR_COL          POSITION(   33:   54) VARCHAR                          
   ,LONGVAR_COL          POSITION(   55:  356) VARCHAR                          
   ,INT_COL              POSITION(  358:  361) INTEGER                          
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                           NULLIF(  357) = '?'                                  
   ,SMALLINT_COL         POSITION(  362:  363) SMALLINT                         
   ,REAL_COL             POSITION(  364:  367) REAL                             
   ,FLOAT_COL            POSITION(  369:  376) DOUBLE PRECISION                 
                           NULLIF(  368) = '?'                                  
   ,DEC_COL              POSITION(  377:  384) DECIMAL                          
   ,DATE_COL             POSITION(  385:  394) DATE EXTERNAL(10)                
   ,TIME_COL             POSITION(  396:  403) TIME EXTERNAL(8)                 
                           NULLIF(  395) = '?'                                  
   ,TIMEST_COL           POSITION(  404:  429) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL(26)           
   )                                                                            
.ENDDATA                                                                        
                                                                                
.FREE FI(PTILOAD)                                                               
.FREE FI(SYSDISC)                                                               
.FREE FI(SYSERR)                                                                
.FREE FI(SYSMAP)                                                                
.FREE FI(PTIUT1)                                                                
.FREE FI(PTIOUT)                                                                
                                                                                
.SYNC 5     'LOAD TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL1T' 

Example: Log Apply Insert Only Mode with Multiple Row Insert

Log Apply control statements can be run in insert only mode with a multiple row insert (MRI) by adding the M parameter to
the LOGAPPLY statement and specifying the number of rows to insert in one statement (pla_mrinum).

Warning:  These parameters are the only modification that we recommend making to the control statements.

The following example shows a single LOGAPPLY statement for multiple tables using insert only mode with 100 rows
inserted in one statement. All records for tables PDMALL.PDRTBL2T, PDMALL.PDRTBL3T, and PDMALL.PDRTBL1T in
the load format file are inserted, ignoring any statement type indicator that is present in the data:

-- LOAD TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL1T                                                  
                                                                                
.CALL LOGAPPLY PARM(DXXX,,,REDO,M,100)                                               
.ALLOC FI(PTILOAD)                                                    +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA1')                                  +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SHR                                                                          
.ALLOC FI(SYSDISC)                                                    +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA1.D')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   LIKE('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA1')                                +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(SYSERR)                                                     +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA1.E')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
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.ALLOC FI(SYSMAP)                                                     +         
   DA('PDMALL.PDMALL.PDRTBL1.DATA1.M')                                +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(50,50) TRACKS RLSE                                           +         
   MOD CATALOG                                                                  
.ALLOC FI(PTIUT1)                                                     +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(10,10) CYL RLSE                                                        
.ALLOC FI(PTIOUT)                                                     +         
   UNIT(SYSDA)                                                        +         
   SPACE(10,10) CYL RLSE                                                        
.DATA                                                                           
   LOAD DATA INDDN PTILOAD                                                      
   RESUME    YES                                                                
   LOG       YES                                                                
   DISCARDDN SYSDISC                                                            
   ERRDDN    SYSERR                                                             
   MAPDDN    SYSMAP                                                             
   WORKDDN   (PTIUT1,PTIOUT)                                                    
   INTO TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL2T                                                   
   WHEN (1:26) = 'PDMALL  PDRTBL2           '                                   
   (                                                                            
    CHAR_COL             POSITION(   29:   31) CHAR(    3)                      
   ,INT_COL              POSITION(   32:   35) INTEGER                          
   ,DATE_COL             POSITION(   36:   45) DATE EXTERNAL(10)                
   ,VARCHAR_COL          POSITION(   47:   68) VARCHAR                          
                           NULLIF(   46) = '?'                                  
   ,SMALLINT_COL         POSITION(   70:   71) SMALLINT                         
                           NULLIF(   69) = '?'                                  
   ,TIME_COL             POSITION(   72:   79) TIME EXTERNAL(8)                 
   ,LONGVAR_COL          POSITION(   80:  381) VARCHAR                          
   ,REAL_COL             POSITION(  382:  385) REAL                             
   ,TIMEST_COL           POSITION(  387:  412) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL(26)           
                           NULLIF(  386) = '?'                                  
   ,FLOAT_COL            POSITION(  413:  420) DOUBLE PRECISION                 
   ,DEC_COL              POSITION(  422:  429) DECIMAL                          
                           NULLIF(  421) = '?'                                  
   )                                                                            
 
   INTO TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL3T                                                   
   WHEN (1:26) = 'PDMALL  PDRTBL3           '                                   
   (                                                                            
    DEC_COL              POSITION(   29:   36) DECIMAL                          
   ,CHAR_COL             POSITION(   37:   39) CHAR(    3)                      
   ,DATE_COL             POSITION(   41:   50) DATE EXTERNAL(10)                
                           NULLIF(   40) = '?'                                  
   ,FLOAT_COL            POSITION(   51:   58) DOUBLE PRECISION                 
   ,VARCHAR_COL          POSITION(   59:   80) VARCHAR                          
   ,TIME_COL             POSITION(   81:   88) TIME EXTERNAL(8)                 
   ,REAL_COL             POSITION(   90:   93) REAL                             
                           NULLIF(   89) = '?'                                  
   ,LONGVAR_COL          POSITION(   95:  396) VARCHAR                          
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                           NULLIF(   94) = '?'                                  
   ,TIMEST_COL           POSITION(  397:  422) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL(26)           
   ,SMALLINT_COL         POSITION(  423:  424) SMALLINT                         
   ,INT_COL              POSITION(  425:  428) INTEGER                          
   )                                                                            
   INTO TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL1T                                                   
   WHEN (1:26) = 'PDMALL  PDRTBL1           '                                   
   (                                                                            
    CHAR_COL             POSITION(   30:   32) CHAR(    3)                      
                           NULLIF(   29) = '?'                                  
   ,VARCHAR_COL          POSITION(   33:   54) VARCHAR                          
   ,LONGVAR_COL          POSITION(   55:  356) VARCHAR                          
   ,INT_COL              POSITION(  358:  361) INTEGER                          
                           NULLIF(  357) = '?'                                  
   ,SMALLINT_COL         POSITION(  362:  363) SMALLINT                         
   ,REAL_COL             POSITION(  364:  367) REAL                             
   ,FLOAT_COL            POSITION(  369:  376) DOUBLE PRECISION                 
                           NULLIF(  368) = '?'                                  
   ,DEC_COL              POSITION(  377:  384) DECIMAL                          
   ,DATE_COL             POSITION(  385:  394) DATE EXTERNAL(10)                
   ,TIME_COL             POSITION(  396:  403) TIME EXTERNAL(8)                 
                           NULLIF(  395) = '?'                                  
   ,TIMEST_COL           POSITION(  404:  429) TIMESTAMP EXTERNAL(26)           
   )                                                                            
.ENDDATA                                                                        
                                                                                
.FREE FI(PTILOAD)                                                               
.FREE FI(SYSDISC)                                                               
.FREE FI(SYSERR)                                                                
.FREE FI(SYSMAP)                                                                
.FREE FI(PTIUT1)                                                                
.FREE FI(PTIOUT)                                                                
                                                                                
.SYNC 5     'LOAD TABLE PDMALL.PDRTBL1T' 

 DSN1COPY Control Statements
DSN1COPY control statements include the following required data sets:

DSN1COPY control statements include the following required data sets:

• SYSUT1
Specifies the input data set that identifies a full image copy of the source tablespace. The information you entered in the
Source Image Copy section is used to build the input data set. 

• SYSUT2
Specifies the output data set that identifies the VSAM data set of the target tablespace. The information selected or entered
by you in the Target Tablespace section builds the output data set.

• SYSPRINT
Specifies the message data set that contains output messages.

• SYSXLAT
Identifies the OBIDXLAT data set that defines the OBID translation values. The DBID, PSID, and OBID fields you
entered are used to build the OBIDXLAT data set.
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The following sample JCL statements are generated for the data entered in this scenario:

//
xxxxxxxx JOB (10003),'DML UPDATE  ',CLASS=B,MSGCLASS=B,REGION=4096K, //        MSGLEVEL=(1,1),NOTIFY=&SYSUID                                 //
*****************************************************************//   //
* MODEL JCL FOR DSN1COPY OF A DROPPED OBJECT                    *//   //
*****************************************************************//   //
*                                                                     //
*  **********************************************************         //
*  **  STOP TARGET TABLESPACE VIA CA DB2C                   *         //
*  **********************************************************         //
DB2CMD01  EXEC PGM=PTLDRIVM,                                          //             PARM='EP=PTLDB2C/
Mxxx'                                   //
*                                                                     
//
STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PLA.xxxxxx.CDBALOAD                          //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PAS.xxxxxxx.CDBALOAD                          //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxx.CDBALOAD                        //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DB2.xxxxxx.SDSNLOAD                          //
*                                                                     
//
PTILIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PLA.xxxxxxx.CDBALOAD                          //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PAS.xxxxxxx.CDBALOAD                          //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxx.CDBALOAD                        //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DB2.xxxxxx.SDSNLOAD                          //
*                                                                     
//
PTIPARM  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=USER001.PLA.CDBAPARM                          //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.RUN.CDBAPARM                          //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=PTIPROD.xxxxx.CDBAPARM                       //
*                                                                     
//
SYSOUT    DD   SYSOUT=*                                               //
SYSPRINT  DD   SYSOUT=*                                               //
SYSIN     DD   *                                                      -
STOP    DATABASE(DROPDB)   SPACE(DROPTS6)                          /
*                                                                   //
*                                                                  
//
*  **********************************************************      //
*  **  DB2 DSN1COPY FROM FULL IC TO TARGET TABLESPACE VSAM  *      //
*  **********************************************************      //
DSN1COPY EXEC PGM=DSN1COPY,                                        //         PARM=('OBIDXLAT,FULLCOPY',                                //         'NUMPARTS(2)',                                            //         'RESET',                                                  //         'CHECK')                                                  //
*                                                                  
//
STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DB2.DB2710.SDSNLOAD                       //
*                                                                  //
SYSOUT   DD  SYSOUT=*                                              //
SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                              //
SYSUT1   DD  DISP=SHR,UNIT=SYSDA,                                  //         DSN=USERB1.DROPDB.DROPTS4.LP#001.T1840035                //
*                                                                  //
*        A001 FOR ALL PARTITIONS. //
*                                                                  
//
SYSUT2   DD   DISP=SHR,UNIT=SYSDA,                                 //         DSN=Mxxx.DSNDBC.DROPDB.DROPTS6.I0001.A001                 //
*                                                                  //
SYSXLAT DD  *                                                         800   ,800                     <-- FROM_DBID, TO_DBID translation    7     ,12                      <-- FROM_PSID, TO_PSID translation    8     ,13                      <-- FROM_OBID, TO_OBID translation /
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*                                                                   //
*                                                                  
//
*  **********************************************************      //
*  **  START TARGET TABLESPACE VIA IBM DSN COMMAND          *      //
*  **********************************************************      //
DB2CMD02 EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,COND=(4,LT)                             //
STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=Mxxx.PRIVATE.SDSNEXIT                     //         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DB2.xxxxxx.SDSNLOAD                       //
SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                                               //
SYSTSIN  DD *                                                         DSN SYSTEM(Mxxx)                                                         -
START DATABASE(DROPDB) SPACENAM(DROPTS6)                        END                                                               /
*                                                                   //
*                                                                 

The JCL statements contain three job steps that perform the following actions:

1. Stop the target tablespace.
2. Apply DSN1COPY to copy full image copy into the target tablespace.
3. Start the target tablespace if the previous step executes successfully.

 Support of Clone Tables
A clone table has the same structure and identifiers as its base table, but it resides in a separate data set
with a different instance qualifier (I0001 or I0002). Tables in a clone relationship may be the subject of
an EXCHANGE command, which switches the data that each table refers to. When first created, the base
table refers to instance 1 (I0001) and the clone table refers to instance 2 (I0002). After the first exchange,
the base table name refers to the instance I0002 data set (which contains the data originally belonging to
the clone table) and the clone table name refers to the instance I0001 data set (which contains the data
originally belonging to the base table).

A clone table has the same structure and identifiers as its base table, but it resides in a separate data set with a different instance
qualifier (I0001 or I0002). Tables in a clone relationship may be the subject of an EXCHANGE command, which switches the
data that each table refers to. When first created, the base table refers to instance 1 (I0001) and the clone table refers to instance
2 (I0002). After the first exchange, the base table name refers to the instance I0002 data set (which contains the data originally
belonging to the clone table) and the clone table name refers to the instance I0001 data set (which contains the data originally
belonging to the base table).

When generating DML reports, SQL, and load files, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS uses the table name that currently
matches the data set to which the SQL transaction was applied. In other words, if an update was made to a base table, and then
an EXCHANGE was executed, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS would report the update as being made to the clone
table. This is necessary because the row in question now resides in the clone table.

The following examples show how CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS supports clone tables.

Example 1: Single Exchange

Suppose the following SQL is executed to create a base table, create a clone table, update both tables, and then exchange the
data between the two:

CREATE TABLE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
   (COL1   CHAR(10   )  NOT NULL
   ,COL2   CHAR(10   )  NOT NULL
   )
   IN DATABASE USER07DB     
   ;
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COMMIT;
ALTER TABLE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
  ADD CLONE USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
;
COMMIT;
 
INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_BASE
VALUES
('BASETB' , 'AAAAAAAAAA')
;
 
INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
VALUES
('CLONETB' , '1111111111')
;
COMMIT;
 
UPDATE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
SET COL2 = 'BBBBBBBBBB'
WHERE COL1 = 'BASETB'
;
 
UPDATE USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
SET COL2 = '2222222222'
WHERE COL1 = 'CLONETB'
;
COMMIT;
EXCHANGE DATA BETWEEN TABLE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
                        AND USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
;
COMMIT;

A SELECT statement executed after the SQL completes would show the following:

USER07.CLONETB_BASE
COL1        COL2
CLONETB     2222222222
 
USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
COL1        COL2
BASETB      BBBBBBBBBB

In the previous output, the EXCHANGE command switched the data between the tables. The base table now contains the data
inserted into the clone table, and the clone table now contains the data from the base table. If CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for
z/OS is now used to generate UNDO SQL for the two preceding updates, the following results:

UPDATE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
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SET COL2 = '1111111111'
WHERE COL1 = 'CLONETB'
;
 
UPDATE USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
SET COL2 = 'AAAAAAAAAA'
WHERE COL1 = 'BASETB'
;

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS switches the table name associated with each update because the row containing
COL1='BASETB' now resides in the USER07.CLONETB_CLONE table. Switching the table names allows SQL to be applied
to the correct table.

Example 2: Multiple Exchanges

Suppose the following SQL is executed to create a base table, create a clone table, and perform a series of table updates and
exchanges:

CREATE TABLE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
   (COL1   CHAR(10   )  NOT NULL
   ,COL2   CHAR(10   )  NOT NULL
   )
   IN DATABASE USER07DB     
   ;
COMMIT;
ALTER TABLE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
  ADD CLONE USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
;
COMMIT;
 
INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_BASE
VALUES
('BASETB' , 'AAAAAAAAAA')
;
 
INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
VALUES
('CLONETB' , '1111111111')
;
COMMIT;
 
UPDATE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
SET COL2 = 'BBBBBBBBBB'
WHERE COL1 = 'BASETB'
;
 
UPDATE USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
SET COL2 = '2222222222'
WHERE COL1 = 'CLONETB'
;
COMMIT;
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EXCHANGE DATA BETWEEN TABLE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
                        AND USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
;
COMMIT;
 
INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_BASE
VALUES
('BASETB2' , 'CCCCCCCCCC')
;
 
INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
VALUES
('CLONETB2' , '3333333333')
;
COMMIT;
 
UPDATE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
SET COL2 = 'DDDDDDDDDD'
WHERE COL1 = 'BASETB2'
;
 
UPDATE USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
SET COL2 = '4444444444'
WHERE COL1 = 'CLONETB2'
;
COMMIT;
EXCHANGE DATA BETWEEN TABLE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
                        AND USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
;
COMMIT;

A SELECT statement executed after the SQL completes would show the following:

USER07.CLONETB_BASE
COL1        COL2
BASETB      BBBBBBBBBB
CLONETB2    4444444444
 
USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
COL1        COL2
CLONETB     2222222222
BASETB2     DDDDDDDDDD

In the previous output, the EXCHANGE command switched the data between the tables. The base table now contains the data
inserted into the clone table, and the clone table contains the data from the base table. If CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS
is now used to generate REDO SQL, the following results:
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INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_BASE
VALUES
('BASETB' , 'AAAAAAAAAA')
;
 
INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
VALUES
('CLONETB' , '1111111111')
;
COMMIT;
 
UPDATE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
SET COL2 = 'BBBBBBBBBB'
WHERE COL1 = 'BASETB'
;
 
UPDATE USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
SET COL2 = '2222222222'
WHERE COL1 = 'CLONETB'
;
 
INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
VALUES
('BASETB2' , 'CCCCCCCCCC')
;
 
INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_BASE
VALUES
('CLONETB2' , '3333333333')
;
 
UPDATE USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
SET COL2 = 'DDDDDDDDDD'
WHERE COL1 = 'BASETB2'
;
 
UPDATE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
SET COL2 = '4444444444'
WHERE COL1 = 'CLONETB2'
;

CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS maintains data consistency across multiple exchanges. In this example, inserts to the
base table that occur prior to both exchanges, and inserts to the clone table that occur prior to the last exchange, are both
applied to the current base table because those inserts were applied to the same underlying data set.

Likewise, inserts to the original clone table and inserts to the base table that occur after the first exchange are also applied to
the same table (in this case, CLONETB_CLONE). If the preceding REDO SQL was executed to propagate the data changes to
a different pair of objects, a SELECT from the propagated objects would match a SELECT from the original tables.

 

Example 3: Dropped and Re-Added Clones
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CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS determines the name of a clone table by using the current catalog definition. If a clone
is dropped and recreated, running CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS over a log range of the previous clone associates the
reported log records with the current clone name. Suppose the following SQL is executed:

CREATE TABLE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
   (COL1   CHAR(10   )  NOT NULL
   ,COL2   CHAR(10   )  NOT NULL
   )
   IN DATABASE USER07DB     
   ;
COMMIT;
ALTER TABLE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
  ADD CLONE USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
;
COMMIT;
 
INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_BASE
VALUES
('BASETB' , 'AAAAAAAAAA')
;
 
INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
VALUES
('CLONETB' , '1111111111')
;
COMMIT;
 
EXCHANGE DATA BETWEEN TABLE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
                        AND USER07.CLONETB_CLONE
;
COMMIT;
 
ALTER TABLE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
  DROP CLONE
;
COMMIT;
 
ALTER TABLE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
  ADD CLONE USER07.CLONETB_CLONE2
;
COMMIT;
 
INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_CLONE2
VALUES
('CLONETB2' , 'BBBBBBBBBB')
;
COMMIT;
 
EXCHANGE DATA BETWEEN TABLE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
                        AND USER07.CLONETB_CLONE2
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;
COMMIT;
 
ALTER TABLE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
  DROP CLONE
;
COMMIT;
 
ALTER TABLE USER07.CLONETB_BASE
  ADD CLONE USER07.CLONETB_CLONE3
;
COMMIT;
 
INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_CLONE3
VALUES
('CLONETB3 , '2222222222')
 
COMMIT;

A SELECT statement executed after the SQL completes would show the following:

USER07.CLONETB_BASE
COL1        COL2
CLONETB2    BBBBBBBBBB
 
USER07.CLONETB_CLONE3
COL1        COL2
CLONETB3    2222222222

Both the 'BASETB' and 'CLONETB' rows have been lost due to the intermediate drops of the clone. If you now use CA Log
Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS to generate REDO SQL, the following results:

INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_BASE
VALUES
('BASETB' , 'AAAAAAAAAA')
;
 
INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_CLONE3
VALUES
('CLONETB' , '1111111111')
;
 
INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_BASE
VALUES
('CLONETB2' , 'BBBBBBBBBB')
;
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INSERT INTO USER07.CLONETB_CLONE3
VALUES
('CLONETB3 , '2222222222')
;

All updates to instance 2 use the current CLONETB_CLONE3 table. This is because a drop and re-add of a clone uses the
same underlying data set and instance structure, therefore, to reference the correct underlying data set, CA Log Analyzer™ for
DB2 for z/OS must use the current name listed in the catalog.

DB2 does not log a delete when a clone is dropped, therefore, CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS does not generate a mass
delete statement. Additionally, the DB2 catalog does not record when different instances are created, therefore even though
the instance 1 tablespace was created after the 'BASETB' log record with the second ADD CLONE statement, that RBA is
not stored in the catalog. When running CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS across ranges that contain drops and re-adds of
clone objects, you must be aware of data that may no longer belong to the current clone or base object.

 

 Parmlib Options
Use the PLA parmlib to set global execution default values for pla.

Use the PLA parmlib to set global execution default values for CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS.

Access the PLA Parmlib

You can edit the PLA parmlib from the following locations:

• The Setup option on the Post-Install Tailoring panel.
• The EP (Edit Parmlib Members) option under General Facilities on the Main Menu for CA Database Management

Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.

Tip:

To validate the parameter values after you edit them, we recommend you use either the Post-Install Tailoring panel or
the Edit Parmlib Members PLA panel. If the PLA member is missing from hlq.CDBAPARM, these panels display
default values for all parameters and generate a new member after all options are submitted. For more information about
both of these options, see the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS shared common documentation.

• The PLA member in hlq.CDBAPARM.

Warning:

Editing the member in hlq.CDBAPARM without using the panels is not recommended. Parameters that are
manually changed through the member are not validated and the member may not contain new options and
changes that have been made. Using invalid parameters results in CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS failing.
To validate the parameter values when editing the PLA parmlib member, use the Setup option on the Post-Install
Tailoring panel or the Edit Parmlib Member PLA panel.

Specify the Options

You can specify the following options:

• ARCHIVE (B|E)
Name in Panel: Archive Log Access method
Specifies the archive log access method. The following values are valid:

• B (BSAM)
Uses the basic sequential access method to access archive logs compressed by third-party compression software. This
option is the default.

• E (EXCP)
Uses the execute channel program to access archive logs compressed by IBM compression software.

• BUFFERS (nn)
Name in Panel: Number of Log Buffers
Specifies the number of buffers to use when reading the Db2 log. A higher value uses more memory and CPU to process
the Db2 log faster. The following values are valid:

• nn 
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Represents the number of buffers to use.
Default: 25
Limits: 1-50

• EXPLICIT_AUTH (Y|N)
Name in Panel: Explicit Authorizations
Specifies whether to require explicit authorization to Db2 data sets. The following values are valid:

• Y (Yes)
Requires explicit read authorization.

• N (No)
Does not require explicit read authorization. This option is the default.

• LOGCOPY2 (Y|N)
Name in Panel: Use Log Copy2 before Copy1
Specifies whether to use copy 2 of the active or archive Db2 logs before using copy 1. This parameter effects only jobs
with LOGSRC = BSDS|MEMBER|GROUP. The following values are valid:

• Y (Yes)
Uses copy 2 of the active or archive Db2 logs before copy 1.

•  N (No)
Uses copy 1 of the active or archive Db2 logs. This option is the default.

• DST_BEG (YYYY-MM-DD, hh:mm:ss)
DST_END (YYYY-MM-DD, hh:mm:ss)
Name in Panel: Daylight Savings Adjustment
Specifies the date and time that daylight savings time (DST) begins and ends for your location. Reports that are run against
this log range automatically offset the date and time in the generated output to account for DST. To disable daylight
savings adjustment, remove this parameter from the PLA parmlib member. 

Note:

 When you run a report, the time values in the log range are converted to the local time using the time zone that was in
effect at the moment the transaction occured. For example, when you run a report after DST for data that was written
before DST, the time is reported using the before-DST time zone instead of using the after-DST time zone.

The following values are valid:

• YYYY-MM-DD,hh:mm:ss 
Specifies the date and time:

• YYYY 
Represents the year.

• MM 
Represents the month.

• DD 
Represents the day.

• hh 
Represents the hour.

• mm 
Represents the minutes.

• ss 
Represents the seconds.

 Example: 

DST_BEG (2019-03-10,02:00:00)DST_END (2019-11-03,02:00:00)

• DBCS (Y|N)
Name in Panel: DBCS string support
Specifies whether to support double-byte character set (DBCS) strings. The following values are valid:

• Y (Yes)
Supports DBCS strings.

• N (No)
Does not support DBCS strings. This option is the default.
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• SORT_RESERVE (nnnnk)
Name in Panel: SORT Reserved Storage
Specifies the number of kilobytes to reserve in storage space when performing a SORT. The following value is valid:

• nnnnk
Represents the amount of storage space to reserve.
Default: 0512k
Limits: 0000k-9999k

• TARGET_DECP (. |,)
Name in Panel: Target Subsystem DECP
Specifies the decimal point delimiter to use for the SQL output. To disable the delimiter, remove this parameter from the
PLA parmlib member. The following values are valid:

• . (Period)
Uses a period as the decimal point delimiter. This option is the default.

• ,  (Comma)
Uses a comma as the decimal point delimiter.

• TARGET_APOST (' |")
Name in Panel: Target Subsystem APOST
Specifies the apostrophe delimiter to use for the SQL output. To disable the delimiter, remove this parameter from the PLA
parmlib member. The following values are valid:

•   ' (Single Quote)
Uses a single quote as the apostrophe delimiter. This option is the default.

•  " (Double Quote)
Uses a double quote as the apostrophe delimiter.

• SECURITY (Y| N)
Name in Panel: Security Support
Specifies whether to read the Db2 tables SYSUSERAUTH, SYSDBAUTH, and SYSTABAUTH to determine whether the
user has SELECT authority on a table that has information in the log. The following values are valid:

• Y (Yes)
Uses Db2 authorization.

Note:

If a user does not have SELECT authority on a table, then any log information relating to that table is discarded.
The information is not written to a discard file and is instead ignored.

• N (No)
Does not use Db2 authorization. This option is the default.

• SHRLEVEL (U |S)
Name in Panel: SHRLEVEL CHANGE IC
Specifies whether to use the current image copy or the next most recent image copy during Partial Update
Reconstruction from a source obtained from before the update. The current image copy is the most recent image copy
to exist before the start of the selected log processing range. The next most recent image copy is the first image copy to
exist before the current image copy.

Note:

Partial Update Reconstruction is invoked when there is an incomplete row in the log processing range of the following
reports:

• DDL Activity Report 
• DML Activity Report with the Image Copy (I) Level of Detail

The following values are valid:

• U (Use Current) 
Always uses the current image copy for Partial Update Reconstruction. This option is the default.

• S (Skip Current)
Skips the current image copy if the image copy is not complete by the start of the selected log processing
range and uses the next most recent image copy for Partial Update Reconstruction.

Note:

If you are using SHRLEVEL CHANGE image copies, rows can be updated while the image copies are being made. If
a row is updated after the copy process starts, but before the row is copied, then the image copy captures the updated
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row. If CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS reads an image copy under these conditions, the before-image of the row is
unobtainable for Partial Update Reconstruction because only the after-image of the row is available.

•  INDEX_SEARCH_ORDER (N|[P][C][O])
Name in Panel: Index Search Order
Specifies the column order and the type of indexes to use in WHERE clauses. Any combination of P, C, and O is allowed,
but N must be specified alone. The following values are valid:Default: PCO

• N (No automatic index use)
Does not generate index columns.
Restrictions: Not valid with the other INDEX_SEARCH_ORDER options.

• P (Primary Index)
Generates a primary index column.

• C (Clustering Index)
Generates a clustering index column.

• O (Other Unique Index)
Generates a unique index column.

• STRAT_RETRY (nnnn)Name in Panel: Strategy Retry Count
Specifies the retry limit for SQL errors -911 or -913. The results of each retry are saved. The following values are valid:

• nnnn 
Specifies the number of times to retry the strategy.
Default: 0005
Limits: 0000-9999

• IDENTITY_COLUMN (D|V) 
Name in Panel: IDENTITY Column usage
Specifies what value to use for IDENTITY columns that have the GENERATED BY DEFAULT attribute when generating
UNDO/REDO SQL or when the CA Log Apply utility replicates table updates. The following values are valid:

• D (Default)
Uses the keyword 'DEFAULT' for the IDENTITY column of INSERT SQL statements. This option is the default.

• V (Log record values)
Uses the values that are obtained from log records for the IDENTITY column of INSERT SQL statements.

• ROWID_COLUMN (D|V)
Name in Panel: ROWID Column usage
Specifies what value to use for ROWID columns that have the GENERATED BY DEFAULT attribute when generating
UNDO/REDO SQL or when the CA Log Apply utility replicates table updates. The following values are valid:

• D (Default)
Uses the keyword 'DEFAULT' for the ROWID column of INSERT SQL statements. This option is the default.

• V (Log record values)
Uses the values that are obtained from log records for the ROWID column of INSERT SQL statements.

• UR_MICRO_SEC (Y|N)
Name in Panel: Include Microseconds in URID time value
Specifies whether to include the full microsecond value in the timestamp for URID headers. The following values are valid:

• Y (Yes)
Displays the time with the full microsecond value. This option is the default.
Display Format: TIME: hh.mm.ss.nnnnnnnnnnnn

• N (No)
Displays the time up to a hundreth of a second.
Display Format: TIME: hh.mm.ss.th 

• PRE_ALLOCATE (Y|N|E,x)
Name in Panel: Preallocate Log Data Sets
Specifies whether to allocate log data sets at the beginning of the report and to hold the data sets until they are needed. The
following values are valid:

• Y (Yes)
Allocates log data sets at the beginning of the report and holds the data sets until they are needed. 

• N (No)
Allocates log data sets as they are needed for the report. This option is the default. 

• E,x (Parallel)
Recalls log data sets in parallel tasks at the beginning of the report:

•  x 
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Specifies the number of tasks for each Db2 subsystem.
Limits: 1-8

• UR_WORK_LOAD (S|M|L)
Name in Panel : UR Work Load
Specifies the estimated number of URIDs that will be processed during a job so memory can be allocated for the workload.
The following values are valid:

• S (Small)
Specifies that the number of URIDs is expected to be around 512.

• M (Medium)
Specifies that the number of URIDs is expected to be around 4096.

• L (Large)
Specifies that the number of URIDs is expected to be around 32768. This option is the default.

• COMBINE_VOLS (Y|N) 
Name in Panel: Combine multi-volume tape archive logs
Specifies whether to read multi-volume tape archive logs as a single data set or by individual volumes. The following
values are valid:

• Y (Yes)
Processes multi-volume archive logs as a single data set using the MVS catalog. Use this option when the data set can't
be allocated using the VOLSER information recorded in the BSDS. 

• N (No)
Processes multi-volume archive logs by volume. This option is the default.

• DDNAME$ORTPARM (DDname)
Name in Panel: DDNAME for SyncSort Parameters
Specifies the DDname to use for the SyncSort sort package. The following values are valid:

• DDname 
Represents the name to use in the job for the SyncSort sort package.
Default: $ORTPARM 

Warning:

Overriding the default value can make sort nonfunctional and result in job failure. For more information,
see Sort Processing.

Limits: 1-8 alphanumeric or national ($, #, @) characters.
Restrictions: The first character must be an alphanumeric or national character.

• SYSLGRNX (Y|N)
Name in Panel: Enable SYSLGRNX Processing
Specifies whether SYSLGRNX information should be used to limit the logs read in DML reporting for the following
items:The following values are valid:

• Partial Update Reconstruction
• Initial Log Extraction for data-sharing environments when INCLUDE log data filters are used on one or more of the

following database objects:

• Tables
• Databases

• Y (Yes)
Reads SYSLGRNX and uses these ranges to limit log reading. This option is the default.

• N (No)
Reads all the log records in the log processing range.

• KEEPDICTIONARY (Y|N)
Name in Panel: Check for KEEPDICTIONARY
Specifies whether to search table space VSAM data sets for a valid compression dictionary before searching for the
compression dictionary from the image copies registered in the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY table. The following values are valid:

• Y (Yes)
Reads and uses compressions dictionaries from table space VSAM data sets before searching for compression
dictionaries from the image copies registered in the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY table. Objects that had LOAD or REORG
utilities ran against them with the KEEPDICTIONARY keyword take advantage of this setting. This option is the
default.

• N (No) 
Searches and uses compression dictionaries from the image copies registered in the SYSIBM.SYSCOPY table.
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• RCT_COLUMN (D|V)
Name in Panel: Row Change Timestamp (RCT) Column usage
Specifies what value to use for RCT columns that have the GENERATED BY DEFAULT attribute when generating
UNDO/REDO SQL or when the CA Log Apply utility replicates table updates. The following values are valid:

• D (Default)
Uses the keyword 'DEFAULT' for the RCT column of INSERT SQL statements. This option is the default.

• V (Log record values)
Uses the values that are obtained from log records for the RCT column of INSERT SQL statement.

• PURSRC (A|B|U)
Name in Panel: Partial Update Reconstruction source
Specifies where Partial Update Reconstruction takes a complete image of a row when the log record for the update to the
row is incomplete. The following values are valid:

• A (After the partial update)
Reads the Db2 log starting from the update to the present-time to extract a complete image of the row from the table
space VSAM data set or up to the START_RBA in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY of the first image copy of the table taken after
update.

• B (Before the partial update)
Finds in SYSIBM.SYSCOPY the most recent image copy of the table that was taken from before the update. The Db2
log is then read starting from the START_RBA of the image copy up to the update to complete the row. This option is
the default.

• U (Auto)
Determines whether using a source from Before or After the update produces a lower elapsed reporting time for Partial
Update Reconstruction and uses that method to compete the row.

6 Messages

*Search Field*

Use this page to search for messages that are generated by CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS. These messages describe
normal processing, warning situations, and error conditions that might occur. 

ISPF messages are typically documented within the product interface. For more information about these messages, press the
Help key (F1) while viewing the message.

Note:

: To browse all CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS messages and download a PDF or EPUB file, go to
Messages for CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS.

Reason, Return, Condition, and Information Codes

Log Apply Return Codes

The apply program issues return codes indicating the status of the apply. The following lists the return codes for the Log
Apply:

• 0
Indicates processing completed successfully.

• 4
Indicates SQL errors have occurred and the input file is empty. Warning messages issued.

• 8
Indicates table not found and discard limits have been exceeded. Processing terminated.

• 16
Indicates a fatal error. Processing terminated.

Note:

More information:

• About Messages
• Reason, Return, Condition, and Information Codes

https://techdocs.broadcom.com
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7 Additional Resources

Includes educational resources, product references and support information.

The following additional resources are available for the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS:

     

Product Support

• CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS overview (includes links to solution brief and other technical
documents)

• Broadcom Support Online (product information, communities, download management, case management)
• Services and Support (getting started, services, and support)
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates 
• Mainframe Compatibilities (CICS TS, DB2, IBM z13, IBM zEnterprise, IMS, IPv6, Pervasive Encryption Compatibility,

PCI DSS Compliance matrix, z/OS, z/VM, and z/VSE)

Maintenance

•  Maintenance Grid
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures on https://techdocs.broadcom.com

DB2 Reference Tools

The following Db2 for z/OS reference tools are provided:

• Performance Handbook for DB2 for z/OS 
• Backup and Recovery Handbook for DB2 for z/OS 
• CA Technologies Reference Guides for DB2 for z/OS (provide instant access to DB2 information, such as system

commands, utility syntax, catalog tables, and much more):

• Reference Guide for DB2 12 for z/OS 
• Reference Guide for DB2 11 for z/OS 
• Catalog Poster for Db2 12 for z/OS 

Education and Training

The following educational resources are provided:

• Learning Paths (courses that are created from previous releases can apply to the current release)
• Mainframe Training
• Mainframe Webcasts 
• Educate YouTube Channel (requires a Google account)
• API Academy

Videos

Many product videos are available on YouTube by searching using the product or component name. Here is a list:

• Installation Use Case: Installation on Additional Subsystems that share DASD 
• How to Use the Object List Manager Utility in the CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 for z/OS (applies to CA

Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS, CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS, and CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS)
• CA Bind Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS: Do you really need to rebind? 
• CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS: Prioritize Object Maintenance 
• CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS:

• Demonstration for new users
• Collecting and viewing exception SQL
• Diagnose a performance problem using the Mainframe Team Center UI 
• How CA Detector Solved my BIF Worries 
• Using Filters in Mainframe Team Center 
• Configure and sort Db2 Metrics in a Web Browser 

• CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS:

• Refresh a table without taking it offline 

https://www.ca.com/us/products/database-management-db2-for-zos.html
https://casupport.broadcom.com/
https://www.ca.com/us/services-support.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/product-content/status/support-life-cycle/indexes/ca-database-management-solutions-for-db2-for-zos-release-and-support-lifecycle-dates.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/us/mainframe-compatibilites/mainframe-compatibilities.html
https://support.ca.com/us/product-content/status/detailed-service-pack-info/ca-database-management-solutions-for-db2-for-zos-maintenance-grid.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/
https://www.ca.com/content/dam/ca/us/files/technical-document/the-db2-for-zos-performance-handbook.pdf
https://www.ca.com/content/dam/ca/us/files/technical-document/ca-db2-for-zos-backup-and-recovery-handbook.pdf
https://www.ca.com/content/dam/ca/us/files/technical-document/ca-reference-guide-for-db2-12-for-zos.pdf
https://www.ca.com/us/register/forms/collateral/ca-reference-guide-for-db2-11-for-z-os.aspx
https://www.ca.com/content/dam/ca/us/files/catalog/ca-catalog-poster-for-db2-12-for-zos.pdf
https://www.ca.com/us/education-training/learning-paths.html
https://www.ca.com/us/education-training/specialized-training/mainframe-training.html
https://www.ca.com/us/company/events/webcasts/mainframe.html
https://www.youtube.com/user/Educate
https://www.apiacademy.co/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8yWiYCWlno
https://youtu.be/yp_bNt5YPqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wIRrvDnnx0c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D7aEQ4qUekg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8LXlI4OuX3k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WkTRA9GcWSA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6C0RLjZvxdA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oBLKHbPEC68
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xmu6HxHGoOg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H1WDzJJPp78
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAAHyPW0FcQ
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• Perform an online load 
• CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS:

• OBID (OBIDXLAT) Translation 
• System Level Backup Support (also applies to CA Merge/Modify and CA Recovery Analyzer)
• How to Use the Object List Manager Utility (also applies to CA Merge/Modify and CA Quick Copy)

• CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS: Using the Consistent Point-in-Time Service (CPiTS) 
• CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS:

• Quiet Point Analysis 
• Recover Dropped Object Quick Guide 
• Data replication 
• UNDO/REDO Processing 

• CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS:

• Improve your DB2 disaster recovery process 
• System level backup support (also applies to CA Fast Recover and CA Recovery Analyzer)
• How to Use the Object List Manager Utility (also applies to CA Fast Recover and CA Quick Copy)

• CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS:

• Create and Use a Virtual Index 
• Virtual Index RCA 
• CA-Defined Explain Profiles 
• Quick Explains Featuring CA-Defined Explain Profiles 
• On-Demand Rebind Compare Analysis 
• Identify Access Path Changes and SQL Cost Changes
• Explain a single SQL statement 
• Expert rules (overview) 

• CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS:

• Performance Tips 
• Using the Consistent Point-in-Time Service (CPiTS) 
• How to Use the Object List Manager Utility (also applies to CA Fast Recover and CA Merge/Modify)

• CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS: Discard Processing 
• CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS:

• Column mapping feature
• Column mapping lookup feature
• Data subsetting and data transitioning as easy as 1, 2, 3, 4

• CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS:

• Generate SQL for a specific creator 
• Utility profiles 
• Create dependent object strategy 
• Analysis profiles 
• RC/Merger move analysis advantages 
• Performing a data only copy using RC/Merger move analysis 

• CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS: OFS parmlib member impact
• CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS: System Level Backup Support (also applies to CA Fast Recover and CA

Merge/Modify)
• CA Report Facility:

• Simplified Usage 
• Simplified Usage - Volume 2 
• Building a query, form, and procedure 
• Building a tabulation form 
• Using variables 

• CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS: Use Getpage Sampling 
• CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2:

• Online IFCID Help 
• Improved Calculation of Database Space Used Exception 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gI14Wyr8ajU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydLBFa--SK4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCjv6FFU5cM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yp_bNt5YPqg&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SziGKRLL1mU
https://youtu.be/M0q2OlNa4cM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nSxMbTEOWEs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HhNvNGSP7qc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i4ri_SAzsrM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQvJ9ZsUUrg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCjv6FFU5cM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yp_bNt5YPqg&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/mymysiNa5nM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6TVUvBHvBc&t=159s
https://youtu.be/f02crhlDlhQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w9V4HGbz2_o&t=10s
https://youtu.be/U6TVUvBHvBc
https://youtu.be/NGb1fULmRyY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HevaLOB0NEU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9RWOLCGv-o
https://youtu.be/HEXV_Nhc_4k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SziGKRLL1mU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yp_bNt5YPqg&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/ZhuKjZ6aQOI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rr5E5lzvhjo&t=2s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbEWr3KKOpE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gVekeJR0Bt4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LRFnG13TItc&t=34s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cruEloqaA8E
https://youtu.be/ndyJuazQOic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1anIYmLzYuY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IKazjLtunSo&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Sp7MIxHQSM&t=4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDhRYPPzhE8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCjv6FFU5cM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ee4eBcrxkk&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpVqkDq5SVk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KFPyZSnGt9g&index=2&list=PLynEdQRJawmx6xMbGCZgacF486YGQTJaK&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wKw3Oyqe_EQ&index=3&list=PLynEdQRJawmx6xMbGCZgacF486YGQTJaK&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B2vrObnz-pQ&index=4&list=PLynEdQRJawmx6xMbGCZgacF486YGQTJaK&t=0s
https://youtu.be/PQck8Q1ymCs
https://youtu.be/0Qcjr4nxaMo
https://youtu.be/D3DlahIzjBM
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• Support for SNMP Traces and Emails in Exceptions 

Social Media

Follow us on social media:

• Facebook 
• LinkedIn 
• Twitter 

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Mainframe Product Communities 
• Db2 Tools -- CA Database Management Solutions for DB2 User Community 

8 Product Names and Abbreviations

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• CA Bind Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Bind Analyzer)
• CA Compile/PRF for CICS and TSO (CA Compile/PRF)
• CA Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management (CA Cross-Enterprise APM)
• CA Chorus™ (CA Chorus)
• CA Chorus™ Software Manager (CA CSM)
• CA Chorus™ for DB2 Database Management (CA Chorus for DB2 Database Management)
• CA Database Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Database Analyzer)
• CA Detector® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Detector)
• CA Endevor® Software Change Manager Interface for DB2 for z/OS (CA Endevor SCM Interface for DB2)
• CA Fast Check® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Check)
• CA Fast Index® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Index)
• CA Fast Load for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Load)
• CA Fast Recover™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Recover)
• CA Fast Unload® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Fast Unload)
• CA Log Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Log Analyzer)
• CA Merge/Modify™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Merge/Modify)
• CA OPS/MVS®Event Management and Automation (CA OPS/MVS)
• CA Plan Analyzer® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Plan Analyzer)
• CA Quick Copy for DB2 for z/OS (CA Quick Copy)
• CA Rapid Reorg® for DB2 for z/OS (CA Rapid Reorg)
• CA RC/Compare™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Compare)
• CA RC/Extract™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Extract)
• CA RC/Migrator™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Migrator)
• CA RC/Query® for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Query)
• CA RC/Secure™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Secure)
• CA RC/Update™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA RC/Update)
• CA Recovery Analyzer™ for DB2 for z/OS (CA Recovery Analyzer)
• CA Report Facility for CICS, IMS, and TSO (CA Report Facility)
• CA SQL-Ease® for DB2 for z/OS (CA SQL-Ease)
• CA Subsystem Analyzer for DB2 for z/OS (CA Subsystem Analyzer)
• CA SYSVIEW® Performance Management Option for DB2 (CA SYSVIEW for DB2)

9 Documentation Legal Notice

The documentation legal notice.

https://youtu.be/cf9YQFHW4kg
https://www.facebook.com/Broadcom/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/broadcom
https://twitter.com/Broadcom?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/home
https://community.broadcom.com/mainframesoftware/communities/communityhomeblogs?CommunityKey=45ba021d-aa18-4825-ace0-21b4c0d451ee
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This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred to
as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by CA at any time.
This Documentation is proprietary information of CA and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced, disclosed, modified or
duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of CA.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection with
that software, provided that all CA copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the applicable
license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your responsibility
to certify in writing to CA that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned to CA or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT
WILL CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED
IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and such
license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is CA.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the restrictions
set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)(3), as applicable,
or their successors.

Copyright ©  Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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